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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TI;UJ>E COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigation No.

731-TA~377

(Final)

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FORKLIFT TRUCKS
FROM JAPAN

~
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Detennination
On the basis of the record

l/ developed in the subject investigation, the

Cornmission unanimously determines, pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff
Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)), that an industry in the United States is
materially injured by reason of imports from Japan of internal combustion
engine forklift trucks with lifting capacity of 2,000 to 15,000 pounds, £1
provided for in item 692.40 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States, that
have been found by the Department of Cornmerce to be sold in the United States
at less than fair value (LTFV).

The Commission also determines, pursuant to

section 735(b)(4)(a), that there is not material injury by reason of massive
imports of the subject LTFV merchandise from Nissan Motor Co., LTD (Nissan)
and Toyo Umpanki Co., LTD over a short period of time to the extent that it is
necessary to impose the duty retroactively. 'J_/
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation effective November 24, 1987,
following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that

ll The record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207 .2(i)).
£1 Such trucks are operator-riding forklift trucks, powered by gasoline,
propane, or diesel fuel, of off-the-highway types used in factories,
warehouses, or transportation terminals for short-distance transport, towing,
or handling of articles. This determination also includes imports of
less-than-complete forklift trucks defined as imports which include a frame by
itself or a frame assembied with one or more component parts .
· 'J_I Commissioner Eckes dissented with respect to critical circumstances on
imports from Nissan.
1

2

imports of certain internal combustion engine forklift trucks from Japan were
being sold at LTFV within the meaning of section 731 of the Act (19 U.S.C.
§ 1673).

Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation and of a

public hearing to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies
of the notice in the Office of the Sect·etary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of December 23, 1987 (52 FR 48582).

The hearing

W"dS

held in

Washington, DC, on April 13, 1988, and all persons who requested the
opportunity wet·e permitted to appear in person or by counsel.

3

VIEWS OF THE COMHISSIOH.
We determine that an industry in the united States is materially injured
by reason of imports of certain intemal-co~bustton ("IC")· industrial forklift
,

. 1/

trucks from Japan that were sold at less than fair value ("LTFV").-

we also make a negative determination as to critical circumstances with
respect to the two

c:o!llP~ni~s--Niss~n
:·

.

Industrial Equipment co. ("Nissan") and

Toyo umpanki Forklift Trucks C"TCM")--as to which the Department of commerce
.

~ '· .

. 21

made its finding of critical circumstances. -

Like product/domestic industry
In order to assess material injury by reason of unfair imports, the
Commission is required to determine the relevant domestic industry.

The term

"industry" is defined as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product,
or those producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a
major proportion of the total domestic production of that

...

11

For a discussion of whether material injury is by reason of the subject
imports, ~the "Views," respectively, of Chairman Liebeler, Vice ..
Chairman Brunsdale, Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick and Rohr, and
Commissioner Cass, infra. ·
·
·

~/

Commissioner Eckes dissents from the Commission·· s negative determlnation
of critical. circumstances as to Nhsan. For a discu_ssion of critical·
circumstances, see the "Views" of Chairman Liebeler, ViceChairman
Brunsdale and coo;rnissioners Lodwick, Rohr' and cass,'and the "Dissenting
Views" of Commissioner .Eckes, infra. "
;

~·

4

" ~I

product . .

"Like product," in turn, is defined as "a product which

is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses
with, the article subject to an investigation

.. 'JJ

In considering the like product question in the context of a Title VII
investigatio.n, the Commission examines the characteristics and uses of the
articles under investigation, typically including the following factors:
(1) physical
manufactu~ing

of

appe~rance,

(2) end uses, (3) customer perceptions, (4) common

facilities and employees, (5) production processes, (6) channels

dist~ibution

SI

and (7) interchangeability of the product. -

The imported products subject to this final investigation are certain
industrial operator-riding internal

comb~stion

engine forklift trucks with a

weight-lift capacity of between 2,000 and 15,000 pounds (inclusive)
("standard-lift IC's") from ·Japan.§./

~I

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

!I

19 U.S.C. § 1677(10).

21

See,!...:...&·· Color Picture Tubes From Canada, Japan, the Republic of Korea
and Singapore, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-367-370 (F), USITC Pub. No. 2046 at 3-4
(Dec. 1987); and Certain Television Receivers from the Republic of Korea
and Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-134 & 135 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1514 at 3-6
°cAprii l984).

§.I

The "article subject to an investigation" is defined by the scope of the
investigation established by the Department of Commerce ("Commerce") .
. Commerce has defined the scope of this investigation to include "certain
internal-combustion, industrial forklift trucks, with lifting capacity
of 2,000 to 15,000 pounds which. are provided for in the Tariff Schedules
of the United States, Annotated (TSUSA) .items 692.4025, 692.4030 and
692.4070 . . . assembled, not assembled, and less than complete, finished
and not finished, operator-riding forklift trucks . . . . The
corresponding Harmonized System (HS) numbers are 8427.20.00.0;
(Footnote continued on next page)

5

In this final investigation, we

consi~ered

relating to the definition of the like product:.

two principal questions
whether
IC forklift
trucks
.
.

with a weight-lift capacity of greater tha~ 15_,ooo pounds should be included
within the definition of the like product;

71

~

and, whether

true~~

powered by

other than an internal-combustion engine--in particular,_ trucks in Class 1
(electric .motor rider trucks) and Glass 2 (electric . ~otor

narrow~aisle

trucks)

as established by the Industrial Truck Association (t}\e "ITA")--should be
included.

We also considered whether

~ dom~stically

pro9uced forklift truck

should be defined as. one that contains a U. s. -produced. frame (as. petitioners..
urged) or a certain minimum.level of U.S. value added or domestic content (as
respondents proposed) or whether some combination. of these two approaches was
most appropriate.
IC forklifts with weight-lift capacity of greater than 15,000 pounds
With respect to the first question, we determine not to include forklift
trucks with a weight-lift capacity of greater than 15,000 pounds, because the

···'·:
(Footnote continued from previous page)
8427.90.00.0, and 8431.20.00.0. 'Less than_ complete' forklift trucks:.~.
are defined as imports which inctude a frame by itself or a frame
assembled with one or more comp,anent parts." 5~. Fed. Reg. 12552 {April
15, 1988).
:':.

71

In its preliminary determination, the Commission did not include trucks
with a weight-lift capa'city 'of less than '2',000 pounds because, as both
petitioners and respondents 'agreed,_ such tru;cks have ~ot be'en.
manufactured in the united states. in at least 20 years. Internal·
Combustion Engine Fork-Lift Trucks .frof!l Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-377 (P),
USITC Pt,tb. ·N.o. 198S .at· 5 ri.10 (June i9BJ( .Inf'o.rm~tion obtained in this
final investigation is consistent with that. 'obtained iri the preliminary
investigation. Therefore, we again ·exclude 'from ·the definition of the
like product IC forklift trucks with a weight-lift capacity of less than
2,000 pounds.

6

end uses and applications of such trucks and the manufacturing processes by
which they are produced· are different from those of standard-lift IC's. ~/
In general, standard-lift IC's are manufactured· on an assembly line and
composed of component parts sourced from the automobile and light truck
product Unes of suppliers.

9/

In contrast, heavier capacity trucks are

most often "bay-built" {a process ln which a teain of workers assembles the
product in a circular area rather than on a production line) and use
;
.
..
10/
componentry designed for heavy-duty, over-the-road trucks.·standard-lift IC's also have different applications and end uses from
heavier lift-capacity trucks. · For example, standard-'lift re·• s are used in a
wide variety of indoor and outdoor· applications;

Trucks with a lift ·capacity

of greater than 15,000 pounds are more difficult to operate in compact areas
and are used most frequently out-of-doors in the steel, timber and

stev~doring

• dustr i es. -11/
1n

8/

We note that neither petitioners nor respondents have argued that IC
forklift trucks with a weight-lift capacity of greater than 15,000
pounds should be included within the scope of the like product
definition. see, ~. Petitioners' Pre-Hearing Brief at 5-13;
Respondents' Pre-Hearin~ Brief at 1-7.

9/

See Internal Combustion Engine Fork-Lift Trucks from Japan, Inv. No.
731-TA-377 (P), USITC Pub. No. 1985 at 7 {June 1987).

10/

Id. see also Petitioners' Pre-Hearing Brief at 7. s~~iiarly, the
larger trucks use double-reduction {or planetary) drive-axies compared
with single-reduction drive axles for standard~lift IC's.
·

11/

Report of the commission {Report) at A-9. See also Internal Combustion
Engine Fork-Lift Trucks from Japan, Inv. No-:-731-TA-377 {P), USITC· Pub.
No. 1985 at A-10-A-11 {June 1987). ·
·

7

Electric forklifts
With respect to the second like product question, we determine that
neither Class 1 nor Class 2 electric forklift trucks should.be included in the
definition of the like product.

121

The physical characteristics of Class 1

and Class 2 electric forklifts are distinct from those of IC forklifts.

For

example, the engine in an IC truck requires a separate fuel, exhaust and
cooling system, as well as a separate electrical system to operate the
13/

ignition and to recharge the starting battery. In addition, the frame for a Class

1

·electric truck weighs approximately

1,200 pounds and must accommodate a battery weighing 2,000 to 4,000

pounds.

141

The battery serves as "a significant part of the counterweight
15/

system" in such an electric forklift. -

on an IC truck, by contrast, the

frame weighs approximately 900 pounds and must accommodate an engine and
transmission weighing approximately 1,600 pounds.
.

.

161

A full counterweight

. 17/

separate from the engine must be used. Internal combustion and electric forklifts are not produced on the same

.·

Respondents do not contest petitioners' proposed~xclusion of ~lectric
trucks from the definition of the like pr9duct. Tr. at 230 (Messrs.
Kacrory and :Li;~> .
·
13/

Petitioners' Pre-Hearing Brief at 5 and 6.

14/

Report at A-8. The frame for a Clas.s 2· (narrow-aisle) elec~ric forklift
is distinct from both a Class 1 truck and Class 4 or 5 (IC) trucks.
Class 2 trucks do not op~rate using a counterweight system .

15/

Id. at A-3.

16/

Id. at A-8.

17/

Petitioners' Pre-Hearing Brief at 6.

.

.

8

assembly line by any of the major U.S. or Japanese producers.

18/

~

Production workers assigned to an electric truck assembly line require
different skills and undergo separate training from that received by
production workers assigned to an IC line.

19/

~

In addition, the engineering

and design concepts for electric trucks are developed separately from those
used for IC trucks.
Electric forklift trucks also have end-user applications distinct and
.

separate from those of IC forklift trucks.

201

~

Class 1 electric forklift

trucks are used primarily in warehouses· and in other totally enclosed
areas--!!.:.&·· in refrigerated areas in food processing or meat packing
operations and in public showrooms such as carpet sales stores--where it would

18/

Report at A-6; see also Tr. at 126-127 (Mr. Neuhauser).

19/

Report at A-8; Tr. at 126-127 (Mr. Neuhauser).
Post-Hearing Brief at 36 and appendix 11.

201

See Report at A-4; Petitioners' Pre-Hearing Brief at 7-8 and 12; Tr. at
122 (Mr. Rosenthal) and 230 (Mr. Litan). See also summary of Trade and
Tariff Information: Forklift Trucks and Similar Industrial Vehicles and
Parts Thereof, TSUS Item No. 692.40, USITC Pub. No. 841 at 1 (June
1983). Both petitioners and respondents agree that there is a limited
interchangeability of use between IC and electric trucks and a low
domestic cross-price-elasticity of demand. For example, petitioners
noted that one domestic manufacturer of electric trucks observed that
less than 10 percent of its customers consider purchasing either an IC
truck or an electric truck for the same application. Tr. at 122 (Mr.
Rosenthal). See also Petitioners' Pre-Hearing Brief at 8-9 & 12. In
addition, petitioners commented that while list prices for electric and
IC trucks have moved "more or less in tandem," there has been "markedly
deeper" discounting on IC prices. Tr. at 125 (Mr. Neuhauser).
Similarly, respondents' economic expert concluded that, based on his
research and analysis, Class 1 electric trucks and IC trucks "are not
substitutes in an economic sense." Tr. at 230 (Mr. Litan).

See also Petitioners'

9

21/
be impractical:to use IC-powered vehicles. ~
other hand, are used
applications.

22/

~

mo~t

IC forklift trucks, on the

frequently in outdoor or indoor-outdoor

Further, electric trucks generally are used in

lower-volume and lighter-weight applications than are IC trucks, wh_ich are
better suited for continuous use or uses involving traveling up steep grades
or long distances ..

231

In this investigation, the evidence gathered by the Commission and
submitted by the p·arties suggests that in the three key respects described
above- 7 physical characteristics, applications and end uses, and production
processes--there are more than "minor differences" between Class 1 and Class 2
electric forklifts; and Class 4 and Class 5 IC forklifts.

24/

~

Therefore, we

have determined not to include electric forklif.t trucks in the definition of
the like product.
Frame approach versus value-added approach to defining "U.S. p.roduction"
A final issue concerning the definition of the like product and the
domestic industry is whether to adopt a f rarne-based or a value-added
definition of a U.S.-produced forklift truck.

The question addressed is which

specific truck models are to be considered part of a firm's "domestic

P~e-Hearing

21/

Petitionersd

Brief at 7-8.

22/

Report at A-3.

23/

Petitioners' Pre-Hearing Brief. at 7-8.

24/

sees. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 90-91. (1979). See also
-Color Television Receivers for the ~epu~lic of Kor~a and Taiwan, Inv.
Nos~ -731-TA-134 and:135 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1514 at 3-:-6 (May 1984).

10

·. duct1on'
.
• -251 an d , thus, 1nc
. l u de d 1n
. th e comm i ss i on • s d a t a f or purposes o f
pro
examining·production and shipments, employment, profits, pricing and other
indicia of material injury and causation.
To determine the appropriate production to examine, the Commission must
define as part of its like product definition, what constitutes a
u.s.-produced IC forklift truck.

Put another way, the Commission must decide

what component(s) of any given model of IC forklift must be manufactured in
the United states, or what the nature and extent of the domestic manufactur.ing
activities related to that model must be, for that model to be considered a
U.S.-produced IC forklift.
The Commission has never been called upon to make a like product-domestic ·
industry determinationin this manner:

that is, to use either a pure

value-added approach or a pure component-based (i.e., frame)· approach to
determine which specific models of a product (in this case, IC forklifts)
26/
should be considered "domestically produced." -

The effect of applying

either the value added approach or the frame-based approach will be to exclude

251

See 19 u.s.c. § 1677(4)(A).

26/

Indeed respondents at the Commis$ion hearing admitted that this was a
question "of first impression" for the commission. Tr. at 236 (Mr.
Litan). A closely related issue was explored in Certain Radio Paging
and Alerting Receiving Devices from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-102 (F),
USITC Pub. No. 1410 (Aug. 1983). In that investigation, the Commission
considered whether a domestic firm's production of two product models
"should be considered part of the domestic industry" in light of the
fact that both models were assembled abroad and incorporated both u.s.and foreign-sourced components. Id. "Views of Chairman Alfred Eckes and
Commissioner Veronica A. Haggart," at 9-11. The Commission determined
that the "level of . . . production-related activity which takes place
in the United states with respect to the [two] models is sufficient to
include [them] as part of domestic production." Id. at 11.

11

data relating to certain IC forklifts models not because these models are

....•··
dissimilar in characteristics and uses to other models, but because they are
.. ;-.;

not "U.S.-produced."
The parties' positions.-- Petitioners make four principal arguments in
support of their assertion that the Commission should determine whether a
particular model of IC forklift is "U.S.-produced" on·the basis of whether the
frame is fabricated in the United States:

(1) the frame is the "essence of

.
the truck;" -271 (2) design, construction and assembly
of frames account for ''··

a substantial amount of U.S. producers' costs and investment in plant and
28/
equipment; (3) construction and assembly of frames account for a
29/
substantial amount of labor employed by U.S .. producers; and (4) the
frame-based definition would most effectively prevent circumvention of an
antidumping duty order.
Respondents assert that the Commission should use a minimum level of U.S.
value added or domestic content to define what constitutes a U.S.-produced
.
30/
forklift truck for several reasons: (1) the value-added approach would

271

See Post-Hearing Brief Petitioners' at 3; Tr. at 18-21 (Mr. Neuhauser).

28/

Tr. at .20 and 139 (Mr ..Neuhauser).

29/

Petitioners' Post-Hearing Brief at 37 & 44. c.f. Respondents'
Post-Hearing Economic Analysis of Injury Allegations at 5.

30/

Respondents• Pre-Hearing Brief at 9-14; Respondents' Pre-Hearing
Economic Analysis of Injury Allegations at 12-13; Respondents'
Post-Hearing Brief, Appendix A at A-2.
We note that respondents did not challeng~ petitioners' frame~based
definition in the preliminary phase of the Conunission • s investigation'~
(Footnote continued on next page)

12

capture more fully than the frame approach all u.s.-related forklift tt"Uck
production activity; (2) the value added approach is simple to use; (3)··value
added has been used by the Commission in Title VII cases on several occasions
in the past; and (4) value added.is a defining factor for
country-of-origin in a number of trade statutes.

determi~ing

31/

~.

Resppndents note and petitioners concede, that the frame accounts for
only 10 to 15 percent of the cost of a forklift truck.

321

~

Thus,

respondents argue that the frame approach to classification may ignore as much

;!'

(Footnote continued from previous page)
See,~. Postconference Statement of.Certain Respondents, Inv. No.
731-TA-37? (P) (May 18, 1987) at 1-6; Postconference statement on Behalf
of Toyota Motor corporation and Toyota· Motor sales, u·sA, Inc., Inv. No.
731-TA-3 77 (P) (May 18, 1987). Not; did respondents challenge that
definition (as it applied to the imported product) durlng the
proceedings before Commerce. Tr. at 156 C~r. Rosenthal) & 228 (Mr.
Macrory).
··
'·
Rather, the respondents in this investigation raised their challenge
for the first time during Commission Investigation TA-603-10. Se~
Pre-Hearing Brief of certain Respondents, Inv. 731-TA-377 (F) at 9. See
also Tr. at 228 (Mr. Macrory). The scope of ·the section 603":
investigation was to determine whether certain u.s. producers were
"representative of an industry" within the meaning of section 201 of the
Trade Act of 1974. Respondents asserted that it would be appropriate to
use a value-added definition of U.S. production in making that
determination.
..
.
31/

Respondents refer to the Generalized.system of Preferences ("GSP") and
the Caribbean Basin Initiative ("CBI") provisions of U.S. law and the
U.S.-Israel Free Trade Agreement ("FTA"). Respondents' Post-Hearing
Brief, Appendix A at A-1-A-2. see also Respondents·· Pre...:HeS:ring Brief
at 11. Respondents are correct iri their description of the GSP and CBI
provisions and the u.s.-Israel FTA, but in each of those instances, the
minimum threshQld was established to make avaiiable certain beneficial
treatment to many different" products 'imported from the ..·rele~ant
country( ies).. The purpose of. the value-added thresho~d applied in those
i~stances is quite.different from the proposed ~se of such~ threshold
in this instance.
· ·

321

Id.

see also Tr. at 138 (Mr. Rosenthal) & 183 (Mr. Litan).

13

as 90 percent of the U.S. labor and materials that are added to IC forklifts
'

33/-

with imported frames. -

However, petitioners assert and respondents · .·, ..

apparently do not dispute that no u. s .; . produce~ currently manufactures ~,;.truck
with a u.s. frame and less than 35 percent u.s. value added.
The Commission's approach in this investigation.--

341

The.Comm~ssion.has

used

U.S. value added or domestic content .as a _factor in .. evalua_ting a number of
issues in connection with earlier Title VII investigations.

Those issues

include: .. (1) whether a domestic producer should be considered a member c;>.f the
"domestic industry"

withi~

the meaning of section 771(4)(A) of the

Tarif~

Act

35/
of 1930, 19 v.s.c .. S 1677(4)(A); (2) whether data relating to a domestic
producer .should be excluded under the "related party" provision of the
statute, section 771(4)(B) of the 1930 ,Act, 19 u.s.c. § 1677(4)(B);

361

and

33/

Tr. at 183 (Mr. Litan).

34/

Petitioners' Post-Hearing Brief at 4; Tr. at 113 (Mr. Neuhauser) & 243
(Mr. Litanj. See also Report at A-9 n. 2.

351

See, ~·, Erasable Programmable Read: only Memories (EPROM' s) from ,.,
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA..:.288 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1927 (Dec. l986); 64K
Dynamic Random Access Memory Components (64K DRAM's) from Japan, 1~'V.
No. 731-TA-2l0 (F), USITC Pub. No. "!862 'at 12,...13' (June 1986); 64K DRAM's
from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-270 (P), USITC Pub. No. 1735 at 5-6.(Aug.
1985); .Low-Fuming Brazing Copper Wire and Rod from south Africa, Inv.
No. 731-TA-247 (F), USITC Pub. No .. 1790 at. 4 n. 6 (Jan. 1986); Cellular
Mobile Telephones and Subassemblies Thereof from Jap·an, Inv. No.
731-TA-207 (F), USITC. Pub. No·. 1786. at 8-9 (Dec .. 1985); Color Television
Receivers from the Republic of Korea arid ·Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-134 &
135 (F), USITC. Pub. No ..1514 .(May 1984).

36/

see,~·· certain Copier Toner from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-373 (P),
USITC Pub. No. 1960 at 9 n. 22 (Mar. 1987); Top-of-the-Stove stainless
Steel Cooking Ware from Korea and Taiw~n, Inv. Nos. JOl-TJ\'-26 7 - 2~'.8 &
731-TA-304 - 305, USITC J>ub·." No. 1936 (Jan. 19S7).
· .~....
.:;~

14

(3) whether cert.ain domestic
product should be

consider~.d

The Commission has

J)~odu~ers

that perform finishing operations to a
371

members of the domestic industry . .

consi~ered

value added, among other practical indicia

of U.S. production, in determining whether a particular domestic producer
performed sufficient production-related activity in the:United States. td· be
considered a ·member of the ·'domestic industry und·er section ·771(4) (A) of th~
1930 Act.

In specific, the commission has 'examined u.s. value added ·along

with such factors as (1) the 'exten't' and s·aurce of a ffnn' s capital investment,
(2) the technical expertise involved' iri u.·s. production··act1vity,· (3) research
and development of all aspects of the product's technology, (4) the
sophistication of the tech~olcigy employed ih the United States, (5) the amount
of u.s. employment and (6) whether.production involves actual fabrication or
merely assembly.

38/

~

37/

See, !..:A·• Certain stainless steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from Japan,·
Inv. No. 731-TA-376 (P), USITC Pub. No. 1978 (Kay 1987); Butt-Weld Pipe
Fittings from Brazil and Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-308 & 310 (F), USITC Pub.
No. 1918 (Dec. 1986); Low.:.Fu~ing Brazing Copper Wire and Rod from South
Africa, .Inv. No .. 731-TA-247 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1790; ·Low~Fuming Brazing
copper Wire and Rod from Ne~ Zealand~ Inv. No. 731-TA-246 (F),.·usITC
Pub. No. 1779 (Nov. 1985). ·
··
·

38/

See~ !..:A·. EPROK's f'rom Japan, Inv. No: 731-TA-288' (F), USITC Pub. No.
1927 (Dec. 1986);· ~ow-Fuming Brazing Copper Wire and Rod from south
Africa, Inv. No . .731-TA-247 (F),' USITC Pub. No~ 1790·at 4, n. 6 ('Jan.
1986); Cellular Mobile Telephones and subassemblies Thereof from Japan,
Inv. No. 731-TA-207 CF), US ITC .Pub. No. 1786 at 8-9 (Dec'. 1985); color
Television Receivers from the Repub'i'lc of 'Korea and Taiwan, Inv·. No.
731-TA-134 & 135 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1514 at 7-8 (Kay 1984); 64K DRAM'S
from. Japan, Inv. No: 731-T~·::.276 CF), .UsiTc Pub. No. 1862 at 12-13 (June
1986) .. See .also 64K DRAM'S from Japan (P), USITC Pub. No. 1735 at 5-6
(Aug. 1985); Cellular Mobile Terephones, Inv. No. 731-TA-207 (F), USITC
Pub. No. 1786 at 9 (Dec: 1985); Cert'ain ·Radi.o Paging and Alerting
(Footnote continued on next page)
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The commission has emphasized that no single factor--including value
added--is determinative and that value added information becomes more
... -..

meaningful when other production acti~ity ind'i.c:i.a are taken into
39/
. : ..
account. As we have noted, the specific like product-domestic industry
issue presented in the current investigation differs from "those

conSider-~C1

by

the commission in the past.
.

There is a threshold problem with applying a value-added
approach--whether alone or in conj~nction with the fram~:._based approach-~in _;."
the manner suggested by respondents.

Value-added calculations necessarily

involve the allocation of both U.S. and foreign costs. As the Commission has
..
.
noted, performing such calculations is a difficult process in any context and
one that can result in the derivation of less reliable data.

401

· Moreover, :

if such an approach were to be adopted, steps would have to be ·taken to ··enstire

that cost computations

(~,

.

.

.

for the purpose of selecting product models t·o

be used for price comparisons) are done in a manner that is consistent\iith
the definition of value added selected by the Commission.
Thus, the Commission has decided to adopt the frame approach:

i.e., to

define domestic production of the like product as an IC forklift with a

(Footnote continued from previous page)
Receiving Devices from Japan, Inv. No. 732-TA-102 (F), USITC Pub.
1410 at 10 (Aug. 1983).

No.

See,~·· Color Television Receivers from the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan, Inv. Nos·. 731-TA-134 & 135. (F). USITC Pub. No. 1514 at 7-8 (Hay

1984).

40/

See,~··

.'

Color Television Receivers from the Republic of.Korea and.
(Footnote continued on next page)
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U.S.-produced ..frame.
..
~

The frame.approach most fully incorporates consideration
/

of such practical indicia of U.S. production activity as the level of research
and development expenses (including design and engineering expenses), capital
.
.. .
·.·.
.
.

.

investment
in plant
and .equipment,
and labor activity related to the
.
;, .. .
. ·...
. :
41/
production of standard-lift. IC's. ~.
;

For example, frame design accounts for a significant share of both total
engineering R & D expense and labor costs related to production of forklift
.
.
42/
trucks and designing the frame req~ires technical sophistication. ~
Moreover, frame fabrication accounts for as much as 80 to 90 percent of the
investment in plant and equipment used in connection with a. forklift truck
.....

. .t.

•

.

·-

.

assembly line and requires the use of a wide array of manufacturing and

machining equipment..

.43/

In,a4dition, we found that no standard-lift IC with a U.S.-produced frame
contains less than 35 percent U.S. value added, the minimum threshold proposed
by respondents
for their pure value-added approach.
·,:
.

Indeed, several of the

(Footnote continued from previous page)
Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-134 & 135 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1514 (May 1984);
64K ORA.M's from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-270 CP>,, USITC Pub. No. 1735
(Aug. 1985).
Tr. at 19-21 (Kr. Neuhauser).
42/

Petitioners' Post-Hearing Brief at 37; Tr. at 19-21 & 140 (Mr.·
Neuhauser. r See also Industrial: Fork-Lift Trucks, Inv. 'No. TA-603 . . . 10,
Hearing Tr. at 45-47.

..Tr. at 20

&

139 .<Kr. Neuhauser) .

17

. 44/
largest U.S. producers reported that the share of U.S. value added for·
standard-lift IC's with a U.S.-produced frame was significantly greater than
•

•

.
45/
50 percent. -

••• • :

T

•

'./!ii::.·

Thus, apart from providing information on the indicia noted

above, the frame approach also ensures that a significant portion of the total
manufacturing operations on any single truck are performed in the United
States.
Due to the globalized. na.ture of production in the standard-lift IC
forklift industry, neither the frame approach nor the value-added approach is
likely to provide a perfect

descriptio~

of_ u. s. production.

However, in light

of the factors dis.cusse_d above, the frame approach in this investigation
provides the better picture.
Based upon the above analysis, we determine for purposes of this final
investigation, that there is a single like product--industrial,
operator-riding internal combustion engine forklift trucks with a weight-lift
capacity of between 2,000 and 15,000 pounds (inclusive), with a U.S.-produced
frame--that is "like',' .the imported product.
.

We also conclude that there is

.

one domestic industry consisting of the U.S. producers of this.like product.
Related pat"ties
Under the statute, the C9mmission may in appropriate circumstances
exclude from the domestic industry any

u.s. producers·that are also "related

to the exporters or importers, or·are themselves importers of the

44/

U.S. value added by firm was calculated on a net sales less cost of
imported materials basis.

~51

Report at B-44, table c~·4.'
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allegedly . . . dumped merchandise."

461

. . .
.
There are currently eight u. s. producers of operator:...riding· internal
~

combustion, industrial forklift'trucics with weight-lift. capacity.of between
. 411

2, ooo and 15, ooo pounds. -

In this investigation, ·three of those

companies--A. c. Materials Handling. Corp. 'c "ACKH"), Taylor ·Machine Works
("Taylor") and Yale Materials Handling Corp. ("Yale")--also either import such
trucks from Japan or are related ' to Japanese exporters or importers of the
48/
trucks. The commission must determine whether ~'appr~pri.ate ct"rd.amstances" exist
to exclude from the domestic industry any of these three related p"roducers.
The central question is whether a related party is primarily in. the position
.
. .. '49/
. '
of a domestic producer or an importer. In re.aching this determination,·

46/

see 19 u.s.c. § 1677(4)(B). Section 1677(4)(B)" provides in ·relevant
part:
When some producers are related to the exporters or importers,·
or are themselves importers of the allegedly subsidized or
dumped merchandise, the term •industry• ·may be applied in''
appropriate circumstances by excluding such producers from
those included in that industry.
s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., lst sess. at 83 (1979).

ill

Report at A-9. Those companies are: Hyster co; (petitioner);· ciark··
Equipmt;lnt co. ; caterpillar Industrial, . Co .. i /lC Materials Handling corp.··
Tay,\.or Machine works, Inc.; Yale Materials Handling· Corp·.·; White LiH
Tru·c.k and Parts Mfg., co.9 and Komatsu For_klift (U.S.A.) Inc.

48/

A-9 & A-48. Three other U.S. producers--Caterpillar, Clark
and Hyster--import the product from countries other than Japan and are,
therefore, not relevant to the related parties discussion. See 19
U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B).

49/

see Empire Plow Co. Inc. v. United states, 6js F. Supp. 1348 (C.I.T.
1987). See also Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from ·arazil"and Ta.iwan, Inv.
(Footnote continued on next page)

Repor~ ~t
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the Commission considered, among other factors, the amount of the U.S.
producer's domestic output relative to the amount imported by the U.S.
producer and the relationship between the products manufactured.in the United·
States and those produced abroad.

501

~

We note at the outset that exclusion from the domestic industry of any of
the related parties in this investigation would not change in any significant
. 51/
respect any of the levels or trends in the data. ~
With respect to ACMH
and Taylor, there was no indication

based on information received by the

Commission -- that either company's status as an importer caused it to conduct
its U.S.

~tandard-lift

IC operations in a manner different from other U.S.

(Footnote continued from previous page)
Nos. 731-TA~308-310 (F), USITC Pub. No. 1918 (Dec. 1986); Rock Salt from
Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-239 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 1798 at 10-13 (Jan.
1986).· In previous investigations, the Commission has focused upon the
following factors among others in determining whether "appropriate
circumstances" exist to. exclude a related party: (1) the percentage of
domestic production attributable to the related producers; (2) whether
related producers chose to import the product under investigation in
order to benefit from the unfair trade practice or in order simply to be
able to compete in the domestic market; and (3) the competitive position
of the related domestic producer vis-a-vis other domestic producers.
Id. at 11.
501

See Rock Salt from Canada, at

51/

Report at A-17. The Commission has on occasion not made a finding on a.
related parties question where ~xclusion of one or more parties would
not.have affected its injury determination. See, ~. Truck Trailer
Axle-·and-Brake Assemblies and Parts Thereof From Hungary, Inv. No.
731-TA-38 (P), USITC Pub. No. 1135 (March 1981); Iron Bars from Brazil,
Inv. No. 701-TA-208 (P), USITC Pub. No. 1472 (Dec. 1983); Portland
Hydraulic Cement from Australia and Japan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-108 & 109
(P), USITC Pub. No. 1310 (Nov. 1982).

10~13.
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producers.

521

Therefore, the Commission has determined not to exclude data

from those two firms on the basis of the related parties provision.
In the case of Yale, the third related party, we note that for the period
of the investigation Yale sold a substantially greater volume of imports than
of domestically ·produced trucks.

531

However, we find an insufficient basis

in this record to conclude that Yale's status as an importer caused it to
conduct its U.S. standard-lift IC operations in a different manner from other
U.S. producers.

Therefore, we conclude with respect also to Yale that the

circumstances are not appropriate to exclude its data from the domestic
industry.
condition of the domestic industry
In determining the condition of the domestic industry, the Commission
considers, among other factors:

production, capacity, capacity utilization,

shipments, inventories, employment and profitability.

541

In each

investigation the commission must consider the particular nature of the
relevant industry in making its determination.

In this final investigation

most of the data gathered by the Commission is confidential and can only be
discussed in general terms.

521

see candles from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-282
(F), USITC Pub. 1888 at 11 (1986).

53/

In this investigation, the Commission was able to obtain segregated data
relating exclusively to production of standard-lift IC's with
U.S.-produced frames. That segregated data has served as the basis for
the Commission's discussion.

54/

i9

u~s.c.

§ 1677(7)(C)(iii).

21

The period of the Commission's
through 1987.

investigatio~

covers the years 1985

The data collected and analyzed in the investigation show that

most of the principal economic indicators for the domestic standard-lift IC
industry deteriorated over the period of the investigation.
U.S. apparent consumption increased throughout the period, growing 2.5
percent" (from 43,293 units to 44,376 units) from 1985 to 1986, then rising an
. additional 4.0 percent (to 46,152 units) between 1986 and 1987.

551

Despite

the overall increase in U.S. apparent consumption for the period, domestic
production and shipments (in both unit terms and measured by value) of
standard-lift IC forklifts fell slightly from 1985 to 1986,. then dropped
sharply in 1987.

561

Capacity to produce standard-lift IC's also fell from 1985 to 1986, then
remained level in 1987.

Capacity utilization increased from 47.9 percent in

1985 to 55.6 percent in 1986, then fell to 47.3 percent in 1987, reflecting
57/
.
th e s h arp d rop i n d omest i c pro duc t ion. ~
U.S. producers' year-end inventories declined both in unit terms and as a
percentage of total shipments from 1985 to 1986.

Between 1986 and 1987

inventories increased in both unit terms and as a share of total
shipments.

58/

~

Employment trends reflected the domestic industry's deteriorating
economic condition.

The average number of production and related workers

551

Internal Combustion Engine Forklift Trucks from Japan, Inv. No.
731-TA-377 (F), USITC Pub. No. 2082 (May 1988).

56/

Report at A-16, table 2, A-19, table 3 and A-20, table 4.

571

Report at A-19, table 3.

581

Report at A-24, table 8.
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engaged in the production of standard-lift IC forklifts fell by 19 percent
from 1985 to 1986, and fell again--but more sharply--in 1987.

591

Hours worked by and total compensation paid to production and related
workers followed the same trend as employment.

Hours worked decreased over 19

percent between 1985 and 1986, and dropped even more in 1987.

601

Total

wages paid fell 21.8 percent between 1985 and 1986, and an additional 19.5
percent from 1986 to 1987.
Labor productivity rose strongly throughout the period, increasing 24.7
percent between 1985 and 1986, and rising an additional 15.8 percent in 1987,
as employment decreased even more sharply than production during the period.
Reflecting the strong increases in productivity, unit labor costs fell
throughout the period of investigation, although hourly wages paid and hourly
.

total compensation increased.

61/

~

Financial information gathered by the commission indicates that the
domestic industry producing standard-lift IC forklifts is in poor condition.
Net sales of standard lift IC's fell throughout the period and U.S. producers
reported increasing operating losses from 1985 to 1987.

621

In this case, almost all of the principal indicators of the economic
condition of the domestic industry deteriorated substantially during the
period of the investigation. Therefore, we find that the domestic industry

59/

Report at A-25, table 9.

60/

Id.

62/

Report at A-33, table 14.

23

producing standard--lift IC's is suffering material injury.

63/

631

Chait'man Liebeler and Commissioner Cass believe that the description of
the domestic industry is accurate and relevant to their decision on the
existence of material of injury by reason of LTFV imports. They do not,
however, believe a separate conclusion respecting the condition of the
domestic industry is required. For reasons set forth below, they
determine that the domestic industry has been materially injured by ..
reason of the subject imports.

25

VIEWS OF COMMISSIONERS ALFRED E. ECKES,
SEELEY G. LODWICK ABO DAVID B. ROHR
OB CAUSATIOH

In making final determinations in antidumping cases, the Commission must
determine whether material injury being suffered by the domestic industry is
"by reason of" .the imports under investigation. !I

The statute directs the

Conunission to consider,. among other factors (1) the volume of imports of the
merchandise that is the subject of the investigation (2) the effect of imports
of that. merchandise on prices. in the United States for the like product, and
.

21

(3) the impact of such imports on domestic producers of the like product. -

The volume of imports from Japan of standard-lift IC's increased in both
value and unit terms, albeit modestly •. during each year of the period of
investigation. ~/

By unit, imports grew from 21,404 in 1985, to 22,716 in

1986, and 22,774 in 1987, an increase.of six percent overall.

similarly, the

unit value of imports from Japan of the subject forklifts increased 17 percent
(from $8,757 to $10,209 per unit) between 1985 and 1986, growing an additional
3.5 percent (to $10,569) in 1987. !I

.
The market share of imports from Japan of ·Standard-lift IC's was clearly
',

significant throughout and even increased slightly during the period of

1/

19 u.s.c. § 16 7ld(b) & 1673d(b).

21

19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(8).

~/

Report at A-43-A-45 and table 23.

4/

Report at A~44-A-45, table 23.

investigation.

Imports from Japan of the subject forklift trucks accounted

for approximately one,;:-"1.alf

o~

co11~.~mp~ion

U. s .. apparent

during each year of

the period of investig.atiori .. 2_!· .. ' ~n: specif le, imports from Japan accounted
for 51.3 percent of U.S. apparent consumption in 1985, dropping to 49.6
61
•
. •
t o 5 1.4 percent in
•
percent in
1 9 86, then rising
19 87 . -

In addition to sign"itl.cant levels· of· im})6rt volume and market
. • ;.

'f,/

penetration,· the record reveals
standard-lift. IC·; s fro~ J~~an.
~

..

..

.. •

.. ~.

1·

•

.• '

.

!

•
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commission provided 20 price compari"sons.invoiving u.s.-produced IC.forklifts
rejected in

favo~

of

Japan~se tr:u~ks.

...

In

is of the i»rice cor1tparison's;' the

price of the purchased Japanese truck wa~· lower than the price of the rejected
u.s. truck, with margins of unciercutting: ·ranging from=o.3 to 21.8
perc.ent.

!it

In considering this

d~t~,

we ·focused on information ·relating to

IC forklifts with a 4·,000 io 6 ,000 p~und weight_:lift capacity, wher~,
according to the parties. co~pe.ti tion between imported and' domestic products'
was the most vigorous.
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Internal Combustion Engine Forklift Trucks from Japan, Inv. No."
731-~A-37,7 .(F), USITC Pub. No. 2082 (May 1988) at A-48, table 25.
'

.

.§./

Internal combustion Engi~e. F.orklift Trucks from Japan, Inv. No .
731-TA-377 (F), usr'±c Pt.ib.·No: 2002 (Kay 1988) af A.;.48,'table 25.

11

Report at A-56-A-64. To collect accurate and meaningful price
comparison data, the Commission requested (1) the largest national
account customers (end users) of producers and ir1tporters-·to- provide
detailed price and product feature in~ 0 rmation about their recent
forklift purchases and (2) dealers in five major ·market are.as to provide
sales prices to their end users.

!!I

Id. at A-62 and tables 27 & 28.
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In addition, 10 of the price comparisons involved IC forklifts of a
comparable engine size range.

Nine of those 10 comparisons revealed

undercutting by the supplier of the Japanese .truck, with margins ranging from
5.9 to 19.8 percent.

9/

Moreover, even in three of the five price

comparisons provided in which.the U.S.-produced truck was purchased, prices
for the rejected Japanese truck were lower than prices for domestic
trucks. lO/

Most purchasers gave as their reason for buying one IC forklift

rather than another:

price alone; price together with another quality

(delivery or performance); or plant preference for a particular brand of
truck.

111

. Information on unit value prices for u.s-produced standard-lift IC's
(according to weight-lift capacity) is mixed, but suggests that the presence
of the Japanese imports may have significantly suppressed prices for the
u.s.-produced forklifts.

Net unit values for four of the five u.s.-produced

models declined by 1 to 15 percent.

Net unit values for the remaining

9/

Id. at A-62 and tables 27 & 28.

10/

Rep'ort at A-62 and table 28. The Conunission obtained price comparison
data on Japanese imports rejected in favor of U.S. producers'
non-Japanese imports. In 11 of 17 price comparisons, the Japanese
trucks undersold the U.S. producer imports. Margins of undercutting for
this set of comparisons ranged from 3.5 to 21.5 percent. Report at A-63
and table 29. The Conunission has not relied in its material injury or
causation analysis on evidence that Japanese imports have undersold
u.s.-producer imports. We note, however, that respondents repeatedly
asserted that u.s.-producer imports were the price leaders in the U.S.
market and were undercutting both U.S.-produced IC forklifts and
imported Japanese trucks. Price comparison information obtained by the
Conunission does not show this to be the case.

11/

Id. at A-62 and tables 27 & 28.
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t

model--the 5,000-pound cushion-tire truck--were generally level throughout the
period.

Net unit values for the Japanese trucks, while on the whole rising

throughout the period,
standard-lift !C's.

w~re

still generally below prices for u.s.-produced

121

Finally, for the period of the investigation, the cormnission was able to
confirm lost sales valued collectively at more than one million
dollars.

13/

~

A variety of reasons--including, lower price, greater

reliability, availability of local service and product life cycle costs--were
given by purchasers for selecting a Japanese rather than a U.S.-produced
truck.

141

Together, the significant number of confirmed instances of price
undercutting of the U.S. product by the Japanese imports, the continuing and
increasing operating losses of the domestic industry and the fact that
domestic producer net unit value prices for the period of investigation either
fell or remained level suggest that price suppression was occurring.
Moreover, domestic producer prices were declining and operating losses
increasing at a time when, as noted, U.S. apparent consumption was increasing.
we conclude that, in view of the significant and increasing volume of IC
forklift. trucks from Japan and the high import penetration throughout the
period of the investigation, together with the pattern of price undercutting

12/

Report at A-66-A-67.

13/

The Commission did not consider information supplied by two of the
purchasers c·ontacted because it was not possible to determine with
certainty whether the trucks purchased were in fact Japanese imports.

14/

Report at A-68-A-72.
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by those imports that may have contributed to price suppression, the domestic
industry has been materially injured by reason of the LTFV imports from Japan
of standard-lift IC forklifts.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN SUSAN ·LIEBELER
Internal Combustion Engine Forklift Trucks from Japan
Inv. No. 731-TA-377 (Final)
May 31, 1988
Introduction

The Commission has made a unanimous determination that an
industry in the United States is materially injured by reason of
imports of forklift trucks from Japan that have been sold at less
than fair.value CLTFV).

The. Commission has issued a joint opinion

discussing the like product and the domestic industry.
these· additional. views

causation.

o~

I provide

In her Additional Views, Vice

Chairman Brunsdale has raised certain issues concerning the
definition of the

dome~tic

i~dustry

and I concur with her

discussion.
Having defined the

relev~nt

domestic industries, the Commission

must then determine whether those industries are experiencing or are
threatened with material injury by reason of allegedly LTFV
imports.l/

The statute

dire~ts

the Commission to consider,

~mong

other relevant economic factors, sixteen .enumerated factors in
determining whether LTFV imports caused or threatened material
injury to the domestic industry.£/,

Th~

factors specified in the

statute indicate Congress' intent that the Commission assess the
effect of LTFV imports on the economic vitality of the domestic
1/ Material retardation is· oat a~ iss~e here.
£/ 19 U.S.C. Section 1677(7)(C)Cii),{iii).
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industry and also suggest various factual inquiries that should
facilitate that assessment.
The

~tatute

does not

s~ecify

the exact way in which these

factors are to be organized into· a coherent analysis of the effect
of LTFV imports on the condition of the domestic industry.

Rather,

this task is left to the Commission.
Recent Co~~~ssion Practice

In recent opinions the Commission
material injury and

c~usation.

h~s·

First. the Commissi·on examines the

condition of the domestic industry and
been materially

injure~.

separated its· analysis of

decid~~

·whether or not it has

Then, it employs an approach to causation

which focuses on a description df trends during the period of
investigation for many of the sixteen factors enumerated in the
statute.1/ This type of causation analysis frequently also includes
discuision of a margin of underseliing (or overselling) derived by
comparing prices of the domestic and imported product reported in
the Staff Report, and

an~cdotal

domestic producers to LTFV

evi~ence

orr sales· lost by the

imports~

I believe there are several· problems with the "trend analysis"
described in the

precedin~ paragraph.··~irst.

·a separate analysis of

material injury ignores the fact that a thrfving, healthy industry

1/The Commission is not al~ays able to ga~her information on all
sixteen of these factors within the statutory time limit for its
investigations. For example the· Commission often does not have
information on return on investment or ability to raise capital.
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could do materially better if

~he

LTFV sales had not taken place.

Second, time trends do not distinguish coincidence from causation.
Third, margins of underselling or overselling, while they may
provide useful information about product
frequently misused by the Commission.

substituta~ility,

are

Fourth, largely anecdotal

information on lost sales is far less informative than the relative
market shares held by the domestic industry and by firms selling
LTFV imports.

I discuss these concerns below.

Separate analysis of injury and causation

The Commission discussion of the condition of the industry focuses
on the overall financial health of the industry.

If,

Commissi-Oners in the recent Digitai Readout Systems

a~

did three

invest~gation,!/

the Commission finds rising perfo~mance trends indicating th~t fhe
domestic industry is financially healthy, it will find that the
domestic industry is not suffering or threatened· with material
injury and reach a negative determination.
assess the effects of the LTFV imports.

No attempt

i~

made to

There is nothing, however,

in the antidumping and countervailing duty laws or legislative
.:.·:

history to suggest that

o~ly

ailing

industrie~

~re

entilled to avail

themselves of the unfair trade laws.
If, for example, a healthy domestic industry exhibiting rising
performance indicators

ave~

the period of investigation would .have

!/Digital Readout Systems and Subassembl ies ·1h.ere.of from Japan,
USITC Inv. No. 731-TA-390 (Preliminary) .USITC Pub. No~ -2081· (May
1988) (Dissenting Views of Commissioners Eckes, Lqd~ick and Rohr).
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significantly increased its output, prices, profits and employment
in the absence of LTFV imports, then I believe the industry may have
been materially injured by reason of the LTFV goods.

Trend Analysis

Time trends do not and cannot supply the required causal link
between the state of the domestic industry and LTFV imports.

This

is because the movement in a trend due to LTFV imports cannot be
distinguished from movements due to other

influences.~/

The effect

of the unfair act on the domestic industry must be isolated from
other factors in order to assess whether there is material injury by
reason of LTFV imports.

Without this separation of effects, we

cannot distinguish between cause and coincidence.

By failing to

separate out the effect of LTFV imports, there is a danger that
import relief may be given to a domestic industry with declining
performance indicators, even though the decline in these indicators
is not due to LTFV imports.[/

Margins of Underselling and Overselling
The Commission has often referred to "margins of underselling" as
evidence in deciding whether LTFV imports have caused injury to the
time trends in conjunction with lost sales anecdotes and
underselling margins does not provide a causal nexus between the
unfair act and the condition of the domestic industry.
[/Conversely, a healthy industry with rising performance indicators
may be denied import relief, even though it would have been
materially bette~ off in there had been no LTFV imports.
~/Further,
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domestic industry.

Margins of underselling are generally based on a

comparison of prices of

dom~stic

and LTFV products in the U.S.

market as reported in the Commission Staff Report.

Typically. the

higher the price of the domestic like product relative to the

pri~e

of the LTFV import, the greater the injury that is inferred.

I

believe that the differences in the price of these products provides
useful information concerning product homogeneity and their economic
substitutability, but practically no information concerning injury
caused by dumping.
A difference between the price of the domestic like product and
the LTFV import indicates that the products are not identical.
Logic tells us that if the products were identical. no one would buy
the more expensive product.

(Assuming price information is readily

available to market participants.)

This is not to say that LTFV

goods do not suppress the prices and volumes of the domestic product
or lower the price of the imported good below what it would have
been in the absence of dumping.

Rather, it says that none of the

information needed to measure such injury is found in the "margin of
underselling."
There are many reasons individuals and firms are sometimes willing
to pay more for the domestic like product than the unfairly traded
import, or vice versa.

A partial list of reasons include factors

such as physical characteristics, quality differences •. reliability,
durability, reputation of the seller. service. marketing,
warehousing costs, warranty coverage,' order turn-around time.
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financing and credit terms. rebates. transportation costs. and
availability of product information.
Moreover. by focusing on the margin of underselling. the
Commission fails to recognize the effects that higher price LTFV
imports have on the domestic industry.

When the Commission finds.

as it did in Table Wines7/. that the LTFV imports sell for more than
the domestic like product ("overselling"), the Commission reaches a
negative determination.

It assumes that higher priced goods cannot

cause the material injury.

Lost Sales
The Commission has for some period of time collected information
about "lost sales"

based on scattered and unsystematically chosen

instances in which a particular domestic firm claims to have lost
sales to its foreign competitor.

The lost sales information is ther

relied on as one of the reasons for concluding that the domestic
industry has been materially injured by reason of the subject
imports.

I believe that lost sales information is biased and not

useful in assessing whether LTFV imports have caused or threatened
material injury to a domestic industry.a/
information gathered by the Commission

The lost sales

is fundamentally flawed.

both as a matter of theory and because it presents practical
I/Certain Table Wine from the Federal Republic of Germany, France.
and Italy. Inv. Nos. 731-TA-283-285 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1771
(October 1985).
a/In a memorandum written by its Director, the Commission's office
of Economics has characterized the lost sales information now
gathered by the Commission as "not just useless but seriously
misleading." EC-J-010 (Jan. 3, 1986)
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difficulties in application which render conclusions based on it
extremely unreliable.
In principle, the method is flawed because the choice of specific
instances is not made systematically.

There is, consequently, no

coherent way to draw valid conclusions about the domestic industry
as a whole from this scattering of a very small
number of sales made in the American market.

porti~n

The sample is,

moreover, not only inadequate, but inherently biased.
instances

selecte~

of the total

It represents

by the firms seeking relief.

The use of these scattered instances of claimed lost sales is
fundamentally defective in a second respect.

Even if a particular

sale was made by a LTFV seller and not by a domestic firm, this does
not establish the casual connection required under the formulation
of the material injury issue.

It may have been that even if the

foreign firm had charged the same price in the Americari market as it
did abroad, it would have made the sale anyway.

Or it may have been

that even if the foreign firm had been charging the same price in
both markets, with the result that its price in the American market
were higher, the sale would have been made by an importer of fairly
traded goods from a third country.

In either of these cases, the

domestic firm has suffered no los.s of sales by reason of LTFV sales.
Even beyond these fundamental difficulties, the lost sale
methodology is .flawed by insu·rmountable .practical difficulties .. The
most important of these is the problem of multiple counting of the
same "lost sale" which could result in a vol·ume for lost sales which
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exceeds total domestic

consumption.~/

It is not possible to say

with certainty which American firm would have made particular sales
if the foreign firm had not.

Several firms may then claim the sales

in the honest belief that they would have made them.
In addition to multiple counting, the Commission's lost sales
information does not take into account a particular firm's bidding
strategy and available capacity.

The problem of the capacity of the

firm claiming to have lost the sale is a serious one.

Assume that

two domestic firms, Firm A and Firm 8, each have the capacity to
sell only 500,000 units per year.

Assume that Firm A bids on 20

contracts for 50,000 units each, expecting to win.only 50% of the
sales, that it wins 10 of these.contracts and loses the ten other
bids to LTFV goods.

The Commission would determine that Firm A had

lost sales of 500,000 units to LTFV imports.

On the other hand, if

Firm B with a different bidding strategy, bids on only 10 contracts
and is the successful bidder on each of them, Firm B would have no
-

lost sales under the Commission's approach to lost sales.

Yet both

firms could only produce and sell 500,000 units each year; they just
had different bidding strategies.
If the Commission believes that.it is desirable to know if the
domestic industry has "lost sales" to LTFV imports, it should look
i/Let us assume that there are eight domestic firms in the domestic
industry and one LTFV importer, and each are bidding for sales to a
particular ·Customer. Further assume that each domestic firm and the
im~orting firm offered .. on~ hundred widgets for sale and that the
customer in question purchased on~ hundred units from the LTFV
importer. Under the C-0mmission's methodology for collecting lost
sales data, there would be eight lost sales, totalling eight hundred
widgets, even though the total consumption of widgets was one
hundred.

3'9

at ch an g es du r ;· ng t tie

P~ r ;' od
·1

-~

of i r1 vest i gat i on' i n the r e·1 at iv e mar· ket

.,

shares of the domestic· &nd LTFV industiies.
unbiased and

inhe~entfy·m6~e
:

.

.

Detirmining

Market ihare data is

reliable.

...-

th~

Effect -Of the LTFV Imports

I believe it is preferable to combine the analysis of material
injury and c.a.Lls~tion ~rid focus a·n the effects of.the LTFV imports ·'an
the domestic

ind~str~~

·This can be done by

the domestic industry in

th~ ~ace~of

comp~ring

lTFV imports

~ith

the state of
what w6uld.

have occurred' if the: LT FV s·al es had hot been• in ad e . lQ./
I n general' the facto r's g i v en by the statute and fh e order i n wh i ch
t hei a r e l i s t e d i n th e st at ut elJj s ugge s t t hat o u r i n·q u' i r y m·u s t
focus on three

a~~~s

when we

c~nsider th~ c~usation

of material

inJury.}1./ First, the.;Commis.sion must examine volu-mes and pri'ces ·tor
lQ./It may well be that a single analytical structure will not be
appropriate to all cases. I chose the analytical structure used in
t he s e· v i e ws be c au s e i. t be s t f i ~ s t he fa c t s at i s s ue her e . ·
·
J

-.

ll/ The statute describes· th.e 'considerations tha_t should guide the
Commissio'n's :determination on the _existence of mate·rial .injury by·
re~s6n of _unfairly t~aded im~orts.· ~irecting ·the ·commis~ion to
~"consider; am6ng oth~~ fact~r~ -- ·· ·
·· · · ·
·
( i ) . the v0 1um e 0 f i n'1p0 rt s :of . the me r c hand i s e wh i c h i s . the
-.
subje~t of the investigatioA, · .
· ·
.
-(ti) the ~ffect of imports of that mer~handise on ·prices in the
United States for like ~ttiducts. a~d
. '.
·
_
·
·
. (iii) the impact.df imports of such ~erchandise on domestic
p rod ut er s of 1 i ke ., p rod uc ts . '.'. _19 U., S . C. Se c t i an 1 67 7 CB ) .
·

12..I The a gg r e gat i. o n o f t he s i x t e e n e num e r a t e d fa c t or s · i nt a t h r e e
areas dci~s not ~uggest· that t~ree:are -~6r~ important; rather, ·it is
simply a means .of.organizing .the ·factors td facflitate analysis. At
the same.time. ii must.be.confessed that the Co~mission is not ·
~always able within the· stat~tciry time li~its 6n its investigations
(continued ... )
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the subject imports in the U.S. market.

Second, the Commission must

evaluate the manner in which the sale of the subject imports
(compared to what would have obtained in the absence of LTFV
imports) affects domestic prices and domestic production of the like
product.

Third, the Commission must explore how LTFV sales have

affected the domestic industry and assess the significance of such
e f f e c t s . .U/

In each of these inquiries, the Commission must compare the actual
state of the domestic industry to the state of the domestic industry
absent dumping.

If the difference between the two states

constitutes material injury, an affirmative dec1sion must be
rendered.

Restated, the effects of the LTFV imports must be

separated from all other factors affecting the domestic industry.1..4./
Only then can one make a rational assessment of the effects of the
LTFV imports on the domestic industry and decide whether the effects
are large enough to constitute material injury.
continued)
gather information on al 1 of the enumerated factors and,
therefore, cannot always rely on the full panoply of consfderations
specified in the statute. For example, the Commission's reports
rarely contain significant information on investment in the domestic
industry, return on investment, or ability to raise capital.
lll Whether the injury to the domestic industry caused by the LTFV
imports rises to the level of materiality requisite under Title VII
can be addressed as a fourth question. Insofar as that is done,
however, the fourth inquiry becomes a process of applying the
statutory test for materiality to the information developed in the
prior three inquiries; that is, this last inquiry would reach a
legal conclusion but would not extend the factual analysis of the
other inquiries.
1..4./This should in no way be construed as weighing the different
effects for that is prohibited by the statute. In fact, the
opposite occurs: we are remov1ng the other causes from ~onsideration
so they do not interfere with the mandate of the law.
12/( ...

to
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The data contained in

th~

record~

includi~g

the Staff Report and

various staff memos, in the transcript of the prehearing conference,
and in submissions frqm the parties

the state of the

re~pecting

.'

domestic.industries over the
information. from

~hi

p~rio~

of

~~vestigation

'

provide

ch we can draw. approprfate inferences for

analyzing. the effects of LTFV imports.

The Volume and Prices of LTFV Imports

We begin the analysis by examining. the pri_;ce and vol,ume of the
LTFV imports.li/ .In particular, w.e ex,ami11e the

ext~nt

to which the

LTFV goods lowered the price and i nc.r~ased, the volume of LTFV
imports· entering,the United States.

Th.is examination requires us to

compare the prices
and ' volumes of the subject imports observed
.
.

~-

.

during the _peri_od of the, investigation .with the prices and volumes_
that woul.d have been obtained in .the absence of the unfair act.
Thi s st e.p i_ s . the f i rs t 1 i nk between the , u nfa i r act. and i nj u r y to
the domestic industry . . It is the fact that Cl) the import prices
were lower and import volume:higher than they would have been in the
absence of .dumping that causes injury to the dome,stic industry.

If

the prices and. vo.lume. of,. the subject
imports would
be the same in
..
.
.
'

the absence· of: dumping as they were in the presence of dumping, then
the domestic market would be unaffected by the LTPV imports.
.

-

Our f i rs t i nqui r y seeks to - e val uate the am·o u nt bY- .w hi ch pr i c es for
imported.j=orkl_ift- tr-ucks were 1:ower because_. of. dumping.
li/19 U.S.C. Section 1677 (7) CB),(C)

I believe
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'that while one cannot be certain about the exact price that the
Japanese imports would have sold for absent dumping, the dumping
margin determined by the· Department of Commerce (Commerce) is useful
, in assessing the maximum increase in the U.S. price of the subject
imports had they been. sold in the United States and Japan at the
same price.

In many cases prices of the subject imports would have

increased less than the amount of the dumping margin had the imports
not been sold at LTFV.

In cases 'where the products are sold in both

the exporter's home market and the United States, the difference in
.

.

the prices usually will be lower than the dumping margin . .l.Q./
Many of the facts collected during the course of an investigation
permit us to make a reasonable approximation of this price.
!

In this

case, the dumping margins reported by Commerce varied between 13.65
percent and 56.81 percent.ll_/
were based on home

mark~t

The dumping margins from Commerce

compariscins f6r Toyota and Komatsu, and

constructed values for Nissan and Sanki. Commerce assigned margins
to TCM and Sumitomo equal to those of Nissan.lJ.l/

Information

concerning the relative shares of Japanese fork lift trucks sold in
J a pa n a nd t he Un i t e d St a t e s i s f o u nd · i n t he St a f f Rep o r t . ll/
Information in the record leads me to conclude that if the
exporting firms had not been able to charge different prices in the
United States and

Jap~h

(as would have been the case if the imports

.l.Q./See Office of Economics Memo EC-L-149.
ll_/ 53 Fed . Reg . 1 2 , 55 2 (19 8 8) .
lJ.l/In cases where the exporters home market price is constructed, I
assume that the U.S. pric~ of the import in the absence of dumping
would have risen by the full dumping margin.
12./Rep. at A-41-42.
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had been fairly traded), the prices of Japanese forklifts sold in
the United States would have been higher and their volume would have
been substantially below the levels actually

observed~

The effect

of this change is discussed further below.
Effects on Prices and Sales of Domestic Like Products
The next area of inquiry focuses on the impact of prices and ·
volumes of the LTFV imports on the market for the domestic like
product.

The statute specifically directs the Commission to

consider the .effect of LTFV imports on, the prices for domestic like
p r o duc t s , .2..Q.I a nd t he e x t e nt . to wh i c h t he LT FV i mp o r t s hav e de p r e s s e d
pr i c es for the domes ti c l i ke .Pro d.u ct s . ill

The statute further

di'rects the Commission to look at the market share for the domestic
1Product and the subject imports, and at ddmestic sales, domestic
output, and dome.stic inventories, among other factors.

These

factors are useful in asses$ing changes in the sales of domestic
products and relating those changes to the sales of subject imports.
The impact of prices and volumes of the LTFV imports on the market
for the domestic like product depends on three factors:
I

1) The economic substitutability of the LTFV imports. for the
domestic. like.product and for the
from third countries;

2) The LTFV market share;
2..QI 19 U.S.C.§1677(7)(6).
ill 1 9 u. s . c . § 1 6 7 7 ( 7) ( c) .

fairl~

traded like products
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3) The availability of fairly traded imports of the like
product.

The first point, economic substitutability, requires
clarification.

Economic substitutability is one factor that tells

us how the demand for the domestic produtt responds to the price of
the LTFV imports.

An increase in the price of the LTFV import

encourages substitution towards both the domestic like product and
fairly traded imports.

The increase in demand for the domestic good

relative to the fairly traded import depends upon its relative
economic substitutability with the LTFV import ..

Consequently, the

economic substitutability of the LTFV import with the domestic like
product implicitly depends upon other available substitutes.
will be shown later that the relative

~upply

It

of the fairly traded

and domestic products also affect the demand for the domestic like
product.
Petitioner argued, in their posthearing brief, that the
differences between forklifts imported from Japan and domestic
forklifts are inconsequential .2.1./

Respondent argued that the LTFV

imports and domestic forklift trucks do not compete.ill

However,

evidence collected by the staff and testimony by the Petitioner

21..I Petitioner, Clark Equipment Co. Post Hearing Brief at 8-9.
ill Res pond en t s ' Econ om i c An a 1y s i s Report
at 3 2 .
11

11

,
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suggest the products are in fact differen.tiated and moderately
substitutable.I!/
Although most purchasers agreed that there were no significant
physical or performance differences between comparable U.S. and
Japanese forklifts, quality and the abil'ity ·to supply particular
truck specifications, not price, were the most commonly cited
. reasons for preferring a particular vendor.

Further, the

desirability of maintaining a standardized forklift fleet reduces
the substitutability of domestic and Japanese forklifts.
addition, the

l~ck

In

of significant changes in market share· in

response to relative price changes for the domestic and LTFV import
suggest only

moderat~ sub~titutability

. . Finally, the evidence does

not support the market segment argument offered by Respondent.2.2_/
In sum, the record suggests that LTFV

import~d

and domestically

produced forklift trucks are moderate.ly substitutable.£.Q./ ,
The second point, LTFV import market share, is also important.
The gfeater the market

.~hare

of the subject imports, the greater

their effect on the prices and volumes of .the domestic like product.
This can be clarified by an example.

Let us assume that the price

of a hypothetical LTFV import would have·increased by fifty percent,
had it not been sold at LTFV.

The effect of this price increase on

the demand for the domestic like product will vary depending on the
market share held by the subject imports.

A LTFV import market

ZA.I Tr . o f He a r i ng a t p . 163 Mr . Ne u hau s· e r , Di r e c to r o f ·Bu s i ne s s
Planning and Market Research ~t Hyster, describes se~eral attributes
that differentiate the domestic and LTFV imported forklift.
2.2..I Rep . at A- 5 5 . I n fact dome S· t i c and Japan es e f o r kl i ft s do compete .
£.Q./See Economic Memorandum, EC-L-143, May 6,1988, pp. 11-18
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share of ninety percent would. ceteris paribus, impact demand for
the domestic produ.ct to a significantly greater extent than a LTFV
import market share of one percent.

Thus, the LTFV import with a

ninety percent market share would have decreased the price and
quantity of the domestic like prod.uct to a greater extent .ll_I
In the instant case, the U.S. market share for LTFV Japanese
forklifts was 51.3 percent in 1985, 49.6 percent in 1986 and rose to
51.4 percent in 1987 . .ZJl/

The large market share of the LTFV imports

coupled with the moderate substitutability of the domestic and LTFV
imports suggest that the demand for domestic forklift trucks would
respond, at a minimum. nearly proportionately to changes in the
price of the LTFV import . ..2. .9../

Since, as discussed above, the price

increase in the LTFV import in the absence of dumping would likely
have been near the margins calculated by Commerce, the effect on the
demand for the domestic like product would have been very
substantial.
The third factor, the availability of fairly traded imports, can
increase the magnitude of the shift in demand for the domestic like
product.

The less elastic the supply of fairly traded imports, the

greater is the harm from the dumped import to the domestic like
product.
ll/See Certain All-Terrain Vehicles from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-388,
USITC Pub. No. 2071 <Preliminary) (March 1988) (Additional Views of
Chairman Liebeler and Vice Chairman Brunsdale at 31-34.
£a/Report at A-48.
2!1.1 The relationship between the demand for the domestic like
product and the price of the LTFV import is captured by the crossprice elasticity. This measure, by definition, is the percentage
change in the quantity deman~ed of the domestic like product given a1
one percent change in the price of the LTFV import.
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Our a.nalysis, thus far, has assumed that all other prices Cil... the
prices for the domestic and third country fairly traded like
products) have remained constant.1.Q./

We know, however, that the

elimination of sales at LTFV in this case would increase the demand
for both the domestic like product and the fairly traded import.
Only if the import supply curve is horizontal or infinitely elastfc
will the price of the fairly traded product remain unchanged.

If

import supply is less than infinitely elastic, the demand shift for
the domestic like product will be greater than in the previous
analysis because the price of third country fairly traded like
products would increase with the elimination of LTFV sales.
In the instant case, fairly traded fork lift trucks from third
, co~ntries have comprised an increasing share of the U.S. market
r i s i ng s t e ad i l y f r om [ pe r c e nt J i n 198 5 to [ pe r c e nt J · i rj 198 7 . ll/
This increase in market share reflects the ability of third
countries to supply forklifts to the U.S. market.

It, therefore,

seems likely that the decrease in demand for U.S. forklifts caused
by LTFV sales would not have been exacerbated by the inability of
third countries to respond to increases in demand for their
product.Jlj
1.Q./In fact, the previous analysis represents a lower bound for the
affects of dumping.
31/Report at A-4a.
32/The existence of an infinitely elastic ·import supply curve for
fairly traded imports can never mitigate the changes in demand for
the domestic like product as a consequence of market share and
substitutability. A less than infinitely el.astic supply, however,
will increase the demand shift. Restated, the presenc~ of an
infinit~ly elastic import supply of fairly traded goods creates a
lower bound for the effect on demand for the domestic like product.
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The facts of this case strongly suggest that if not for the LTF'
sales. the demand for the domestic like product would have·increas1
substantially.

Given the size of the dumping margins.· the

substitutability of the domestic and LTFV import goods, arid the
substantial market share of the LTFV imports, .it is clear that the
LTFV sales replaced purchases of domestic products in substantial
measure and also depressed the price of the domestic products that
actually were sold.
In addition to the factors addressed above, the statute also
commands attention to three other factors that might support or
contradict an inference regarding the effects of LTFV imports on
domestic price and production.

Information on inventories, capaci

utilization, and productivity can suggest reasons the subject
imports would have more or less effect than might at first appear:
For example, low capacity utilization in the domestic industry may
suggest significant ability to increase production if the absence
LTFV imports increased demand for the domestic like product.
Concomitantly, if domestic capacity is (virtually) fully utilized,
the presence of LTFV imports may not exert significant influence
over domestic production. although the imports would then affect
price more significantly.
With respect to these three factors, the evidence in the recc
indicates that sales of LTFV imports had a depressing effect on ti
both pri.ces and

s~les

of domestic products during the period of

investigation, with domestic sales and production bearing the bru1
of the negative effects.

The domestic industry appears to be
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operating well below its capacity Jl./ indicating an ability to
increase production in response to.increased demand.

Further, the

domestic industry's exports of forklifts remained relatively
constant over the period of the investigation.,JA./

Thi.s also

indicates a capacity to have supplied the domestic market for the
products at issue.

Domestic producers' inventories declined over

this period,J2./ a factor that reduces the level of domestic
production but also probably reduces costs.

The magnitude of this

change was small and does not appear to have much effect on their
operation. This information strongly suggests that but for the LTFV
sales, domestic producers would have

incr~ased

production and sales

of forklift trucks without incurring substantially increased
marginal costs.

The elasticity estimates of petitioners and the

Commission staff support this conclusion.lQ./

Impact on the Domestic Industry

The domestic industry is experiencing material injury by reason of
the LTFV imports.

Had Japanese fork lift trucks not been sold at

33/ Reported capacity utilization remained between 47 percent and 56
percent throughout the period of the investigation. Report at A-29.
,JA./ Report at A-20.
J2./ Report at A-24.
J.Q./The staff estimates a domestic supply elasticity of ten. EC-L~
143. The petitioner estimated the same elasticity at 70 to 80.
Both estimates can be qualified as "very high", meaning that a small
price change will bring about a large response in the quantity
supplied. Both elasticity estimates suggest that changes in deman~
for the domestic product will bring about greater changes in
domestic sales than in domestic prices.
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LTFV, the domestic industry would have increased substantially the
prices and volumes of its forklift truck sales.

The statute

specifies a number of factors for the Commission to consider that
reflect the impact of the subject imports on the domestic industry:
actual and potential negative effects on employment and wages, and
actual and potential negative effects on profits, return on
investment, cash flow, ability to raise capital, and level of
investment.ll./
These factors can serve as a basis for inference about the
accuracy of the estimates of the adverse effect of LTFV imports on
the domestic industry.

Directly observable changes in the factors

measuring returns to the domestic industries rarely will be simply
and readily correlated with LTFV imports, in part because
information on these factors seldom is kept on bases coextensive
with the scope of our investigations.

Reference to observed data on

employment, compensation, profits, cash flow, and similar factors
can, however, provide inferential support for the estimates derived
from our earlier analysis or, if inconsistent, can provide a basis
for reexamining them.

Here, the information currently available on

these factors supports an inference of significant losses to the
domestic forklift truck industry by reason of competition from LTFV
imports from Japan.

Conclusion

'j]_/

19 U.S.C.§1677(7) CC).
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For the reasons given above, I determine that the domestic
forklift truck industry is experiencing material injury by reasorr of
the LTFV imports from Japan.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN ANNE .E. BRUNSDALE
Internal Combustion Enqine Fork-Lift Trucks from Japan
Inv·. No.- 73_1...:TA-377 (Final)
May 31, ::l.~88:
I concur with the Commission's affirmative determination that the
domestic industry is sufferinq inaterial.injuey by reason of dumped
impor~s

of forklifts from Japan.l/

I jo'in in the commission• s

definition of the "like product" and the "domestic °industry," and
I also join
-·:

.

in_~he

Commission's discussion of the condition of the

domestic industry.

I offer these additional ·views to .·further

discuss the difficulties entailed in defininq the bounds of the
domestic forklift industry and to explain my approach to the
,.

question of causation in this investiqation.

Of Global Products and-Domestic Indµstries
I join my colleaques in usinq the frame approach to define the
like product and domestic industry in this investiqation.

It

seems to me that the frame approach is one of the acceptable
... · .

,

alternatives that can be used to solve the practical problems
\

.·

.

-

entailed in defininq the scope of the commission's

inquiry~

~

But. I
·~-·

;•

do not see the frame approach as the only acceptable alternative,
and I have some question wh~ther we have adequately explained· how.

lJ Unless I otherwise specify, throUqhout these views I use the

terms "forklifts" and "trucks" to refer to industrial, operatorridinq internal combustion· enq:ine forklift trucks with a weiqht•lift capacity of between .2., 000· and 15, ooo po~ds.
-

..

.;,·

·.

·'\.~
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it is

.with_
t:tt.~ drift of previous commission decisions.
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.not
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•.

•

proposed
value-added approach
- ... :.· '(" ~ : :-

~ed ~e~pondents'

.

•

.. .. .'

f

..

•

•

•

• •

;

•

because of the practical~problems ·it.poses tn this investigation,
Respondents' suggestion deserves·careful consideration for use in
futui:;,e...ca~~s •·' . .
•

•

1

;
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I
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approach.es to the definition of the domestic

di~_fe~ent.
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'

•

:
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"
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industry proposed by Respondents and Petitioners seek to address
• •
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;

~
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v(,,.

l•

I

•.

'
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bus.iness at issue is characterized by substantial
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international .in~egration. Both the frame and the value-added
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questions about the goals of the U.S.

~erious
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. .

'

.

. l

.

. .
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law as it relates to globalized businesses.
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·

questions are increasingly arising in Commission cases involving
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:

•

•
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•

industries that engage in substantial off-shore sourcing.

This is

particularly true in cases where the petition initiating the
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makers
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for that reason.and
because
I believe that a value•'<
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. ,', • . •, . ' ·" '

Acco~~ingly,
•

•
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•,

•

.'~ \

•

•,•'
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I

-
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added approach may have·some merit in future investigations, I
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•

y It is 'my u'rlde'rstariding tha:t: thts·. step ·-ls· usually taken by
Petitioners in an'-ettort 'to avoid: ci~rcumvention Of' an antidumping
order involving only finished products.
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.·:

offer these additional views on the like product and domestic
industry

presented
in this case.
. - .....

~ssues

,

The Back9round Facts:
To appreci_ate the_

Forklift Production Is a Global Industry.

~enesis

.....

of Respondents' suggestion that we use

u.s. value added as the exclusive tool to define the domestic·
industry in this case, it is important
to keep in mind the story
\
.
.
~

.,

tell of the globalized nature of the forklift

Respondent~

business.
serio~sly

Respondents tell a tale -- one that Petitioners do not
deny

:-~

of "domestic" production characterized by

extensive importation of finished and nearly finished products and
major component part.a· 11 ·. As Respondents describe it, this case
does
not. .involve
the. struggle of made-in-the-USA products against
,.,
. .
'

low-pri~ed

.

imports; rather, it involves the struggle of some

imports against other imports.
ResP.ondents contend that the real story begins in the mid,'

.. :

1960s.when Japanese exporters recognized an unsatisfied demand in
the

u.s. market for forklifts that were standardized, lower..•

.

e •• ,

:

p_riced, smaller, lighter-weight, and more fuel efficient.!/

u.s.

forklift producers were slow to respond, continuing to produce
< • ••

•

•

•

•

••

.!...

'

•

•

more expensive models with customized features, and, as a

11 The essential facts relating to the globalized nature of

forklift production are not much in dispute. Unfortunately, for
the purpose of this discussion I must rely primarily on
Respondents' rendition of the facts because almost all of the
facts gathered by the Commission in this area have been treated as
confidential in the Staff Report.
!/"An Economic Analysis of Injury Allegations, etc .•• ," Submitted
on Behalf of Certain Respondents, dated April 8, 1988 at 4-5
[hereinafter cited as Respondents' Economic Analysis].
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consequence, through the 1970s the Japanese models experienced
enormous success •.2f
As Respondents tell it, U.S. producers did not take the
proper responsive action until the late 1970s when they beqan to
source off ~shore for standardiz.ed models that were comparable to
the Japanese products.

Petitioner Hyster began to search for an
.

'

off-shore facility in 1979 and was shipping forklifts to the
United States from a plant in the United Kingdom (Northern
Ireland) by 1981.

Yale began importing standardized trucks from

Japan in 1983, the same year tha~ Baker began importing forklifts
,1·. •'

from Germany.

At about that time Caterpillar entered into an

arrangement to import forklifts from Korea.§/

Clark followed with

a deal to import forklifts from Korea in 1986.1/
..
.
As Respondents tell their story, when forklift customers came
.

.

:;-·

...

back to the. market in earnest following the recessions in the
.... (

early 1980s, they flocked to the standardized mOdels that the
Japanese had long specialized in making.

The same customer

preference for lower-priced, standardized models benefited the
.

major

.

"--·

.

u. s. producers who had moved to source standardized mo.dels

..
.
In fact, Respondents argue, imports from the U.K. and
.

off-shore.

.

Korea have soared in the last few years, while Japanese fmports
. .

:

have fallen as a share of total U.S. consumption.I/
.2/ Id.
§/ Id. at 7.
1/ Id.
JL1 Id. at 10.

·.·

.
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In addition, Respondents point out that off-shore sourcinq
has not been restricted to finished trucks:
to major forklift components.

it also has extended

Respondents emphasize that the

'e'

frame typically accounts for only about 10 percent of the value of
a finished truck, much less than the value added by the enqine and
transmission.2f · Referrinq to published census data, Respondents
show that imports from Korea had 58 percent u.s. value added in
October 1987.

Respondents also remind the Commission that, durinq

the recent Commission investiqation of the forklift industry under
Section 603 of the Trade Act of 1974, Yale testified that it has

0

added value of 40 to 50 percent to forklifts it imports from
Japan •.!Qj
Indeed, in that Section 603 investiqation the Commission was
advised that almost every motor in a "domestic" truck is
foreiqn,.!lJ and.that components makinq up at least 55 percent of
the value of a lift truck "are manufactured in many places around
the world ••• [and] are commonly purchased from the supplier,
foreiqn or domestic, that affords the best terms. 11 12/

We know

from :the data (unfortunately all confidential) , qathered by

,:.r

Commission staff in this investiqation that forklifts manufactured
in the United States with either foreiqn or u.s.-produced frames

2/ Id. at 10-11~
10/ Id. at 11 (citinq the testimony of Mark Sandstrom on behalf of
Yale Materials Handlinq ·corp. at the 603 hearinq) •
.!lJ Transcript of Hearinq on Investiqation Under Section 603 of
the Trade Act of 1974 at 45-46.
W Id. at 139.
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contain both significant foreign and ....siqnif.icant
.
. U. s. value
added . .W
Faced with these facts, both

and Respondents

P~titioners

urged that the Commission. do.· something to focus
.i tliS
.
. . analysis on
domestic U.S. production activity.

Petitioners

suqq~sted

the

frame approach -- that we define the domestic industry.in terms of
where the frame was produced. · . As they

e~lained_

their rationale,
~nd

"it is the frame that forms·the foundation for.the.whole truck
so is the key to the identity .of the foz:klift."14/

Respondents
.
..
.

':

argued· for a va-ltie-added approach on ·the ,gro\lJldS
that "U.S. value
. .
~

.

•'

added by any company engaged in· producing ..forklift

compq~ents

would be considered in measuring the performance of the domestic
industry ••• no firm would be excluded ..

~no

matter h,ow, insignificant

the percentage of U.S. value added in its operati,on."15/

Perhaps

realizing that this approach wQ.uld b.e somewhat ambitious,
Respondents suggested "a., reasonable th.reshold of thirty-five
percent U.S. value added could be established to qualify
as part of the domestic industry."l.§/

As.~h~

~.compa~y

Commission opinion

recognizes in this case, neither approach. is.entirely
-~ome

satisfactory, but the Commission: conc.lµded . th,at
should be used. •

111 Report at B-44, Tables C-4, C-5, C-6.

:

approach

~

Although we also know
that forklifts manufactured ~ith U.S. frames have significantly
greater U.S. value added than . their cou~t-erpart·s pro.du·ced _from
foreign frames. Id·.
··
W Prehearing Brief of Petitioner~ at 14 •..
15/ Post-Hearing Brief of Certain Respondents at A-2~3
[hereinafter cited as Respondents' Post-Hearing Brief].
16/ Id. at A-3.
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The Non-Controlling Precedent
In every investigation the Commission must assess the effects of
LTFV imports on the industry in the United States comprised of
"the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those
producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes
a major portion of the total domestic production of that
product."11/

The term like product is in turn defined as "a

product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in
•. '•·

characteristics.and uses with, the article subject to an
investigation~"l8/

The purpose of the commission's inquiry regarding the
appropriate like product and domestic industry in every
investigation is to identify the

u.s.

producers whose goods are

most clearly competitive with, and therefore most likely to be
adversely affected by, the dumped imports.19/

As a consequence,

we must take care to ensure that· the Commission's determinations
regarding the definition·of like product and domestic industry·
focus on distinctions between products and producers that have
·r'

real economic consequences.20/

The qoal is to identify within

th~,;

17/" 19 U.S~·C. 1677(4)-.
19 u.s.c. 1677(10).
19/ Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies from Japan, Inv. No.
731-TA-390 (Preliminary), USITC PUb. 2081, at 5 (May 1988) (Views
of Chairman Susan Liebeler,. Vice Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale, an.d
Commissioner Ronald A. Casa).
20/ In my view physical differences between products should matte_r
only to the extent· that ·they have an impact on customers'
:.-._,
decisions to purchase and producers' decisions .to produce the
product in question.

w
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meaninq of the controlling statutes the relevant "target" for
assessinq the impact of dumped imports.

.....

·

Th~

Commission begins its task with the Dep·artment· of'

Commerce' ,s def
ini ti on . of the .import~.
subject t~· investigationW
..
.
,·
and th~n examine~ the domestic~lly produced products that arquably
.

:

.,

are "like" the imports'.w

In most c~ses, havi.ric;J defined the

"like product" it is a relatively simple matter
domestic industry as the
'

~

.• li

tc>'

then define the

u. s. firms that produce the l.ike proc;luct.
:

The "tarqet" for assessing the impact of dumped: imports is 'the .
people, activi-t;i.~s, and invested resources.of these firms related
to the production of the "like" product.w
The statutes tell us essentially nothing about what
activities qualify as "production" of the "like product" and hence
what qualifies a firm for inclusion in the domestic i'ndustry.
Respondents suqgest in their posthearing brief in this
-

H

inves~~gatio!l that "the focus of the statute is on U.S. production
:;

'.

21/ The scope of the imports· .subject to the. investigation is
determined by the Department of Commerce. 19 u.s.c. 1673a.
W In·makinq this "like product" determination, the. Commission
historically has considered evidence falling in five general
areas:" ' (1) physical characteristics and uses, (~) .
i~terchangeability, (3) channels of distribution, (4) customer
perceptions of tne articles, and (5) ·common manufactur~ng
.
equipment, facilities, and production employees. In addition,
although not explicitly incorporated into the Commission's fivepart formula, Commission decisions sometimes have considered the
similarity (or dissimilarity) of prices for imports a~d potential
like domestic'products. Digital Readout systems, supra note 19,
at 4·-s.
· ·.
'
· · .
·
2 3 j we are directed to assess the performance of thiJJ target cjroU:p
of people, activ:ities, and resources in terms.of the factors
specified in 19 tJ~s-.c. 1677(7)-(C).(iii)·, including prod~ction,
inventories, empioY'ment, wages, growth, ability to raise capital,
investment~ ·and ·sales.
·
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facilities" (emphasis

added)~W

They

cite~~ sta~utory

support

for this proposition,25/ and even if they are correct, we would
still need to determine what type of. "production", facilities are

~·"i

within this focus.
·For example, I see.nothing in the plain language of the
controlling statutes that suggests that Congress intended that
producer-owned facilities where producer$ attach_parts to a
forklift chassis should .be treated as "production facilities"
while rented off ice space housing

ind~rect

manufacturing support

activitiespro~lded by independent suppliers _should not~

At the

same time, given.the_plai11 meaning: of the words "px:-odµcers,"
"produce," and "production" appearing in the

~efiniti<:ms

control our inquiry, it is not immediately obvious
resources devoted to post-manufactµring marketing

tha~

that
the

activitie~,.

standing alone, would fall ,within the.relevant target
for
.
.
assessing injury by.reason of dumped imports.

N9ne of the parties

in this investigation has poi.nted. to .a. prov~sion in the statutes
or the legislative history·that_gives us any real gu,idance
regarding the meaning of U.S.

producti~n.

•.-2:1

W

~

'

'

Respondents·• Post-Hearing Brief, supra note 15, · at A-3.
W However, the noti9n that the dumping law is aimed at
protecting U.S. "producer facilities" is supported by certain
passing references in the legislative history. See, ~, T.rade
Agreements Act of 1979, Report of the Committee on Finance on H.R.
4357, s. Rep. No •. 249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. (1979) at 82 ("the
phrase •an industry in the pnited States• ••• has been interpreted
••• as referring to all the domest~c producer facilities engaged in
the production of articles like the~ •• dumped imported articles
••• ") (hereinafter cited as 1979 Senate Report].
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While the statutes· give us essentially no guidance, this is
not the first case where~the Commission has been faced with the
question of how· the relevant · 11 ta:rget.'i'1 should be drawn when
domestic producers of the like product are importers of major
component parts.

Sometimes the issue ·has· bee·n· posed as a matter

of definition of the like product, soinetlmes it has been posed as
a question of which producers·are members of 'the domestic
industry, and sometimes.it has been posed as a matter of excluding·
an allegedly related: party.

But so far as I c·an tell, it has not

been reqular cc;?ninlission practice to do what it did in this case.
A brief review of· some of the Commission's most noteworthy recent
cases may illustrate my point.
Only last month in.3.5;..inch Microdisks and Media.Therefor
from Japan,1.§/ the Commission was faced with a situation in which
the major

u.s.

producers 'of microdisks were also importers of one

of the principal microdisk component parts ("media").· Without
givinqthe matter any unusual attention, the.Commission defined
the domestic industry· to include all firms that assembled
microdis)ts in the United States regardless of whether they.
acquired their media from a foreign or domestic source.27/

On its

own initiative the Commission considered whether any of the
domestic producers should be exclud.ed from the domestic industry .·
under the related

parti~s

26/ Inv. No. 731-TA-389
1988).
27/ Isl· at 17.

provisio·n because they imported media,

~(P_reliminary-_)

·,. USITC Pub. 2076 (April
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lnd concluded that none should be excluded because almost every
iomestic firm imported either· ·media or finished microdisks •.W
The result in Microdisks is fully in accord with the
~eached

res~lts

earlier in 64K DRAMs and EPROMs.1.i/ .Those cases raised

the issue of· whether firms ·that performed some, but not all,. of
their manufacturing of the finished product in the United States
should be included in the domestic industry.

case~

In both

a

majority of the Commission included in the domestic industry firms
that assembled finished semiconductor devices from essential
components -- wafers and.dice.-- imported from Japan.

All

activities occurring 'in the United States related to production of
the like product were included within the bounds of the

domesti~

industry regardless of the origin of .the component parts used to
make the finished product and regardless of the site
foreign) of final·' assembly. W

(~.s.

or

In EPROMs one firm, FUjitsu,
which
..
.
. .

assembled finished products in the United States using

.

.

~

comp~nen~s

imported from Japan, was excluded·under the related parties
provision.31/

1§1

In PRAMs the Commission considered the c;iuestion but

.l.si~ at 19-20.'
.
.
29/ 64K.Dynamic Random Access Memorv Components from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-270 (Final), USITC PUb. 1862 (June 1986) [hereinafter
cited as DBAMs]: Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories from
Japan, Inv. No. 7'31-TA-288 (Final), USITC PUb~ 1927 .(December
1986) [hereinafter cited as .EPROMs].
·
. ·
.·
W DBAMs, supra note 29, at 12: EPROMs, supra note 29, ·at.. 1.1.··
W EPROMs, supra note 29, at 12. The, Commission similarly used .
the related parties provision to exclude a firm from the domestic·.·
industry in Certain Copier Toner from Japan, Inv. 731-TA-~73_ ·
·
(Final), USITC PUb 1960 at 8-9 (March 1987).
..,
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declined to exclude any of the domestic producer/importers under
the related parties provision.32/
Years ago Similar· reasoning was applied.· in Color ·Television
Receivers·. from Korea and Taiwan •.UJ

The domesti9:. industry was

defined to· include all u.s. color-television.producers even though
"all firms,· whether u.s.-owned or foreiqn•owned ••• ,use imported
subasselilblie·s or components. "W

The Commission also

~onsidered

the related parties issue and concluded that. no .firm shoul.d .be
excluded. 3:5/ · ..
Just Yook~nq at the results ·reached in these inves.tigations,
some might question Why.the Commission reached its conclusion
reqardinq ·industry definiticm in this· case.

on their surface, one

could r'ead Microdisks, OMMs, EPROMs, and .Color Television
Recei.,Jers to suggest that the use of ·a·foreiqn-manufactured frame
u~s.

should not disqualify a
industry.

firm from membership in .the domestic

Indeed·some might arque·that the results in these cases

suqqest 'that . the . foreign sourcing of frames should' not matter.
.,

•

.

•. •

•.

·'-"t

.

'

..

unless off-shore sourcing qives rise to exclusion under the
rel~te·d. pa~tiea·· provision~ 3'6/

'

While the results in these previous investigations do not
immediate~y
•

.w

l

point to a frame-defined industry definition, they

••

oRAMs;_.supra note -29,·

~t.

13-14. . .

..

. ..

.W Color Television Recetvers from the Republic of Korea and

Taiwan,. _Inv. Nos. 731-TA-134 and 135 (Final), ·USITC PUb •. 1514
(April 198•) .•
> ..
..
34/.. :id·~ . at 7..-. . .
., . . · ·., · '
35/ id •. at. 9-10 •.
36/ Of course, the related··parties provision. would extend only. to
frames produced in Japan.
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equally do not immediately point to the strictly value-added
approach suggested by Respondents.

U.S. value added was indeed

mentioned by the Commission in each of.. the

c~ses

discussed

above.·;~:·,

But it has never been the only criterion for· defining the domestic·
industry, and indeed·,· except in· Television Receivers, it has . never
played a significant role.

Based on my rev;iew.of .the Commission's

precedent I think it safe to say that the Commission has very
little practical experience with· the.application- of a value-added
methodology to industry definition in-the context 9f Title VII
·investigations.,· ·
s·o far ·as I can tell, ·the Commission has never used valueadded methodology, or any other approach, to do what Respondents
and Petitioners both suggested in this investigation -- to define
the domestic industry as·· encompassing the production

r~sources

devoted to only some of the like products .manufactured py member_
firms.

If the Commission-followed here the approach it followed

in the cases discussed above, the decision to .include or exclude._a
particular forklift manufacturer would be made on an "all or
nothing" basis -- that is, a particular firm would be
domestic industry' with respect ·.to All of, its.

in the

like7"p~oduct-related·i:·

production or it would be out. of the indus'try e~tirely.

...

A firm

..

would not be "in" the industry . for purposes of. IC forklift trucks.,
made with u.s·. frames (or a .certain ti.s .. value ·.added) and out. of
~

:..

·.

the industry for purposes of forklifts made with.

for.eign~sourced

·

frames (or a· certain foreign;.value··.added) .J:l/

Nonetheless,

neither Respond·erit·s nor· Petitioners suggested that we· shoul~
follow an all-or-nothing approach in.this case.
Given the: lack of ~statutory"·guidance or solid pr~ceqent, i t
should not be· surprising ·that the. 'Co)llllliss-ion chose an .approach
that draws clean lines.

;As was explained in the commission

opinion, we chose the ·frame ··approach . for very practical . reasons.
Moreover the· value-added-data that we gathered showed-:that the
frame approach focused on domestic products which had

u.s.

v~ry

high.

value added,W and also showed that our conclusions;

regarding the financial ·performance. of ..lthe domestic industry would
not have. been significantly. di-fferent had. the value-acided approacp·
been used.39/
Nonetheless i I am persuadeci· that· an. :approach to: the

....

:

definition of domestic industry.that places· strong ·reliance on
U. s. value added has much to commend it· :for future .commission
practice. ·_The va1u·e-added approach. is analytically· sound,· .and it
need not pose insurmountable difficulties· lf.. the grounci;·rules. for ..
37/ My quick search revealed only one major investigation where
the Commission considered as a m·atter of··.industry definit,i,on.the,-:.;possible exclusion of ~ of the like products manufactured by
members of the domestic· industry. In certain Radio ·Paging and ...
Alertina Devices from Japan, Inv. 731-TA-102 (Final), USITC Pub.
1410 (August ·1983), the- Commissi'on -considered in some detail.
.
whether Motorola's domestic production activities with respect to
two Of its ·pager illod'els ·in particular wer.e .sufficient to ·include
those activities within the scope of the domestic industry. All ···
Commissioners considering the issue concluded that th~se· pro.ducts.,-.
and hence All of Motorola's domestic pager production activity, ·
should be included in the domestic industry. Id. at 10-11.
~Report at B-44 (Table C-4).
39/ ig. at A-35 (Table 15).
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its use are established at the outset of a case.40/

Given the

limited guidance from the statutes, a value-added methodology may
be

the best way to ensure that none of the U.S. resources devoted

to the production of the like product escape our scrutiny in
future cases involvinq qlobal production.

While I do not believe

its use was required in this investiqation, the Commission should
carefully consider usinq a value-added approach in future
investiqations involvinq internationally inteqrated industries.
Economics.

Ela~ticities.

and causation Analysis 41/

To decide in the affirmative in a dumpinq case, the Commission
must find that the domestic industry has been "materially
40/ Of course, a number of difficult leqal issues remain to be
resolved. For example I am not yet convinced that includinq in
the domestic industry all firms contributinq some U.S. value to
the finished product (as Respondents suqqest) is consistent with
the distinction historically drawn by the Commission between
producers of finished products and suppliers of component parts.
Compare EPROMs, supra note 29, at 11 ~ DRAMs, supra note 29, at
11 with Conference Report on the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984,
H.R. Rep. No. 1156, 98th Conq., 1st Seas. at 188 (1984):
The term 'industry' for purposes of CVD and AD
investiqations means the domestic producers of a
'like product• •••• [P]roducers of products beinq
incorporated into a processed or manufactured
article (i.e., intermediate qoods or component
parts) are qenerally not included in the scope
of the domestic industry that the ITC analyzes
for the purposes of determininq injury.
41/ Some of the views expressed in this opinion were discussed
recently in my opinions in Cold-Rolled carbon steel Plates and
Sheets from Argentina, Inv. No. 731-TA-175 (Final) (Second
Remand), USITC PUb. not yet available (May 2, 1988) [hereinafter
cited as Argentine Steel], and Color Picture
from Canada.
Japan. the Republic of Korea. and Singapore, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-367. 370 (Final), USITC PUb. 2046 (December 1987) (hereinafter cited as
Color Picture Tubes]. To the extent that I repeat myself here, I
do so for the convenience of the parties, the public, and our
reviewinq Courts.

Tub••

injured.j •• by reason of" dumped imports.w

The controlling

statutes are clear on the need for the causal link between the
fact of dumping and "material" adverse effects to the domestic
indust~.

They also give us a long list of factors to examine

wheri we undertake this task.!1,1

But they do not tell us how these

factors are to be "considered" or "evaluated."44/
For example, with respect·to import volume, Section 771(7) (B)
simply· tells us that when we "evaluat[e]" import volume in our

W

19 u.s.c. 167l(a), 167lb(a), 167ld(b), 1673, 1673b(a),
1673d(b). See ·aiso Trade Agreements Act of 1979, Report of the
Committee on Ways and Means to Accompany H.R. 4537, H.R. Rep. No.
317, 96th Cong., lst Sess. (1979) [hereinafter cited as 1979 House
Report]. The 1979 House Report stated that "the bill contains the
same causation elements as present law, i.e., material injury must
be 'by reason of' the subsidized or less than fair value imports."
Id. at 46.-47. See also 1979 Senate Report, supra note 25, at 38,
87.
!11 See Section 771(7) of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979. The
specified. factors are: domestic prices, output, sales, profits,
productivity, return on investment, market share, capacity
utilization, cash flow, inventories, employment, wages, growth,
ability to raise capital, investment in the business, import
volume, and import prices. 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (B),(C). The
statutes repeatedly advise us to "consider" and "evaluate" any
other factors that we find appropriate for analyzing causation in
any particular case. See, .~, the introductory lanquage of
Section.1677(7) (B), which indicates that the listed factors are to
be considered "among other factors," and Section 1677 (7) (C) (iii),
which more broadly mandates that the Commission "evaluate all
relevant economic factors which have a bearing on the state of the
industry, including but not limited to [the listed factors]."
Subsection II of that same section broadly tells us that the
Commission should evaluate the "factors affecting domestic prices."
44/ See 19 u.s.c. 1671, 167lb, l67ld, 1673, 1673b, 1673d (the
Commission is to "determine" whether material injury, the threat
of material injury, or material retardation has occurred). See
also 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (the Commission shall "consider" certain
factors and "evaluate" them when "determining" whether material
injury, the threat of material injury, or material retardation has
occurred). The statute offers no methodology for examining the
factors the commission must analyze in its "consideration" and
"evaluation."
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analysis, we must "consider" whether the absolute or relative
volume or increases in volume are "significant."45/

With respect

to prices, Section 771(7) (C) tells us that when we analyze the

..

effects on domestic prices, we should "consider" whether there has
been price undercutting by the dumped imports and whether "the
effect of [those imports]" has been to depress prices or prevent
price increases to a "significant degree."46/

We are also told

that we should "evaluate" generally the "factors affecting
domestic prices. 11 47/
the

legislativ~

But, to repeat, nowhere in the statute or in

history are we told how we ·are supposed to

"evaluate" or "consider," or determinethe "significance" or "the
effects" of, import and domestic product volumes and prices •. on
the contrary, Congress expressly left the selection of the best
method of analysis to the discretion of the Commission:

"The

determination of the ITC with respect to causation is ••• complex
and difficult, and is a matter for the judgment of the ITC. 11 48/
Many of the factors listed in the statutes are traditionally
used by the Commission simply as criteria ·for measuring the
condition of the domestic industry.

Thirteen of these factors

(output, sales, profits, productivity, return on investment,
capacity utilization, cash flow, inventories, employment, wages,
growth, ability to raise capital, and investment in the business)
45/ 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (B), (C) (i). ·See also 1979 Senate Report,
supra note 25, at 86-87.
46/ 19 u.s.c. 1677(7)(B), (C)(ii). See also 1979 Senate Report,
supra note 25, at 87.
47/ 19 U.S.C. 16777(7) (~)(iii) (II).
48/ 1979 Senate Report, supra note 25, at 75.
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are almost always used by the Commission solely for determining
whether the domestic industry is in a distressed state, referred
to as "material injury."

Rarely are they central to the

commission's causation analysis.49/

The Commission generally

considers or evaluates these factors by treating them as
historical facts caused by other factors, potentially including
dumped imports.

In recent years the Commission's consideration of

these factors has been collected in the Commission's opinions (as
in this investigation) under a separate heading, "Condition of the
Domestic Indus-t;:ey. 11
Like my colleagues I have generally assessed the condition of
the industry by looking at the reported trends in the factors that
measure the industry's performance.

One can look at the behavior

of a particular factor over time and tell at a glance whether the

49/ The other factors identified in.Section 771(7) of the Trade
Agreements Act of 1979 play a central role in the Commission's
determination of whether the requisite link exists between
material injury and dumped imports -- import volume (in both
absolute and relative terms (e.g., market share)), import prices,
and domestic prices. I am certainly not the only Commissioner who
focuses most heavily on these three factors when analyzing
causation. See, ~' Certain Line Pipes & Tubes from Canada,
Inv. No. 731-TA-375 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1965, at 13-23
(March 1987) (Views of Commissioners Lodwick and Rohr); Certain
Fresh Cut Flowers from Canada. Chile. Colombia. Costa Rica,
Ecuador. Israel, and the Netherlands, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-275 through
278, 731-TA-327 through 331 (Final), USITC Pub. 1956 at 22-50
(March 1987) (Views of Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick, and Rohr);
stainless steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, Inv. No. 701-TA-281
(Final),.USITC Pub. 1966, at 33-43 (Additional Views of
Commissioner Rohr); Certain Stainless Steel Butt-Weld Pipe
Fittings from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-376 (Preliminary), USITC Pub.
1978, at 12-15 (May 1987) (Views of Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick,
and Rohr).
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industry is doing better or worse with respect to that factor than
it did.in previous periods.
I do not, however, generally use trend analysis to resolve
the issue of causation.

Many factors besides dumped imports

affect the performance of domestic producers.

.. ··::t
The operating and

financial performance of any industry depends on a great many
factors within the broad areas of costs of production, the level
.and characteristics of domestic demand, the level and
characteristics of domestic supply, and the volume and prices of
~·:~

both fairly

tr~ded

countries.

We can never, determine with total precision the exact ·

and unfairly traded imports from.many different

ar~as.

impact of any one of the many factors within these broad

:

Nevertheless, our responsibility in a dumping case is to isolate
the relevant impact of the;dumped imports and then to assess
whether that impact is material.

That does not mean.that we

should weigh the impact of the.dumped imports against the impact.
of other factors •. It simply means that we should satisfy
ourselves that the relevant adverse impact of the dumped
is itself sufficient1y·1arge.to be material within the

-

''·
.
import~·

bo~nds.of

..

Section 771(7)(A). of the Tariff Act of 1930.50/

50/ It should be noted that the question asked by me and·otlier
members of· the Commission in the Condition of the Industry section
of our opinions· ·-- i.e. , whether the industry is in the state of .
distress we refer to as material injury -- is not·the sa~e-:as the
question we should be· asking when we analyze causation under the
controlling statutes.· When we first separately assess.the
condition of the domestic industry as a whole, without narrowing
OUr fOCUS tO those aspects Of the industry IS COndi tiOn· CaUSed by ..
the· dumped imports, we are to some extent engaging in an overly
inclusive exercise. Nonetheless, I am satisfied that a two-step
(continued ••• )
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In my vi,ew, trend analysis is a difficult tool to use for
identifyinq the effects of dumped imports, for separating those
effects from the effects of other factors operatinq iri the
marketplace, and for then makinq a judqment about whether the
effects of dumped imports are material.

Although I sometimes join

in Commission opinions usinq trend analysis,51/ I think it is
risky to try to evaluate the extent to which movements in one
factor have caused movements in other factors simply by observing
the size of those movements and whether they occurred at about the
same time.52/

_'rt is for this very reason that I generally resolve

50/:( ••• continued)
,
.
approach is authorized by controllinq precedent. See, ~,
American Spring Wire Corp •. v. United States, 590 F.- Supp. 1273,
1276 (CIT 1984) aff 'd sub nom. Armco, Inc. v. United States, 760
F. 2d 249 (Fed• Cir. 1985)); ·although I do· not believe that, a. two"'."
step approach is required by the controllinq statutes. See
Digital Readout systems from Japan, supra note 19, at 17 ff.
Commissioner Cass has pointed to a number of conceptual
difficulties posed by the two-step approach and questioned whether
it is fully faithful to our statutory mandate. 3.5-inch
Microdisks and Media Tberefor from Japan, supra note.26, at 60
(Views of Commissioner Cass). I believe Commissioner Cass has _
raised leqitimate questions that should be carefully considered by
the Commission.
51/ ~, L.911 Argentine Steel,· supra note 41·, where I joined in
the views of Commissioners Rohr and Lodwick; ~ A!§.Q Nitrile
Rubber from Japan,· Inv. No. 731-TA-384 .(Preliminary), USITC PUb •.
2027 (October 1987).
52/ It appears to me.that:" it is in larqe part the difficulties of
traditional trend analysis that have led to the remand of the
commission's causation analysis in cases such as.Argentine Steel.
The oriqinal Commission opinion in that investiqation cited the
small size and stable trend of import market share and then leapt
to the conclusion that dumped imports did.not cause material
injury~
Cold-Rolled carbon Steel Plates.and Sheets· from·
.
Argentina~, Inv. No. 731-TA-·175 (Final),, USITC PUb. 1637 at 5-6
(January '1985) ... The· Court of Inte~ational Trade remanded the
Commission's' neqative determination .last year in USX Corp. v.
United States, -·655 F.Supp. 497,. (CIT 1987) [hereinafter cited as
usx l] •· The Court concluded: "ITC has failed to articulate any
.-(continued •.. )
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the issue of causation by ·applyinq the time"."'~ested. -~~ols of~
elementary economics -- includ.inq. explicit

;consider~tion
.
..

of

relevant elasticities -- to the· facts gathered by the staff anq
reported in the investigation.53/Much attention has been

d~voted

in this an4

investigations to the role of !SO"".'called

ot~er

elaistici~y.

term I did not create) in Commission cases..

recent

analy'sis (a

To me, el,asticity

analysis means nothing more than the-explicit
. . use. ·.· of sound
_,

•;

economics-in analyzing the facts at issue in a .case •. A~ explained
. ·.

by the Directo; of the.Commission's Office of Econ.omics:
52/( •• !continued)
rational connection between low level.~ of m.arke't. penetration .by
Argentine imports and its final negative determination." usx 1,
supra at 490. The Court rejecte~ the Co~ission•s consideration
of the trend in import market share because it "consisted solely
of the statement that.levels of market penetration· remained low
and stable ••• (w]ithout discussing the significance of this trend
or its relationship to other facts uncovered in the
investigation •••• " Id.
As I explain below,· the most effectiye way to evaluate th~
significance of a given volume of imports as it relates to prices,
revenues, and other factors relating to industry performance is.to
use elasticities.
·
··
W The explicit use of standard·tools. of economics. Qas the
.
advantage of increasinq the transparency and predictability of the
results of our investiqations. .It is true th~t the facts differ
in every investiqation, and necessarily must be considered on a
· case-by-case basis. · But it is nonethel~ss possible to make oui;::·1,,decisions more predictable and transparent by placing hea'Vy and'
explicit reliance on .the tools provided by. economic!!' and
,.
statistics. It seems obvious to me that if the commission·.·
administers the dumping and counterv~iling duty provisi,ons in such
a way that the res~lts of cases are difficult to predict and
equally difficult to understand,, it·will lead to a.belief.on the
part of U.S. producers and importers that our decisions are·
arbitrary and irrational. In my view, sound economic and
statistical analysis, and less reliance on isolated· snippets of·
anecdotal evidence, will lead to more.predictable appl~c~tion of
our trade laws, which in turn will, lead to ·greater ..·confid~nce .i.n
the integrity of. our p_roc::eedings. . .
·
·
·'
· · · : .;~~t
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"Elasticity analysis is simply microeconomic analysis, involving a
systematic study of the' responsiveness .of quantities demanded·and
supplied to price changes resulting 'from particular actions."W
As I noted earlier, there is·nothing ..iri the statutes or the
legislative history to teil'us·how we must analyze the ·factors
pertaining to the issue of causation in a case. ·

I

use standard

tools of economics because they help me focus my analysis on the
effects of the·dumped.imports.

Domestic output, prices, and

revenues are always determined by a host of factors in addition to
the imports un~e:i investigation •. The concept of elasticity.is
particularly useful for evaluating whether the reported facts
relating to the· volume· . ·a~d prices of imports have a sufficiently
strong causal relationship to the facts .. relating to domestic
prices, production, and··financial performance.
While they :inay·be·troublingormysterious to some,
elasticities are just..simpJ:e tools of standard .economics.
"Elasticity" is nothing more' than·a fancy.term economists use to
ref er to the extent·: to which. one particular factor responds ·to a
second factor, and an "elasticity estimate" is.nothing more. than a
quantitative judgment about-the degree of that .responsiveness.
..

,.

~

the

Commission ever expressly uses the te~s ·in
...
. .
.
1
this investigation, ·~t least three · elasticity ..estimates .that ·

Whether or not

'

. ·.:··.

characterize the aggregate forces,of
.... demand, supply, and product
'

54/ Memorandum from the Director,· Office of.Economics, Memorandum
EC-K-470 (December 11,' 1987), at l.· A copy of this memorandum was
attached to my views in Color Picture ·Tubes;_ supra note 41, as
Appendix "A".
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substitutability at work in the U.S. forklift marketplace are
nonetheless present in this investigation.
(1) The Substitutability of Domestic and Imported.Japanese
Forklifts.

In this investigation, as in nearly every dumping

case, the parties have extensively debated the degree to which ·the
domestic and imported products under investigation are
substitutes.

This debate focuses on an essential element in the

attempt to discover whether lower import prices will actually
result in lower sales and prices for domestic products.

If the

imported and domestic products are not reasonable substitutes,
lower prices of the imports will not persuade many customers to
buy the imports in lieu of the domestic alternative -- unless, of
course, consumer tastes change.

The higher the degree of

substitutability, the greater the likelihood that a given decline·
in the price of the imports will directly translate into· lost
domestic sales.
It is relatively easy to see that every Commissioner had to
make a judgment about the degree of substitutability between
domestic and imported Japanese forklifts.

The higher the

substitutability, the more likely increases in the quantity of one
would cause declines in the price of the other, and the more
likely sales of one would have displaced sales of the Qther.
Without making this judgment it would have been imposs;ble to
consider the extent to which dumped Japanese imports had any
effect on the prices of .the domestic alternative, or the extent to·.·
which they captured sales that otherwise would have gone to
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domestic producers.

The aggregate degree of substitutability

between the domestic and imported Japanese forklifts can be
measured by their elasticity of substitution.

The term refers to

the relationship .between the prices of the imported and domestic
products on the one hand and the quantities consumed of the two
products on the other.SS/

When we ask, "How substitutable are

domestic and imported Japanese forklifts?", it is akin to asking,
"How high is the elasticity of substitution?".
(2) The Responsiveness of Aggregate U.S. Demand for
Forklifts.

Th~·total revenue received by suppliers in the U.S.

market .depends on both the price and the volume .of the goods that
they .sell.

It is axiomatic for most goods that, as price rises,

the quantity demanded in the market falls, other things being
equal.

~n

other words, because customers do not have unlimited

resources, they will seek out substitutes as price increases.
is equally true that the opposite also generally occurs.
falls, the quantity demanded generally increases.

It

As price

That is,

SS/ Note that the elasticity of substitution is closely related to
another elasticity concept, the cross-elasticity of demand. This
, latter elast.icity is defined as the percentage change in the
quantity.demanded of one product divided by the percentage change
in the price.of a second product. Alternatively, the crosselasticity equals the product of the elasticity of substitution
and the relative size of the subject imports in the u.s. market
(i.e., their market penetration). See P.R.G. Layard and A.A.
Walters, Microeconomic Theory, 1978, pp. 142 and 269.
· Since the cross-elasticity of demand between the domestic
like .product and the subject imports measures the impact on the
demand for the domestic product caused by a price change of
imports, this particular cross-elasticity necessarily plays an
important role in causation analysis. Indeed, both the elasticity
of substitution and the cross-elasticity of demand measure the
same basic factor -- the substitutability of two products.
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customers will find the cheaper product more attractive in liqht
of the prices of available alternatives.

The "elasticity of

demand" simply states in quantitative terms the relationship
between aqqreqate chanqe in the price of a product offered in the
U.S. market and aqqreqate chanqe in the quantity of that product ·
that will be purchased by U.S. customers.56/

When we ask a

witness, "How sensitive to chanqes iri price is domestic demand for
forklifts?", we miqht equally ask, "How elastic is U.S. demand for
forklifts?".

Both questions mean the same thinq. ·
..

The Commission had to make a judqment about the elasticity of
demand in this case, because we needed to know the extent to which
lower U.S. market prices encouraged consumers to buy more
forklifts.

Looking at the question of lost revenues, unless total

demand for forklifts is completely insensitive to changes in
price, lower prices will cause consumers' to purchase more
forklifts (which will, in turn, reduce the revenue loss caused by
the lower per/unit prices).

And looking at the issue of price

suppression, in order to assess the.extent to wnlch a qiven
quantity of dumped imports caused lower · doniestfc marke't · pri'ces, we
needed to know how far downward ·domestic prices must have had to
move in the aggregat~ for consum.ers to ··have been induced to
.

.

.· .

.

;

.

purchase the total additional forklifts (imported and domestic)
.

available in the marketplace.

Unless we

made

.

this' 'judqment about

the demand for the imported and domestic products at.issue in the

56/ Tobe precise, the elasticity of d~mand is the ratio of the
percent change in quantity. dem_anded to the., per.cent change in pi:J_ce.
"'1,~

....
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investigation, we would not be able to assess the impact of the
dumped imports from the perspective of how they were treated by
forklift customers in the U.S. market.
(3) The Responsiveness of Domestic Forklift Supply.

It is not

unusual to measure in the aggregate how domestic producers
collectively respond to rising or falling prices through reference
to the elasticity of domestic supply.

As prices rise, producers

are generally willing to produce more of the product and, as
prices fall, they generally produce less of the product, other
things being eqlia1.

The degree to which producers are able and

willing to expand or contract production varies from industry to
industry.

When we ask, "How responsive in the aggregate is

domestic forklift output to changes in forklift prices?", we are
. asking.the same question as "What is the elasticity of domestic
forklif_t supply?"

.w

The elasticity of domestic supply is simply

a quantitative statement of the relationship between prices in the
market and unit volumes that·producers are willing to supply.
In this investigation

w~

needed to make a judgment about the

elasticity of domestic supply because we needed to know the extent
to which domestic producers contracted or expanded their
production in response to movements in domestic forklift prices.
Stated in the alternative strictly from the perspective of
domestic supply, we needed to make a judgment about the extent to
which domestic firms could have charged higher prices if they had
57/ To be precise, the elasticity of domestic supply is simply the
ratio of the percent change in quantity supplied to the percent .
change in price.
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sold larger . quantities

,.We needed to make this .

~f ,forklift~.

judgment about the responsiveness of domestic supply in
assess both the

reve~ue a~d

o~der

to

the,price effects of the absolute and

relative volume of dumped Japanese imports.
It is, plain to me that the use of these three concepts is npt.
only allowed by the

statu~es. ~nd

legislative history, but

underlies the judgments we are obliged to make when we assess
whether dumped
imports. have caused material.injury
to the domestic.
.
..
·.
. .
.
'.

'

industry.

We necessarily must rigorously "consider" the
. ·-

relationship .ot movement.S in. prices and Volumes Of domestic and
imported forklifts in· order to evaluate l:he magnitude of 'the
effect that one product has on the other.

The strength of the

relationships between these factors -- whether expressed
explicitly or .implicitly -- is not just "theoretical"; it is,
rather, the factual reality that lies. at the heart of .every Title
VII case.
It should be apparent ,from the_ above discussion that I pre~er
to make my judgments about the essential elasticiti~s at iss~e in
a case·in both specific terms (i.e.,
,.
.
",

range) and explicit terms.

s~ated

as a number or a
:

By_ actua.lly statinq the relationship

·-~i ~

of volumes and prices in "terms of estimated num~rical elasticities
or ranges of elasticities, the parties and the Commission thereby
mak~

.

.

eXplicit judgments about key factors that otherwise are at -

best merely implicit.in the analysis of

causatio~.

In this regard

I agree with the commission's Director. of the Office of.. Economics
,

'

who observed in the Picture Tubes investigation: · · nsoth the

.:'\,;..'
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Petitioner and the Respondent acknowledge that anyone
systematically examining market relationships implicitly uses
elasticity estimates; I feel it is preferable to make one's
estimates explicit."58/

I believe that by making explicit

judgments about the assumed elasticities that underlie our
conclusions, we will produce far more transparent decisions for
the parties, the public, and our reviewing

courts~59/

A Word' about the Sources of the Elasticity Estimates Used in
Commission Investigations
Much attention has been given in this investigation
to whether the
.

Commission can gather reliable elasticity data during the course
of its .investigations and, if so, how it should go about that
task.

I submit that_, to a very great extent, the concerns about

how the Commission should gather elasticity data are misplaced •

.211· Memorandum EC-K-470, supra note 54, at 3.
59/ The use of explicit elasticity estimates may accomplish
another goal as well. As I noted above, when we ask a witness,.
"How sensitive is aggregate U.S. forklift demand to changes in
price?", we might equally ask "How elastic is domestic demand?".
While the questions are essentially the same, in many cases the
answer to the question posed in terms of elasticity will provide
far more helpful evidence. Elasticity is a much more precise
concept than other expresslons of "sensitivity." An elasticity
estimate computed for two factors literally reflects the observed
quantitative relationship between the percent change in one factor
and the percent change in the other factor. The higher the
computed·e1asticity,·the more responsive one factor is to the
other. We can. thus co~pare elasticities from investigation to
investigation~ ·using them· to help us gauge the relative
significa~ce of the factors under consideration.
This use of
elasticities is like asking in our cases: "On a scale of one to
one hundred (or compared to some other known industry), how
sensitive is domestic demand to changes in price?" While the
facts are .different in every ca~e, the use of explicit elasticity
estimates nonetheless will-help us produce greater predictability
in Commission decisions.
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As I have already emphasized, every Commissioner must make
judgments in every investiqation about.the essential elasticities;
of substitution, demand, and supply that characterize the
aqqreqate forces at work in the industry at issue.

When a

Commissioner states the elasticity estimates underlyinq a decision
on the ultimate issue of causation of"material injury, that
commissioner is simply expressly statinq conclusions of fact that
otherwise would be implicit.

When seen in their proper liqht, as

conclusions of fact, elasticity estimates, whether express or
implied, shoulq. ·be subjected to no. more (.or'". less) scrutiny
reqardinq their reliability and support in the record than other
important conclusions of fact-reached by'Commissioners in the
course of investiqations.

I submit that the most important issue

reqardinq elasticities is not how elasticity data should be
gathered, but rather whether commissioners would better serve'the
parties, the public, and our reviewinq courts by makinq·their
judgments about relevant elasticities explicit.
When we do qather evidence·:on ·the 'explicit numerical values
of relevant elasticities, we are qatherinq opinion evidence not
unlike the opinion evidence qathered in many other adjudicative ···
proceedinqs.

Elastic! ty estimates offered. by the parties I their;;.

experts, · or the Commission .staff a·re like other expert opinion
evidence or·statistical surveys.

While· their preclsion will

obviously depend on the skill and judgment of the exi>ert computinq
them and the reliability of the data on which they are based, they
are no more theoreticai

tha~ es~imates

of rej'ect r_ates on a

.....

~

.... ~<:
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exp~:r;t

production. line or

te~t~~o~y.

opin-;oi:i

the cause of a crime victim
'-s . death.
...
.

f.;r.::om _a ...c~r9n-rr_._abqut

re+J~bility
.and
. . . .
...
,
.

The
. .

: '·

relevance of elasticities
can
·be .. ~estioned on.the.same basis that
'•
•
'
• r
I~••

lawyers and other
testimony.

scho!ar~

But just

.: I

'' •

''

-..

ot~er

question

1

•

•

' • .. •

'

•

and.o~inion

suryeys

_like·~;ther_stat,istical ~y-id~nc~ and.opini~n
es1;;J!la~es are_cC?~c:lusic:?.n~

testimony, elasticity

.of.fact; ,they._are

not "guesses, " "theories.,
" or . "theoretical
models.
"
. .
. ..
.
':
.
. .
.

t~~s

In each investigation, as in.

the_Co~iss~,on's

one,

Office of Economics
now. routinely
prepares
.an4
.
. . '
. .
.
.

'"

.

~-·

to .. ,the

d~livers
. . .
.

.

commission and _'the parties prior to the hearing a .qet.ailed
·

analysis and

••

•

estimati~:>n:

:'

,

•

•l•• ,

\

numl>~r~

(in

•

'•

:rang~s) ..

or

•

r•'·'•'

·

of .. ~~

•,

_relev~_nt

elasticities that.characterize.the aggregate forces at work in the
•

industry under

"·'

•

.

:r·

•

•·

.

.

investig~tion •. ;This '~alysis

C<?ns~dera~io~

staff's thoughtful

in the record, including

prod~c,er;
,.import~r,
.
'.
•
'
.
• ,,1,.,.

.; . •

is base,d on tht!

-and.purchaser
•

interview~,
.
.

.

".

~nforJ!lati5?n..ther,i:aya~table

of ;t;.be.

questionnaire responses_, telephone·
.
..
.

•

.. ; •

field :wo.rk,
and ..
.
.

~

~

.

~.

..

....

The parties·
an .. opportunity
.
... then-.are._
·'·
.. .
.. giv~n-·-.
. . .....
. ' . ..·cat ..

seconda-ry research.

.

...

the hearing and in their
.

..

post~ear!ng
·•
'.
.. .s,ubmissio_ns.
'.. . .
... ·
~stima~es
..

Staff's analysis and p:c;ovide
their
c;>wn
. .
.
..
.

to
reply to.
.

.

for.conside;rat!on
.......
.
.
.
·-~

by the Commi~sion •. : :i:n this .inve_st~ga~,iop, ~~e. parti~s'.
. '•

• ••

•

.•

•-

'

~,.,

.

'.

'

submissions before, during, .and after. the
•

help to , me in making.

•

•

f

'

!

•

'•'

•

h~a;ring
·~ •. .,,,

•

•

.... -

•

.

.,

I••_,

g;rea~

W!!re of

j_udgm,~nt~ a~,out. ;_h~ ~c:Jg~eg~te

..

forces of .

substitution, demand, anc;l supply at work_ .j.n the_ U,,: ~.

f,~rkli.f,_~

.. :: . .,.,.

marketplace.60/
.

•r
•

f

..

60/ I found the critique of Staf.f.'s-,.~.lasticity .~stimates contained
in Petitioners' Post-Hearing Brief'· tc> be· particularly helpful.
·
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The parties and members of the commission have given
considerable attention in this investigation to the recent
decisions of the Court of International Trade in Alberta Pork
Producers v. United States 61/ ("Alberta.Pork") and USX Corp. v.
United states 62/ ("USX 2 11 )

•.

commissioner Rohr requested at the

hearing in this investigation that the parties answer a number of
important questions regarding the bearing of these cases on the
Commission's use of elasticity estimates in causation analysis in
Title VII cases.
and

Because I found Commissioner Rohr's questions

Respondent~•·:~answers

so helpful in appreciating the

implications of Alberta Pork and usx 2 on the Commission's
gathering and use of elasticity data, I attach them as an appendix
to this opinion.§1./.

causation Analysis in This Case: Why I Find That There.Was
Material Iniury By Reason of Dumped Imports
The volume and market penetration of forklifts from Japan were
substantial throughout the period of the investigation.

Japanese

61/ 669 F.Supp. 445 (CIT 1987).
62/ 12 CIT
' Court No. 85-03-00325, Slip Op. 88-30 (March 15,
1988).
-.§11 The parties should not surmise (because I did not attach them)
that I disapprove of the answers submitted by Petitioners to the
same questions. To the contrary, although Petitioners' answers·
reflected somewhat greater caution about the use of explicit
elasticity estimates, they were.similar in many respects to
Respondents' answers. Petitioners expressed the view that
elasticity estimates provided a useful "frame of reference" for
causation analysis, but they cautioned that elasticity estimates
should not be used to supplant the data.otherwise gathered in an
investigation. Petitioners' Post-hearing Brief at 29-32. I do
not disagree. As far as I am concerned, the role of explicit
elasticity estimates is to ensure that our conclusions make sense
in light of the evidence gathered in our investigations.
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forklifts accounted for roughly half of total apparent

u.s.

consumption on a unit basis, and well over 40 percent on a value
basis.64/

Import volume ranged from just over 21,400 units

1985 to almost 22,800 units in 1987.65/

in

While this is not a case

where the market share held by dumped imports is so large that
their role in the market is nearly unmistakable,66/ it is equally
not a case where the market share is so tiny that a great deal of
explaining would be required before a casual observer would
believe that dumped imports have played a significant role in the
~

....

marketplace.67/
The dumping margins in this case are also rather substantial.
The Department of commerce determined that the dumping margins for
individual Japanese producers ranged from 13.65 percent to 56.81
percent, with the margins for most of the Japanese producers
falling· at the higher end of that.range.68/

By my calculation, on

an aggregate basis the weighted average dumping margin was roughly
4 Q pe.rcent.
64/ Report at A-48 (Table 25).
65/ Report at A-44 (Table 23). on a value basis, Japanese imports
rose from almost $187 million in 1985 to almost $241 million in
1987. Id.
66/ See, ~, "The Parable of the Elephant and the Mouse" in
Certain All-Terrain Vehicles from·Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-388
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2071, at 31-34 (March 1988) (Views of
Chairman Susan Liebeler and Vice Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale).
67/ For example, a small import penetration can have a very large
affect on domestic prices if aggregate domestic demand and
domestic supply are both highly inelastic.
68/ see Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value:
Certain Internal-Combustion, Industrial Forklift Trucks from
Japan, 53 Fed. Reg. 12,552 (ITA April 15, 1988): see also
Memorandum from the Director, Office of Economics, EC-L-143 (May
6, 1988) at 2-3.
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As I recently observed in Certain Bimetallic Cylinders from
.

•

I

-

.

.

.

.

Japan,69/ I treat the margins computed by.the.Department of
Commerce as an indicator of the maximUm difference between the
actual prices of the subject imports and the prices that would
have been charged in the absence of dumping during the period of
the investigation.70/

In the absence of convincing evidence to

the contrary, I generally assume that the weighted average dumping
margin directly translates into a price advantage for dumped
imports relative to what their prices would have been if they had
been fairly tr~ded.

After carefully considering Respondents•

arguments and the evidence in the record reqardi~g this issue,71/
I have not been persuaded that the weighted average dumping margin
in this case does not mostly reflect U.S. prices for Japanese
imports that were lower than they would have been in the absence
of dumping.

The Impact on Domestic Sales
··: );

Unless there is some good explanation to the contrary,72/ the
evidence of a large market share held by dumped Japanese imports
'·

-

and a substantial dumping margin point toward the conclusion that
significant sales (well within the range of material) were lost by
69/ Inv. No. 731-TA-383 (Final},. USI,TC Pub. 20.80,. at 28 (May 19.88).
70/ Id. See also Digital Readout systems from Japan, supra note
19, at 24-25.
.
.
..
71/ Respondents• Economic Analysis, supra note 4, at 44-45;
Memorandum EC-L-143, supra note 68, at 10.
·
72/ As I discuss further below, one "good explanation to the
contrary" could be that the dumped imports and their domestic
counterparts are not sufficiently close substitutes.
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the domestic forklift industry by reason of dumped imports.
Respondents offer two related arguments why such a conclusion
would be in error.

First, they contend that the degree of

substitutability between domestic and Japanese forklifts is low.
Second, they contend that any sales lost "by reason of dumped
imports" were not sales of domestically manufactured forklifts,
but rather were sales of forklifts imported by U.S. producers from
other countries, particularly Korea and Ireland.

These two

arquments are facets of the same issue -- the substitutes
available for ~be dumped imports.

Since Respondents stated them

separately, I will discuss them separately.
Respondents are entirely correct in focusing on the degree of
price-motivated substitutability between domestic and imported
Japanese forklifts.

A reasonable degree of substitutability is

necessary or the potential price advantage enjoyed by reason of
dumping would not have persuaded many customers to buy imports in
lieu of the domestic alternative.

The closer the domestic and

imported alternatives are as substitutes, the greater the impact
lower prices for imports could have had on domestic producers.
I am not persuaded that the evidence supports Respondents'
arqument that "Japanese imports have virtually no u.s.-produced
competition in the standardized, smaller engine size seqment of
the domestic market in which the Japanese models compete. 11 73/ . The

11J Respondents' Economic Analysis, supra note 4, at 32.
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evidence in the record suggests that there is no such isolated
"segment" of the market.W
In this case there is substantial evidence in the record,
including the results of Staff's purchaser survey, on the degree
of substitutability between domestic and imported Japanese
forklifts.

A number of facts revealed in staff's purchaser survey

suggest a high degree of substitutability between the Japanese and
domestic products.

For example, Staff .reports:

most purchasers agree that there are no significant
physical or performance differences between comparable
Japanese ~·c · forklifts and domestic IC forklifts, that
leadtimes for Japanese IC forklifts were equal to or
less than those for u.s. trucks, and that transportation
costs do not play a major role in purchasing
decisions.75/
,on the other hand, some purchasers expressed loyalty to particular
brands and models, and some purchasers noted differences between
the domestic and imported products in marketing practices, dealer
support, and national accounts programs76/ -- all factors that
suggest less-than-perfect substitutability.

Consistent with this

conclusion, Staff found that while price was important, it did not
appear to be the most important determinant aff ectinq purchasing
decisions:
74/ It looks to me that there is a single U.S. IC.forklift market.
see, ~, Report at A-55 ("many of the price comparisons received
by the Commission involved instances in which purchasers were, in
fact, deciding between IC fo~klift models with different standard
engine sizes on the basis of price. Some of these involved minor
engine differences -- large engines compared to medium engines, or
medium engines compared to small engines; others involved
decisions between large engines and small engines."); See also
Post-Hearing Brief of Clark Equipment Company at 8-9.
75/ Report at A-51; .Memorandum EC-L-143, supra note 68, at 12.
76/ Report at A-51-A-52; Memorandum EC-L-143, supra note 68, at 14.
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Only 4 of 32 purchasers listed price as their major
determinant and more than half reported selecting, on
one or more occasions during the period of
investigation, a supplier that was not the lowest-priced
supplier, suggesting that purchasers perceive price
differences roughly equivalent to product differences.
The two factors most commonly cited as the primary
determinant in particular purchasing decisions were
quality and the ability of a vendor to supply the
particular specifications desired.77/
After considering this and other evidence, commission staff
concluded that imported Japanese and domestic forklifts were
moderately close substitutes.78/
Staff's

analysi~.4nd

Having considered this evidence,

arguments offered on this issue by

Respondents and Petitioners, I have concluded that, on balance,
imported Japanese and domestic forklifts are at least moderately
substitutable.

I do not agree with Respondents' argument that the

degree of substitutability between dumped imports and their
domestic counterparts is low.
I have also rejected as unsupported Respondents' argument
that Japanese imports did not displace domestic forklifts, but
rather only displaced other imports.

Respondents contend that if

there had been no dumped imports, U.S. forklift producers simply
would have sold more forklifts imported from other countries,
77/ Report at A-52; Memorandum EC-L-143, supra note 68, at 14.
78/ Memorandum EC-L-143, supra note 68, at 14-16. Commission
Staff concluded that the elasticity of substitution for imported
and domestic IC forklifts was moderate, and believed to be in the
range of 1 to 2. Id. at 15.
·Petitioners argued in their Post-Hearing Brief that Staff's
estimate of the degree of price-motivated substitutability was too
low, contending that the elasticity of substitution was "above 20
and probably in the area of 25 to 30." Petitioners' Post-Hearing
Brief at 21. Petitioners offered good arguments why the results
in Staff's purchaser survey may have understated the importance of
price as a purchasing determinant for many small-volume customers. I
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particularly Korea and Ireland.79/

While the evidence .suqqests

that Respondents may be correct in part -- at least some of the
sales displaced by dumped Japanese forklifts would,have been

sa~es

of imports from other countries -- I am not, persuaded that the

.. ,

bulk of the impact of dumped imports did not fall on domestic
production.

I reach this conclusion for two principal reasons.

First, as noted above, domestic forklifts are at least
moderately close substitutes for Japanese imports. . . Given the
consistently low domestic capacity utilization durinq the period
..

of the investigation,80/ U.S. producers woul? have been able to
supply many more forklifts without increasing their costs.and unit
prices.

They would have had to be_motivated by much larqer cost

incentives than shown in the evidence of this case before they
would have shifted all production

off_s.hore~

The fact is that they

did not entirely shift their .production ..offshore even under the
pressure of dumped Japanese imports.

~s

a consequence it is

highly likely that a fair number of the forklifts displaced by
Japanese imports would have been made in domestic plants.
Second, there is insufficient

~vidence

that the

availabili~y

of supply from Ireland and Korea during the period of the
investigation was as qreat as Respondents contend.

It must be

remembered that the question for purposes of analyzing causation
of material injury in this.investigation is not what supply
conditions exist in the world today, .but what conditions· of supply

W

Respondents' Economic Analysis, supra note 4, at 33, 45.
80/ Report at A-19 (Table 3).

,;:_...

···-·.
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existed during the period of the investigation.

Imports from

Japan were well over twice as great as imports from all other
sources during the 1985-1987 period.Bl/

The evidence is not

convincing that additional imports from Ireland and Korea would
have made a serious dent in the Japanese market share during that
time.

Respondents• speculation regarding significant unused

capacity in Hyster•s U.K. facilities82/ appears to be
misplaced •.§1./

And what little evidence we have· regarding Korean

production operations calls into question whether significant,
stable, untapped supply capacity existed in Korea during the
period of the investigation.§.!/

The evidence suggests that the

availability of supply from Ireland and Korea would have had

~

impact in the u.s. market but that the impact would not have been
nearly as great as Respondents suggest.
In summary, while Respondents have correctly pointed to
factors that reduced the impact of Japanese imports on domestic
production, these factors did not reduce that impact below
significant levels.

I am persuaded by the moderate (at least)

degree of substitutability between Japanese and domestic
forklifts, the large absolute and relative volume of dumped
Japanese imports, the substantial dumping margin, and the lack of
81/ Id. at A-48 (Table 25).
82/ Respondents• Economic Analysis, supra note 4, at 33 •
.§11. see Petitioners• Post-hearing Brief at 41 and 45.
84/ see Petitioners• Post-hearing Brief at 9; see also Report at
A-10. We have no evidence that substantial increases in fairly
traded imports would not have come only at higher prices, which in
turn would have increased demand for domestically produced
forklifts.
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proven ample alternative import supply that the domestic industry
lost siqnif icant sales (well within the bounds of material) by
reason of dumped imports in the U.S. market.
·~ ~:

:

rhe Impact on Domestic Prices
rhe extent of the impact of dumped imports on the prices received
by domestic producers is much less clear.
.

:-: .

':

Nonetheless, on

balance, I conclude that dumped imports had a material impact on
the prices received by U.S. forklift producers.85/
I am persqaded that dU.rinq the period of the inyestiqation
domestic supply of forklifts,was hiqhly responsive to chanqes in
.,

price -- that is, the elasticity of supply was hiqh -- over at
'

.

·. .: f

85/ The data reqardinq transaction prices reported in.the Staff.
Report (Report at A-53 throuqh 68, Tables 27 throuqh 34) was of
limited help inassessinq the extent to which ·dumped imports
caused price depression or price suppression in the U.S. market.
The many differences between product models rendered the
·
Commission's traditional approach of qatherinq producer and
. -.··
importer prices unworkable. Moreover, as noted above, Staff's
purchaser survey revealed that "only 4 of 32 purchasers listed
price as·their major determinant and more than half reported,
havinq selected, on one or more occasions durinq the period of the
investiqation, a supplier that was not the lowest-priced supp.lier,
suqqestinq that purchasers perceive price differences rouqhly
equivalent to product differences." (Staff Report at A-76.) 'rhe · ·
data themselves, qathered from purchasers accountinq for rouqhly 1.
percent of U. s. consumption, 'show many· instanc·es when Japanese
..
forklifts had ·lower nominal transaction prices; but thay also show~
many instances when customers purchased hiqher-priced nonJapanese import or domestic models. These facts suqqest that
directly comparinq nominal . transaction prices to assess the
existence of "oversellinq" .or "undersellinq" .is a very risky ·
exercise in this investiqation. .
The price trend ·data· reported in Tables 30 throuqh :·3.4 (which:
were qathered from the qreat majority of domestic producers and
Japanese importers) show a mixed picture of domestic prices movinq
generally downward for most classes of forklifts, but not for the
important class of 5,000 pound cushion tire trucks (the largest
single class) which had steady and risinq prices.

.
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least part of the production range at issue here.

First, there is

evidence that domestic producers could have shifted to production
of IC forklifte from other products, including electric forklifts,
without major technical difficulties.86/

Second, it appears that

the ratio of variable to fixed costs is high -- which also
indicates elastic supply.87/
But most important, domestic capacity utilization was very
low throughout the period of the investigation.

It reached

~ts

high of only 55.6 percent in 1986, before it fell to a period low
of 47.3 percent in 1987.88/

That means that, particularly over

the short run, the domestic industry could easily expand
production to include a large portion of the volumes at issue in
this investigation without mat.erially raising marginal unit
costs.89/

Assuming that this is a competitive industry -- a fact

that the parties in·this investigation do not seem to dispute
the significant unused capacity means that market prices for
forklifts would not have risen dramatically as domestic producers
increased their output.

This is

~e

same thing as saying

th~t

the

',.

86/ Memorandum EC-L-143, supra note 68, at 5-6.
W ,Id. at 6-7.
88/ Report at A-19 (Table 3).
1.21 We must consider the relevant elasticity of domestic supply
over the proper range. Since at bottom we are asking how the
domestic industry.was affected by the Japanese imports under
investigation,· ·the outside boundaries of the correct range for
determining the elasticity of domestic supply are established by
the volume of Japanese imports and time periods implicated in the
investigation. I am not persuaded in this investigation that
domestic supply is consistently elastic over the whole relevant
range.
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domestic supply is highly elastic in at least part of the relevant
range.2.Q/
These factors led Staff to conclude that the elasticity of
supply was very high, most likely greater than 10.

Petitioners·.:·

agree that supply is highly elastic (at least upward) and sugge151t
that it might be as great as 70 to 80.91/

I agree with the

conclusion that supply was highly elastic in the relevant range
for the investigation.
Standing alone, .the high responsiveness of domestic supply to
changes in pricfe · -- the high elastic! ty of domestic supply -would suggest that dumped Japanese imports would· have had a much
smaller impact on prices than .on quantities of ·domestic forklifts
sold during the period of the investigation.

If we forget the

large Japanese. import penetration for a moment, it seems clear
that the aggregate

conditio~s

of domestic supply were such that

had there been fewer Japanese imports in the absence of dumping,
domestic firms would have increased their output to meet the
aggregate domestic demand without securing significantly higher
prices.

Stated in the alternative (and again leaving aside the
~

,J~

.•

90/ steppinq back from the economic jargon for a mo~ent, it simply
means that if domestic producers expanded their production by the
amount of at least some of the Japanese imports, the prices they
could demand in the market would not be a great,deal higher.
W Petitioners' Post-hearing Brief at 18-19. Petitioners argue,
however, that supply is inelastic ("sticky") downward. If
Petitioners' argument is correct, .we could expect to see strong
price effects as domestic producers ultimately caved to the
pressure of declining demand for domestic forklifts and reduced
output. Without deciding the question, it seems to me that
Petitioners' scenario better describes what might have been true
during the period of time several years ago when Japanese imports
were first gaining their sizable share of the U.S. market.
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relative volume of Japanese imports)·, by· virtue- of their "unfair"
prices, dumped Japanese imports would have taken substantial unit
sales away- from domestic producer·s,··but domest.ic producers would
not have significantly reduced-their prices as a consequence.
But we cannot forget the ·large market sha-re· held by Japanese
imports.

While the elasticity of 'domestic supply was high, I- am ·
1

not convinced that it was so high over: the relevant ranqe that the
large share of dumped Japanese imports (priced lower to the extent
of a substantial d\lmping margin) was absorbed-into the market
without having .a material impact on domestic prices.

In short, I-

conclude that the impact of ·dumped imports ·on domestic prices wassubstantially muted by the responsiveness of domestic supply to
changes in prices1 but the relative-volume of-dumped imports was
so great that even this muted impact-sounded-a significantly
discordant note· for domestic producers. W

-. ,

92/ My conclusion that dumped-·Japanese imports had a material
affect on prices received by domestic forklift producers is
supported by my conclusions regarding the price-responsiveness of
U.S. forklift demand. The evidence regarding this issue is mixed.
Staff and Petitioners each offer sound arguments in support of
their estimates of the elasticity.of aggregate-domestic demand.
see Memorandum EC-L-143, supra note·6a, at ilS-23, and Petitioners'
Post-Hearing .Brief at ·22--23. on ba-lance I am persuaded that the
elasticity of aggregate--u.s. forklift demand is not extremely
high. As a consequence I do not believe that· reduced U.S •.market
prices resulting from the ·sales of.dumped· imports :encouraged
consumers to buy so many more forklifts that domestic producers · .
were not materially injured; Looking at .the. issue of price suppression,. the relatively low elasticity.of domestic demand
meant that there was :significant pressure in the u.s. market to
move prices downward to induce ·customers.to purchase the total
additional forklifts (dumped imports .and 'domestic) ··availabl·e in
the marketplace.
· ' · -- · ·
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Conclusion
The evidence in this investigation convinces me that the domestic
industry has suffered material injury caused by lost sales and
lower prices that would not have occurred had there been no
dumping of Japanese imports in the

u.s.

market.93/

For the

foregoing reasons, I conclude that the domestic forklift industry
has sustained ma·terial injury by reason of dumped imports from
Japan.

!1J I am persuaded that the lost sales and lower prices suffered

by the domestic.industry directly translated into material injury
as measured by the factors discussed in the Condition of tbe
.
Industry section of the Commission opinion in this investigation.
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The c·ourt .ot- I-nternationa'l. Trad~ .. has. rec;:~ntly . issued a number of
rulings relating to the Commission Is use :'of eias'tici ty estfmates
in its analyses of title VII c~ses.
In particular, I note the
Court's 2 decisions relatinq to the commission's decisions in the
case of Live Swine and Pork from Canad~the Alberta Pork
decisions) and in its decision i~ the recent/~remand.

l. In the first Alberta Pork decision, the Commission's causation
analysis was remanded to the Commission because of flaws that the
court found in its use of elasticity estimates. What conclusions
about the qeneral use of elasticity estimates and, more
specifically, also about the source of the elasticity estimates it
uses, should the Commission draw from that case?
2. In her second remand decision in the usx case, Judge Restani
of the CIT also discusses the use of elasticity estimates.
In
terms of principles which the · Commission may draw from Judge
· Restani's discussion about the use of elasticity estimates
qenarally, what may we conclude from the judge's opinion? Does
that case tall us anything more about elasticity estimates than
the tact that they are more reliable if the parties have the
oppor~unity to comment on them?
If so, what?
Moat recently, the CIT affirmed the · commission's remand
. 3.
decision in Alberta Pork. This decision, it seems to me, focussed
specifically on elasticity estimates. What conclusions might we
draw from the court's decision in this case?
4.
In its initial decision in Live swine and Pork from Canada,
tha commission used elasticity estimates derived from both live
swine and pork to support its conclusion that live swine imports
from Canada were a cause of injury.
Is it correct to conclude
that th• ~IT'• initial remand was due to the fact that the court
found it inappropriate to use elasticity estimates for. b~th s.wine
and pork· ·.to r•a9ll p9nclusio,n~L r~la~ing s~lely to. swine?
•': . • !

~ ~. -~ '""l :...

.

·: : .. _.:.· .· ..;

. ·. . • ..

•

' .:.. ~ ;

.·~.~ ...

... :;;:~ .::-

. - ... : 1.::

: . ..

:

.

.

5.
Does this . establi!lll). the · p~incipl'e~ th·at e1asticlty estimates·
derived f~om products 6th$;" r ~~an ,the: spec'd]~ld 1 l':i!ke ·,pro!:hl_~t un~er,.
investigation are improper?""':'.
;·:
. '."" -~_!
'c'
•'
,
(·.I

6.
In our remand decision in the Live Swine case, the commission
made two arquments relating to its use of elasticity estimates·
First, we arqued that it was more sound economically to use the
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broader e,stimate of both s~ine and pork in looking at the
elasticity for. swine •.·. ~~okinq at the. decision of the court, do
you find anythlnq which indicates th~t the ·court accepted ·this
rationale?
• ·
·
second, the commls~ion specifically ~djusted the elasttcity
. 7.
estimates based on the relative vol~es of .swine and pork "in o.rder
to develop an elasticity specifically relatihq. to swine. · '''ooes
this mean that whenever the Commission uses ·elasticity it must
specifically . provide the mechanism it used to develop the
elasticity number it used? Does it also mean that we must adjust
such elasticity estimate, and provide the Court with the basis of
the ·adjustment, to account just for t~e like, product under
inveatiqation?
Is it sufficient to fulfill the · court's
requirement tor the Commission to indicate that it used particular
information to come up with an estimate or must it provide the
mechanism it used to convert the information into the particular
number which.it used?
8.
Is the ·decision and the rationale used by the Court in the
second Alberta Pork decision consistent with the decision of Judge
Restani in the USX remand?
9. What qeneral proposition can we draw from these cses about the
proper basis from which elasticity estimates used in Commission
investiqations should be calculated?
10. In Alberta Pork, it seems to me that the
the proper place of elasticity estimates
framework of Commission causation analysis.
it appropriate to draw about how elasticity
this framework?

court also addressed
within the broader
What conclusions is
estimates fit within

ll. Takinq th••• three decisions toqether, alonq with any other
court decisions you feel are relevant, includinq, specifically,
the Haine Potato case, summarize the court-enunciated principles
that should quid• the Commission'• use of elasticity estimates.
12. Pleas• comment on whether the calculation of the elasticity
estimates mad• by you, opposinq counsel and the staff have been
made on a basis consistent with the principles enunciated by the
court. can you suqqest any method for adjustinq them to make them
consistent? How reliable would any such calculation be?
How qood, that is reliable, is the data upon which such
adjustments would have to be based?
13. can you fit the elasticity analysis which has been sugqested
within the broader framework ot causation analysis mandated by the
statutory consideration of volume and price that we have in this
case?
Please pay particular attention to the commission's
preliminary decision in this case and indicate whether an
elasticity analysis is consistent with or inconsistent with such
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analyeis.
How much weiqht do you suqqest we qive to eiasticity
estimates in an investiqation invol vinq a non-commodity product
such aa forklift trucks?
It there is a conflict between the
conclusions which we miqht draw from our examination of price
·comparisons and volume analyses and from an el,astici ty analysis,
which do you feel it would ·:be more appropriate for the Commission
to rdly on? Why?

Thank you very much;
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APPENDIX C
Answers to Questions of Commissioner Rohr
·1. The first Alberta Pork decision (CIT Slip Op.
87-94) approves the use of elasticity estimates to
assist the Commission in its analysis of injury.
op. at 46).

(Slip

But the court questioned whether the

elasticity estimates used by the Commission in that
proceeding.~were

applicable to the product under

investigation.

In particular, the Court was concerned

that elasticities of demand used to analyze the impact
of live swine imports upon domestic swine prices

h~d

been generated from econometric models that combined
data on live swine and pork to estimate a single
elasticity for both products, rather than treating live
swine and pork as distinct products.

If so, the Court

was concerned that the resulting elasticity might be
misleading for purposes of estimating the impact of
swine imports alone on domestic swine prices, and
remanded the case for a reassessment of the elasticity
evidence.
Thus, the decision confirms that elasticity
estimates are potentially useful to the work of the:
Commission. · But it also suggests that the Commission
should not rely uncritically upon elasticities that, for
whatever reason, are potentially misleading as to
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conditions in the industry under investigation.
Instead, it should evaluate elasticity estimates
carefully to ascertain any possible biases in the
estimates and assess the significance of those biases.

2.

The second remand decision in the USX case (CIT

Slip Op. 88-30) also approves the use of elasticity
estimates to aid the commission in its analysis, but
question~· the reliability of the estimates used in that

proceeding.

Among other things, the Court suggests that

reliance upon particular elasticity estimates is more
likely_to be reasonable if parties to the proceeding
have had an opportunity to comment upon them and raise
any pertinent criticisms.

The Court further observed

that the estimate relied upon by one Commissioner was
derived. from a model that was estimated with data that
were potentially out of date, and that included products
not under investigation in that proceeding.

The Court

then held that the commissioner should have considered
whether those possible shortcomings made the elasticity
estimate unreliable and, if they did not, should have
explained why.
Thus, as a general principle, the court apparently
accepts

th~

fact that elasticity estimates used by the

Commission will not always be derived from econometric
models that are ideal as to the data that they employ,
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and holds that the Commission must consider whether any
imperfections in the underlying
elasticity estimates unreliable.

da~a

might make the

If the Commission

concludes that imperfections in the underlyinq data do
not destroy the reliability of the elasticity estimates,
it should explain why if it relies upon the estimates in
its determination.
3.

~n-

·the most recent Alberta Pork decision (CIT

Slip Op. 88-40), the court affirmed the Commission's
determination on remand, which was based in part upon
elasticity estimates that had been adjusted for a
possible bias due to the aqqreqation

~t

data on live

swine and pork in the econometric models that·. were. used
to generate the estimates.

The Court qoncluded that the

adjustments were done in a reasonable manner, and noted
that the adjustments did little to alter the
commission's oriqinal assessment of the quantitative
impact of swine imports upon domestic swine prices.

The

Commission was therefore reasonable in concludinq on
remand precisely what it had concluded in the.oriqinal
proceedinq -- that imports of live swine had caused
material injury to the U.S. swine-producinq industry.
The Commission was also reasonable in relyinq.upoh the
adjusted elasticities rather than developinq entirely
new elasticity estimates, as

the

a~justed.estimates·
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constituted the best information available under the
circumstances.

Lik~

the USX decision, therefore, this

decision suggests that the Commission may utilize
estimates derived from data that are less than ideal if
the estimates constitute the best information available.
4.

It would be incorrect to suggest that the remand

in the Live Swine and Pork investigation was due to the
fact that

~he

Court found it absolutely impermissible to

use elasticity estimates for both swine and pork to
reach conclusions relating solely to swine.

Rather, the

Court was concerned that the use of estimates based upon
the combined data might be misleading as to the impact
of swine imports alone, and that the Commission had not
properly considered this possibility.

The Court's

subsequent affirmance of the Commission's determination
on remand indicates that the Commission may indeed rely
upon elasticity estimates derived from data that include
products not under investigation, as long as the need
for adjustments to the resulting estimates has been duly
considered and any appropriate adjustments have been
made.

s.
above.

No it does not -- see answer to question 4
If elasticity estimates are derived from

products other than the specific like product under
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investigation,

~he

Commission must consider whether

those estimates.are nonetheless reliable, and make any
appropriate
6.

for ascertainable biases.

adjus~m~nts

The court does not accept this argument by the

Commission explicitly, nor does it reject it.
court.perhaps

imp~ies

an

~cceptance

position in the following passage:
limited t.ime the

Comm~ssion

But the

of the Commission's
"In light of the

was given to conduct its

remand, and thea . reasons'for adjusting the existing
econometric est~mates rather t~an seeking new estima.tes
derived from data on only live swine, the court finds
the Commission's determination that the econometric
estimates. on record are the best information of such
nature

av$ila~le

is reasonable."

Slip op. at 13.
.

7.

.

.

The court does not specify precisely what.the

commission ~us~. provide in the .record ·to justifyits
reliance on particular

ela~ticity

estimates, or what

adjustments might be required under particular
circumstances.
derived. from

Plainly, if an elasticity estimate is

d~ta.that

include products not under

investigation, the Commission must consider whether the
.. .;

estimate might.be misleading, and whether adjustments
are thereby warrante~.

If the Commissi~n· reasonably

concludes that no adjustments are necessary, or can
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reasonably identify the direct.ion of any possible bias
in the estimate and thereatter treat the estimate as an
upper or lower bound (as the case may be) on the actual
elasticity, then presumably no adjustments to the
estimate would be necessary.

If adjustments are made,

. however, _it is probably necessary for the commission to
include in the record information (such as a memorandum
from the staff economist) indicatinq why and how the
adjustment• were performed.

It is also probably

necessary for the commission to include in the record
information about the source of any elasticity estimates
that are relied upon and the sample period for the data
used to qenerate them.

e.

The Alberta Pork and

inconsistent.

usx

decisions are not

Both caution the Commission aqainst

reliance upon misleadinq elasticity estimates, yet both
~ecoqnize

the practical limitations of data· and

econometric techniques, and allow the Commission to rely
reasonably upon the best information available.
9.
thes•

The moat fundamental principle that emerqes from
case~.is

that, as in any phase of the commission's

injury analysis, the Commission should seek to obtain
the best information available when utilizinq elasticity ·
estimates.

The commission should always consider
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whether inadequacies of the data or statistical
techniques used to qenerate elasticity estimates render
those estimates unreliable or necessitate some further
adjustments.
10.

As noted, the Alberta Pork decision clearly

indicates that analysis of causation on the basis of
elasticity estimates is reasonable and permissible.
Court

does~not

The

indicate how heavily the Commission may

rely upon elasticity estimates in reachinq its
conclusions, or how much the Commission must supplement
elasticity analysis with other information concerninq
thtf causal impact of imports on the domestic industry.
11.

The Court of International Trade had thus far

placed relatively few constraints upon the Commission's
use of elasticity estimates.

Analysis based upon such

estimates, in principle, is reasonable and.permissible.
But the commission should be alert to the possibility
that a given estimate may for one reason or another be
misleadinq as to conditions in the industry under
investigation.

An estimate might be misleading if the

data upon which it is based are old and conditions in
the industry have changed.

Alternatively, it might be

misleading because the data upon which it is based
include products other than the "like product" under
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investiqation.

The Commission should carefully consider·

these possibilities, as well as any other ·possible
..
.
.
.
source of bias in elasticity estimates. Where a source
:

of possible bias in a qiven estimate has been
identified, the Commission should consider its
siqnificance includinq, amonq other thinqs, whether the
bias is serious enouqh to render' the estimate totally
.

.'

~

unreliable or to require an adjustment to the estimate.
y

•

The Commission should also explain its reasoninq in this
,

reqard.

.

After due consideration of these matters, the

Commission is free to utilize elasticity estimates in
its injury analysis.

FUrthe~ore, the .elasticity

estimate~ relied upon

by

~he Commission need not be

derived from data or statistical techniques that are
ideal in every respect, as long.as the Commission's
reliance upon them is reasonable and makes use of the
best information available.

12 •

We have no addi.tional suqgestions reqardin(j the

specific elasticity estimate'& provid~d .: in the staff
Elasticities Memo.

They should be reqarded as what the

s.taff pu~orts th~m to be -- estimat·e&; based· either on

specif!~ .reqressi~n equation e~timat~s (as

in the'case

of the demand eiasticity) or on the info'rmed

jud~ent

of

the staff of the. responsiveness of parti'cula·r quantities
(i.e. domestic o~ foreiqn prod~~t1~n,· and u.s. sales) to
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changes in forklift prices;

Unless the Staff has many

more observations 'on' prices'/ 'production, and sales of
domestic and foreign trucks 'than it has collected (only
three individual years' data),· it is highly doubtful, in
our view, whether the Staff wil'l; be in a position· in
this case to improve upon the estimates it has already
provided.
13 •. ·We believe the elasticity analysis can be fit
into the causation framework used by the commission,
consistent with the directions of the dumping statute.
As indicated in earlier responses, any elasticity
estimates should be considered as part of the
information base developed by the Commission in
conducting its investigation, and thus should be
factored into the Commission's final decision.
(

is reflected in the

usx

The view

remand opinion.

In addition, there is nothing wrong in principle
with using elasticity estimates in a case involving a
"non-commodity" product.

Because products are not

fungible, they are imperfect substitutes rather than
perfect substitutes, and thus the focus will be in large
part on cross-elasticities of demand in the
rather than own-price elasticities.
conceptually much the same.

u.s.

market

But the exercise is

And on the-supply side, the

elasticity of supply from alternative foreign producers

):_
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has the same potential bearinq upon a "non-commodity
case" as on a "commodity" case, althouqh aqain the
impact on ·domestic

produc~rs

of alternative foreiqn

s·upplies may be computed via cross-elasticites rather
than own-price elastici-ties.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER RONALD A. CASS
Certain Internal _Combustion, Industri~l
Forklift ·Trucks from Japan:·
Investigation No~
731-TA-377
(Final)
.
·'

"""'-·

I concur with the Commission's affirmative determination
in this investigation, finding that the domestic industry is
.

.

.

suffering mate.rial" injury by reas«:>n of less than fair value
( "LTFV") imports of IC forklifts ··from

Japan~
..

· I join the
.

Commission's definition of the like product and the domestic
industry,.l/ the commission's discussion of th~ condition of
the industry, and the co~ission's discussion and.disposition
of the related parties and critical circumstances· issues.

I

.,

also join the commission's opinion insofar.. as it concludes
that returns to the domestic industry have declined materially
relative to what they would have been absent the LTFV sales
subject to investigation,.

I ·reach this conclusion, however,

by a different route than that taken in the Commission's
opinion .

.1/ I also concur with the observations respecting like product
and industry definitions contained in the.Additional Views of
Vice Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale. ·I note that the. -choice
between the frame approach and the .value-added approach to
product definition does not appear to have decisional
significance in this investigation.
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I.
A.

Assessing Injury By Reason of LTFV Imports

Basis for a Unified Comparative Analysis
There are two principal reasons why I believe that the

analytic framework generally used. by the Commission in recent
years is not the framework best

suit~d

to carry out the

requirements of Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930 which
governs this

investi~atibn.

First, in my.view, the Commission should not ask
separately whether the domestic industry has been injured, and
then, if injury has been found, inquire whether the imports
under investigation caused or contributed to that injury.

I

think that the more sensible approach -- and one .that comports
more faithfully with the language and intent of Title VII of
the Tariff Act -- is a unified analysis of the relationship
between LTFV imports and.effects on the domestic industry that
compares the domestic industry's actual performance with what
the domestic industry's performance would have been if there
had been no LTFV imports.2/

Failure to follow a unified

21 The distinction between the two approaches and the legal
basis for preferring the unitary approach are explained at
greater length in 3.5" Microdisks and Media Therefor from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-389 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2076
(April 1988) (Additional Views of Commissioner Cass) .

-111approach can create a requirement that the domestic industry
be unhealthy as well as injured by reason of LTFV

imports.~/

second, I believe that the Commissioners have a duty to'
explain clearly how they have assessed the impact of LTFV
impo~ts on the domestic industry.

This duty is tommon to all

significant administrative decisions.!/

It includes the

responsibility to articulate the major factual inferences and
factual assumptions that support that assessment. . I do not '
believe that our duty is· ·fully discharged if we simply examine
in a general way the present condition -of the domestic
industry and recent trends in the industry and, after
intuitive assessment of their relationship, offer our
concJusions as to whether the industry has been injured by
~ .. Digital Readout Systems
and Subassemblies
.
.
thereof from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-390 (Preliminary), ·usITC
Pub: 2081 (May 1988) (Views of Chairman 'Liebeler,· Vice
Chairman Brunsdale and Commissioner Cass) at 20-21~ The
argument that a healthy industry cannot be injured is at odds
with suggestions in the pertinent legislative history and in
judicial decisions. ~ s. Rep. No. 1385, 90th Cong., 2d
Sess. pt. 2, at 11 (1968), reprinted in 1968 U.S. Code Cong. &
Admin. N~ws 4548-49: s. Rep. No. 249, .96th Cong. , ist sess. 87
(1979): Republic Steel Co~p. v. United Statei~ 59i P. Supp. :
640,' ()49 (CIT 1984), reh'g denied, 9 CIT 100 (1985), dismissed
(Order of August 13, · 1985). It also is not ·the most natural'.
reading of the statutory instruction that· antidumping duties
be imposed if the Department of Commerce finds that sa1es have
taken place at LTFV and "the corn.mission determines that an
industry in the United States is m·aterially injured ... ;Qy
reason of imports of . . . [that] merchandise .... " 19 u.s.c. §
1673d(b) (1).
.
~/ ~.

!/ See SEC v. Chenery Corp~, 3i8 U.S. 80
Corp. v. NLRB, 313 U.S. 177 (1941) ...

~1943)

:. Phelps Dodge

-112LTFV imports.
LTFV

~mports

The statute requires us to determine whether
have materially affected the domestic industry;

we cannot adequately

i~f9rm

parties of the basis for our

decisions unless we reveal how that effect is deterrnined.2/
The Commission's approach, which does not usually identify
many of the predicates necessary to assess the effects of LTFV
imports on the domestic industry, seems to pay inadequate
attention to this

task~Q/

The approach I have developed for addressing antidurnping
investigations under Title VII no doubt is not the only way of
addressing. these ..two concerns.
addressing them.

It

m~y

not be the best way of

But it squarely faces up to the real

21 Indeed, Congress has implicitly-recognized that this is the
case. The Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 that
was recently pa~sed by Congress contained a provision that
would require the commission to "consider and explain" -its
analysis of each _factor.that .it takes into account in deciding
a Title VII case. ~ H;. Rep. No. ·-100-576; :·100th· Cong., 2d
S~ss. at. 616-17 .. ( 1988) .
.

Q/ I am aware that one judg~ on the court of International
Trade has indicated that the mode of analysis.generally used
by the Commission in recent years, if never fully explained,
has become at least. generally understood by those who work in
this area. USX Corri. v. United States,· 12 CIT
, Court No.
75-03-00325, slip op. 86-30 (March is, 1988). ·The judge,
thus, suggested that the need for explanation of the
traditional approach is not so gr~at as for··the alt~rnative
approaches .. Id. Becaus_e the unified comparative approach that
I h~ve deveioped explicitly ;identif iei the predicates
necessary to. assess the ef feet's· of LTFV imports' on the
domestic industry (see d:tscuss.ion, ·infra,: texe at notes 1923), and therefore more closely conforms to the requirements
traditionally imposed,upqn administrative agencies, it should
be better abl'e to withstand s·uch an ·examination.

-:-113problems that underlie my departure from the analysis that has
been used by the Commission in recent years.

As set forth

below, I believe my approach both is fully in accord with our
statutory mandate and conforms to ordinary expectations of
parties to administrative proceedings as to explication of the
basis for decision.

B.

Analytic Framework: A Comparative Approach
Title VII of the Tariff Act indicates with reasonable

clarity the nature of the general inquiry, and also the nature
and sequence of subsidiary inquiries, that the Commission
should undertake.

The factors given by the statute and the

order in which they are listed in the statute.I/ suggest a
three-part inquiry into the causation of material injury.a/

.II Title VII first describes the determination that the
Department of Commerce must make regarding the existence of
the unfair trade practice. Then Title VII describes the
considerations that should guide the Comrilission's
determination respecting the existence of material injury from
unfairly traded imports, directing the Commission to
"consider, among other factors
(i) the' volume of imports of the merchandise which is tpe
subject of the investigation,
(ii) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices
in the United States for like products, and
(iii) the impact of imports of such merchandise on
domestic producers of like products." 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7) (B).
The statute goes on to spell out these three factors with
greater particularity. 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7) (C).
a/ The aggregation of the sixteen sta~utory factors into three
types of inquiry does not suggest that only three of the
factors have real importance. The three inquiries comprehend
·
(continued ... )
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First, the Commission must examine the prices and volumes of
the subject imports.

In particular, the Commission must

assess how sales at LTFV changed the prices of subject imports
and the volume of those imports' sales in the U.S.

Second,

the Commission must evaluate the effect of LTFV imports on
domestic prices and sales of the like product:

Third, the

Commission must explore the. manner in which the changes in the
demand for the like product affected employment and investment
in the domestic industry and must assess the significance of
such changes.';)_/

..al ( ... continued)
all of the statutory fac.tors. Aggregation of the factors into
three groups is not intended to suggest that some factors are
especially important and others unimportant. The separation
of the factors into groups instead is simply a means of
organizing the factors to facilitate analysis. ·At the same
time, it must be confessed that the Commission has not·always
been able within.the statutory time li~its on its
investigations to gather information.on all of the statutorily
listed factors and, therefore, cannot alway~ rely on the full
panoply of consider.ations dictated by statute. For example,
the Commission's reports rarely contain significant
information on investment in the.domestic.industry, return on
investment, or ability to raise capital. By Showing the
relationships among the statutory factors; the analytical'
structure followed here allows us to assess· the effects of
imports with greater confidence even when less than
comprehensive information pe.rtinent to related factors is
before the Commission.
·

'ft.I Whether the injury to the domestic industry caused by the
LTFV imports rises to the level of materiality requisite under
Title VII can be addressed as a fourth question. Insofar as
that is done, however, the fourth inquiry becomes a process of
applying t.he statutory test for .materiality to the information
developed in the prior three.inquiries; that is, this last
inquiry wouid reach a legal conclusion but would not extend
the factual analysis of the other inquiries.

-115It is important to note that these statutory inquiries
respe.cting the effects of LTFV imports are not absolute but
instead are comparative.

The analysis of causation that has

been used by the Commission in recent years, once it moves
beyond

asse~sment

of the economic health of the complaining

industry, also must be comparative.

It must ask how the

domestic industry's fortunes differ from what they would have
~under

some other set of facts.

That is the essence of

any causation ahalysis,.l.Q./ and it certainly is required under
any approach to the statutory question respecting the effect
of LTFV imports on the dome.stic industry.

One can answer such

questions only if the effect of imports is directly visible
independent of all other factors (as might be the case in a
simple personal injury case in which there was a neutral
witness to the act that plainly inflicted the injury) or if
one

comp~res

the observed facts respecting an industry's

economic fortunes with some other situation (as with more
complicated cases of injury from remote exposure to chemical

.l.Q./ ~. ~. w. Keeton, R. Keeton & D. Owen, Prosser &
Keeton on the Law of Torts 265 (1984). Indeed, it is widely
recognized that this causation test, if the essential
predicate of any causation analysis, generally provides only
the first analytic step. .s.e.e_, ~. H.L.A. Hart &. A. Honore,
causation ·in the Law (1959); Calabres~, Concerning cause and
the Law of Torts: An Essay for Harry Kalven, 43 U. Chi. L.
Rev. 69 (1975); Malone, Ruminations on Cause-in-Fact, 9 Stan.
L. Rev. 60 (1956).
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Plainly, what is called for in antidurnping

investigations is a comparison of the facts respecting current
industry performance with the. nature of that performance in
the absence of LTFV imports.
This comparative question is a factual one: what klas. the
effect of the LTFV.imports on the domestic industry?
Resolution of this q\iestion, however, depends on more than
readily observed facts.

It also depends on inferences drawn

from the facts about what happened because of LTFV imports
that affected the domestic industry.

Of course, it should not

need stating that asking what happened "because of" or "by
reason of" LTFV imports is the same as asking what would and
would not have happened without the LTFV imports.
In addressing that question, we must acknowledge that
·clear answers generally will not be apparent no matter what
method of analysis· is used.

The effect can never be assessed

with absolute confidence because imports never affect the
domestic industry in a manner that is plainly observable.
Industry fortunes may rise or fall coincidentally with
. observed changes in imports; but many factors affect the

.1.1/ ~. fL...9......, Robinson, Multiple Causation in Tort Law:
Reflections on the DES Cases, 68 Va. L. Rev. 713 (1982};
Rosenberg, The Causal Connection in Mass Exposure Cases: A
"Public Law" Vision of the Tort System, 97 Harv. L. Rev. 851
(1984}; Schwartz, Products Liability, Corporate Structure, and
Bankruptcy: Toxic Substances and the Remote Risk Relationship,
14 J. Legal Stud. ·689 (1985}.

-117industry.simultaneously, and the effects of LTFV imports
cannot be seen. separately.12/
The complicated reasons behind industry performance are
not themselves the focus of our inquiry.

!rt'

The Commission does

not need separately to evaluate the many factors affecting the
domestic industry: the statute does not instruct us to compare
the relative magnitudes of the various causes of observed
changes in the domestic industry in cases under Title VII . .l.l/
Indeed, the Commission need not even identify all such causes.
This does not

~ean,

however, that the Commission can

determine the effect that LTFV imports actually have had on
the

domes~ic

industry without careful analysis.

And it does

not mean that, because such analysis is difficult and its
conclusions always arguable, the Commission should not attempt
such analysis.

Admission that careful comparative analysis

does not produce unarguable, self...::evident conclU:sions does not
condemn such analysis or.in any· way suggest that -its
conclusions are especially suspe.ct. · Ail conclusions about the
effects of LTFV imports can be questioned; none

is:self~

12/ ~ Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from
Japan, Inv. No.- 731-TA-390 (Preliminary), USITC.Pub; 2081 (May
1988) (Views of Chairman Liebeler, Vice Chairman Brunsdale and
Commissioner Cass) at 21 .
.l.l/ s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 74 (1979); ~
Cold-Rolled Steel Plates and Sheets from Argentina, Inv. No.
731-TV-175 (Finat) . (Second Remand) (Views of Vice Chairman
Brunsdale) at 36.
·
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evident.

That.in large measure is why the.Congress delegated

this function to a

multi~member

Commission and accorded us

substantial discretion in making this assessment.14/

We are

not free to choose some other question to answer simply
because it is easier, such as whether LTFV imports were a
contributing factor in any way to whatever changes a domestic
industry has experienced.

The statute directs the Commission

to assess whether a domestic industry was materially injured
by reason of LTFV. imports.
directly as we can.

We must do that as carefully and

Although with the benefit of additional

experience or further consideration I may find a different
approach preferable, I believe that the explicitly comparative
approach I use here best performs this task.

c.

The Comparative Approach to Assessment of Injury From
LTFV Imports: Clearing the Cobwebs
Before discussing how the comparative approach leads me

to the conclusion that I have reached in this case, I should
address some misconceptions about this approach.

The

comparative approach that I have adopted does not, as has been
suggested,l.5./ turn on an assessment of the nature of "barriers
14/

~

H. Rep. No. 1156, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. at 75 (1984} .

.1.5./ Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-390 (Preliminary)., USITC Pub.· 2081 (May
1988} (Additional Views of Commissioners Eckes. and Rohr} at
51.
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to competition in foreign markets" and lt is in no way an
"injury to competition test".

The analytic approach tha,t I

:~

have adopted seeks to determine the effects of LTFV imports ·.-qn
the domestic industry -- nothing more, nothing less.

It does

not attempt to assess "injury to competition" in any form,
although the domestic industry at issue inevitably will be in
competition with the ·LTFV imports.

My analysis does not, make

relief dependent on the degree of concentration in the
domestic market, on changes in concentration, or on

evidenc~~:

of any anti-competitive act (unless .one wishes to apply,

or.~ ..

more often misapply, that label to sales at less than fair
value}.

It does not make relief dependent on .the presence or

absence of barriers to new competitive entry in the relevant
U.S. markets.

Accordingly, it is difficult to understand how

my approach could be confused with. one

desig.n~d

to assess

injury to competition.
I have elsewhere explained how competi:tive conditions in
foreign markets -- including

impedimen~s

barring reimportation

to the exporting country of goods exported to the United
States -- facilitate durnping .. ll/ . Under any r:easonable
interpretation, these comments can not be.construed as
indicating that I believe that the Commission's task is to

ll/ ~ 3.5" Microdisks and Media Therefor fro~ Japan, Inv.
No. 731.-TA-389 (Preliminary}, USITC Pub. 2076 (April 1988} ·
(Additional Views of Commissioner Cass} at 35-36. ·

-120assess ·"injury to competition";

Mor~9ver,

that. reimportation

impediments are an essential corollary of dumping.does not
suggest a requirement" that the Commission expend considerable
effort to evaluate in: detail the exact scope of such
impediments before .a .finding .of dumping or of injury from
dumped imports may be made. 1 7 I ; The questio;n: whether dumping
has occurred is·, of course ·the responsibility of the u s •
I

o

Department of ·Commerce; . it is not our . .j_qb ,- : and .I have not
suggested otherwise.

My analysis of irijurx from LTFV imports

has not ·depended· and does· .not depenq on evidence of any .
reexport.~mpediment.

particular level or kind of

It also: seems:. odd to,me that my approach. would be
characterized as "remedy.:.orienteO..".lii/ . I do not at any point
suppose that the questionto:be addressed by the conunission in
Title VII investigations is· what remedy shouJ_dbe.imposed if
injury from LTFV imports is found.
except when

consider~ng

I do not at_ any. point,

whether .LTFV imp9rts pose

domestic· industry, suppose, that the.
is what will happen in the future.

qu~~tion

·The

.~

threat to

to be addressed

comp~ra~ive

approach

does not ask how the 'fortunes -.of the domesti,C" industry will be
different if the ·industry no longer .. must c9mpete against LTFV
'

-.

.

.

'

lJ..../ But see Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof
from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-390 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2081
(May 1988) (Additional Views of Commissioners Eckes· and Rohr)
at:.53.·

...

.l.a./ IQ. at 51.

. "
.,

'
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Instead, the comparative approach asks how the

fortunes of the domestic industry would have been different if
the industry had not had to compete against LTFV imports.

It

is. difficult, therefore, to understand how it could be sai~
that this is a remedy-oriented approach.
Moreover, it should be noted that although the
comparative approach to dumping investigations that I have
adopted has been characterized as "novel,"ll/ in reality the
comparative approach is quite similar to approaches followed
by other present and former commissioners2....Q./ and differs from
such approaches principally in the degree to which it makes
explicit the factual inferences and assumptions that.must be
made in any analysis of the effect LTFV imports actually had
on the domestic industry.

For example, if one is going to
.

.

draw any inference regarding the effect of LTFV imports ori the
.

.

domestic industry from information about industry performance
at any point in our three-year period of investigation other
than the six-month period examined by Commerce, one simply

ll/ .I.Q. at 50.
20/ ~ ~. Certain Ethyl Alcohol from Brazil, Inv. No.
701-TA-239 (Final), USITC Pub.;' 1818 (March 1986) (Views of.,
Chairwoman Paula Stern,· Vice-Chairman Susan Liebeler,
.
Commissioner David Rohr,: and Commissioner Anne Brunsdale.) ; .
Heavy-Walled· Rectangular. Welded Carbon ·Steel Pipes ·and Tubes
from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-254 (Final), USITC Pup~ 208i ·.
(February 1986); Heavy-Walled Rectangular. Welded Carbon $.teel
Pipes and Tubes from Canada., Inv. No~ 731-TA-254 (Final).,
USITC Pub. 1808 (February 1986) (Views of Chairwoman Stern',·
Vice Chairman Liebeler and Commissioner B.r:unsdale).

-122must make some judgment about whether in fact the industry
faced LTFV imp9rts at that point.

This judgment could be

based on an inference from facts in the record, on a
rebuttable presumption, or on an unexamined assumption.

It

is, however, disingenuous to suggest that other analyses that
rely on inferences from performance trends do not make any
judgment about this matter.21/
In comparing the approach that I have adopted to
approaches used in recent years by other members of the
Commission, the primary difference, then, is between implicit
and explicit attention, with the comparative approach choosing
greater explicitness.

There is no reason to believe that this

feature of the comparative approach makes it any less faithful
to the command of Title VII or any more vulnerable to
challenge in the courts;22/ indeed, there is, if anythtng,
reason to believe that precisely the opposite is true, as
courts generally have sought to protect parties to

2.1/ But see Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof
from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-390 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2081
(May 1988) (Additional Views of Commissioners Eckes and Rohr)
at 55-56. In fact, the comparative approach I have used is
~ affected by this particular. judgment than is the analysis
that· has been used by the Commission.in recent. years. My
apptoach depends more on inferences from the factual record
about the operation of domestic markets for the imports and
the: like product and less on comparison of trends in the
domestic ·industry and the imports.
22/

But~

.iQ. at 49-50.

s.e..e_ note 5,· supra.
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, .
administrative
1

decisio~s again~t

the sdrt of inconsistencies

that dependence on inarticulate assumptions can : produce
. .2..J./
.

II.

Analysis of Material Injury By Reason of LTFV Imports

A. ·LTFV -Imports
( 1) .:.The Inquiry and Its Statutory Basis
·The first inquiry I believe the statutory framework
suggests concerns

th~

LTFV imports
subj_ect
to investigation.
.
.
.

The effort is to compare the volumes and prices of the

s~ject

imports .over the period C?.f. investigation w;ith the volumes and
prices that woulq h.ave obtained had the imports been fairly
traded.24/
1

Although I .have made aspects of this inquiry

explicit that apparently have not previously been addressed
specifically by the ·Commission, I bel.ieve that this inquiry is
consistent with, judgments implicit in prior Conunission
decisions2..5./ and also believe that this inquiry is

~aithful

to

our. statutory mandate.·
such.an inquiry comports with both the language and
structure of the Tariff Act.

n.1

Under the s:tatute, the

~Phelps

Dodge Corp. v. NLRB, 313 U.S. 177 (1941). ~
Saginaw Broadcasting co. v. FCC, 96 F. 2d 554 (D. c. Ci·r.),
cert .. denied, 305 U.S. 61~ (1938).

~

·24/ See 19 u.s.c.

§

1677(7)(B)(i),
(C)(i),
.
.

(C)(ii)(I).

·25/ se·e:. ~~ .c.er:tafri Ethy"l Alcohol fr:om Brazil, ·rnv. No.
701-TA-239 (Final), USITC Pub .. 1818 (March 1986).
"
I

-124Commission is directed to determine not "what was the effect
of imports :fro~ the ·subject_ countries?"; instead, the
Commission is· asked "did the domestic industry suffer material
injury (or threat or retardation) 'by reason of' foreign
mer~handise sold in the-United States at less than its fair

value?"2..6./

This question cannot be answered best simply by

comparing the observed data with a hypothetical situation in
which the· f'oreign producers made no sales in the U.S. market.
In order to ariswer this question, it is necessary, in the
f°irst instance, to attempt to analyze and assess the most
realistic alternative to sales of imports at LTFV; that
.

.

alternative·· will usually be sales of some volume of imports at
fair value . (that is, at p"rices· not less than those charged in
the foreign home market or foreign third market) ..
The structure of antidumping law a·1so suggests the need
to focus· first ··an the effect of the difference between sales
at less than ·fair value and the different volumes and prices
of sales that would have been made if the exporter had not
charged a lower price in. the U.S.27/
on LTFV imports·

if ·an

The la~ imposes duties

antidtimping order is entered; the

statute qoes not prescribe exclusion of all LTFV goods.
2-2./

19

u.s.c.

§

The

1673d(b) (paraphrased).

27/ This statement at least holds true in investigations such
as the present one in which the allegation of dumping is
premised principally on the. dif ferenc~ ih ·prices between sales
to the u. s. and sales to a fore·ign market.

-125statute defines LTFV sales in terms of _the d:i,f ference between
the price of the foreign product in the

Unit~d

States and a

foreign market, and the duties calculate? by the Department

o~

Commerce in such cases are
only
to
equalize
. . intended
.
.
.
.
. the
,,

prices between the United States

~nd

the foreign market.2..B_/

While our analysis of .the injury from LTFV imports does
not depend on the effect of the remedy provided in the
statute, elementary principles of statutory construction
dictate that we should read the statute we are applying as a
consistent document and should attempt to implement the intent
embodied in that document.29/

The statute as· a.whole makes

plain the intent to eliminate differences in base sales prices
2..B_/ Although the statute does provide for a comparison of ex-

factory prices of sales to the United States with constructed
costs, the manifest intent of the statute is to equalize
exporter's selling prices between countries. Thus, the
statute provides' first for comparison of prices of' sales to
the United States and to the. exporte~'s home mark~t, and only
in the event that no such sales (or offers for sales) for home
consumption are not made in commercial quantities does .the
statute provide for use of alternative (third country) foreign
market prices or constructed prices. 19 u.s.c. § 1677b.
Moreover, the price construction plainly appea·rs designed to
indicate probable prices, rather than costs, of. the products
subject to investigation. 19 u.s.c.·· § 1677b(e). · ·
· · ··
~/ This proposition finds. support ·across an array of

commentary suggesting different particular methods of
interpretation. .£§.e., g_._g_._, H. Hart & A. sacks, The Legal
Process (tent. ed.· t958); Eskridge, Dynamic Statutory
Interpre.tation, 135 u. Pa. L .. Rev. 1479 ,(1987).;· Farber &
Frickey, Legislative Intent and Public Choice, ·74 Va. L. Rev .
.423 (1988); Posner, Legal Formalism, Legal Realism, and the
Inter~ret~tioq of Statutes and the Cori~titutibn, 37 c~se W.
Res. L. Rev. 179 (1986~87).

-126-of products destined for different countries . when such price
differences materially injure the domestic industry.

Our

reading of the portion of the statute we apply should be
sensitive to this intent.

The proper comparison, then, with

which to begin our analysis of injury by reason of LTFV
imports is between the effects of the prices and volumes of
subject imports actually sold and those that would have been
sold had the imports not been offered at a lower price in the
United States -- that is, had the exporters been required to
charge a single price for the goods in the foreign market and
the U.S. market . ..l.Q./
(2) Precision and Permissible Inferences
In making this comparison, it is important to bear
certain matters in mind.

One is that precise quantification

of the.price and volume effects of LTFV imports is not
required and generally cannot be done with confidence.

This

is not, of course, a problem peculiar to this particular part
of our inquiry.

It should be emphasized that the nature of

the-information available to us invariably precludes fil1Y
strong statements of precise quantitative effects.J.l/

Nor

See 3.5" Microdisks and Media Therefor from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-389 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2076 (April 1988)
(Additional .Views of Commissioner Cass) at 74-75.

·..lQ/

l.1/ This is in part due to the insulation of our record from

some of the means for testing factual accuracy that generally
accompany legal or formal administrative proceedings. For
(continued ... )

-127does the statutory mandate we apply suggest the necessity for
great precision.

~fter

all, we are asked only to.determine

whether the adverse effects of LTFV imports on the domestic
industry are "material," not to determine the amount of .those.,
·.·•<
effects.
At the same time, the more often we can articulate-at
least· rough estimates of the various factors that influence.
our judgments or of the inferences we draw from the record
evidence, the more clearly parties can gauge the basis for our
decisions ·and the better they can predict our decisions.
While we· should.not pretend to levels of precision that are
utterly unrealistic, we also should not shy away from more
precise statements when those· statements. can be made at
reasonable levels 'Of generality..
is not to aitictilate precise

If the Commission Is mandate

qu~ntitative

assessments, it also

is not directed to obfuscate those judgments it cari and does
derive from

th~

facts before

u~ .

..11/( ... continued)
example, much of· the factual data that .. iscollected by the
Commission is subj·ect. to stringent confidentiality:
requirements. ~ 19 u.s.c. § 1677f. The Commission is
"'
unable to receive·argument or comment on the accuracy or
reliability of such data from the parties to an investigation
and therefore does not hav.e the benefit of the complete airing
of views that would accompany a fully adversarial process.
Congress has recognized that this is an important limitation
and, in passing the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of
1988, attempted to reduce its potential ·impact on the
Commission's decision-making process. See H. Rep. No .. 100576, 100th Cong., 2d Sess. at 622-24 (1988)'.

·In ·estimating· the cha11ges ·in __pri,c~.~ ,p.nd .volumes
.
. of LTf'.V
:

~

imports, which generally ,is

·:depend~nt

calculated by the Department of

on. the margins

Coi;r:in:t~:r:c.:::e,

t~e.caution

to draw

conclusions only at reasonable,. levels qf, .generality must
especially be born in mind.

After all, the margins do not

represent the differences .1n actual

s~les

prices in the

markets;being compared. and margins .and. are·nc:>t calculated
periodically throughout the,perioq we

investig~t~,

but rather

•are,calculated bY·:the.,Depar.tment.·<:>f Commerc.e only. for one sixmonth period. ,ll/ ......
· Nonetheles.s, ., it seems. a. fai.r

inf.~rence

from the facts

adduced in many..· invest,i.gatio.:ns·i th.at the sales pric:;:es of LTFV
imports· will· not be lower by an amount··

equivalen~

extent o--f' the: dillnping margin by reason. of
:in. the foreign market and in.__ the U.S.

th~

~o

t.he full

dif fer.ent.. prices

Whe:r:.e we can reasonab.ly

do so, I. believe :that ·we· shouldj, .9P th,e-.basis

~f

the facts .

before us, ·evaluate the likel.i,hoop tha:t L,TFV: sal.es.. lowe;red

l.2.1 At the same time, however_, such imperfections· are hardly
unique to dumping margin data . . The commission often bases its
determinations upon ·l.ess-::-thcm-ide~l data as, indeed.;, :i,t must,
given the statutory coromand :th<3.,t~ ,:Lt "use the ):>e9t ·information
. . . . avaiTable ...''.. ~ 19 u.s."c... § 1677e(b). Accordingly.,
there is no basis for the claim, made by some,,: that the. ; .
c.ompar:ative ·approach i;s. somehow ·fataiiy ·flawed ,because it
takes into,.account, inter"~'' aujttpi.,nq .~a.rg,in. iqfo:r:mation.
~. Di.giital . Readout Systems· and Subassemblie.s ·Thereof . from
Japan, .Inv. No .. :·73l-TA-::3·9:0·· (Preliminary}°, tisri'c Pub. 20.81 (May
19.88 ). (Additional· V.iews ..O.f commiss~ioners ':Eckes. and Rohr) at
56-58. compare· Hyundai J~ipe .co.· :v .. .Un:i:--t,e.d ~states int.er. national Trade Comm:i:·s.sion, ._··CIT _ .. , $11,p. ,op. 87-.18 at. 7
(February 23, 1987) .·
. . ...
·
·

-12_9U.S. prices of .the subject impo:r:ts :t:;>y _some other amount . . We
of.ten should be able to determine. with. as much confidence as
can. be attributed
to other
.
..
.

d~cisions

necessary to our ultimate

judgment.· .whether a very large, moderate,
or relatively small
.
-·~

change in the imports' prices accompanied LTFV sales.
The~e

may, of course, be investigations in which the

nature of the markets or of .the margin calculations.
makes this'
.
'
.

determination-infeasible.· There also doubtless will be many
instances in which, g,iven the other facts .in the record,
sele~tion

among these different levels of· import price changes
'

will have no impact on the outcome of our determination.

The

approach I have taken to disposition of antidumping
invest'igations. does not pr"eclude . decision in such instances.. "on
·~

the basis

of

other
informatlon .available to the Commission.· .
.

( 3) Application to IC F·orklift Tr.ucks
In this investigation, the record supports an inference
that a substantial.change.in the price of the subject imports
\. . .
accompanied sales of th~· imports at LTFV, .but the record does
not support.TI/ and disposition of this investigation does not"
:~

.

.ll/ The particular manner in which the various dumping margins
were calculated. in this case, ~.USITC. Memorandum EC..:..L-143
(May 6, 1988) from Office of Economics at' 2, complicate the
calculation of price changes, and would require elaboration of
a more sophisticated means of deriving an inference from the
available facts than I have employed in prior investigations.
I do not at this point address the issues that such an
extension of my analysis would raise, as I do not believe the
calculation critical to disposition of this investigation.

-130require, more exact cai'culation··· of that price· change. · The
Department of commerce· has· determin·e·d that the 'average pr"ices
charged for the subject products sold"fn the Japanese market
~

.

.

(or the equivalent average ··prices of subject products)..l!/ .·
ranged from 13. 6.5 percent to 56. 81 ·per-cent· 'higher than the
average prices charged for· such :Pt'oducts in the
market . ..32:/

u. s.

'export

Commerce'further determined that the dumping

margin .for the product's bf most df the Japanese producers ·of
the LTFV goods was'closer to· the.higher ·end.of this range than

:·t~:>' the lower end.lQ./

If the dumping margins of· the· Japanese

..l!/ This comparison was actually used by the Department of
Commerce for·on-ly two of the expdrters' whose products.are·
.under investigation. Other bases for estimating the dumping
margins were used for ·other ex·po'rte'rs" either because. the.·-:
exporters did not have $Uf ficient home market sales, did not
respond to Commerce Is inquiries 'or:- did not - respond iri a. .
manner that allowed calculation of the dumping margin from the
home market prices. .:
·
·
· ·· ·~ ·
I

.12./ .. The lowest dumping margin calculated for any of the

respondents· was 13 ~ 65 percent for. Respondent .:sakki Industrial
Co. and the highest margin was 56.81 percent for Respondent
l<asagi Fork.lift, Inc. · Report at A:·~8. ·
- ~- · ·
· "'' ·
'

. ~.

.l.6./ The dumping margins calculated by Commerce for the other
Japanese producers were as follows:
Toyota Motor corp.
"''·17.:29%
Nissari Motor corp.; Ltd.·
51;:33%
Kdm_atsu· forklift'· co;
· 47·. 7 3%
Sumitomo~Yale
51.33%
Toyo Umpanki · co.·
5 f ·. 33% · · ··
All Others
39.SO
Report.at A-8.

-131firms are weighted according to the percentage of all LTFV
1products sold by each such firm, the average dumping margin
for the subject imports would be approximately 41 percent.
These dumping margins, taken together with the fact that the
Japanese exporters' sales volume in Japan was between sixtythree percent and sixty-five percent of the combined sales
volume in_Japan and the United States,11./ provide a reasonable
basis for inferring that the prices at which Japanese
forklifts were sold in the United States declined
significantly by reason of LTFV sales (probably by a
substantial percentage of the dumping margins of the Japanese
producers).
The record in this investigation further supports an
inference that the substantial volume of Japanese forklift
..

sales in the United States is in significant measure
attributable to the lower price that accompanied LTFV sales.
Although the evidence was not entirely consistent on this
point, credible testimony from several witnesses indicated
tha~

price was an important factor in the choice among

11./ Report.at ~-42, Table 21; USITC Memorandum EC-L-143 {May
6, 1988) from Office of Economics at 10. The relative· sales
volumes in the U.S. and Japan generally influence the degree
to which the Respondents lowered U.S. prices. The evidence in
the· present record does not include direct evidence of
Japanese exporters' pricing decisions with respect to,
undercutting. U.S. producers' forklift prices, although
Petitioners did allege that Respondents set U.S. prices at
levels designed to allow sales below U.S. producers' prices.
Tr. at 11.

-132competing forklift trucks . ..l.a/

As discussed below, the

expansion in sales of J_apanese forklift trucks attributable to
sales at LTFV bears directly on the effect of the LTFV imports
on the domestic
industry.
.
.

B.

Domestic Prices and Sales
(1) Defining the Inquiry: Statutory Basis
The second inquiry suggested by the

statute~/

asks, in

light of the changes in the market for the imported products
consequent to the LTFV imports, what changes have occurred in
prices and sales of the domestic like product?

Again, this

does not depart from the traditional focus of our investigati~ns.

The information traditionally gathered by the

Commission and the parties on trends in prices and production
of the like product is plainly useful to this inquiry.

As

explained above, however, even if completely trustworthy data
on suGh trends were available -- and information on these
matters is often incomplete or of questionable accuracy40/

.la/ see,

~. Tr. 16, 39-40, 50, 82-83.
This testimony is
consistent with information developed by the Commission staff
during the course of its investigation. USITC Memorandum ECL-143 (May 6, 1988) from Office of Economics at 14-23 .

.12_/ 19 U . S . C .

§

16 7 7 ( 7 ) ( B) (ii) .

4-0./ These informative failures result in part from the
peculiar.circumscription of our investigation (focusing
generally on market segments that are not congruent with
producer's own divisions or with standard product like
·
(continued ... )
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-- such trends, taken alone, c·an;·not;· of"course, .answer the
question posed by the statute respecting the effect of ·LTFV
imports.41/

We not only want to know what has:happened to

prices and sales of domestic like products;· ·we also· want· to
know what role the LTFV imports played in changing domestic
prices and sales.42/
Recognizing that this linkage between imports and changes
in domestic products' prices and sales· often will be difficult
to estabiish directly, the Tariff Act directs our attention to
a series of factors that might provide' bases for · .friferertces
regarding this linkage.

To that end, the Commission is told,

for instance, to look at evidence that the LTFV imports
competed in the 'domestic market at a lower price than- the like
.1.Q./( ••• continued)

categories), the time constraints under-which our
investigations must by law be conducted and the procedures
used to collect and evaluate information.are suggested above.
On the first of these points, ~note 31, supra.
41/ ~ s. Rep. No. 1385, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. pt. 2 at ·11
(1968), reprinted in 1969 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 454849; s. Rep. No. 249, 9th Cong., 1st Sess. 87 ('1979); Republic
Steel Corp. v. United states, 591 F. Supp. 640, 649 (Ct. Int'l
Trade 1984), reh'g denied, 9 CIT 100 (1985), dismissed (Order.
of August'l3, 1985).
42/ Petitioners argued that if the imports in any way
contributed to a decline in the economic health of the' U.S.
forklift truck industry that was more than· de minimis~ we
should find in the affirmative. ~.Tr.- 46-47;. Petitioners'
Prehearing Brief at 18-19. Respondents argued that the harm
from the LTFV imports must in itself be material. See·· Tr.
189-90. I accept Respondents' standard for purposes of this
investigation.
·

-134products (price undercutting) or that competition from the
LTFV imports drove down (or kept down) prices for the like
products (price depression or suppression)

.~/

The statute also commands attention to several other
factors that might support or contradict an inference
regarding the effects of LTFV imports on domestic price and
production.

Information on inventories, capacity utilization,

and productivity can be relevant to this inquiry, as they can
suggest reasons the subject imports would have more or less
effect than might at first appear.44/

For example, if

capacity utilization in the domestic industry is low, that
might suggest significant ability to increase production if
the ·absence of LTFV imports increased demand for the like
product.

Concomitantly, if domestic capacity were (virtually)

fully utilized, the LTFV imports would not exert significant

19 u.s.c. § 1677(7) (C) (ii). The references to price
undercutting and price depression or suppression connote
different market situations. The former refers to price
differences between the LTFV imports and the like product in
the·u.s. market generally accounted for by some product
differences perceived by consumers. Such perceived
differences may be persistent, as in the case of quality
differences, or temporary, as in the case of branded products
sold at promotionally lower prices over a period of time while
consumers become acquainted with the product. Price
suppression or depression refers to the effect on the price of
the.like product caused by the presence of LTFV imports and
occurs to some extent anytime dumping is taking place and the
like product is a substitute for the LTFV imports.

~/

44/ 19 U.S.C.

§

1677(7) (C) (iii).

-135influence over domestic production, although the imports will
then affect price more significantly.i.5_/
(2) Application to IC Forklift Trucks
In the instant investigation, examination of the
statutory factors respecting effects on prices and sales of
the -domestic like product suggests that LTFV imports had
significant adverse effects.on prices and sales of the
domestic like product.
The trends in.domestic prices and production portray an
industry where domestic operations are in decline.

Domestic

production, measured both in terms of units shipped and the
dollar value of such shipments, declined slightly from 1985 to
1986 and more significantly -- by approximately fifteen
percent-:- from 1986 to 1987.i.Q./
most categories of

U.S.~proauced

The reported sales prices of
IC forklifts declined by

similar percentages during the same period.47/
This information, standing alone, however, does not
demonstrate that LTFV imports caused these downward trends; by
itself it does not provide a very useful indication of the
extent to which domestic prices and production were affected
i.5./ :It is, of course, possible that LTFV imports might inhibit
an expansion of domestic capacity. Such inhibition might be
considered in connection with an allegation that imports
threaten material injury to the domestic industry.
i.6./

.~eport

at A-18.

47/ Report at A-67.

-136by LTPV imports.

:when compared to data on

Japanes~

forklift

imports, this information certainly ·does· not ap.pear ·
dispositive.

Reported pricies tor Japariese trucks over the
.

.

period of investigation generally were lower· than reported
prices for roughly c~mparable ·u.s.-produced IC ·forklift
trucks.48/

That is. consistent with an inference·that the

subject i~ports led to declining prices for (depressed prices
of)

u. s.

produced trucks·.

inferri~g

But there is no clear basis for

this causal link from the trend information

available to.us.

The correlation of the· prices o{ U.S. ·and

Japan~se t~uck~ is disputed by Respondents, and, as· noted i'n

...

the Commission Is opinion

I

the price cc:impati·sons. suffer from

differences in the products· being compa.'red.1.9_/

Further, the·

prices of Japanese trucks generally rose over the period of
.

.

investigation while those of u. s. produced trucks dec.lin·ed . .5.Q/
....

Hence

I

.the relation .between the~ is un:~lear·.
:"

Moreover

I

.

as

.'';

Respondents have argued, -given that the ·subject imports have
held a fairly stable share of th.e U.·S. IC, forklift truck.
' ..

market throughout the period of investigation, .5.11 .·it· is hard

.1.8./ Report at A-66-67, Tables 30-34 .

.5..Q./ Report -at A-.66-67_, . Tables 39-_3·4:
.5.1/ Report at A-48, Table:25.

....
.. .

-137to trace declines in sales of U.S. trucks to any trend in
sales of Japanese trucks.,5.2./
Examining the issue in a framework that does not depend
exclusively on trend data reveals much more clearly that the
subject imports did, in fact, have-a serious impact on the
domestic industry's production and prices.

Among the factors

that determine the degree to which the Japanese trucks reduced
prices . for or sales of domestic IC forkl_ifts are the pricing
of the LTFV imports, the degree to which consumers view the ..
LTFV imports and the domestic like product as good

;r,

substitutes, the U.S. market share of the LTFV Japanese
trucks,· and the availability of other good substitutes for the
Japanese and domestic trucks.

The record of this

investigation contains conflicting information about these
matters.

On balance,·the factual inferences that appear most

in keeping with the evidence before us support the conclusion
that the LTFV sales of subject imports significantly
decreased U.S. -demand for domestically-produced IC forklifts.
The LTFV.sales substantially lowered the prices of the
Japanese forklift trucks,-5.J./ and the dumped products accounted
for approximately half of apparent IC forklift truck

,5.2./

~Respondents'

-5.J./

~discussion,

Posthearing Brief at 6-7.
supra, text at note
37.
.
.

. -139...:.. . :
consumption in the U.S.··market . .5..1/

Given the. exis:teJlce of

substantial excess capacity in the U.S. and relativ.e)..y low
cost of its increased utili.zat:ion, 25./ ·it seems- apparent. that
sales of LTFV imports ·were· significantly at :the· expense_ of .
sales of U. s. -produced ·forklift· trucks ..
Two ·facts· important to this conclusion, .however, are in ..
dispute and

c~reful·~ttention

arguments 'on these points.

should be given.to the parties'

First, Respondents ar:gue that the

excess capacity of the domestic
would not have been

u~ed

bUt

u. s.

f·orklift .truck :i,.ndustry

in~tead-would haver~een

to remain· dormant, regardless of competition from

.allowed

LTFV.~ales

of· Japanese forklift trucks, in favor of .:increased reliance on
less costly of·f.:..shore production.5-Q./ ·' This argument: _is offered
in suppor·t of ·the assertion that sales of subject import.s did
not significantly displace• sales of the .domes,tic like product.
Petitioners take issue with ·this-argument;.5.1./ __ second,
Respondents ·contend that ·the Japanese imp9rts a,pd the
domest::ically-produced .for-klift trucks are not good
54/ Report at A-68, Table 25.

25./ .s.eg Report at A-18; USITC Memorandum EC-L-143 (May 6,
1988) from Office of· Economics at 5-7 .

.2..6./ ·Respondents' Prehearing Brief at 7-8; Litan, An Economic
Analysis of Injury Allegations in the ITC's In~estigation of
Internal-Combustion Forklift Trucks from Japan, at 27-29
( 1988) ("Li tan Report") . ·
..
. .

211 Petitioners' Posthearirtg Brief at 9,

-139substitutes . .5..6./

This contention is made in support of

Respondents' argument that the subject imports neither reduced
sales of the U.S.-produced forklift trucks nor significantly
reduced prices of the U.S.-produced forklift trucks.

Again,

Peti'tioners demur to this assertion . .5..2_/
On the record before us, I can not accept the
Respondents' contention respecting the relation of LTFV
imports to utilization of domestic forklift producers'
productive capacity.

Domestic producers reported significant

excess capacity during the period of investigation, ranging
from forty-four percent to fifty-two percent.fill/

At the same

time, domestic producers took steps to reduce domestic
capacity and increase domestic productivity . .Q.1/ .Although, as
Respondents urge, this adjustment in part reflects recognition
that use of some off-shore production can reduce production
costs,.22,/ the record does not reveal either an inexorable
shift of production off-shore or evidence that the extent and
timing of such shifts in domestic producers' sourcing of
for~lift

trucks and components was not related to effects of

· .5...6./ Respondents' Prehearing Brief at 25; Respondents'
Posthearing Brief at 1-2; Litan Report at 4-6 .

.ii/ Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 5.
fill/: Report at A-18 .
.2.1/:~

Report at A-19, Table 3; A-25, Table 9 .

.22,/ Litan Report at 27-29; Tr. 153-55.

-140competition from LTFV imports on demand for domestic
producers' forklifts. Developments· in the domestic industry
over the past several years indicate that the ·industry has,
indeed, adjusted domestic production ·1n"response to changes in
market conditions.

Recently, for example, as the costs of

off-shore production rose relative to costs of U.S. production
and as the price of Japanese imports incr·eased,· Yale shifted
,.

its IC rolling chassis manufactur1ng operations from Japan to
the United States..6..l/ and Clark reversed an earlier decision to
close down its Georgetown, Kentucky manufacturing plant.64/
During the 1980s, Hyster and Caterpillar have continuously
readjusted their IC trucklift operations in response to

,

changes in demand by shifting production.among their plants in
the U.S. and overseas or by entering into arrangements with
foreign firms to purchase IC forklifts for sale to their
domestic customers . ..6..5./

Further, at no time have imports of

forklift trucks from countries other than Japan accounted for
more than [ * * * ] percent of U.S. forklift ·apparent
consumption, even in the face of competition from LTFV
imports . .2.Q./

.6.l.I Report at

If, during the period of investigation, overseas
A~ll.

64/ Id. at A-10 .
.2..5_/ .I,d. at A-9-11.

66/ Report at A-15,.Table 2.

-141production had so.clear an advantage over domestic production
as Respondents argue, the relatively slow, slight, and

,.

tentative response of U.S. producers to that potential source
of cost savings wo.uld. at least call for explanation.

The more

plausible explanation of the facts before us is that off-shore
production has a cost advantage over domestic production at
any given time only for some proportion of domestic demand for

u. S. forklift producers.' products. 67 I
Similarly, the present record can not sustain
Respondents' claim. that. the. L.TFV imports under investigation
do not compete with .or significantly affect the price of U.S.
produced forklift trucks but instead compete only with imports
from other countries . .Q.a/

For one thin9, the Respondents'

argument is predicated on the assumption that a given type of
forklift truck --. essentially standardized, small-engine,
light-duty forklift trucks -- are not produced domestically·
and are excluded from the domestic like product, the impact on
which we are investigating. ·The record does not support this
assumption.fi/

Respondents have accurately described the type

This conclusion also accords with estimates of the
responsiveness of domestic supply to changes in consumer
demand for forklift trucks. ~ USITC Memorandum EC-L-143
(May 6, 1988) from Offi~e 6f Ec9n6mics at 4-9.

~/

fill/ ~ Respondents' Prehearing Brief at. 25 ;- Respondents'
Posthearing Brief at 1~2; Litan Report at 4-6.

ill

~

Views of the Commission on the like product issue.

-142of forklift trucks imported from other countries by the
domestic producers, but this same type of truck also is
produced in the United States . .1.Q./
In addition, the evidence befor·e us does not reveal
significant market separation between these types of trucks,
or more generally between Japanese and·u.s. produced forklift
trucks, such that we could .conclude th.at the,· Japanese trucks
neither substituted for nor affected the prices of
produced trucks.

Most purchasers

~f

u.s.-

IC forklifts agree that

there are no significant physical or performance differences
between comparable domestic and Japanese-produced IC
forklifts; the leadtime in delivery for the two products is
roughly the same; and transportation costs do not play a major
role in purchasing decisions.71/
.

.

Even evidence introduced by

.

the Respondents reveals a pricecorrelation·between the types
of forklifts Respondents attempt to distinguish,72/ and the

l!J..I
8;

Posthearing Brief at 3; Litan Report at
Posthearing Brief at 5-6; Tr~ 6-7.

~Respondents'

Petitione~·s

I.ii .I,d. at 12; Report at A-51-52.

72/ Respondents suggested that small-engine forklift trucks
sell at approximately a 15 percent less than larger-engine
forklift trucks of any given lift capacity. Tr. at 183. The
pur.chasers' responses compiled by the Commission's staff do .
not agree with this information, showing no clear price
differences according to engine size. Report at A-81. Even
if Respondents' ,views on this issue were accepted, however,
there would be some basis for an inference that the prices of
these distinct type~ of forklift are related.

-143evidence gathered' by the· Commission's staff suggests a much
stronger correlation.TI/

~;

Thus, the evidence does not compel ·-the conclusion that
the LTFV imports and domestically produced forklift trucks are·
identical so far as· consumers are concerned s.o that every sale
of a lower-priced Japanese import could be assumed to have
b~eri

at the expense bf a sale by domestic producers.

Several

facts suggest, indeed, that consumers perceive significant_
differences between the Japanese and U.S. produced forklift
·trucks. :For instance, although there was a moderate to

.lar~e

increase 'in the ·reported prices of the LTFV imports during the
period>under·investigation, this increase was accompanied by a
·t~l~tiv~ly

small increase in the quantity-measured market

·shar:e of· the Japanese producers. 7 4/

Further, some don:testic

purchasers apparently believe that the services provided in
conjunction with the purchase of Japanese IC forklifts are not
TI/ Report at A-66-67, Tables 30-34. I am likewise
:unpersuaded by Respondents' argument that the recent trend in
the pricing of Japanese and U.S. produced forklifts in the
u.·s. market·-- i.e., the average unit value of the Japanese
product has been rising while the average unit value of the
U. S ~ product has been falling -- indicates ;that the two
products are not substitutable. See Respondents' Prehearing
Brief at 23-24; Respondents' Posthearing Brief at 7. This
evidence, standing alone, does not demonstrate that the
Japanese product has not substituted for the U.S. product; as
Petitioners have pointed out, it is also consistent w~th other
explanations. See Petitioners' Posthearing Brief at 7.
74/ Report at A-48, Table 25.
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equal to those that U.S. IC forklift producers are able to
provide . .12/

In addition, certain IC forklift purchasing

decisions by U.S. consumers are made primarily on the basis of
the purchaser's desire to standardize its fleet or the
vendor's· ability to supply equipment meeting the purchaser's
particular· specifications, matters as to which U.S. and
Japanese producers may be distinguished.76/
On balance, however, the record supports the conclusion
that there is significant, though not perfect, substitutability between imports and domestic IC forklifts.

Together

with the substantial volume of sales at LTFV, the magnitude of
the LTFV price differential, and the existence of additional

u:s.

capacity for forklift production, this evidence indicates

that the LTFV sales caused a significant decline in the

demand~

for domestically-produced forklifts, affecting both prices and
sales of U.S.-produced forklifts.

c.

Employment and Investment Effects
The final inquiry into the effects of LTFV imports on the

domestic industry relates the inferences drawn in the prior
inquiries to the information available regarding the returns
realized by the domestic industry.
. .75/ Report ·at A-52.

ll/

l..Q.

The questions relevant to
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this inquiry are, given the conclusions reached respecting the
nature of the market for the subject imports and the effect of
the LTFV imports on prices and production in the domestic
industry, to what extent has employment in the domestic
industry declined or become less remunerative as a result of
the LTFV imports, and to what extent have returns on
investment in the domestic industry declined as a result of
the LTFV imports?77/

Title VII specifies a number of factors

that can assist the Conunission in answering these questions
actual and potential negative effects on employment and
wages, and actual and potential negative effects on. profits,
return on investment, cash flow, ability to raise capital, and
level of investment -- but the Conunission usually must inf er
effects from very imperfect data . .I..a/
In this investigation, as in most investigations,
conclusions respecting the change in returns consequent to
LTFV imports can be drawn in part from the factual inferences
discussed above respecting price and saies effects.

The

.inferences from this evidence suggest that LTFV imports have
had a material adverse effect on returns to the domestic
.:

industry producing IC forklifts.

..

For several reasons, the

sales of LTFV imports probably had greater effect on the sales
77/ 19

u.s.c.

§

1677(8) (iii).

1.B.I See note 40, supra.
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of U.S .. producers· than on the prices of U.S. forklifts.

Two

facts particularly Buggest this effect: the principal demand
for forklifts in the U.S. is to replace forklifts that are
aging or have become inoperative.12./ and, as discussed above,
the ·u.s. produced and Japanese imports are only moderately
substitutable one for the other . ..8.Q/
This suggests that the effect of the imports on the U.S.
industry would be seen most:clearly by examining the available
data relating to employment in the domestic industry.

During

the period covered by the investigation,..8..1/ the number of
persons.employed in the domestic industry .dropped by almost
·forty percent . .8.2,/

The total hours worked by production and

related workers and the wages and total compensation paid to
J..!l/.Report at A-51; Tr. at 7, 82 .

.6.Q./ See discussion, supra, text at notes 68-76 .
..8..1/ Respondents have asserted that Japanese-produced IC
forklifts became a factor in the U.S. market long before the
period of the investigation and have argued that this alleged
fact means that· the subject imports necessarily.can not be
found to have caused any injury that the domestic industry is
now experiencing. See Respondents' Prehearing Brief at 25-26;
Respondents' Posthearing Brief at 6-7. The Commission's task,
however, is not so simple. We must determine whether the LTFV
sales under investigation have caused material injury to the
domestic industry. If they have, we are required to make an.
affirmative determination -- irrespective of whether earlier
sales of the subject product, whether at LTFV or otherwise;.
also caused injury to the industry.
82/ Report at A-25, Table 9.
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such employees decreased by· similar percentages . .B..l/

The

available data also are consistent with an inference that
returns to investors were materially impaired by LTFV
imports . .B_i/

The domestic industry's shipments of U.S.-

produced IC forklifts, measure& in terms of both unit and
dollar value, declined substantially during the period covered
by the investigation.-6.5./

For its U.S.-produced IC forklift

operations, the domestic industry as a whole incurred sizeable
and increasing operating losses and substantial negative cash
flows throughout that period.B.Q/ ··and the industry's gross
profit margin

i.e., net sales minus cost of goods sold

was [ * * * ] in 1987 . ..6.1/
Although there are reasons to doubt that the subject
imports were the sole (or even· the major) contributing cause
of these patently unsatisfactory returns to investors in the
domestic industry, such a finding is not required under Title
VII.

All that is necessary to an affirmative disposition of

.all '.IQ. •

..aAI That inference is de!ived from, cµnong other facts, the
evidence. that LTFV imports exerted significant downward
pressure on pricef?. of U.S. ~produced fqrklift trucks. ·~ ·
discussion, supra, te~t at notes 47~77 .
.6..5./.Report at A-15, Table 2 .
.8.2./ .IQ.. at A-33, Taple 14.

ll/ Id. - Evide.nce ori. ability t~ r'aise capital is not \clearly
presented in the present record.

·,·.·
•~ ·,

-148the petition is a finding t_hat the LTFV imports materially
,

,

~

I

injured the domestic industry . .B..a/ .The record before us
supports that conclusion.
.
,
.

IV.

Conclusion
'

~

~

I

For the reasons stated.above, I conclude that the
t

domestic

~C.

,t

.•

·:

!

•

:

·•.

•

.

! ..

forklift t.ruck indµ_stry was materially injured by

LTFV. impor.ts from Japan.
·.: '

I,

.

"

.fill/ Accordingiy, · .e;ven if one.
.. ' were. t6 conclude, a.s Respondents
suggest, that the,re \<{ere other majdr contriblJ,ting factors in
the decline in ·production c;trid e:qiployrnent exper'ienced by' the
domestic industry -- such as an: effort by ··the industry to
rationalize production, wholly divorced from the impact of
LTFV imports·(~ Respondents' Prehea:i:'ing Brief at 17-18;
Respondents' Posthearing Brief at 5-6) -- this would not._
necessarily be relevant. such evidence would become
significant only insofar ~s.it est~blished that these other
factors caused all or neariy all the aqverse e~f ects
experienced by the domestic industry.
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VIBWS OF CHAIIHAB LIIBBLD, VICI CHAIIHAB BllU111SDALI
·coMHISSIODllS SllLBY c. LODWICJC, DAVID B. llOHll
ARD llOlllALD A. ·cASs
0111 ClliTICAL·CillCUKST.ABCIS
On

April 15, 1988, the

Dep~rtment

of Commerce determined that critical

circumstances exist wi,,th regard to the subject imports from Japan of two
companies: Nissan Industrial Equipment Co. ("Nissan") and Toyo Umpanki
Forklift Trucks ("TCM") !I

Given an affirmative finding in a final

investigation, the Commission is required to determine whether "the material
injury is by reason of massive imports to an extent that, in order to prevent
such material injury from recurring, it is necessary to impose [antidumping
duties] retroactively on.these.imports." 'l:_/
We apply the critical circumstances provision of the statute in the
manner provided by the Court of International Trade (the "CIT") in ICC
Industries, Inc. v. United States, 632 F. Supp 35 (CIT 1986), and subsequently

!I

52 Fed. Reg. 12552 (Apr. 15, 1988). Section 735(a)(3) requires Commerce:·;
to make .a final determination with respect to critical circumstances if-;·.
its final LTFV determination is affirmative. 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(a)(3).
The statut~ requires Co~erce to.determine whether:
(A)(i) there is a history of dumping in the United States or
elsewhere of the class or kind of merchandise which is the subject
of the investigation, or
(ii) the person by whom, or for whose account, the merchandise
was imported knew or should have known that the exj>orter was selling
the merchandise which is the subject of the investigation at less
than fair value; and
·(B) there have been massive imports of the class or kind of
merchandise which is the subject of the investigation over a
relatively short period.

'l:_I

19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)(4)(A).
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affirmed by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. 1/

The CIT

stated that:
Massive imports· which arrive during the investigatfon.and are
found by the Commerce Department to have a history·of'dumJ)ing
or to be knowingly boug~t at less than fair value do not have
to be the subject of a separate injury analysis. Their
injurious effect, coming on top of previous importations found
to be injurious, may be easily and legitimate~y inferred. As
to· them, the requirement of additional· find.ings is not meant to
complicate the Commission's analysis of causation, but merely
to require the Commission to determine whether the extent of
massive imports will carry the injury already found to have
occurred, beyond its normal duration uniess retroactive duties
are imposed. !/
An affirmative critical circumstances determination is a ,finding that, in

the absence of retroactive relief, the massive imports that. occurred after the
case was filed but before Commerce made its preliminary determination. will
prolong, or cause a recurrence of, material injury to the
51

do~estic

. dus t
1n

ry. -

11

ICC Industries v. United States, 812 F.2d 694 (Fed. Cir. 1987).

!/

ICC Industries v. United States, 632 F. Supp. at 41. In affirming the
Commission's critical circumstances determination, the CIT did not
discuss the factors other than the volume of imports--!_:A_:_, margins of
underselling--that the Commission.might use to,analyze'whether
retroactive dumping duties will preve~t continuing or recurring material
injury. The Court also did not discuss the other factors that were
.
specifically addressed by the Commission's Opinlon and Additional Views
in Potassium Permanganate from The People's· Republic of Chi~~: Inv. No.
731-TA-125 (F), USITC Pub. No. 2480 (Jan. 1984) ..

~I

ICC Industries v. United States, 632 F. Supp. at 4~ .. In ICC Industries,
the court said:.
In the opinion of the Court, where a finding has been made that
imports priced at less than fair value are being ·knowingly entered
in massive quantities. during an investigation, ,the ITC.
not
required by law or considerations of fairness to isoiate the massive
(Footnote continued-on next page)

The purpose: of the provision is to provide relief from massive

is
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imports that occur inunediately before the suspension of liquidation and to
Jeter importers from attempting to circumvent the antidumping laws by making
massive shipments inunediately after an antidumping petition has been
filed. ~/
Commerce made its affirmative critical

ci~cumstances

regard to two specific companies, Nissan and TCM.

determination with

This raises the question as

to whether the Commission should make a critical circumstances injury
determination on each company's imports separately or on their combined
imports.

Although Conunerce has made its determination on each importer

separately, the statute regarding the Commission's determination speaks in
terms of aggregate imports and total import volumes. ll

The Commission's

[precedents regarding critical circumstances, though nonbinding, clearly
support analyzing the combined imports as to which Commerce has made an
affirmative determination. ~/

We therefore find that it is appropriate to

(Footnote continued from previous page)
quantities and make them the separate subject of an injury
determination. In those circumstances it is sufficient if the ITC
concentrates on the capacity of these massive imports to render
ineffectual the normal imposition of duties (prospective from the
date of publication of the preliminary determination) and thereby
bring about a recurrence of the material injury primarily caused by
normal levels of importation.
~I

See H.R. Rep. No. 317, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 63 (1979).

ll

19

~I

See, .!L.A·• Top-of-the-Stove Stainless Steel Cooking Ware from Korea and
Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-304 and 305, USITC Pub. No. 1936 at 15 (Jan.
1987); Tapered Roller Bearings and Parts Thereof and Certain Housings
Incorporating Tapered Rollers from Italy and Yugoslavia, Inv. Nos.
731-TA-342 and 346, USITC Pub. No. 1999 (Aug. 1987).

u.s.c.

§ 1673d(b)(4)(A).

See also 19

u.s.c.

§ 1677(7)(C)(i).
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examine the combined imports, inventory levels, and other· information relating
to the two companies as to which Commerce made its affirmative determination.
In order to determine whether an affirmative critical circumstances
determination as to those companies is justified in this case, we examined the
'
combined volume of imports entering the United States and the level of
l

importers' inventories for two periods: May through September 1987 (the period
from the initiation of the investigation to the origi~ally-scheduled
.

.

9/

preliminary affirmative determination by Commerce); -

and May through

November 1987 (the period from the initiation of the ·investigation to the
preliminary affirmative determination by Commerce).

The available data

establish that combined imports for the two companies·increased somewhat
during both the Kay through September and Kay through November periods in
1987, over'the comparable periods in 1986.

Imports from the two companies

increased somewhat during the May through September and Kay through November
periods in 1987 also when compared with the immediately preceding five or
seven month periods.
However,.alt.hough import volume was.slightly higber during the period,
this increase was .not completely inconsistent with historical levels and may
be explained by an increase in.domestic apparent .consumption that occurred
between 1986 and 1987.

In addition, inventories for"the two companies

actually declined when compared .with inventory levels during 1986.
Thus, in light of the available

d~ta,

we find that the two companies'

import.s during the relevant· period in 1987. will not prolong or cause a

~I

Conunerce delayed its preliminary determination twice at the request of
petitioners. See 52 ~ed. Reg. 34399 (Sept. 11, 1987); 52 Fed. Reg.
38113 (Oct. 14, 1987); 52 Fed. Reg. 45003-4 (Nov. 24, 1987).
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recurrence of material injury to the domestic industry.

Thus, we reach a

negative determination as to critical circumstances with respect to Nissan and
TCM.

- 155 -

-·

DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER-ECKES
ON CRITICAL CIRCUMSTANCES

I respectfully disagree with my

colle~ques'

negative

determination on the question of critical circumstances
rega~ding

imports of IC forklift trucks from Nissan Industrial

Equipment Company.

In my view there is clear evidence of

action by Nissan to circumvent the·trade laws of the United
States and enter large quantities of imports in anticipation of
the Department of Commerce's

preli~inary_

affirmative

determination and suspension of liquidation.
The Department of Commerce's affirmative findi.ng in this
investigation indicates that Commerce has found "massive"
imports of IC forklifts over a six-month period (May through
October, 1987)
period.

whencomp~red

with the previous six-month

Therefore the Commission is manciated by statute to

make a finding as part of its final determination:
•.• as to whether the material injury is by reason of
massive imports described in subsection (a) (3) of this
section to an extent that, in order to prevent such·
material injury from recurring, it is necessary to impose
the duty imposed by section (731) retroactively on thoseimports. y
The legislative history to this section of the statute states:
The provision is designed to provide prompt relief to
domestic industries from large volumes of, or a surge over .'.:_a short period of, imports and to deter exporters (emphasis
added) whose merchandise is subject t~ an investigation

!/ 19 U.S.C. 1673d (b) (4) (A).

- 156 .. from circumventing the intent of the law by increasing
their imports to the United States during the period
between initiatiop.of.an-.investigation and a.preliminary
determination.by the Authority (Conimerce). y
Thus a Commission Is af'f irmative determination, resulting in
the imposition of retroactive duties, is intended to have two
functions:

(1) preventing the prolongation or recurrence of

material injury. to the industry; a~d (2) deterring
.
.
'
.
.
.
circumvention in sim'iiar cases in the future.
.

The court of'internati~nai.Trade (in.an opinion
subsequently affirmed by the u."s. court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit) further cla;ifi'~d that the commission was riot
to make ~·~epa~ate.injury 'determination for ~critical
circumstances, but merely

11

•••

determlne whether the extent.of

the massive imports will carry the injury already found to have
occurred beyond its normal.duration uniess retroactive duties
are imposed." y
In this· investi'gatio'n, Commerce found critical
circumstances for ·the impo~ts. ·of· only two JapaJ?.ese companies,
Nissan and TCM.

Therefore the. import levels that Commerce

found to be "massive~~ .were large in relation to previous levels
for those .two.companies rather than in relation to previous
total Japanese. import levels,;.
. '

The time periods-. c.ommez:ce: ~elec~s for import ·Volume
comparisons differ 'from the periods normally focused on by this
.

.

commissioner.
.

Because the.demand for particular products may

..

be seasonal,· '.I emphasize; conip.ariso~s ,of '.th~ impoi;t ·volume in
·:::.

y
y

H.R. No.· 317, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 63 (1979)
ICC Industries v·~- United states·; 632. F. supp. 35, 41
(C.I.T. 1986), aff'd 812 F.2d. 694 (!_ed. c.ir ... 1987).

-

the months.

betwe~n

the filing .. of a case_ and the Commerce

decisio~ wit~~.:the

prelimi:r:iary

time period in the

p~evious

parti~ular

For thii;;
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volume. during_ the correspondinc;J,,

''f,

year. .

investigation, I examined monthly

import volumes. ~:rom May.:.t:t:irough -September .1987 compared with._
the

correspondi~g

months-in 1986.

the end qf April, .1987_, .and the
preliminary.~determinati,on

subsequent

~xtensj,.011_s.

by the petitioner.

origiri~l-date

for the Commerce

-was September. 29, 1987 ... The two

of this· Commerce deadline were

Since

predict-an extension.,

The petition was filed at

th~ responden~s

I·wo~ld

requeste,~_.

had no reason to

expect any.shipment increases in

antic::::ipa:tion of the Commerce c;lecision to t_ake place before
Oct;oper.
The shipll).ent ·and invent9ry data- -for Niss.an· and TCM are
confidential.

Ex.amination of.

the~e

data, however,

.reve~_ls

a

markec;l di.ff erence in the, pattern. of sh-ipments for Nissan and
TCM.

Nissan·' s shipments. rc:>se very sharply during

September 1987
whereas the

c::ompar~d ~o

Responden~s

-

the corresponding period in

sa~e comp~ris.on·

incre.ase ...

~ay

19~6,

,·

_for TCM indicates only a. slight

.'.!.

point to the rise in domestic

cons~mption

of.

standard IC forkl:ift trucks dur,ing 1987 as the. reason for
increased shipments.

Howeyer, the consumption increase for the

year w.as only 4 · percent, and -imports. from Nissan increased
during the comparison perioc;l by many times
Nissan

shipme~ts_i~

t~at

percentage.

June, _July, and August 1987 were very

nearly double the total for those three months in 1986.
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~ould

not estimate precisely at the. time the

investigation was filed how large commerce's dumping·margins
might be, but the firm must have been aware that'the.margins
and probable.duties could be substantial.

Duties of 40 ·- 50

percent on· relatively expensive items like'.forklift trucks
would amount to million·s of dollars for Nissan. ·Raising prices
by anything approaching· that level.would make future sales. in
the United States· very difficult~

Nissan had every incentive

to move merchandise into the· U.S. market as quickly as possible
before the commerce preliminary· de.cis:lon.
Respondents ·point out. that inventory leve1·s at the end of
1987 were· lower than at the ·end·of the previous·year. ··However,

there are ways to prolong injury to the domestic industry other
than creating ·bloated· inventory levels.

The surge in Nissan

imports in the sunimer of 1987 helped to· decrease the market
share of the domestic industry for ·that year. · And. because of
the nature of the product in this

case~

the ·surge· also will act

to decrease domestic sales in the· near future. ·. · We khow that
the primary component of demand for IC forklifts 'is the
replacement of old IC forklifts.

As forklifts are durable and

are expensive, "purchasers buy forklifts infreq\iently ahd ·are
not likely to purchase different brands·of ·t.he same type in a
given year." y

·Thus the large increase ·in 198T Nissan imports'

will act to continue· material injury to' the domestic industry
even after antidumping duties are imposed·;

y Report at A-51".
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Unfortunately,· imposing duties retroactively on Nissan's
imports entering 90 days before Commerce's preliminary
determination would only partially redress this injury to the
domestic industry.

The import surge was most evident in the

summer of 1987 and the postponed Commerce decision occurred in
late November.

However, as I have noted, there also is a

punitive aspect to ruling affirmatively on critical
circumstances.
'.The Commission rarely is required to make a critica1
circumstances determination.

It is particularly unusual to be

asked to rule on the actions of specific firms.

However, if

the -provision for a critical circumstances determination in the
trade statutes is to act as any deterrent to circumvention of
. antidumping law, the Commission must not hesitate to rule
affirmatively when a pattern of imports indicates intention to
ci~cumvent.

I find such a pattern in Nissan's imports during

May - September 1987, and believe that the imposition of
retroactive duties would help to deter circumvention by foreign·
prpducers in the future.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION
Introduction
Following a preliminary determination by the U.S. Department of Commerce
that imports of certain internal combustion engine forklift trucks !I from
Japan are likely to be sold in the United States at le~s than fair value
(LTFV), the U.S. International Trade Commission, effective November 24, 1987,
instituted investigation No. 731-TA-377 (Final) under section 735(b) of the
Tariff Act .of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §1673d(b)) to determine whether an industry in
the United States is materially injured o~ threatened with materiiil injury by
reason of imports of such merchandise. Notice of the institution of the
Commission's fi"nal investigation, and of the public hearing to be held in
connection therewith, was given .by posting copies of the notice in the Off ~ce
of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by ..
publishing the notice in the Federal Register on December 23, 1987 (52 FR
48582). The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on April 13, 1988. £1
Commerce's final LTFV determinations were published on April 15, 1988 (53
FR 12552). 11 The Commission voted on this investigation on May 10, 1988, and
is scheduled to notify Commerce of its determination on Kay 31, 1988.
Background
This investigation results from a petition filed by Hyster Co. (Hyster)
of Portland, OR, a U.S. producer of internal combustion engine forklift
trucks; the Independent Lift Truck Builders Union; the International
Association of Machinists & Aerospace Workers; the International Union; Allied
Industrial Workers of America (AFL-CIO); and. the United Shop & Service
Employees, on April 22, 1987, alleging that an industry in the United States
is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV
imports of certain internal combustion engine forklift trucks from Japan. In
response to that petition the Commission instituted investigation No.
731-TA-377 (Preliminary) under section 733 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.S.C § 1673b(a)) and, on June 8, 1987, determine? that there was a reasonable
indication of such material injury (52 FR 23725, June 24, 1987).
!I The products subject to Commerce's final ruling are internal combustion
engine forklift trucks, with lifting capacity of 2,000 to 15,000 pounds,
provided for in item 692.40 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States. For
purposes of this investigation, "internal combustion engine forklift trucks"
include both assembled, not assembled, and less than ~omplete, finished and
not finished, oper.ator-riding· forklift trucks powered by gasoline, propane, or
diesel fuel internal combustion engines of off-the-highway types used in
factories, warehouses, or transportation terminals for short-distance
tr!ln.sport, towing, or handling of articles. "Less than complete" forklift _
trucks are defined as imports that-include a frame by itself or a .frame
assembled with one or more component parts. All such trucks produced in Japan
during a calendar year that is less than 3 years prior to the year of entry
into the United States are covered by this ruling.
£1 Copies of cited Federal Register notices are presented in app. A; a list of
witnesses appearing at the Commission's hearing is presented in app. B.
JI Commerce extended the date for its final determination in response to a
request by respondents, pursuant to .section 735(a)(2)(A) of the act.
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Commerce initially scheduled its preliminary LTFV determination for
September 29, 1987. Commerce twice postponed this determination, acceding to
·requests for postponement by petitioners on August 21, 1987, and again on
October 2, 1987.
Previous Commission Investigations
On June 5, 1987, Yale Materials Handling Corporation (Yale) filed a
petition under section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 seeking relief in the form
of increased duties on imports of operator-riding, electric and internal
combustion powered industrial forklift trucks with a lifting capacity between
2,000 and 15,000 pounds. On July 1, 1987, the Commission rejected the
petition as not providing a sufficient basis for determining that petitioner
and other U.S. producers supporting the petition were "representative of an
industt·y" within the meaning of section 20l(a) (1) of the Trade Act.

·Following the consideration of Yale's 201 petition, on July 20, 1987, the
Commission instituted a pt•elill1inary investigation under section 603(a) of the
Trade Act for the purpose of gathering additional information relevant to the
question of whether the fil1tls suppot·ting the petition are "representative" of
an industry. On November 23, 1987, the Conanission concluded that the
supporting firms would have i,;tanding to file a petition for an investigation
of the scope proposed in t~e petition that was filed on June 5, 1987 (52 FR
45390, Nov. 27, 1987). Yale has not refiled***· !/
In.June 1986, the Commission completed an escape clause investigation
concerning a product related to and used on forklift trucks, steel fork arms
Cinv. No. TA-201-60). As a result of the investigation, the Commission
unanimously determined that itnports of steel fork arms were not causing
serious injury, or the threat thereof, to the domestic steel fork arm industry.
The Product
The imported products from Japan that are the subject of this
investigation are internal combustion engine forklift trucks, with lifting
capacity of 2,000 to 15,000 pounds (hereafter referred to as standard-lift
!Cs) including assembled, not assembled, and less than complete trucks,
finished and not finished, operator-riding forklift trucks powered by
gasoline, propane, or diesel internal combustion engines. Commerce defined
less than complete forklift trucks as imports that include a frame or a frame
assembled with one or more component parts. Conunerce first stated in its
notice of initiation appearing in the Federal Register on May 18, 1987
(52 FR 18588), the following:
" ... the frame by itself is the. identifying feature and principal
component part of the product, and is solely dedicated for the
manufacture of a complete internal combustion, industrial forklift
truck."

!I * * *
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Conunerce used this definition throughout its inv~stigation and subsequently
identified the unfairly,traded imports from Japan by the frame in its
preliminary and final LTFV determinations. Petitioners agreed and respondents
never disputed Commerce's identification of the subject forklifts by the
frame . .!I
Since the subject imports from Japan are identified by the frame, the
Commission used the frame as.the feature to identify country of origin for
purposes of compiling·information in its investigation. Using the frame to
determine coun.try.of origin, as the Commerce Department did to identify the
product from Japan under investigation, affqrds consistency in the
Commission's examination of the effect the unfairly traded imports had on the
U.S. industry. £1
Description and uses
Forklift tru<:-ks and sim.ilar industrial vehicles are self-propelled work
trucks with platforms that can be raised and lowered for insertion under a
load to be lifted or transported. Forklift trucks are used for general
material handling, stacking and retrieving, and for light-duty applications in
such places as small warehouses.
Forklift trucks are typically powered by gasoline, diesel, or propane
engines, or by an electric motor. The elevation of .the platforms is provided
by a hydraulic system. Internal combustion-engine trucks (!Cs), which utilize
gasoline, diesel fuel, or propane, are normally used in outdoor and/or
well-ventilated indoor operations. · Additionally, ,!Cs are used when contiuous
operation is important or when ramps or other heavy-duty applications come
into play. Electrically powered forklifts are generally not suited for
outdoor operations because of their lower material-handling effic,iency; they
are usually used indoors where internal combustion engines would not be used
due to thei1· emission of exhaust fumes. Electric forklifts are powered by
batteries, whi.ch also serve as a significant part of the counterweight system
for the unit .

.!I Telephone conversation with Gary Taverman, supervisor for Commerce's
antidumping investigation, Apr. 12, 1988.

1'.t

'!:./ Whereas the fr;ame is not the most valuable component of a forklift truck,
it is a component designed for and used exclusively in a forklift and it
ident~fies the type of power to be used (IC or electric), the size, type·
(counterbalanced, reach, sitdown, standup, etc.), and approximate lift
capacity of .the forklift.truck. Respondents have argued throughout this final
investigation that the Commission should define U.S.-produced forklifts as
only those t·1-ucks that have some level of. value added in the United States (35
percel)t. was suggested in respondent's prehearing submission). At the hearing,
when respondents' economic witness was asked to comment on this debate
concerning product definition he stated, " ... I think as a matter of just
economic logic, you ought to use the same approach to defining the American :.
and Japanese trucks ... It just seems anomalous to define the two trucks
differently." See transcript at pp. 259 and 260.
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Information was collected on four "classes" of forklifts as defined by
the iridustry and its trade association (Industrial Truck Association).
Descriptions of these four classes follow:
Class 1.

Electric Motor Rider Tt-ucks--This class includes
trucks that have counterbalanced lifts.
Po~er sources are from batteries or motor generator units.
High and low lift platform trucks are in~luded. Trucks in this
class include three types--counterbalanced rider type, standup,
an~ sitdown; and three-wheel electric, sitdown.
ei~ctric-motor-driven

Class 2. Electric Motor Narrow Aisle Trucks--This class
includes motor-driven rider-type tt-ucks (usually standup) that
are designed to have the load carried over the wheels, i.e. not
counterbalanced. These trucks are designed to operate in
aisles 5-10 feet wide and offer the saine characteristics as
other electrically operated trucks. This class contains many
different types of trucks, including high-lift straddle,
order pickers, reach-type outrigger, sideloaders, turret
trucks, stock pickers, etc.
Class 4. IC Engine Trucks (cushion tires only)--This
class includes rider (sitdown) trucks, of counterbalanced lift
types. The engines are powered by gasoline, diesel, or LPG
fuel. This is the only t1-uck type included in this class.
Class 5. IC Engine Trucks (pneumatic tires only)--This
class includes rider (sitdown) tt-ucks of counterbalanced lift
types. The engines are powered by gasoline, diesel, or LPG
fuel. This is the only truck type included in this class.
According to industry sources and purchasers, the end use for which a
truck is intended is a major consideration in whether an IC or electric
forklift truck is selected. 11 Among the reported considerations are the fact
that the batteries in electric trucks nwst periodically be recharged, thus
taking the unit out of service or necessitating the need for additional
batteries and a certain amount of "down time" while the batteries are being
changed. Hence, if heavy-duty usage is desired (i.e., 3 shifts a day, 6 to 1
days a week, or long traveling distances in warehouses and storage areas, or
1/ On June 12, 1987, Clark Material Systems Technology Company Fequested that
Conanerce expand the scope of its LTFV investigation to include electric
forklift trucks. On July 24, 1987, Conanerce informed Clark that, on the basis
of examination of physical differences and the expectations of the end users
of electric forklifts, they find them to.. Qe a different class or kind than tbe
internal combustion engine forklifts under investigation. In its posthearing
brief, Clark maintains that the Commission's "like product" definition should
include both counterbalanced electric forklifts and standard-lift ICs.
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up numerous ramps), the IC forklift truc_lc would be the more likely choice.
Additionally, if electric tt"Ucks are t.is-ed, OSHA rules require a separate area
for charging and changing the batteries, as well as a washing station in case
of accidents with the acid contained in the batt.eries. !I

.

When the intended tasks for the lift tt"Uck permit the use of either IC or
electric tt"Ucks, capital budgeting considerations could determine the ultimate
choice. The initial cost of an electrical(y pbwered "lift truck can be
considerably higher than.that of an re· truck with a similar liH capacity,
once the cost of the extra battet"ies and. recharger are included~ In the long
t"Un the electt"ic truck is·, reportedly.- .mo're co~t efficient due to its. lower
maintenance expenses. If an end usih'' s budget for capital expenditures is
restdcted, the end user may opt _for the IC truck and incur the added
maintenance expenses. ~/
Operator-riding -crider) lift trucks are used to reduce operator fatigue
in demanding, heavy-duty or· high_:.volunie applications involving a significant
amount of stacking or relatively long '_tt·avel distances. ' Basic types of rider
trucks include counterbalanced; nart·o~ aisle; side loader, orderpicker, and
turret. The counterbalanced rider truck is the most widely used model for
general industt·ial duty. Narrow aisle tt"Ucks are used in warehouses that' have
been designed to use less ffoor space by.stacking product vertically along
aisles 5 to 10 feet wide. . Sideloaders are foui·-wheeled vehicles used for
transporting and stacking long, bulky_, difficult-to-handle items. As the _name
implies, a sidefoader tt"Uck loads arid carries from the side'. Orderpi:cking
trucks are used for assembling smalf quantities of items for use in plant
opevations or for shipping orders. This truck is basicaily a narrow aii:;le
truck with an operator's platform on the forks.· The operator rides up with
the forks, regulating speed and elevation with onboard controls. Turret.
trucks have high-lift capacity and some type of.rotating fork that permits
stacking at ri.ght angles to ·the forward direction of the truck.
Lift capacities for IC forklift trucks range from 2,000 through 120,000
pounds. Over 90 percent of IC forklift production in ·the United States
consists of trucks with a lifting capacity of 2,000-15,000 pounds. Electric
forklifts have a much more limited 'iift capacity range of 2,000 .to 12,000
pounds. ~/
Manufacturing process fl_/
There are two basic fabrication processes involved in the production ;of
IC forklifts before assembly--the production o.f the frame and the production
of the mast. A forklift tt·uck frame is produced from steel plate tliat is cut'
. to the desired shape, washed, dried, and cleaned further by passing it through
a machine that cleans it of any resfdual stag· from the cut. The piece of cut steel is then treated with a rustpro'ofing solutipn_ and dried. The steel ·plate
is generally three-eighths of an inch in ·thickness, though at some points on
!I
~I

* * *
* * * .·

4/

* * *

Respondents agree with petitiOJier that electrically powered
forklifts should not be inclUded in the Commission's "like product"
definition. See hearing transcript at p. 230, Messrs'; ·Kacrory ·and Litan.
JI Information provided in Commission questionnaires.
.

I
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the finished frame this thickness is either augmented or diminished.
Individual pieces are then fo't'llled to ·shape by bending. These pieces are then
welded to each other to fot'lll the frame. Finished frames are again cleaned by
passing them through a machine to remove any excess welding bead. A primer
coat of paint is then sprayed on.
The production process for the mast, or upright, of a forklift truck is
similar to that of the body. Channel steel, as opposed to steel plate, is cut
to length, washed, dried, and passed through a cleaning machine. Pieces, that
have been cut from steel plate, are welded to this length, two channels are
welded with cross-pieces, and the whole assembly is washed, dried, and
cleaned. It is then treated with a rustproofing solution, and a primer coat
of paint is sprayed on by hand. The finished piece represents the outer rails
of the upright. Inner rails are produced by cutting channel steel to length,
cleaning and painting them in a separate line. The inner and outer rails are
then ntated, with the number of inner rail~ detennined by the desired extension
range of the upright. There can be four kinds of uprights: standard,
free-lift (where the forks can be raised to the maximum height of the upright
without extending the upright), three-stage, and four-stage. Sprockets and
. chain are added as are hydraulic cylinders. These components are added to
provide lifting capacity f9r the uprights. The finished upright is taken from
the production line and st9red until.it is needed on the truck assembly line.
When the frame is completed, it is take_n to a separate production line,
where the truck's engine/transmission combination is mated to the frame.
Drive and steering axles are then fitted. The hydt·aulic system (hoses, pump,
·.reservoir, controls) is ,added, as are the engine and steering controls. When
all of the truck's motiv.e a:nd control systems have been installed, the upright
is added, along with the coµnterweight. Figure 1 illustrates an assembled IC
fork-lift truck and the major components and nomenclature associated with the
product.
The truck is then tested by running the engine and operating the
hydraulic controls. This simple test is to check for fluid leaks. Next, the
tt~ck is tested for lift capacity and for the range of upright tilt.
When the
testing is completed, and no fault is detected, the truck is taken to an area
for customer-specified options, such as side loader or extended reach
capabilities. When all customer-specified options have been installed, the
final coat of paint is sprayed on.
·
Standard-lift !Cs (forklifts with a lift c~pacity of 2,000-15,000 pounds)
are pt~oduced primarily on assembly l,ines and are designed for general
industrial use. In contrast, IC forklifts with lift capacity over 15,000
pounds (heavy-lift ICs) are built to a customer's specifications and are sold
to industries that require the truck to lift heavy loads, and often operate
over uneven surfaces. The steel, timber, and stevedoring industries are
purchasers of heavy-lift ICs. Due to the customized nature of these trucks,
they are produced one truck at a time in separate areas, called "bays." Both
electric and standard-lift ICs are at times bay built if the number needed
does not justify use of the assembly line. Heavy-lift !Cs use componentry
designed for heavy-duty over-the-road trucks, whereas the standard-lift !Cs
use many automotive components.
While certain aspects of the production process for internal combustion
engine and electrically powered forklift trucks are similar, they are not
produced on the same assembly line by any of the major U.S. or Japanese
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Figure l.--Internal Combustion Engine Fork-lift Truck
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producers. Similarly, the production wot'kers require different training and
certain of their skills are different. U.S. producers find they enjoy higher
labor productivity and fewer pt'oduct defects when the worker~ become expert on
IC Ot' electt'ic fot'klift pt'oduction ..!' The pieces cut for an internal
combustion truck differ from those required for an electric truck due to the·
unique operational necessities of each. The electric truck's frame, when
completed, weighs approximately 1,200 pounds and is designed to acconunodate a
battery weighing between 2,000 and 4,000 pounds. In contrast, the frame for
the internal combustion engine truck weighs approximately 900 pounds, and
supports an engine/transmission weight of approximately 1,600 pounds and a
large counterweight, the weight of which depends on the lift capacity of the
truck.
U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of internal combustion engine fork-lift trucks are classified in
item 692.40 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States. Effective
January 1, 1987, such imports (other than from enumerated Communist countries)
enter the United States free of duty. During the period covet•ed by this
investigation, imports of these fork-lift trucks from most-favored-nation
sources (including Japan) were subject to the following ad valorem rates of
duty: 1.1 percent in 1985 and 0.6 percent in 1986.
Nature and Extent of Sales at LTFV
On Apl'il 15, 1988, the Department of Commerce published its final
determination that the subject forklifts from Japan at'e being, or are likely
to be, sold at less than fair value. The estimated weighted-average margins
were calculated separately fol' each foreign producer by comparing the United
States price with the foreign market value. Kasagi, a gray-mat•ket exporter,
did not respond to Commerce's questionnaire and was therefore assigned the
highest rate alleged in the petition. The period of investigation covered the
6 months from August 1, 1986, through January 31, 1987. The final LTFV
margins are as follows:

Toyota Motor Cot~ ....•...............
Nissan Motor Co. , Ltd ............... .
Komatsu Forklift Co., Ltd ........... .
SUmitomo-Yale ....................... .
Toyo Unq>anki Co., Ltd (TCM) ......... .
Sanki Industrial co·., Ltd !I ........ .
Kasagi Forklift, Inc 11 ............. .
All others ........................... .

17.29
51.33
47.73
51.33
51.33
13.65
56.81
39.50

!I This firm resells Japanese forklifts to the United States.
!I * * *
Hyster reported that all assembly line workers are classified as
"SD Assembler~ ... During a layoff, those jobs that remain jobs would be filled
by assembly line workers with the most senority, regardless of which type of
truck they produced before the layoff. A worker filling a job on a different
production line would need to undergo additional training. See Hyster's
posthearing brief, p. 36.
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Commerce has also determined that critical circumstances exist with
respect to the subject imports from Nissan and Toyo urni)anki. In making this
determination, Commerce found that there-is a reasonable basis to believe that
imports have been massive over a relatively short time period and, since these
two companies sell in the United States through related companies, the related
U.S. importers from Nissan and Toyo Umpanki knew that the forklifts were being ..
sold at less than fair value. The affirmative critical circumstances ruling
directs customs to suspend liquidation of those affected imports for the
period 90 days prior to.the date of publication of Commerce's preliminary
determination in the Federal Register. Commerce's preliminary notice was
published on November 24, 1987; accordingly, those suppliers affected by the
critical circumstances ruling are subject to the LTFV penalties retroactive to
August 26, 1987.
U.S. Producers !I
currently, there are eight U.S. producers·£/ lcilown to produce IC
forklifts, with three (* * *) accounting for more than· 95 percent of 1987 ·u. S.
production in the 2,000-15,000 pound lift category. These three firms, as
well as***• also produce IC forklifts with·a lifting capacity over 15,000
pounds. Table 1 sumrnarizes U.S. producers and their shares of U.S. production
in 1984 and in 1987. Since 1983, a number of domestic producers have either
ceased or downsized their domestic operations. Whereas some have gotten out
of the business. most have begun ·sourcing offshot·e or have announced plans to
do so in the near future. ·seven of the current domestic producers responding
to the Commission's questionnaires import IC forklifts. Only* * *•
accounting for * * * percent of U.S. -production in 1987, does not import.
Three producers (AC Materials Handling, Taylor, and Yale) now import from
Japan. Whereas most of these producers also produce electric ·.forklifts, firms
such as Crown Controls Corporation· specialize in producing a wide range of·
electrically powered forklifts. A discussion.of U.S. producers of IC
forklifts and electric forklifts fo_llows.
Table 1
IC forklifts with a lifting capacity of 2,000-15,000 pounds: U.S. producers'
share of 1984 and 1987 U.S. production, and source of imports

*

.*

*

Hyster Company (Hyster~·: The petitioner accounted for about*** percent
of U.S. production of IC forklifts in the 2,000-15,000 liff category in 1987.
Hyster: currently produces fr.ames and assembles standard-lift !Cs at its
Danville, IL, and Berea, KY, facilities from component parts, some of which
1/ The following finns have not responded to the Commission's questionnaire:
* *
These firms produce only electrically powered trucks.
21 All firms that design and produce frames also produce a complete forklift
truck. Telephone conversations with representatives of * * *

*
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are manufactu1·ed by Hyster Co., in its Sulligent, AL, plant. Hyster also
produces electric forklifts (counterbalanced and narrow aisle) on separate
production lines at Danville and Berea. Heavy-lift !Cs and other low-volume
tt·ucks are bay built.
Hyster closed its Portland, OR, plant in January 1984 and consolidated
production in its Danville, Berea, Sulligent, and Crawfordsville, IN, plants.
Hyster subsequently closed its Crawfordsville plant in May 1986. Hyster also
has IC foi·klift truck production facilities in Northern Ireland, Scotland,
Australia, Bra:t.:il, and the Netherlands. Since the early 1980s, Hyster has
increased its imports ft·om its facilities in Scotland and Northern Ireland,
and it has rationalized its U.S. and U.K. production in the past two years.
Hyster ·indicated its 1985 and 1986 decisions to shift the sourcing of a number
of series of IC forklifts from its U.S. facilities to its plant in Scotland
were .. because of competition ft·om imported Japanese forklifts... Production in
Australia b~ for the Australian market only; and production in Brazil serves
the Bra:t.:ilian and other Latin American markets. Hyster reports that truck
production at a plant formerly operated in Canada will now be at its U.S. and
European facilities, an!i the recent closure of the Dublin, Ireland plant will
shift its pt·oduction of class 2 trucks to U.S. operations. According to
Hyster, they have no plan~ to move any current U.S. production to offshore
facilities.
Hyster imports only ft·om its own facilities overseas. Hyster's U.S.
physical plant is appt•oximately equal in square feet to that which i t
maintains overseas. As a result of efficiencies gained through restructuring
certain operations, Hyster projects a slight decline by 1988 in the size of
its plants operating bpth here and overseas.
Clark Equipment Co. (Clark). Clark accounted for*** percent of
standard-lift IC pt•oduction in 1987. Presently, Clark manufactures both IC
and electric-powered forklifts having a lift capacity ft·om 2 ,000 to 10, 000
pounds in the Lexington, KY, area. Clark manufactures IC forklifts having a
lift capacity of ovet· 10,000 pounds at Asheville, NC, in a joint venture with
AB Volvo of Sweden in which both companies merged their production
ope1·ations. In Febt-uary 1986, the company announced that it would close the
Georgetown, KY, and Battle Creek, MI, plants over a two year period. The
Battle Creek plant was closed during the last half qf 1987; Clark no longer
plans to close Georgetown . .!I In August 1986, Clark formali:t.:ed an agreement
with Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI), a member of the Samsung Group of the
Republic of Korea (Korea). SHI manufactures Clark-designed IC forklifts
having a lift capacity of 2,000 to 10,000 pounds. Clark will pay Samsung $1
billion and market the trucks worldwide under the Clark brandname. * * *
Caterpillar Industrial Co. (Caterpillar). Catet~illar accounted for
* * percent of standat·d-lift IC production in the United States during 1987,
down from about * * * percent of production in 1984. Caterpillar ceased
production of ICs at its Mentor, OH, facility, in December 1984, and closed
the facility in February 1985. Caterpillar now only manufactures
standard-lift !Cs at Dallas, OR. This plant was scheduled to be closed in
late 1987 or early 1988, but that closure has been postponed until late 1988
or early 1989.

*

!I

* * *
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Caterpillar receives IC forklifts from subsidiaries located at Leicester,
United Kingdom (production.began in 1971); and Inchon, Korea. The sourcing.•
from Korea began in mid-1984 under a 10-year contract with Daewoo Heavy
Industries, Ltd. to provide mid-range.standard-lift !Cs. Under the agreemer:it,
the trucks are designed by Caterpillar to meet Caterpillar product standards ..
and are sold worldwide under the Caterpillar trademark. Additionally, in
1984, Caterpiller signed a contract with ·Kaldnesmek Veskted A/S, Tonsberg and
Vestfold, Norway, to manufacture large, heavy-lift ICs.
Yale Materials Handling Corp. (Yale).--Yale operates manufacturing/
assembly facilities in Greenville, NC, assembles in Hayward, CA, and has its
headquarters in Flemington, NJ. Yale manufactures all classes of electrically
powered forklifts in one building at Greenville and assembles standard IC
forklifts using the rolling chassis it imports from Sumitomo-Yale (Japan) at
another building there. 11 Standard-lift !Cs are also assembled using the
Japanese rolling chassis at its facility at Hayward, CA. * * *
During
1985-87, Yale produced*** standard-lift ICs at its Greenville, NC, facility
(about*** percent of U.S. production). In 1987, Yale*** importer of the
subject IC forklifts from Japan. * * *
Yale imports under a 50150 joint
venture with Sumitomo Heavy Industries.
In 1983, Yale ceased production of IC forklifts at its Philadelphia, PA,
plant and transferred production or sourcing of trucks formerly produced at
that facility to Sumitomo.. In 1985, Yale's Salem, VA, parts plant was closed
down and some equipment was transferred to Greenville. A company official
cited ~he reasons for these closures as being related to rationalization due
to industry overcapacity.
On August 12, 1987, Yale's a.card of.Directors approved a proposal by
management to move the manufacture of IC rolling chassis from Japan to the
Greenville facility. Yale is. expected to begin producing standard ICs with
U.S.~made chassis starting in April 1988. ~/
If produced in the same
quantities as in Japan, Yale could become the * * * largest producer of
standard-lift ICs in the near future.

·Ac Materials·Handling Con>oration (ACMH). ACMH purchased Allis-Chalmers
Corporation's Industrial Truck Division in August 1986 and currently has * * *
standard'--lift IC production at its.plant in Columbus, OH. ACMH made its purchase from Allis-Chalmers during the latter's consolidation of its overall
operations. ACMH officials stated that the Industrial Truck Division had
accounted for approximately*·* *percent of Allis-Chalmers' total
operations. In 1987, ACMH announced it had signed an agreement for contract
manufacturing with Komatsu Forklift Co., Ltd. to manufacture 3,000-15,000
pound lift capacity IC forklift chassis in Japan for ACMH. ACMH performs some
fabrication, assembly, and testing at its Columbus plant.

ll According to the definition of "domestically produced" adopted by Commerce
and the Commission, Yale's IC production using the Japanese·chassis is not
considered U.S. produced.
ll Telephone conversations with· Daniel P. Gimrny, Vice President-Law and
Secretary, Yale Materials Handling Corporation, Aug. 20, 1987, and
Feb. 24, 1988.
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White Lift Truck Parts & Manufacturing Co. Inc. (White). White was
founded in October 1985 by purchasing certain assets of White Lift Truck
Company, a division of White Fann Equipment. All operations take place at its
facility in Osseo, MN. White produces IC forklifts and * * * class 1 electric
t~cks--all trucks are in the 2,000 to 15,000 lift capacity range.
After the
company changed hands in 1985 the new owners phased out much of the heavy
machine and sheet metal work done in house, but the company prides itself in
procuring over * * * percent of its component::; in the United State::;. This
company accounted for * * * percent of U.S. production of standard-lift !Cs
during 1987.
Taylor Machine Works, Inc. (Taylor). Taylor manufactures IC forklifts
with a lift capacity from 10,000 to 100,000 pounds at its plant in Louisville,
KS. In 1984, Taylor closed two plants due to "overcapacity" in the U.S.
market. "rn 1987, Taylor accounted for*** percent of U.S. production of IC
forklift::; in the 2,000-15,000 pound lift category. Taylor * * * producer of
heavy-lift !Cs accounting ~or*** percent of U.S. production in 1987.
Taylor's heavy-lift ICl:l all. have lift capacities over * * *pounds. Taylor
import::; standard-lift !Cs from Japan (* * *) under a private branding
agreement. These trucks are painted with Taylor's colors and decals and sold
through its U.S. dealer network.
Pettibone Corp (Pettibone). Pettibone, of Chicago, IL, produced*** IC
forklifts. Pettibone Corp. ceased production of forklift trucks in Karch 1985
and filed a petition in January 1986 for bankruptcy under Chapter 11 of the
U.S. Bankruptcy Code. Pettibone cited a lack of return on invei;ted assets for
its decision to try to sell its forklift truck operations under the bankt-uptcy
proceedings.
Baker Material Handling Corp (Baker). Baker, of Summerville, SC, ceased
production of IC forklifti:; in the United Statei:; in April 1983. Since that
time, Baker has i~orted iti:; trucks from its parent company, Linde AG, a West
German producer of IC forklifts.
Komati:;u Forklift (U.'S.A.) Inc. (Komatsu). Komatsu began production of
i:;tandard-lift ICi:; at La Mirada, CA, during the second half of 1987. Komatsu
procures * * *· !./ Komatsu produced about* * * standard-lift !Ci; during 1987
on temporary assembly lines and expectl:l to reach a capacity of * * * units per
month when the production facility ii; completed around June 1988. Komatsu
operates a nonunion shop employing * * * production and related workers.
Komatsu's decision to set up a production facility in the United States was
influenced by the i:;trong yen and was reached prior to the filing of the
antidumping case.
The following three firmi:; produce electric forklifts.
:Big Joe Manufacturing Company (Big Joe). Big Joe produces narrow-aisle
electric forklifts and electric-motor hand trucks at its sole U.S. facility in
Chicago, IL. All of these trucks have lift capacities of 2,000 to 15,000
pounds. Big Joe manufactures the * * *'and purchases * * * from U.S.
suppliers. * * *
Big Joe, Australia, is a licensed manufacturer of Big Joe
!./***
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products for distribution in Australia. Big Joe (USA) has no direct
ownership in this manufae:turer and has no other agreements with or ownership
of offshore producer~. Big Joe ac~ounted for * * * percent of U.S.
natTow-aisle forklift production in 1987.
Crown Controls Corporation (Crown). Crown produces electrically powered
counterbalanced, narrow aisle, and "walkie" forklift trucks, all of which fall
within the 2,000 to 15,000 lift capacity range. Crown produces these three
types of electrically powered trucks at its facility at New Bremen, OH, and
the walkie pallet truck at its newly contpieted (June 1987) facility in North
Carolina. Crown also owns production facilities in Ireland, Australia, ~exico
(2 plants), and New Zealand. * * * · The foreign operations prod_uce primarily_
for the host country.· Crown does not import i:my of its foreign production
into the United States. This company accounted for * * * percent of total
U.S. production of electriccounterbala~ced forklifts and * * *percent of
narrow-aisle forklifts· in· 1987.
Drexel Industries, Inc. (Drexel). Drexel is a specialty producer of
electrically powered forklifts. Its class 1 trucks are explosion:-proof,
designed to contain all potential spark-producing surfaces. These trucks are
often sold to the chemi.cal and pharmaceutical industries or to any industry
where explosive vapors are in the atmosphet_·e. These spe.c'ially designed,
low-volume trucks are' priced about * * .* th~t of a· standard class 1 truck.
Drexel also manufactures a swing mast. truck (class 2), another
specially-designed truck that .requires a gre_at deal of customer contact during
the production process. These custom.ized trucks. are *
* times the price of
a standard class 2 truqk. Drexel aper.ates one. plant at Ho~sham, PA, whet·e all
production operations occur' including fabt:ication' welding' assembly' and
testing. Drexel estimates that only about *
* percent of its purchased
materials are produced outsid.e the United States. * * *

*

*

U.S. Importers
During the period examined for this investigation, the major portion· of
imports of the subject IC forklifts from Japan were accounted for by the U.S.
affiliates of the major Japanese producers. Komatsu Forklift (U.S.A.), Inc.;
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (through its subsidi~ry, Machinery
Distdbution, In'c.); Nissai1 Industc'ial Equipment Co.; Toyo Umpanki Forklift
Trucks (through TCM Amecica (MBK), Inc. and C. Itoh Indust1·ial Machinery,
Inc.); Toyota Industrial Equipment; and· Ya.le Materials Handling Corp.
(Sumitomo-Yale Co., Ltd.) were responsible.for more than 90 percent of imports
ft•om Japan in 1987.
·
In addition to the majoc producers, some dealers in the United Stat~s
import directly from Japan. Petitioners allege that many of_ these imports,
which are not to "authoi·i~ed" dealers; are of the so-called "gray market"
variety 1/ and the trucks are sold as new, nearly new, low-h.our, demonstrator
quality, or reconditioned trucks. Dealers such as Equipment Contpany of Los
Angeles, Santa Fe Spr·ings ,' CA, and Mid-Continent Sales of Schiller Parl_c, IL,
indicated that a portion of ~heir imports fell into these categories.

ll

* * *
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Additionally, some dealers import "used or reconditioned'' tt-ucks. l/ These
trucks are allegedly 5 to 10 years old. Imports in this latter category enter
under the same TSUS item as new and "gray market" trucks. Imports in the
"used or reconditioned" categories averaged * * * percent of total imports
reported from Japan. £1 Their average unit value was less than half that of
the new tt-ucks .
The Domestic Market
Major consumers of forklifts include the food products (such as bottling
firms, distributors, etc.), machinery, building pt·oducts, and paper
industries. The Department of Defense is also a consumer of forklifts.
Whereas large corporations operate fleets of industrial trucks and account for
a majority of U.S. sales, small companies opet·ating one to several tt-ucks
represent a si:t.:able U. s. ma~·ket. Purchases tend to be cyclical but are often
postponed during periods of budget tightening. 11
Channels of distribution
There are two methods of distt·i.bution for forklift trucks produced in the
United States. Trucks are either sold directly to end users by the
manufacturer, after it has successfully bid on delivery of a specified truck,
or through a dealer network, which either orders trucks for inventory, or to a
customer's specification. In 1987 approximately 90 percent of U.S.
manufacturers' shipments ~ere made to dealers.· Direct sales to end users
usually take place when a !.!:lrge, national or nrultinational customer is
involved, while dealer sale.s account for territorial sales to smaller
accounts. Similarly, authorized distribution of imported forklifts is made in
two ways: either with the foreign company selling directly to domestic
accounts, or with sales being generated entirely by independent sales agents.
Importers of Japanese-produced forklifts sell primarily to dealers (over 90
percent), but also supply national accounts.
U.S. consumption
Forklift truck consumption had been at low levels during the 1981-82
recession before beginning to show some improvement in 1983. According to
·industry sources, the material-handling sector lagged behind the general
economy, especially the automotive sector, in its recovery. By 1984, levels
of consumption had begun to reflect the effects of economic recovery.
Apparent U.S. consumption of standard-lift ICs (table 2) increased in
both 1986 and 1987. In contt·ast, U.S. consumption of the heavy-lift ICs
.trended downward during 1985-87. Electrically ~owered forklifts show

l/ In its final determination, Commerce defined used forklifts to be tt-ucks
manufactured in a calendar year at least three years prior to the year of
entry into the United States. Used forklifts from Japan are not subject to
investigation.
£1 Estimate made from infonnation supplied in Commission questionnaires.
11 Report of the U.S. Department of Commerce, "A Competitive Assessment of the
U.S. Materials Handling Equipment Industry," May 1987, p. 6; * * *
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Table 2
, . '·
Forklift trucks: " U.S .. producen>·' 'shipments;·. U.S ... shipments of i,_ntports
from Japan and all other countr~es, and apparent co!lsuntption, 1985-87
Item

1986

1985

oUantity (units)
IC 2,000-15,000:
U.S. producers' shipments .................. .
U.S. shipments of imports
from-:-Japan .................. .
All other.sources ...... .
Total ................ .
U.S. consumption:
Quantity ............... .
Percentage change ...... .
IC over 15,000:
U.S. producers' shipn1ents ................... .
U.S. shipments of imports

***

***

***

22,191

21,999

23,730

***
***

***
***

***
***

43,293

!I

44,376
+2.5

46,152
+4.0

***

***

***·

174

178

119.

***
***

***
***

***
***

1,679

1,539
-8.3

1,362
-11.5

from~-

Japan ... ; ................ ·
.Ali.other sources ...... .
Total ................ .
U.S. consumption:
Quantity ............... ·.
Percentage change ...... .
Electric class 1:
U.S. producers' shipments .................. .
U.S. shipments of iniports
from-:-.:..
Japan .......•..• ........... .
All other sources
......
.
.. .
Total .........•..•....
U.S. consumption:
Quanti-ty .................
Percentage change ...... .
Electric class 2:
U.S. producers' shipments .................. .
U.S. shipments of imports
from-Japan ... , .............. .
All other sources ....... .
Total ...........•.•...
U.S. consumption:
Quantity.· .............. .
J;>ercentage change ....... .

!I

;"-:'

***

***

. ***

2,568

2 ,50.7

2,523

***
***

***
***

***
***

14,942

!I

15,835
+6.0

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

5,369
11

4,558
-15.1

See footnotes at end of the table.

l,:

15,404
-2.7

.

,J

***
***
,• ***··
5,820
+27.7

! •

Table 2--Continued
Forklj.ft trucks: U.S. prod~c~rs' shipments, U.S. shipments of imports
from Japan and all othet· count;.ries, and apparent consumption, i985-87
Iteilt .

. 1985

1987

1986

Value (1,000 dollars)
IC 2,000-15,000:
u.~. producers' shipments .................. .
***
U.$. shipments of imports
from-Ji;ipan .................. . 248,465
A.11 other sources ...... .
***
Total ...· ............. .
***
U.S. consun~tion:
Value .................. . 587,624
Percentage change ...... .
!I
IC oyer 15,000:
U.S. producers' shipn1tants ................... .
***
.u.s. shipments of imports
from-Japan .................. .
5,922
All other sout·ces ...... .
***
Total ...... ·.......... .
***
U.S. consun~tion:
Value ..........••...... ,
98,667
Percentage change ...... .
!I
Electric class 1:
U.S. producers' shipments .................. .
***
U.S. shipments of imports
from-Japan ................ _. ..
30,245
All other sources ...... .
***
Total ...........•.....
***
U.S. consun~tion:
Value .................. . 217,735
Percentage change ...•...
!I
Electric class 2:
U.S. producers' shipn1ents ................ _. ..
***
U.S. shipments of imports·.
from--·
Japan .................. .
***
All other sources ...... .
***
Total ................ .
***
U.S. consun~tion:
Value .................. .
90,502
Percentage change ...... .
!I

***

***

255,938

291,442

***
***

***
***

607,285
+3.3

629,340
+3.6

***

***

7,347

4,104

***
***

***
***

86,834
-12.0

79,415
-8.5

. ***

***

29, 718

31,056

***
***

***
***

229,540
+5.4

216,828
-5.5

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

82 ,611
-8.7

97,789
+18.4

!I Not available.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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I

irregular patterns, but consumption of both class 1 and class 2. ultimately
increased during the period under investigation. The consumption trends for
these products are identical fo·r consumption nteasured by quantity of units
shipped and by value of units shipped.
Demand for standard-lift !Cs is greatest in lift capacities under 6,000
pounds. .!/ During 198 7, an estimated 77 percent .of U; S. producers'
standard-lift IC shipments we1·e forklifts with lift capacities falling within
a range of 2,000 to 6,000 pounds;· 89.percent of U.S. importers' shipments.of
standard-lift !Cs imported ft~om..Japan had. lift capacities of 2, o·oo to 6, 000
pounds. The tabulation that follows shows the ~stimated shipments in the
United States of U.S. produce~·s and U.S. importe'rs of. J,apanese built
..
standard-lift !Cs during 1987 in each of the specified capacity ranges (in
percent):
Capacity range

U.S. produced.

Japanese produced

2,000 to 4,bbo lbs ... ~.
4,001 to 6,000 lbs; ... .
6,001 to 8,000 lbs .... .
8,001 to 11,000 lbs ... .
11,001to15,000 lbs.r.

18
59
9
10
·4

39
50
7
3
1

Consideration of. Mate.rial Injury
The information presented fn this section of the report was obtained from
·responses to questionnaires_ of the Conmtission in connection with the current
investigation. U.S. produced and imported forklifts have been identified by
the situs of the frame. l:_/ Of the U.S. producers who have produced the
subject IC forklifts during the period of investigation,, three (AC Materials
Handling Corp.~ Taylor, and Yale) have imported trucks from Japan. I f data
concerning these pt;oducei·s were excluded from information presented in this
section, the overall trends would remain the same.
.
The data l:lave been updated since the prehearing report to. include .
revisions of previously supplied information and additional responses from
U.S. importers. J.I The trends ~iscussed.in .this section reflect U.S.
prnducers' experience with IC forklifts with lifting capacity of 2,000 to
15,000 pounds, i.e. the products from Japan s1,.1bj~ct to this antidumping
investigation (standard-lift.res). Howevert~e Commission also gathered

!I Respondents claim that Japanese producers created and supplied a market
demand for lift capacities under 8,000 pounds. Petitioners and Clark contend
that they and other producers (Pettibone, ..Allis-:-Chalmers, etc. ) have always
supplied this segment of the market. See hearing tr;anscript at p. 179 and
posthearing briefs by Clark at pp. 8.:_9 and Hyster. at p. ~o.
£1 If some value-added methodology were employed to identify firms that should
be included as U.S. producers of standard-lift !Cs, * * *, might be eliminated
(see table C-6). Due to the small number of U.S.-produced forklifts reported
by * * * its exclusion would have no measurable effect on the industt·y trends
that are presented in the report.
31 * * * companies (* * *) were visited for data verification (financials and
shipments). Errors wet:e identified and have been cotTected for the final
report.

_
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information on IC forklifts with a lift capacity over 15,000 pounds,
electrically powered class 1 (counterbalanced) tt"Ucks and electrically powered
class 2 (narrow aisle) tt"Ucks. This information is included in tables in the
report. Responding firms accounted for over 95 percent of U.S. standard-lift
IC production during 1987. !I
U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization
Data on U.S. pt•oducers' productive capacity are presented in table 3.
U.S. capacity to produce standard-lift !Cs declined by 15 percent from 1985 to
1986, due altnost entirely to Hyster's closure of its Crawfordsville, IN
facility. Capacity remained unchanged the following year. * * * i1
U.S. production of standard-lift !Cs dropped slightly in 1986 from 1985,
and 1987 production was off 15 percent from 1986. Production declines at
* * * overshadowed gains made by sinaller producers in 1987. As productive
capacity declined more sh~t'PlY than production during 1985-86, capacity
utilization increased from 47.9 percent in 1985 to 55.6 percent in 1986.
Capacity utili4'ation fel~ to 47.3 percent in 1987, reflecting the shat'P drop
in production.
As noted earlier, fo'l:lr producers reported production of heavy-lift !Cs
(IC forklifts with lifting capacity over 15,000 pounds). Information gathered
ft·om U.S. producers during previous investigations showed that less than 10
percent of the heavy-lHt. !Cs fall in the 15,000-16,000 pound capacity range,
and around 80 percent })ave capacities of 20,000 pounds or more. ~/
U.S. producers' shipments
U.S. producers' domestic shipments (table 4) of standard-lift IC
fot•klifts fell 10 percent from 1985 to 1986 and by 16 percent in 1987; the
value of these domestic shipments fell more sharply. * * * led the decline in
shipments.
Exports declined irregularly during 1985-87. Exports accounted for an
increasing share of U.S. producers' total-shipments during the period of
investigation (* * * percent in 1985, * * * percent in 1986, and
* * percent
in 1987). The primary export markets are Latin America and Canada. U.S.
producers' shipments of heavy-lift !Cs, class 1 electric forklifts, and class
2 nar.row aisle forklifts are provided in tables 5-7.

*

!I * * *·

i1 * * *
~/

Data provided by U.S. producers during the preliminary stage of this
investigation and during preliminary investigation No. TA-603-10 concerning
industt·ial lift tt"Ucks.
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Table 3
Forklift tnJcks: U.S. productive capacity, production, and
utilization, 1985-87
Item
IC 2,000-15,000:
Capacity:
. _Quantity ~units) ..· .. ~~ ..
Percentage change ...... .
Production:
Quantity (units) ........ .
. Perc.entage change ...... .
Capacity utilization: £1
Percent ..................
IC P.:V~t.· 15 ,000:
Capacity:
Quantity (units)·....... .
Percentage change ...... .
. Production:
Quantity (units) .. ~ ... -.. .
Percentage change ...... .
Capacity utilization: £1
Percent ................ .
.Electri~ ~lass 1:
Capacity:
Quantity (units) ....... .
~ercentage change ...... :
Production:
Quantity· (units)•; ...... .
Percentage change ...... .
Capacity utilization: £1
. Percent·............... ·..
Electric class 2:
Capacity:
Quantity (units) .... : .. .
. Percentag~. cl1a!1ge ...... .
Production:
Quantity (units) ....... .
Percentage change ...... .
Cap~city utilization: £1_
Percent ..............•..

1985

1986

***

***

!I

-15.0

capac~ty

1987

***·
.o.o

***

***

***

!I

-1.4

-14.9

47.9

55.6

47.3

1,896

1,921
+1.3

1,946
+1.3

!I

946
-21.4

972
+2.7

63.5

49.2

49.9

15,800

17,271
+9.3

17,453
+1.1

!I

10,511
+24.9

10,621
+1.0

53.3

60.9

·60.9

6,808

5,343
-21.5

6,479
+21.3

4,910
-10.6

. . 5. 912

!I
80.7

91.9

91.2

!I
1,204

!I ..
. 8. 41,5 ·,

. !I
5,494

·+~0.4

!I Not available.

·,
Computed from data of firms
production. These data do not
reduction in capacity and ·U~s.
sharper declines if * ~ * data

£1

providing data on both.capacity and
include '* * * which has undergone substantial
production. Production and. capacity would. show
were included.

Source: Col!lPiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Cornmissioh.
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Table 4
IC f<:>rklifts with lifting capacity of 2,000-15,000 pounds:
sh~p~1ents, 1985-87
Item

1985

.tJ.S. producers'

1986

1987

Quantity (units)
Conipa.ny transfers ....•......
Domestic shipments ..........
U.S. shipments:
Quantity ..................
Percentage change .........
Export shipntents ............
Total shipments:
Quantity ..............
Percentage change .....

***

***

***

14,440

12,984

***
!'
***

***

***

-10.0

-16.5

***

***

14,297
-9.0

12,038
-15.8

15, 713
l/

10,938

Value (1,000 dollars)
Copipany traQsfers ........•..
Domestic shipments ......... .
U.S. shipments:
Value .................... .
Percentage change ........ .
Export shipments ........... .
Total shipments:
Value ................ .
Percentage change ..•..

***

***

248,116

163,680

***

***

***

!I

-13.6

-24.6

***

***

***

270,169

235,066
-13.0

181,083
-23.0

l/

Unit value (dollars
Company transfers .........•.
Domestic shipments ......... .
U.S. shipments:
Unit value ............... .
Percentage change 'J_/ ••••••
Export shipments ........... .
Total shipments:
Unit value ........... .
Percentage change 'J..I ••

***

214,763

f~r

unit) 2/

***

llcllclllr

***

17,183

16,541

14,964

***
!'
***
17, 194

!I

***

***

-4.0·

-9.7

***

***

16,442
-4.4

15,043
-8.5

!l Not available.
ll Unit values were calculated from data submitted by firing supplying both
quantity and value information and may not be computed f1·om the above data.

'J.I Computed ft·om the unrounded figures ..
Source: Conipiled front data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Table 5

~IC forklifts with lifting capacity of over 15,000 pounds:

'shipments, 1985-87

U.S. producers'

·

Item

1986

1985

1987

Quantity (units)
Company transfers .......... ·:·
Domestic shipments ......... .
U.S. shipmen ti:;:
Quantity ................. :· ·
Percentage change ........ .
Export shipments ........... .
Total shipments:
·'
Quantity ............. .
Percentage change .... .

***.

***
924

1 175

***
883

***

***

!l

***

-21.7

-4 .5

***

***

***

1,265

970
-23.3

936
-3.5

1/

Value (1,000 dollars)
Company transfers .......... .
Domestic shipments ......... .
U.S. shipments:
Value .................... .
Percentage change ........ .
Export shipments ........... .
Total shipments:
Value ................ .
Percentage change .... .

***

74,667

***

,,

' ***
56,242

***

***

54,387"

***

·!/

-25.1

.:.3: 4

***

***

***

80,370

59,121
-26.4

57' 961
-2.0

1/

Unit value (dollars per unit) 21
Company transfers .......... .
Domestic shipments ......... .
U.S. shipments:
Unit value ............... .
Percentage change ·'J_/ ••••••
Export shipments ........... .
Total shipments:
Unit value ........... .
Percentage change ~/ ..

***·

63,546

***

60,868

***

61',593

ll

***

***

-4 . 4

+1.2

***

***"

***

***

63,534

!I

60,949
-4.1

61;924
+1.6

!I Not available.
~/.Unit

values were calculated from data submitted by firms supplying both
quantity and value information and may not be· computed from' the above data.
;!I Computed from the unt"ounded figures.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.

·.r.
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Table 6
Class 1 electric forklifti:>:
Item

U.S. pt·oducers' i:>hipments, 1985-87
1985

1987

1986

Quantity (units)
Company transfers .......... ~
Domestic shipments ......... .
U.S. shipments:
Quantity •.................
Percentage change ........ .
Export i:>hipments ........... .
Total shipments:
Quantity ......... ,., ..
Pet·centage change. ~ ...

***

***

***

8,392

10,027

9,867

***

***

***

!I

+19.4

-1.9

***

***

***

8,722
1/

10,562
+21.1

10,485
-0.7

Value (1,000 dollars)
Company transfers ........ ~··
Domestic shiptllents ..•.. ! • , • •
U.S. shipments:
Value ......................
Percentage change ..... 1 •••
Export 1:1hipment1:1 ............
Total shipments:
Value .............. ~.•.
Pet·centage change .....

***

***

***

134,019

156,205

147,473

***

***

***

!I

+16.3

-5.9

***

***

***

139,010
1/

164,099
+18.0

155,897
-5.0

Unit value (dollars per unit) 21
Company transfers •....•.....
Domestic shipments ....•.....
U.S. shipments:
Unit value .....•....•.....
Percentage change ~/ ..... .
·Export shipments ......•.... '.
Total shipments:
Unit va).ue .....•......
_ Percentage change ~/ ..

***

***

***

15,970

15,578

14,946

***

***

***

!I

-2.4

-4.2

***

***

***

15,945

15,566
-2.4

~4,883

!I

-4.4

!I Not available.
'l,./ Unit values were calculated from data i:>ubmitted by firms supplying both
quantity and value information and may not be computed from the above data.
~/ Computed fro1\1 the unrounded figures.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commis1:1ion.
'·
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Table 7
Class 2 electric forklifts:
Itelll :;

U.S. producers' shipments, 1985-87
1986

1985

1987

Quantity (units)
Company transfers .......... .
Domestic shiplllents .... ·..... .
U.S. shipments:
Quantity ................. .
. Percentage change ........ .
Export shipments ........... .
Total shipments:
Quantity ............. .
Percentage change .... .

***

***

***

5,208

4,432

5,715

!I

***

***

-14.6

+27.9

***

***

***

5,561
1/

4,733
-14.9

6,107
+29.0

***

Value (1,000 dollars)
·'

Company transfers .......... .
Domestic shipments ... '. ..... .
U.S. shipments:
Value .................... .
Percentage change ....... ~.
Export shipments ........... .
Total shipments:

vaiue ................ .
Percentage change .... .

***

***

***

87,175

80,042

95,554

***

***

***

!I

-8.1

+18.2

***

***

***

92,790
1/

84, 963
-8;4

101,355
+19.3

Unit value (dollars per unit) 21
Company transfers .......... .
Domestic shiplllents ......... .
U.S. shipments:
Unit value ............... .
Percentage change 11 ..... .
Export shipments ........... .
Total ~hipments:
Unit value ....... ; ... .
Percentage change 11 ..

***

***

***

16,739

18,060

16,720

***

***

***

!I

+7.5

-7 .3

***

***

***

16, 716

17,959
+7.4

16,643
-7.3

!I

!I Not available.
£1 Unit.values were calculated from data submitted by firms supplying both
quantity and value infonnation and may not be computed from the above data.

11 Computed·frolll the unrounded figures.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
,,....
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U.S. producers' inventories
Data on U.S. producers' yearend inventories of forklift tt"Ucks are
presented in table 8. Inventories of standard-lift ICs dropped from* * *
percent of total shipments in 1985 to * * * percent in 1986 at1d then rose to
***percent in 1987.
Table 8
Forklift trucks:

U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories, 1985-87
1985

Item

1987

1986
Quantity (units)

End-of-period inventories:
.IC.2,000-15~000 ..........
IC over 15,000 ...........
Electt·ic class 1. ........
Electric class 2 .........

***

***

***

.

58
402

34
351

78
487

.

***

***

***

.
.

Share of total shipments (percent)
Ratio of inventories to
total shipments: !_/
IC 2,000-15,000 .......... .
IC over 15,000 ........... .
Electric class ·i. ........ .
Electt·ic class 2 ......... .

***

***

***

4.6
4.6

3.5
3.3

8.3
4.6

***

***

***

!/ Ratios are based on data supplied by firms that reported both inventory and
shipment information.
Source: Compiled ft·om data submitted in response to questionpaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Employment and wages
The production and related workers in this industry are represented by a
number of unions. Hyster•s workers are represented by the United Shop and
Service Employees in Portland, OR, and the Independent Lift Truck Builders in
Danville, IL. The workers at Hyster's Berea, KY, and Sulligent, AL,
facilities are nonunion. Caterpillar's workers are represented by the
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Worke.rs· and Clat•k' s
Battle Creek, MI, workers at·e represented by the Allied Indu1;1trial Workers.
Clark's Georgetown, KY, plant is nonunion. All of the aforementioned unions
are petitioners in this investigation. As noted earlier, workers tend to
specialize in either internal combustion or electric type forklift
production.

'

The average number of workers engaged in the production of stl:lndard-lift
!Cs dropped ft·om * * * in 1985 to * * * in 1986, or by 19 percent (table 9;
tables 10-12 present employntent related data for the other products). The
number of workers dropped by 25 percent in 1987. Reduced production levels at
* * * led tu these layoffs. * * *
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Table 9
IC forklifts with lifting capacity of 2,000-15,000 pounds: Average numbet· of
production and relatedworkers, hours worked, !I wages and total
compensation ~/ paid to such employees, and labor productivity, hout·ly
compensation, and unit labor production costs, 1985-87 ~../
Item
Production and related
workers (PRW):
Number ................... .
Percentage change. . . . . . . . .
Hours worked by PRW:
Number (1,000 hours)......
Percentage change.........
Wages paid to PRW:
Value (1,000 dollars).....
Percentage change. . . . . . . . .
Total compensation paid to
PRW:
Value (1,000 dollars).....
Percentage change. . . . . . . . .
Labor productivity for
PRW: 2/
Quantity (units per
1, 000 hours) . . . . •. . . . . . . .
Percentage change~/......
Hourly wages paid to
PRW: LI
Value (dollars per hour)..
Percentage change~/......
Hourly total compensation
paid to PRW: !!I
Value (dollars per .hour)..
Percentage change~/......
Unit labor costs: ~/
Value (dollars per unit) ...
Percentage change§_/......

1985

***

!I

***
!I

***

1986

1987

***

***

-19.2

***
-19.1

***
!1_1

***

-21.8

***
!1,.1

***

-17.6

***
!1,.1

***
!I

***

+24.7

***
-3.4

***
!I

***

+1.8

***
!1_1

-18.3

-25.3

***
-28.1

***

-19.5

***
-24.1

***
+15.8

***
+li.9

***
+5.5

***
-8.9

!I Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
£1 Includes wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits.
'}_/ Firms providing employment data accounted f·or 95 percent of reported total
shipments in 1987.
!1_1 Not available.
~I Calculated using data.from firms that provided information on both
production and hours worked.
§_I Calculated from the unrounded figur.es.
ll Calculated using data from firms that provided information on both wages
paid and hours worked.
§.1 Calculated .using data from firms that provided information on both total
compensation paid and hours worked.
~I On the basis of total compensation paid.
Calculated using data from firms
that provided information on both total compensation paid and production.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Table 10
IC forklifts with lifting capacity of over 15,000 pounds: Average number
of production and related workers, hours worked, !I wages and total
compensation £1 paid to such employees, and labor productivity, hourly
compensation, and unit labor production costs, 1985-87 'J./
Item

1986

1985

Production and related
workers ( PRW) :
Number ................... .
Percentage change ........ .
Hours worked by PRW:
Number (1,000 hours) ..... .
Percentage change ........ .
Wages paid to PRW:
Value (1,000 dollars) •....
Percentage change ........ .
Total compensation paiq to
PRW:
Value (1,000 dollars) .... .
Percentage change ... ·..... .
Labor productivity for
PRW: 2_/
Quantity (units per
1,000 hours) .....••.....
Percentage change fl/ ..... .
Hourly wages paid to
PRW: l/
Value (dollars per hour) ..
Percentage change§_/ ..... .
Hourly total compensation
paid to PRW: !!I
Value (dollars per hour) ..
Pe1·centage change §_/ ..... .
Unit labor costs: ~/
Value ,(dollars per unit) ...
Pet·centage change §_I, •••••

482
~./

756

!!I
10,227

!!I
11,548

!/

1.173

!!I
13.53

!/
15.28

!I
13,019

!I

1987

451
-6.4

***
***

635
-16.0

***
***

9,024
-11.8

***
***

10,378
-10.1

***
***

1.367
+16.5

***
***

14.21
+5.1·

***
***

16.34
+7.0

***
***

11,956
-8.2

***
***

!I Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
?J .Includes wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits.
JI Firms providing employment data accounted for 100 percent of reported total
shipments in 1987.
!I Not available.
2_/ Calculated using data from firms that provided information on both
production and hours worked.
§_I Calculated ft·om the unrounded figures.
ll Calculated using data from f it~lS that provided information on both wages
paid and hours worked.
!!I Calculated using data from firms that provided information on both total
compensation paid and hours worked.
'l./ Ott the basis of total compensation paid. Calculated using data from firms
that provided information on both total compensation paid and production.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the

u. S. International Trade Co11unission.
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Table 11
Class l electric forklifts: Average ·numbei· of production and related workers,
hours worked, 1/ wages and total . compensation '1:/ paid to such employees, and
labor productivity, hourly compensation, and unit labor production costs,
1985-87 ~/
Item
Production and related
workers ( PRW) :
Number ................... .
Percentage change ........ .
Hours worked by PRW:
Number (l,000 hours) ..... .
Percentage change .. .' ..... .
Wages paid to PRW:
Value (1,000 dollars) .... .
Percentage change ........ .
Total contpensation paid to
PRW:
Value (1,000 dollars) .... .
Percentage change ........ .
Labor productivity for
PRW: 2_/
Quantity (units per
1,000 hours) ........... .
Percentage change§!_/ ..... .
Hourly wages paid to
PRW: II
Value (dollars per hour) ..
Percentage change§!_/ ..... .
Hourly total compensation
paid to PRW: §./
Value (dollars per hour) ..
Percentage change§!_/ ..... .
Unit labor costs: 9/
Value (dollars per unit) .. .
Percentage change ~/ ..... .

1985

1986

609

!!I
1,361

!!I
15,292

!!I
18,813

!!I

6.183

!!I
11.24

!!I
13.82

!!I
2,236
4/

1987

596
-2.1

569
-4.5

1,299
-4.6

1,208

14,219
-7.0

13,616
-'4 .2

18,165
-3.4

17,004
-6.4

8.092
+30.9

8.792
+8.7

10.95
-2.6

11.27
+3.0

13.98
+1.2

14.08
+0.7

1,728
-22.7

1,601
-7.4

-7.0

!I Includes hours worked plus houi·s of paid leave time.
'1:_1 Includes wages and contt·ibutions to Social Security and other eutployee
benefits.
~I Firms providing eutployment data accounted for 95 percent of reported total
shipments in 1987.
!!I Not available.
~I Calculated using data from firms that provided information on both
production and hours worked.
~I Calculated from the unrounded figures.
ll Calculated using data from.firms that provided information on both wages
paid and hours worked.
§.I Calculated using data from firms that provided information on both total·
compensation paid and hours worked.
'}_/ On the basis of total compensation paid.
Calculated using data ft·om firms
that provided ·information on both total compensation paid and pt·oduction.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table
Class
hours
labor

12

2 electric forklifts: Average number of production and related workers,
worked, 11 wages and total compensation '£,_/ paid to such employees, and
productivity, hourly compensation, and unit labor production costs,

1985-87

JI

Item
Production and related
workers ( PRW) :
Number ................... .
Percentage change ........ .
Hours worked by PRW:
Number ( 1, 000 hours) ..... .
Percentage change ........ .
Wages paid to PRW:
Value (1,000 dolla~~) .... .
Percentage change ........ .
Total compensation paid to
PRW:
Value (1,000 dollars) .... .
Percentage change ........ .
Labor productivity for
PRW: 2_/
Quantity (units per
1,000 hours) ........... .
Percentage change!!_/ ..... .
Hourly wages paid to
PRW: ]_/
Value (dollars per hour) ..
Percentage change!!_/ ..... .
Hourly total compensation
paid to PRW: ~I
Value (dollars per hour) ..
Percentage change f!_I ••••••
Unit labor costs: ~I
Value (dollars per unit) ...
Percentage change f!_I ••••••

1985

1986

511

!I
1,030

!I
9,006

!I
12,285

!I

4.738

!I
8.74
~/

11.93

!I
2,517

!I

1987

422

430
-15.9

-1.9

864
·-16 .1

846
-2.1

8,295
-7 .9

8,628
+4.0

11, 697
-4.8

13,659
+16.8

5.630
+18.8

6.9.08
+22.7

9.60
+9.8

10.20
+6.2

13.54
+13.5

16.15
+19.3

2,405
-4.5

2,337
-2.8

11 Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
'l,_I Includes wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee

benefits.

JI Firms providing employment data accounted for 99 percent of reported total
shipments in 1987.

!I Not available.
2_1 Calculated using data from firms that provided information on both

production and hours worked.
f!_I Calculated from the unrounded figures.
LI Calculated using data from firms that provided infot~1ation
paid and hours worked.
!!I Calculated .ui>ing data f1·om firms that provided infot,nation
compensation paid and hours worked.
~I On the basis of total compensation paid.
Calculated using
that provided information on both total compensation paid and

on both wages
on both total
data from firms
production.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Hours worked by production and
compensation paid to such employees
dropping sharply in 1986 and 1987.
of * * * in 1986 to a high of * * *

related workers and wages and total
showed the same trend as numbers employed,':
The average hourly wage ranged from a low ·
in 1987. * * *

Labor productivity, as measured by output per worker hour, rose by 25
percent in 1986 and by 16 percent in 1987. The increased labor productivity
led to lower unit labor costs in each of these years.
Financial experience of U.S. producers
Seven producers !./ of forklift trucks provided the Conunission with usable
financial information on the requested products. Togethet· these firms
accounted for almost all production of the subject !Cs. '!:./
Overall establishment operations.--The income-and-loss data of seven U.S.
producers on their overall operations of establishments within which IC and
electric forklifts are produced are presented in table 13.
Net sales for establishment operations increased by 5.6 percent, from
Net sales of domestically
produced 'J_/ IC forklifts with lifting capacity of 2, 000-15, 000 pounds
accounted for 30.7 percent,*** percent, and 19.7 percent of total
establishment net sales in 1985, 1986, and 1987, respectively. Each company's
share of aggregate net sales during 1985-87 are shown in the following
tabulation (in percent):
$874.2 million in 1985 to $923.0 million in 1987.

Share of total net sales
Company

*

1985

*

*

*

1986

*

*

*

Reporting producers sustained aggregate operating losses throughout
The operating loss increased from $40.8 1nillion, or 4.7 percent of
net sales, in 1985 to $47.1 million, or 5.2 percent of net sales,
in 1986 and then declined to $46.5 million, or 5.0 percent of net sales, in
1987. Pretax net losses followed a similar trend but were much higher than
the operating losses due to the provision made by certain companies (a
discussion of each company's provisions follows) for shutdown and
restt·ucturing costs, interest expenses, and other nonoperating expenses during
1985-87. The operating income or loss margins reported by each producer and
each company's. share of total establishment operating losses during 1985-87
1985-87.

1/ * * *
The largest producers, * * *• were visited for verification and the
data for each one has been revised.
'!:./ Detailed information on income and loss for heavy-lift !Cs and class 1 and
2 electdc forklifts is presented in Appendix c.
ll Only those tt·ucks that contained a U.S. -produced frame were considered
domestically produced.
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Table 13
Forklift trucks: Incotne-and-los1::1 experience of U.S. producers on the overall
operations of their e1::1tabli1::1lmtent1::1 within which forklift trucks are produced,
accounting years 1985-87
Item

1985

1986

1987

Value (l,000 dollars)
Net sale1::1 ................... .
Cost of goods sold ........•.
Gross profit .....•..........
General, selling, and
administrative expense1::1 ...
Operating (loss) ....•.......
Startup or shutdown
expense .....•.............
Interest expense ........... .
Other expen1::1e, net .........•
Net (lo1::1s) before income
taxes ......•.•.•..........•
Depreciation and amortization included above .....
Ca1::1h flow!'············ .••.

874,156
762,398
111, 758

906,334.
794,643
111,691

922, 968
797,708
125,260

152 600
(40,81f2)

158,791
(47,100)

171,766
(46,506)

I

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

(120,lfll)

(71,398)

(73 ,508)

11,129
(109,282)

10,680
(60, 718)

11 799
(61 709)
!
!

Share of net sales (percent)
Co1::1t of goods sold .......•..
Gro1::1s profit .•..............
General, 1::1elling, and
adminil::ltrative expense1::1 •..
Operating (loss) .......•.•..
Net (loss) before income
taxes .................... .

87.2
12.8

87.7
12.3

86.lf
13.6

17.5
(If. 7)

17.5
(5.2)

18.6
(5.0)

(13. 8)

(7. 9)

(8.0)

Number of firms reporting
Operating losse1::1 ...•... ~ ..•.
Net losses .............•....
Data ........................ .

3

3

"7

"7

3
3
7

ll Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amorti:t:ation.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to que1::1tionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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are presented in the following.tabulation (in percent):

The industry has undergone significant restructuring since 1982. In
·1982, Clark Equipment accrued a special pretax provision of $214.5 million to
cover program costs associated with the initial "Revitalization Program" for
the company's core businesses---the production and sale of .axles and .
transmissions and related components, and material-handling equipment and
vehicles. The material--handling-equipment ·segment of Cl~rk Equipment involves
the production and sale of electric and gas-powered lift trucks and automated
handling systems. Clark Equipment reported operating 19sses in each year for
the period 1982-84 on its material-handling equipment segment. l/ In 1985, in
an effort to improve its ability to compete in a market that was becoming
increasingly competitive, Clark accelerated its "Revitalb~ation Plan" and made
a provision for asset writedowns and restructuring costs amounting to $96.l
million for the entire company. Provisions for the closing of Battle Creek,
KI, and Georgetown, KY, facilities were projected to be $51. 4 million. Clark
allocated $33. 5 million for a "Revitalization" reserve and * *. * for asset
writedowns to its es_tablishments that produce IC and electric forklifts. The
company indicates· that most of these reserves were used for the shutdown of
the 75-year-old Battle Creek plant during the third quarter of 1987 and for
phasing out the operations at Georgetown. However, Georgetown was reopened in
February 1988 and production was resumed on ·a mo.re limited scale. Production
that had taken place at Battle Creek was transferred to Georgetown and
overseas to Korea. * * *

c_

Hyster Company identified a provision of * * * in 1985 and * * * in 1986
for restructuring for plant closedown relating to IC and electt·ic forklifts,
out of a total provision of $7.5 m~llion in 1985 and $5.1 million in 1986 for
its total company operations. Hyster closed down the Crawfordsville, IN,
plant in the first half of 1986, downsized the Danville, IL, plant, and
transferred some of the production activities to overseas plants. In 1987,
Hyster added back * * * to pretax income because that amount represented the
excess provision made for shutdown expenses in prior years. * * *
Caterpillar made a provision of approximately $8.0 million to close
manufacturing facilities at Dallas, OR, in 1987. The Dallas plant will be
phased out during the second half of 1988 and early 1989. * * *

ll Per 1984 annual report of Clark Equipment Company.
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Crown Controls Cor:p. only produces electrically powered forklift trucks.

* * *

* * *
Yale * * *

Standard-lift !Cs.--* * * U.S. producers of forklift trucks supplied
usable income-and-loss data on their operations for U.S.-produced IC forklift
trucks (!Cs that contain a domestic frame) with a lift capacity of 2,000 to
15;000 pounds (table 14)). !I These producers accounted for almost all
reported production of standard-lift !Cs in 1987.
Net sales of domestically produced standard-lift !Cs declined by 32.5
percent during 1985-87. In 1987, net sales fot· each producer, except * * *•
were lower than those in 1985. Each company's share of total sales during
1985-87 is presented in the following tabulation (in percent):

The industry's gross profit margins declihed ft·om 1. 3 percent of net
sales in 1985 to * * * percent of net sales in 1986 and turned into a negative
gross losi:i margin of 1.8 percent of net sales in 1987. * * *
Average unit net sales, cost of sales, and gross profit or loss of each
producer during 1985-87 are shown in the following tabulati9n:

Item

1985

*

*

Total:
Weighted-average unit net sales value ... .
Weighted-average unit cost of ·sales ..... .
·weighted-average unit gross profit or
Closs) ................................ .

1986

*
17,302
17 ,069
233

*

1987

*
***
***

15,082
15,346
(264)

F'rom 1985 to 1987, the weighted-average unit net sales Vfilue of
standard-lift !Cs that contain a domestic frame, declined more rapidly (by
12.8 percent) than their cost of sales, which fell by 10.1 percent. Hence,
the weighted-average unit gt·oss profit of $233 in 1985 dropped to * * * in
1986, and then turned into a gross loss of $264 in 1987.

!I

* * *
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Table 14
Standard-lift !Cs (with a domestic frame): Income-and-loss experience of U.S.
producers sales of standard-lift !Cs that contain a domestic frame, accounting
years 1985-87
Item

·1986

1985

1987

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales .....•..•..........
Cost of goods sold ......... .
Gross profit ... ~· ... 1·••••••••
General; selling, and
administrative expenses: ..
Operating (loss) ...... ; .... .
Startup or shutdoWll
expense ................. ·..
Interest expense ......... ; ..
Other income, net ...... ,, .. .
Net (loss) before income
taxes ................ ;.! ..
Depreciation and amortization included above .... .
Cash flow !I ............... .

268,670
265 053
3,617

***
***
***'

4.2 557
(38,940)

***.
***

***
***

. ***
***
***

***
***
***

(74,177)

***

***

2 941
(71,236)

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

.181,374
184 549
(3,175)

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold .......... ·
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administt·ati ve expenses ...
Operating (loss) ............
Net (loss) before income
taxes .....................

98.7
1.3

.***
***

15.8
(14. 5)

***
***

***
***

(27.6)

***

***

101.8
(1. 8)

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ........... .
Net losses ................. .
Data ....................... .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***

!I Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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1c

1c

The distribution of cost of goods sold into the major components of cost
is shown in the following tabulation Cin percent):
1c

*

*

All * * * U.S. p1·oducers reported both operating and net losses
throughout the period covet"ed by the investigation. During 1985-87, operating
losses increased in absol~~e dollars despite declining sales, thus the
industry lost more money each year per each dollar of sale. As a share of net
sales, the operating loss margin increased f1·om 14.5 percent in 1985 to * * *
percent in 1986 and to*** percent in 1987. General, selling, and
administrative (GS&A) expenses, as a shat'e of net sales, inct"eased ft·om 15. 8
percent in 1985 to * * * percent .in 1987 ..

* * * * * * major items of GS&A expenses at·e presented in the following
tabulation Cin thousands of dollars):
*

*

*

The operating loss margins reported by each producer dut"ing 1985-87 are
shown in the following ta~lation (in percent):

Company

*

*
Weighted-average .....

14.5

1c

***

*
***

Compared with 1986 and 1987, the 1985 pt'etax net loss was much higher'
than the operating loss because of * * * associated with * * * rest1-uctut"ing
and shutdown costs reported on its opet"ations producing standard-lift !Cs.
* * *
Because of these nonrecurring expenses and increasing intet'est
expenses, pretax net loss margins for the industry were higher than the
operating loss margins during 1985-87.
The Commission also requested income-and-loss data from U.S. pt"oducet's on
their operations relating to the sale of all standard-lift !Cs (i.e.,
in.eluding those forklifts that contain an imported frame). The same***
U.S. producers supplied these data, which are presented in table 15.
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Table 15
Standard-lift ICs (with a domestic or imported frame): Income-and-loss
experience of U.S. producers on sales of all standard-lift res, including
forklifts that contain an impoi·ted frame, accounting years 1985-87
Item

1987

1985

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales ........ ; ......... .
Cost of goods sold ......... .
Gross profit ............... .
General, selling, and
administrative expenses .. .
Operating (loss) ........... .
Startup or shutdown
expense .................. .
Interest expense ........... .
Other income, net .......... .
Net (loss) before income
taxes .................... .
Depreciation and amortization included above .... .
Cash flow !/ ............... .

350,226
332,510
17 '716

348,835
340,303
8,532

337,167
329,550
7,617

54,302
(36,586)

58,527
(49,995)

61,192
(53,575)

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

(70, 370)

(52,046)

(59,999)

3 578
(66,792)

3 675
(48 371)

3 905
(56,094)

p

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
. operating (loss) ............
Net (loss) before income
taxes .....................

94.9
5,·1

97.6
2.4

97.7
2.3

15.5
(10.4)

16.8
(14.3)

18.1
(15.9)

(20.1)

(14. 9)

(17.8)

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ........... .
Net losses ................. .
Data .................•......

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***'

ll Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amorti;t;ation.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response.to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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U.S. producers' net sales of all standard-lift ICs decreased by 3.7
peryent, from $350.2 million in 1985 to $337.2 million in i987. Operating
los1:1es on such operations, in absolute dollars, were lower ih 1985 but higher
in 1986-87 than losses reported for IC forklifts that contain a domestic
frame. However, the operating loss margins were lower because the industt·y
lost less money on each dollar of sales of those forklift tt-ucks containing an
imported frame. The operating loss margins increased from 10.4 percent in
1985 to 14.3 percent in 1986 and to 15.9 percent in 1987.
Selected income-and-loss data for standard-lift !Cs that contain an
imported frame only are presented in the following tabulation:

Net sales ...... 1,000 dollars ..
Operating income (loss).do ....
Pre-tax net income (loss).do ..
Operating income (loss)
margin ............. percent ..
Pre-tax net income (loss)
margin ............. percent ..

81,556
2,354
3,807

***
***
***

155,793

2.9

***

***

4.7

***

***

***
***

Selected income-and-loss data for domestically produced IC forklift trucks
with lifting capacity of 2,000-15,000 pounds, over 15,000 pounds, and
electrically powered class 1 and class 2 forklifts are sununarized in table 16.
Investment in property. plant, and eguipment.--U.S. producers provided
data concerning their investment in facilities employed in the production of
all establishment products and for the specified forklift t,rucks. These data
are presented in table 17.
To provide an additional measure of profitability, the ratios of operating
income or loss to the book value of property, plant, and equipment (i.e.
return on fixed assets) employed in the pt·oduction of all establishment
products and for the requested forklift trucks are also shown in table 17.
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1

Table 16
Forklift tt·ucki:;:

Selected income-and-loi:;i:; data, by types, accounting years

1985-87

Item
IC forklifts 2,000-15,000 pounds:
Net i:;ales .............. 1,000 dollars ..
Operating (loss) ................ do ... .
Operating (loss) margin ...... percent ..
Number of finns reporting ............ .
IC forklift over 15,000 pounds: !/
Net sales .............. 1,000 dollars ..
Operating (loss) ................ do ... .
Operating (loss) margin ...... percent ..
Number of firms reporting ............ .
Class 1 electric forklift trucks: !I
Net sales .............. 1,000 dollars ..
Operating (loss) ................ do ... .
Operating (loss) margin ...... percent ..
Number of firms reporting .. ; ......... .
Clasi:; 2 narrow aisle: !I
Net sales .............. 1,000 dollari:; ..
Operating income or (loi:;s). ·..... do ....
Operating income or (loss) margin
percent ..
Number of f irn1i:; reporting .... ~ ....... .

ll Detailed income-and-loss data on these

1985

1986

268,670
(38,940)
(14.5)

***
46,541
(4,373)
(9.4)
3
138,087
(4;963)
(3.6)

1987

***
***
***
***

181,374

32,248

***
***

***
***
***

3

3

***
***
***

163,257
(5,495)
(3.4)
6

158,827
(S,832)

.99,022
(783)

102,196
(1,573)

113,272
3,180

(0.8)
5

(1. 5)

2.8
5

6

ope~ations

(3. 7)
'!:_/ 6

5

are presented in app. C.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in rei:;poni:;e to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commii:;sion.
Capital expenditures.-·-U.S. producers supplied data on their capital
expenditurei:; for land and land improvements, building and leasehold
improvements, and, machinery, equipment, and.fixtures used in the production
of all establishment products and for the specified forklift trucks. These
data are shown in table 18.
Research and development expenses.--U.S. producers' research and
development expenses for the specified forklift trucks are presented in
table 19.
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Table 17
Forklift trucks: Value of property, plant, and equipment of U.S. producers,
as of the end ·of accounting years 1985-87
(In thousands of dollars)
Item

1985

1986

1987

All products of establishments:
Original cost ............. .
Book value ................ .
Return on fixed assets!'··

168,948
76,177
(53.6)

176,027
78,204
(60.2)

179,621
76 ,071
(61.1)

*
Electric class 1:
Original cost ............. .
Book value ................ .
Return on fixed assets !/ ..
Electric class 2:
Original cost ............. .
Book value ................ .
Return on fixed assets!'··

28,201
16., 718
(29. 7)

25,722
14,089
(39.0)

12,452
5,795
(13.5)

8,951
4,073
(38.6)

*

*

*

*
24,581
12,209
(47.8)
11,235
5,282
60.2

!I Defined as operating income or loss divided by book value of fixed assets.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnait·es of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 18
Forklift trucks:
1985-87

Capital expenditures by U.S. producers, accounting years
(In thousands of dollars)

Item

1985

p~oducts of establishments:
Land and land improvements ...................
Building and leasehold
improvements ............
Machinery, equipment, and
fixtures ................
Total .................

1986

1987

All

*

*

*

***

***

***

***

***

***

4 768
6,467

8,315
13,845

7,424
9,512

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled ft"om data submitted in response to questionnait·es of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 19
J.t'orklift trucks: Research and development expenses by U.S. producers,
accounting years 1985-87
(In thousands of dollars)
Item
All products of establishments .....................
IC 2,000-15,000 .............
IC over 15,000 ..............
Electric class 1 ............
Electt·ic class 2 ............

1985

1986

1987

15,305
6,003

16,257
7,484

17,090

***

***

***
***

3,191
3,069

2,864
3,764

3,359
3,352

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Capital and investment.--The Commission requested U.S. producers to
describe the actual and potential negative effects of imports from Japan of IC
forklifts with lifting capacity of 2,000 to 15,000 pounds on their firm's
growth, investment, and ability to raise capital. Their responses are
presented in appendix C.
Consideration of the Threat
of Material Injury
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i))
provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant factors!/-- ...
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to result
in a significant increase in imports of the merchandise to
the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will
increase to an injurious level,
!/ Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides that
"Any determination by the Conunission under this title that an industry in the
United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis of
evidence that the threat of material injury is t•eal and that actual injury is
imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
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(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will
enter the United States at prices that will have a
depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of the
merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing
the merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate
the probability that the importation (or sale for
importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it is
actually being imported at the time) will be the cause of
actual injury, and
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign
manufacturers, which can be used to produce products
subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 or to
final orders under section 736, are also used to produce
the merchandise under investigation.
U.S. consumption of the subject imports, as well as trends in imports and
U.S. market penetration are discussed in the section entitled "Consideration
of the Causal Relationship Between LTFV Imports and the Alleged Material
Injury." Factor IV is discussed in the sections entitled "Prices," "Lost
Sales," and "Lost Revenues." Information regarding importers' inventories and
the capacity of Japan to generate exports follows.
Importers' inventories
Inventories held by importers of the subject IC forklifts from Japan are
shown in table 20. During the period under investigation, U.S. inventories of
imported Japanese standard-lift !Cs declined irregularly, falling to their
lowest point in 1987, both absolutely and as a share of importers' shipments.
As a rule, importers keep higher levels.of inventories than do home-market
producers. In this case, importers' inventories were 7-10 times the number
held by U.S. producers. Monthly inventory data for the 2 Japanese producers
subject to Conunerce's "critical circumstances" determination are presented in
the section entitled "Monthly imports and inventories for Nissan and TCM."
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Table 20
Inventories of imported IC forklift tt"Ucks with lift capacity of 2,000-15,000
pounds, 1985-87
Item
End-of-period inventories of
product imported from-Japan (units) .................. .
Other sources (units) .......... .
All sources (units) .......... .
Ratio of inventories to U.S.
shipments for product
imported from-- !I
Japan (percent) ................ .
Other sources (percent) ........ .
All sources (percent) ........ .

1985

1986

1987

4,190

4,895

3,476

***
***

***
***

***
***

19.1

22.3

14. 7

***
***

***
***

***
***

!I Ratios are based on data supplied by firms that t•eported both inventory and
shipments infonuation.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the

u. s. International Trade C01mnission.
The industry in Japan
The major producers of IC forklifts in Japan are, through their
affiliates in the United State~, the m~Jor importers of the product into the
United States. Six of the producers were responsible for more than 80 percent
of imports from Japan during the period examined for this investigation.
These producers are: Komatsu Forklift Co., Ltd.; Mitsubil:;hi Heavy Industries;
Ltd., Nissan Motor Co.; Ltd., Sumitomo Heavy Industries Ltd.; Toyo Umpanki
Forklift Trucks, and Toyota Motor Corp. (Toyota Automatic Loom Works). The
operations of Komatsu, Mitsubishi, Nissan, and Toyota are related to larger,
.... ,.
more diverse manufacturing operations, with the latter three having facilities
dedicated to the production of automobiles and small trucks. Toyo Umpanki's
principal product is forklift tt"Ucks and Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd.
produces forklift trucks through a joint venture with Yale Materials Handling
Corp. ·
Japanese production, domestic shipments, and exports for 1984 through
The data in this table are derived from
statistics from the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MIT!), the
Japanese Industt·ial Vehicles Association (JIVA), and the Customs Bureau,
Ministt·y of Finance (Japan). Japanese production of standard-lift !Cs
increased irregularly during 1984-87, with production in 1987 about 4 percent
higher than production in 1984. Japanese exports to the United States
increased consistently throughout the period examined. Exports to the United
States as a share of total exports reached a high of 48 percent in 1986, up
from 40 perce1.1t in 1985. As part of a voluntary restt·aint arrangement
affecting all forklift tnicks, exports of Japanese-produced IC forklifts to
the European Community are limited. The limit for 1987 is 14,000 tt-ucks.
1987 are shown in table 21.
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Table 21
Standard-lift !Cs: Japanese pt·oduction, domestic shipments (Japan), exports,
and exports tu the United States, 1984-87

Period
1984 ....
1985 ....
1986 ....
1987 ....

Domestic
shipments
(Japan)

Exports
Total
to the
Production
11 exports 1/ U.S.
----------····---·~----------Uni ts--·--·---------------------86,970
94,720
86,223
90,487

37,158
40,401
38,873
42,395

49,883
53,800
46,830
49,706

21,044
21,512
22,514
23,570

Export
share to
U.S.
Percent
42.2
40.0
48.1
47.4

!I Adjusted to exclude used trucks.
Source: State Department cablegram, derived from statistics ft·om the Ministry
of International Trade and Industt·y (MIT!), the Japanese Industrial Vehicles
Association, and the Customs Bureau, Ministry of Finance (Japan).
Other export markets include Australia, Canada, and Singapore. Japan imports
very few forklifts. In 1987, imports of all types of forklift trucks totaled
just 88 units, representing less than 0.2 percent of Japanese consumption.
Sweden was the largest supplier to Japan (68 forklift trucks), followed by the
United States (12) and West Germany (5). There are no tariffs on these
imports. !I
As reported by the six major producers, their c~pacity to produce
standard-lift !Cs averaged about 89,000 units from 1985 to 1987 (table 22).
Capacity decreased slightly over the period, reflecting in part
Sumitomo-Yale's movement of some chassis-building capacity back to the United
States. Japanese producers were reportedly operating at near full capacity
during this three-year period. ll * * * is the largest producer in Japan,
followed by * * * and * * *
JIVA projects l)igher demand in the home market
for standard-lift !Cs due to the general expansion taking place in the home
economy.
As discussed earlier, Sumitomo-Yale is moving its rolling chassis
production back to Yale's North Carolina facility and Komatsu began producing
forklifts during late 1987 at its facility in California. Mitsubishi and
Nissan plan to open factories in Texas and Illinois during 1988. Other
Japanese producers have indicated that they intend to open facilities in the
United States pending the outcome of the instant investigation. J_I

!I Information on Japanese imports provided by Japan Economic Institute,
telephone conversation with Susan McKnight on April 18 and 26, 1988.

ll * * * of these producers' reported capacity based upon 1 shift devoted to

producing standard-·lift !Cs and * * * producers reported capacity based on 2
shifts. Other types of forklifts were repot·ted to be produced at these
facilities.
~/ See posthearing briefs for Mitsubishi and for Nissan, and
'"Japanese
Forklift Makers Shifting to U.S.," Manufacturing Week, Apr. 18, 1988.
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Table 22
Standard-lift ICs:· Production capacity, production, capacity utilization, total
shipments, inventories, and the ratio of inventories held in Japan to total
shipments, as reported by 6 producers in Japan, 1985-87

Period

Production
CaEacity
------·-Uni ts--------- -

Capacity
utilization
Percent

1985 ....
1986 ....
1987 ....

91,347
87,047
89,147

100.1
. 96 .0
97.5

92,253
83,605
86,954

Total
Inventories
shiEments
------Units-------

Ratio of ·inv.
to total
shiEments
Percent

5,057
5,182
3,156

5.5
6.2
3.6

91,994
83,082
88,677

Source: Compiled from data submitted by counsel to Komatsu, Mitsubishi, Nissan,
Toyota, Toyo-Umpanki, and Sumitomo-Yale.
Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between LTFV Imports
an~ the Alleged Material Injury
U.S. imports
U.S. imports !I of standard-lift !Cs increased from * * * units in 1985
to * * * units in 1986, or by nearly 16 percent (table 23). Imports inct·eased
slightly in 1987, up about 1 percent over 1986. Japan is the largest foreign
supplier of ·.standard-lift ics to the United States, accounting for about 70
percent of total imports during 1985-87. The United Kingdom was the second
largest supplier, accounting for an estimated 15 percent, followed by the
Republic of Korea at about 10 percent. ll
Imports ft·om Japan rose from 21,000 units in 1985 to almost 23,000 units
in 1987. Impor'ters' shipments of Japanese standard-lift !Cs numbered 22 ,000
in 1985 and 1986, and 24,000.in 1987 (table 24). These shipments of the
subject imports accounted for approximately half of U.S. consumption of
standard-lift !Cs when measured in quantity, and a somewhat stnaller but
rising market share when measured by value (table 25).
ImJ>orts by domestic Eroducers
Three dome~tic producers (* * *) imported standard-lift !Cs from Japan
during all or a portion of the period under investigation, with * * *
accounting for the vast majority of the imports. During the period of
investigation, these producers accounted for less than * * * percent of U.S.
production of standard-lift !Cs. 11 Imports by all U.S. producers that
imported during the period of investigation are shown in table 26;

!I Data on imports were compiled from questionnaires sent to all known major
importers, which accounted for at least 95 percent of estimated imports during
1987. Official statistics do not provide separate data for the i,rnports under
investigation. Official data also include imports of used forklifts which are
not subject to t_his investigation.
ll Estimated using official statistics.

'JI

* * *
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Table 23
Forklift tt-ucks:

U.S. imports for consumption, by types and by sources,

1985-87

I tell\

1985

1986

1987

Quantity (units)
IC 2,000-15,000:
Imports from-Japan .................. .
Other sources .......... .
Total ................ .
IC over 15,000:
Imports ft•om-Japan .................. .
Other sources .......... .
Total ................ .
Electric class 1:
Imports from-Japan .................. .
Other sources .......... .
Total ................ .
Electric class 2:
Imports from-Japan .................. .
Other sources .......... .
Total ................ .

21,404

22. 716

22. 774

***
***

***
***

***
***

164

151

105

***
***

***
***

***
***

2,973

2,417

2,252

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Value (1,000 dollars)
IC 2,000-15,000:
Imports from-Japan...................
Other sources. . . . . . . . . . .
Total.................
IC over 15,000:
Imports from-Japan .................. .
Other sources .......... .
Total ................ .
Electric class 1:
Imports from-Japan .................. .
Other sources .......... .
Total ................ .
Electric class 2:
Imports from-Japan .................. .
Other sources .......... .
Total ................ .
Continued on next page.

187 ,429

231,897

240, 702

---*-*-*---------*-*-*--------*-*-*----***
***
***
5,179

4,589

3,188

***
***

***
***

***
***

26,220

24,993

24,735

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
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Table 23--Continued
Fot'klift trucks: U.S. imports fot'consumption, ·by types and by sources,
1985-87
Item

1985

1986

1987

Unit value (dollars per unit) l/
IC 2,000-15,000:
Imports from-Japan .................. .'
Othe~ SOUt'Ces ....... : .. .
Avet'age ..............•
IC over 15,000:
Impot'ts from-Japan ................. ·..
Other sources .......... .
Average .............. .
Electric class 1:
Imports ft'om-Japan .................... ·
Other sources .... ~·····~
Average .............. .
Electt'ic class 2:
Imports from-Japan .............. ,:;· .. .
Other sources .... ~······
Average .............. .

8' 757

10,209

10,569

***
***

***
***

***
***

31,579

30,391

30,362

*"!<*
***

***
***

***
***

8,819

10,341

10,984

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

.!/ Unit values were calculated from data submitt.ed by firms supplying both
quantity and value information and may not be computed from above data.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.
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Table 24
Forklift trucks:
sources, 1985-~7

U.S. shipments of imported merchandise, by types and by

Item

1985

1987

1986

Quantity (units)
IC 2,000-15,000:
Imported from-Japan ...............•...
Other sources .......... .
Total ................ .
IC over 15,000:
Imported from-Japa~t ............... ~ .. .
Other sources ....... ~···
Total ................ .
Electric class 1:
Imported from-Japan .............•.....
Other sources ...... ,, .. .
Total ............ , .• .· ..
Electric class 2:
Imported from-Japan .................. .
Other. sources .......... .
Total ........... ·..... .

22,191

21,999

23,730

***
***

***
***

***
***

lH

178

119

***
***

***
***

***
***

2,568

2,507

2,523

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Value (1,000 dollars)
IC

2,000-15,000~

Imported from-.;Japan ............. ~ . . . . . . .
Other sources ...........
Total.................
IC over 15,000:
In1ported from-Japan...................
Other sources . . . . . . . . . . .
Total.................
Electric class 1:
Imported from-Japan .............. ;....
Other sources ..........•
Total.................
Electric class 2:
Imported from-Japan...................
Other sources ... ' ' ! • • • • •
Total ........... : .....
Continued on next page.

248, 465

255, 938

291, 442

---*-*-*----------*-*-*------------*-*-*------***
***
***
5,922

7,347

4,104

---*-*-*-----------*-*-*--------*-*-*-----***
***
***
30,245

29,718

31,056

----*-*-*----------*-*-*--------*-*-*----***
***
***
***
***
***
---*-*-*------------*-*-*---------*-*-*--------*-*-*----------*-*-*---------*-*-*------
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Table 24--Continued
Forklift trucks: U.S. shipments of imported merchandise, by types and by
sources, 1985-87
Item

1986

1985

1987

Unit value (dollars per unit) 1/

ic 2,000-15,ooo:
Imported from-Japan .................. .
Other sources .......... .
Average ............. ' ..
IC over 15,000:
Imported from-Japan .................. .
Other sources ....... ,. . •' ,.
Average .............. .
Electric class 1:
Imported from-Japan .................. .
Other sources .......... .
Average ...........•...
Electric class 2:
Imported from-Japan ...........•.......
Other sources .......... .
Average ............ ~ ..

11,197

11,634

12,282

***
***

***
***

***
***

34,034

41,275

34,487

***
***

***
***

***
***

11, 778

11,854

12,309

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

11 Unit values were calculated from data submitted by firms supplying both
quantity and value information and may not be computed from above data.
Source: Compiled ft·om data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 25
Market penetra.tion of IC
pounds, 1985-87

fot~klift:

Item

tt'ucks with lift capacity of 2, 000-15, 000

1985

1987

1986

Share of consumption quantity (percent)
U.S. producers' shipments ...
U.S. shipments of imports
from-Japan ..................... .
All other sources ........ .
Total .................. .

***

***

***

51.3

49.6

51.4·

***
***

***
***

***
***

Share of consumption value (percent)
U.S. producers' shipments ...
U.S. shipments of imports
from-Japan .....................
All other sources .........
Total ...................

***

***

***

42.3

42.1

46.3

***
***

***
***

***
***

Source: Compiled ft·om d;;it.li submitted in response to questionnaires of the
International Trade Commission.

µ.s.

Table 26
IC forklifts with
2,000-15,000 pound.lift capacity: U.S. imports by
domestic producers responding to the Commission's questionnaires, by companies
and by sources, 1985-87

a

*

*

Imports by the * * * U.S. producers C* * *) came from countt·ies other
than Japan. * * * import primarily ft·om Korea and Hyster imports ft·om its
operations in the United Kingdom. Imports by these * * * U.S. producers rose
sharply during the pet·iod examined. * * * imported more standard-lift !Cs
than any other U.S. producer in every year.
Monthly imports and inventories for Nissan and TCM
For its ct·itical circumstances detenuination, Conunerce compared each
Japanese producer's exports to the United States during the period November
1986-April 1987 with the period May-October 1987. Nissan's exports during the
latter period were * * * percent greater than in the earlier period and TCK's
were * * * percent g1·eater. Consequently these two producers' expo1·ts were
found to be massive during the period after the petition was filed.

Monthly imports and U.S. inventories ·of standard-'- lift !Cs ft·om the two
Japanese producers (Nissan and TCK) subject to the critical circumstances
ruling follow:

*

*

*

*

*

Imports rose by * * * percent for the 6-month period (Kay-October 1987)
between the filing. of Hyster' s antidumping petition (Apr. 22, 1987) and
Corranerce's preliminary determination (Nov. 24, 1987) when compared with
imports in the corresponding ·period in 1986, and when compared with the
6-month period (Nov. 1986~Apr. 1987) prior to the filing date. U.S.
inventories of imports from these two producers during the Kay-October 1987
period were lower on average than during the ·comparable period in 1986, but
higher when compared with those in the previous.6-month period.
Prices
Prices of forklift trucks vary with the basic product features of the
lift truck--the power source (IC or electric), the tire type, the basic lift
capacity, and, for IC forklifts, whether the engine is gasoline or diesel
powered. Price data received by the Corranission generally indicate that,
within a given basic lift cap~city, electric trucks are higher priced than IC
forklifts, even before the cost of a battery is include~. Prices generally
increase with basic lift capacities; prices of forklift tt1Jcks with basic lift
capacities over 6,000 pounds are considerably higher than those in the
2,000-6,000 pound range as a result of larger materials costs and the small
volumes produced. Pneumatic-tire trucks· require a bigger frame than cushiontire trucks of a given basic lift capacity and are generally slightly higher
priced. !I
Prices can also vary considerably with certain options requested by a
particular dealer or end user. Converting a.gasoline engine to a liquid
propane gas (LPG) system is a very popular option for cushion-tire IC
forklifts that may add up to·$600 to the price of a forklift. Other popular
option::; for forklift trucks (all types) include nonstandard masts
(approximately $500-$2,000) £1 and special fork attachments such as
sideshifters ($700-$900). 'JI In addition, purchasers have mentioned less
popular options that can add several thousand dollars to the price of forklift
trucks. For example, carton clamps, fork attachments that pinch the load, and
"push-pulls," attachments that eliminate the need for pallets, cost
approximately $7,000. !I Other options, such as non-standard backrests
(approximately $50-$60), are not costly. -~I
11 Pneumatic tires are bigger than cushion tires.
21 The cost estimates for·non-standard masts and sideshifters are from·
Yale's 11124187 price list for IC forklifts.
JI Sideshifte~s, a popular -option, allow the forks to move horizontally near
the load and require additional hydraulic hosing.
!I Field notes from meetings with * * *
~I This cost estimate is from * * *
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Sales practices.--Producers and importers sell the majority of their
forklifts to dealers who, in turn, sell forklifts directly to end users. 1/
Most dealers put·chase only one bt·and of standard-lift IC forklifts. ~/
Thus, dealers do not decide between U.S.-produced or Japanese forklifts to
meet a particular order. Producers and importers also have some sales
directly to the largest end users of forklifts. These customers, called
national accounts, genet·ally purchase forklifts centrally for several U.S.
factory or warehouse operations.
Pt·oducers and importers publish price lists and offer dealers a
standard discount from list price. In addition, cash and special discounts
based on competitive conditions affect the net pt"ice paid. '}/ The dealer
will typically negotiate its discount with its suppliers concun·ent with its
attempt to sell forklifts to the end user. In some cases, when the dealer
is selling from its own stock and cannot meet the competition's price, the
supplier may offer the dealer a rebate to facilitate the sale. Similar to
automobile dealers, forklift truck dealers have a complex relationship with
their suppliers involvipg advertising assistance, sales and service training
programs, special sales terms for dealers' inventory or rental, and a myriad
of other programs that at•e not fully represented in sales prices to dealers
but may affect purchasing decisions at the end-user level.
Pt•oducers and importers generally sell forklift trucks to dealers on an
f.o.b. shipping point basis. Data received by the Conunission indicate that
U.S.-inland freight coi::ts do not represent a supstantial portion of dealers'
delivered acquisition costs. !I

11 Dealers also rent forklift trucks to end users.

Reporting finns
estimated that 3,353 of the U.S.-produced and imported Japanese IC forklifts
they sold in 1987 were destined for their dealers' rental fleets. Two major
producers and two major importers stated that terms were slightly better on
sales for dealers' rental fleets, with the producers offering * * * and the
importers offering longer credit terms (3 to 6 years).
2-..I Although a limited number of dealers of Japanese forklifts are believed
to purchase more than one brand of Japanese forklifts, dealers do not
generally purchase both Japanese and U.S. -pt·oduced forklift brands. Dealers
offering "U.S. brands" <* * *) have purchased trucks imported by their
suppliers, but the source decision is made by the manufacturers. For
example, Yale's dealers started purchasing imported Japanese IC forklifts as
a. result of Yale's 1983 decision to import certain trucks from Japan. In
instances in which dealers purchase more than one forklift brand, it is
believed that they are purchasing dissimilar trucks from these suppliers and
would therefore not consider more than one brand for a purchase. For
example, a dealer may purchase standard Hyster-brand IC forklifts and
purchase specialized electric forklifts from Crown.
11 There are also dealer sales incentive programs that·are similar to
discounts on total sales and would thus not appear on a particular invoice.
!/ The Conunission asked producers and importers to report average U. S,.
inland shipping costs for 5,000-pound IC forklifts at 50 miles, 100 miles,
and 1,000 miles. Even at 1,000 miles, the U.S. inland shipping costs
reported by most firms would be less than 5 percent of a dealer's delivered
put"chase pt"ice.
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Purchasing factors.--1/ IC forklift trucks are finished capital goods
used in a broad range of economic sectors. 'g/ Whereas some end users utilize
forklifts in warehousing and distt·ibution operations, others, including
forklift manufacturers themselves, use forklifts in production operations.
Regardless of a particular end use, forklift trucks are a "big ticket" capital
goods item, ranging in price fl'om $9,000 to more than $30,000. 'J/ Although
purchasers have some flexibility to expedite or postpone purchases based on
general economic Ol' fil'm-specific conditions, the primary component of demand
fol' IC forklifts is replacement of old IC forklifts. !!I Over a typical useful
life of 5-15 years, service costs and depreciation are considered by users in
determining when and how many forklifts to purchase. A few purchasers have
commented that tax code changes can also affect purchasing decisions._ As a
result of the durable natul'e of forklift trucks, purchasel's buy forklifts
infrequently and are not likely to purchase different brands of the same type
in a given year.
Most purchasers agree that there are no significant physical or
p·erformance differences between comparable Japanese IC forklifts and domestic
IC forklifts, that leadtimes fot Japanese IC forklifts were equal to or less
than those for U.S. tt-ucks, and that tl'ansportation costs do not play a major
role in purcha~ing decisions. Leadtimes for U.S.-produced tt-ucks generally
ranged from 3 to 20 weeks; leadtimes for Japanese tt'"Ucks generally ranged from
2 to 16 weeks. Whereas fil'ms reporting that U.S. producers leadtimes were
longer than those from Japan slightly outnumbered firms reporting equal
leadtimes, no purchasers reported that leadtimes were the primary factor in
purchasing decisions. ~/ Although some purchases of U.S.-produced and
Japanese IC forklifts were reported on a·delivered price basis, the majority
of reporting purchasers stated that prices are' usually quoted on an f.o.b.
shipping point basis for both U.S.-brand and Japanese-brand standal'd-lift IC
fol'klifts. In any case, U.S.-inland transportation costs generally represent
less than 4 percent of the end users' final purchase price.

!/ Infol'mation in this section was compiled primarily from purchaser
questionnaires received from 32 firms that, together, accounted for at least 3
percent of apparent U.S. consumption of standard lift IC forklifts in 1987.
The purchases of these firms are understated to the extent that a few
reporting firms could not report their total purchases for 1987. Despite the
fact that these firms were identified as major national account purchasers by .
producers and importers, several fil.'ms reported that they generally purchase
domes.tic and/or Japanese fol'klifts from dealers rather than directly ft·om
pt•imary suppliers. Supplemental information was received in field meetings
and in telephone conversations with purchasers.
?:_I Lai·ge end-user groups include the food and beverage, paper products,
general manufacturing, transportation, and national retail industt·ies.
'J/ The percentage of purchasers' total annual budgets devoted to forklift
purchases may be small, however.
!!I See statement of Mr. Kilkenny, Hyster, transcript of the hearing, p. 7.
~I In a meeting with Commission staff * * *, a representative of * * *,
explained that because it purchases U.S.-pl'oduced IC forklifts primarily for
their particular specifications, e.g.,***, it is willing to wait for those
specifi~ations.
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Those purchasers who noted any general difference between the marketing
practices of suppliers of U.S.-brand and Japanese-brand forklifts most often
cited "service" or the "lack of a strong dealer network'; as the major
disadvantage associated with purchases of Japanese IC forklifts . .!/
Purchasers having national manufacturing or distribution facilities have
stated that some facilities prefer to purchase one brand of truck due to the
proximity or quality of a particular dealer. £! Due to the need for many
years of aftet.inarket support or service, differences in tJ. S. and Japanese
dealers may affect pt· ice competition between lJ. S-produced and Japanese
forklifts. ~./ One other difference noted was that, unlike U.S. producers,
Japanese forklift brands generally do not have stt·ong national accounts
programs. Several purchasers 1.·eported generally negotiating directly with
U.S. producers while having to negotiate with dealers to put•chase Japanese
trucks.
Other factors affecting particular purchase decisions have more to do
with the extent of product differentiation in the industry in general. Only 4
of 32 purchasers listed price as their major determinant, and more than half
reported having selected, on one or more occasions during the period of
investigation, a suppli~r that was not the lowest priced supplier, suggesting
that purchasers perceive price differences roughly equivalent to product
differences. !!_/ The two factors most commonly cited as the primary
determinant in particular purchasing decisions were quality and the ability of
a vendor to supply the particular specifications desired. ~/ Another
consideration mentioned was the desire of some end-user facilities to
standardize their fleet composition. A uniform fleet limits the spare parts
inventory necessary and reduces the information costs of operating and
maintaining .trucks properly. !!_/

.!/ The question asked purchasers to describe any differences between U.S.b1·and and Japanese-brand suppliers in several areas, including "financing
terms," "service," "warranties," "sales techniques," and "other (please
list)." No purchasers mentioned differences in marketing practices having to
do with financing of U.S.-produced vis-a-vis Japanese standard lift IC
forklifts.
£1 Field notes from meetings with * * * and * * *· Although purchasing agents
fo1· national companies often solicit price quotations on a national basis,
several appear to give their various facilities the freedom to choose the
particular forklift truck::> purchased based on service or specification
considerations. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that small non--national
companies may also consider similar issues.
'JJ Five purchasers reported in theit· questionnaire responses that they
purchased U.S.-brand IC forklifts in 1987 even though Japanese IC forklifts of
comparable physical quality were available at a lower delivered price, citing
dealer support offered by U.S.-brand suppliers as the explanation.
!!._/ Price is still an important determinant, however, with the majority of
purchasers listing it as their second or third consideration.
2_1 Specifications desired appear to work to the advantage of either domestic
or Japanese suppliers. For example, the heavy duty engines available on some
U.S.-produced brands (also available as an option on the ttyster XL line, now)
are preferred.by some customers, and certain IC forklift tt-ucks available from
Japanese suppliers, e.g. 10,000 and 11,000 pound pneumatic-tire trucks, are
not made in the United States.
!!_/ Some large industrial users perform regular maintenance themselves.

IJ
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Price data.--As a result of extensive product differentiation and
suppliers'. design and sourcing changes over the period under investigation·, it
f was difficult to collect price data fL·om producers arid ·importers that were·
directly comparable and consistent during the 'period and thus· usefur for both
price trends and price comparisons.
To obtain pdce-'trerid data accounting· for a 'major ·portion· of industry
shipments, the product categories did not specify· highly-variable product .
features, such as· mast type,. fork leng·th, and attachments that· can affect the
price. !/ "More import<ant than. product comparability·, however, competition
between U.S.-produced and imported Japanese· forklift trucks. occurs at the
end-user level·. ·As a 1·esult of these considerations,. 'producers'· and . ·
importers' price data collected in this f inaL investigation are not easily
used for the purposes of price. comparisons, and such direct comparisons are
not presented in this report·;·
··
Because the decision to put:chase: forklift tt-ucks· fi.·om a -supplier of
or imported .Japanese forklifts 'is maae at' .the ·end-user level' .
meaningful price comparisons involve producers' and.importers' direct sales to
large end users and exclusive dealers' sales to end users. To collect price
coniparison data, the Commission requested the largest national-account
customers (end users) of producers and importers to provide detailed price and
product-feature information about their recent forklift purchases. 's/ The
Commission also requested dealers in five major market areas for forklift
trucks to provide sales prices to end users. Although both dealer and
purchaser data measure prices at the end-user level, purchaser data received
by the Commi~sion minimize price' variation caused by specification
differences. Due to the importance of product-feature price variation,
put·chaser data are us.ed for price comparisons in this report.

u. s. -produced

Purchase price comparisons.--The Conunission asked purchasers to report
net prices paid for their five largest IC forklift purchases (by quantity) in
1987 along wfth supplemental information on any couipeting suppliers considered
and subsequently rejected in these purchase decisions. '}_/ Because price

11

In the preliminary investigation, the specification of mast type and fork
length appeared to limit the shipments reported in each product category
becau!:le these product features are highly variable. Reporting firms could
disaggregate sales by basic capacity, tire type, and engine type but had great
difficulty selecting all sales that had the specified mast and fork length.
Thus, in an attempt to improve coverage 9f data used fot· price trend analysis,
the pricing products have changed considerably since the preliminary
investigation. In addition to several new products, the product definitions
no longer specify the type of mast and fork length.
~I Although lhc majority of fot·klifts are sold one (;t' two at a time through
dealers, national account customers were believed to be the types of
put·chasers who could generally provide the Commission. with price information
on both u. S .'-pt•odu·ced ·and Japanese ·IC ·f<H'k l.i f ts·.
. .
31 Purcha!:let"s who did not buy any IC· forklift truc•ks in 19~7 were ai>ked to ·
;eport pdce data for their'major purchases ·in.1986.
... ...
''
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quotes are generally made on an f. o. b shipping poillt bads for both U.S. and
imported forklifts, pu1·chasers • rejected pl'ice quotes are generally f. o. b.
prices.and most comparisons are on an f.o.b. basis. !I
Unlike data collec'ted from. pi.•oducers and inipot•ters, the pl'ice section of
the purchaser questionnai1·e did not specify IC forklift product types.
Instead, purchasers identified.the tt'Ucks they pul'chased by lift capacity,
tire type, engine type (gas, LPG, or.diesel) and size, mast height, fork
length, and any special features, as well as by supplier and model number.
Rejected price quotes wet·e ~dentifi~d by supplie1·, model numbet•, and countryof-origin (if known). In many instances, purchasers wel'e not sure of the
Ol'igin of forklifts sold under U.S. producers' bt"ands.
Because U. s. pt·oducers aupply part of their product lines from imports,
staff determined to the e~ent possible which models sold by U, S. pl'Oducet'S in
198 7 wel'e p1·oduced in the Un,ited States ·with a u. S. -produced frame on the
basia of infonuation pt•ov!d~,! by CaterJ>ilbr, Clark, Hyster, and Yale. This
information is sumnialt•ized l>elow:

*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

!I In a few instances ai:i noted, the final delivered price of the purchased
forklifts is co111pa1·ed to 1·ejected f. o. b. price quotes. F. o. b. price
comparisons and price compa:lriaons on a dissimilar ft·eight basis are
considered app1•opl'iate in this investigation because U.S. -inland
transpo1·tation costs 1·ep1·etient a small propot·tion of the final deliv~red
price of forklifts.
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.*

*

*

*

·*

*

*

*

*

In addition to country of origin, model numbers reported by purchasers
also indicate the type of engine standard on a particular tr:uck. An issue
that has been raised in the context of price comparisons is the comparability
of engine sh::es. 1/ There are three basic engine si:.::e ranges--"small" fourcylinder engines of approximately 90-125 cubic inches displacement, "medium"
four-cylinder engines of approximately 145-185 cubic inches, and "large" 4 or
6-cylinder engines of approximately 225-260 cubic inches. Within a given lift
capacity, producers and importers may offer· models with one or more engine
sizes. ?I
Respondents have argued that it is inappropriate to compare prices of
U.S. and imported IC forklifts. that have different engines, alleging that U.S.
producers sell more trucks with larger engiries in the United States 'than do
suppliers .of Japanese models. However, many of the price comparisons received
by the Commission involved instances in which purchasers were,· in fact,
deciding between IC forklift models· with different standard engine sizes on
the basis.of price.~/ Some of these involved.minor engine differences--large
engines compared with medium engines, or medium engines compared with smail
engines; others involved decisions between large engines and small engines.
None of the put"chasers who provided price comparisons explicitly mentioned
engine size as a reason for rejecting a c01npeting ·price quote. In addition,
price comparisons do not appear to vary consistently with the comparability of
engine sizes: Therefore, price co1upari!:ions involving models with standard
engine differences are presented in this report with the caveat that engine
differences may accou1.1t for some variation in price levels of U.S. -produced
vis-a-vis Japanese· IC forklifts. This issue is further explored in the
discussion of particular price comparisons. .
·
1/ Another issue that should be mentioned briefly in the context of price
comparisons .involves lift capacities. Depending on a purchaser's lift ·
requirements, it may be able to use either a 6~000-pound IC forklift from one
supplier or a 5,000-pound lift capacity truck from another supplier with a
different frame design or counterweight. ·Because there is some flexibility
with respect to lift capacity, a·few price comparisons presented involve
slightly different lift capacities.
'!:._/

** *

Model information reported in producers' and importers' questionnaires, and
in Pocket Specs, Lift trucks, vols. 1 (IC Cushion tire) and 2 (IC Pneumatic
tire), 1987 editions, published ·by Dataquest, a division of Dun & Bradstreet,
was used to determine the standard engine· sizes of models'used for price
comparisons.

~I
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Besides rejected suppliers' net prices, the Commission requested
purchasers to report the reasons they rejected each offer. These reasons are
examined below. Al tet·natively, purchasers were asked to explain why other
suppliers wet·e not considered for a purchase. Several purchaset·s reported not
considering a second supplier for one or more of their five reported IC
purchases. Reasons cited for not soliciting price quotes from other suppliers
included local dealer support, fleet standardi~ation, quality, specifications,
plant preference, and price.
Seventeen firms, whose total 1987 standard-lift IC forklift purchases
accounted for approximately 1 percent of apparent U.S. consumption, provided
complete price comparison data for this report. l/ Some price comparisons
provided by these fit11is had to be rejected because staff could not determine
the country of origin of tt-ucks involved in certain transactions.,
The price data provided a variety of possible price comparisons to
evaluate. For the purposes of this repot·t, price co111parisons of three types
are presented. The first involves price comparisons in instances in which
Japanese-produced IC forklifts were purchased in lieu of U.S.-produced
forklifts. The second set consists of instances in which U.s. producers•domestic frame tt-ucks were chosen over Japanese forklifts. Finally, there at·e
pt· ice comparisons available for instances in which U.S. producers' imports
ft·om countries other than Japan were accepted, and U.S. or Japanese forklift
tt·ucks were rejected. This method resulted in 25 price comparisons between
U.S.-produced and Japanese IC forklifts, 17 price comparisons between U.S.
producers' non-Japanese imports and Japanese IC forklifts, and 9 price
comparisons between U.S. producers' imports and U.S.-produced trucks. 2,_/ In
tables 27-29, as well as in the discussion below, all percentage margins
involving U.S.-produced vis-a-vis Japanese trucks are reported in relation to
the U.S. model's price. 11
Japanese IC forklifts purchased.--Purchaser price data provided 20 price
comparisons involving U.S.-produced IC forklift trucks rejected in favor of
Japanese trucks. These price comparisons involved a total·of 49 Japanese IC
forklift trucks purchased in 18 separate transactions (table 27). !I Eighteen
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

11 This number is understated to the extent that a few firms did not report

their total 1987 purchases of IC forklifts in 1987. Thirty purchasers
provided some price data to the Commission. Of these, 17 firnlS provided
complete price comparison data, 5 firntS did not provide price cpmparisons
because they did not consider other suppliers for their repo,rt;~d purchases, 5
firms provided data that could not be verified for this repQrt, and 3 firntS
considered only U.S.-produced or only Japanese suppliers for,reported
purchases.
2,.1 The only types of price comparisons not presented in this repo1·t are those
involving purchases of Japanese t1·ucks in lieu of U.S. producers' rejected
price quotes for non--Japanesc imports, and those price comparisons between
various rejected price quotes. Price comparisons between rejected price
quotes are considered less desirable because the purchaser's stated reason for
rejecting each quote may not be relevant to co111petition between the two
rejected models.
11 Percentage inargins for price comparisons between U.S. producers' imports
and Japanese trucks are reported in relation to the Japanese models' price.
!!I Two purchases involve more than one rejected U.S. tt-uck.

Table 27
Pr1ces of Japanese standard-lift ICs purchased in 1987, price quotes received for competing U.S.-produced forklifts, margins (per unit) by which Japanese
forklifts ~ndersold or (oversold) the U.S. produc:t, and reasons for rejecting the U.&.-produced forklifts, as reported by end-user r-urchasers
Basic
Price
basis

Margins of underselling or (oversell ins>
Percent
Absolute

Reason rejected

***

***

***

7.0

Price and delivery.

Purchaser

ca pa cf ty Tire
-eound s--t~ee

Engine
tne

Japane1>e brand
and model
eurchased

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***

•••
•••

•••

Cushion

Gas

***

***

***

***

***

•••

14.7

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

***

***

***

***

5.7

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

***

***

***

***

12. 7

Price.

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

***

***

***

***

10.6

Price.

••••

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

***

***

***

***

7.8

lift

.

Rejected
U.S. brand
and model

_u.s.
price-

Japan
er ice

***

'***

Higher capital cost,
poor dealer service.
Performance and price.

~

I

Preference for ***
components because they
are all manufactured by

***·
7.&

Preference for ***
components because they
are all manufactured by
***--*** truck has
the older *** engine.

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

***

***

***

***

(12.6)

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

***

***

***

***

19.8

High price.

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

••••

(7.8)

***

5.9

Based on total evaluation
of lift, parts availability,
service, & price.

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

7.5
17.5

***

***

Cushion

LPG

Plant preference for

***

Same as above tor both models.

"'....

Table 27--Continued
Prices of Japanese standard-lift !Cs purchased in 1987, price quotes received for competing U.S.-produced forklifts, margins (per unit) by which Japanese
forklif~s undersold or (oversold) the U.S. product, and reasons for rejecting tlie U.S.-produced forklifts, as reported by end-user purchasers

Purchaser

Basic
lift
capacity Ti re
-pounds--tl'.(!e

Engine
tl'.Ee

***

***

Cushion

***

***

***

Japanese brand
and model
(!Urchased

Rejected
u.s. brand
and model

LPG

***
***

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***
***

·***

••••

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

'***

***

Cushion

LPG

•••

***

***

Cushion

Gas

***

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***

U.S.
price

Japan
price

Price
basis

Margins of underselling or (oversellinll2
Xlisoiute
Fercent Reason rejected

***

***

***

7.5

Quality & price
considerations.

•••

***

•••

-0.8

Price.

***

•••

***

***

18.5

Price & delivery.

***

***

***

***

***

21 .8

Price & delivery •

***
***

***

***

***

***

11.2

Higher capital cost.

....

•••

•••

•••

4.1

Plant preference for

***·

o.J

Plant preference for

••11r •

•

)>

Source:

•••

....

**"'·.

.....

......

....

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 28
Prices of U.S. produced standard-lift ICs purchased in 1987, price quotes received for competing Japanese forklifts, margins' (per u'ntt) by which the
Japanese forklifts undersold or (oversold) the U.S. product, and reasons for rejecting the .Japanese forklifts, as reported by end-user purchasers

Purchaser

Basic
lift
capacity Ti re
--eounds-tne

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

Cushion

Gas

'***

***

Cushion

Diesel

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***

Cushion

Gas

1/ This
This
This
This

J./
3/
!/

Source:

model
price
model
model

Engine
t~ee

U.S. brand
and model
eurchased

Rejected
Japanese
brand and model

••st

***

**'*

***

**it

Japan
price

Price
basis

!olargins of underselling or (oversellins2
Absolute Percent

***

***

***

***

0.9

***

***

***

***

(11.l)

U.S.
price

Reason rejected
Poorer value comparea to
unit purchased.
Price.

:i>

..,,I

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

1.6

Plant preference, price.

••••

***

***

***

23.6

Capacity of quad mast too
low; other supplier had
capacity.

***'

***

***

***

***

***

(O. 7)

Price and performance
demo.

number indicates a large engine.
comparison is for a 1986 purchase of forklifts.
number indicates a medium or mid-size engine.
number indicates a small engine.

Compiled from data submitted in respon11e to questionnaires of the U.s. International Trade Commission.
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Table 29
Prices of U.S. producers' imported standard-lift ICs (from countries other than Japan) purchased in 1987, price quotes received for competing Japanese and
U.S.-produced forklifts, margins (per unit) by which producer imports undersold or (oversold) the Japanese and U.S. products, and reasons for rejecting
Japanese and·U.S.-produced forklifts, as reported by end-user purchasers
BBS1c

Purchaser

Producer import
Lift
Ca pa city Ti re
Engine brand and model
-pounds.,.,,_j:ype___ j:}'pe
purchased

***

***

***

•••

***

***

Pneumatic
Cushion

Cushion

Gas
LPG

LPG

***
***
***

•••

***

Pneumatic

Gas

***

***

Cushion

LPG

•••
***

***
***

***
***

(18.8)

·Price.
No local service.

•••

***

***
***

(10.2)

***
***
***
***
***

Japan
Japan

***
***

•••
***

Japan
Japan

***

•••

***
***

Japan

•••
***

1.0

0.9

Price.
~o local service •

u.s.

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

(10.1)

***

(4.0)

No local service.
Man.euvera bili ty.

***
***

Japan
Japan

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

(3.5)
(3.6)

Capacity.
l.:apacitY·

Japan

***

***

***

***

( 21. 5)

Capacity •

Japan

***

***

***

***

(16.3)

.l'oor operating
experience.

•••

U.S.

***

***

***

***

(6.1)

Desire to standardize.

•••

Japan

***

***

***

***

(8. 7)

!Jidn' t have ***.
didn't have gauges •

•••

u.s.

***

•••

***

•••

lb.O

Price.

***

0.8
2.6

Specifications.
Specifications, price,
and opera tor
preference •

0.3

Operator preference.
Operator preference •

***
***

***

keason rejected

Rejected Producer
price
import Price
quote
price
basis

•••
***

•••

Margins of underselling or (overselling)
Absolute
Percent

Rejected price quotes
Brand and
model number
tountry

***

***

Cushion

LPG

***
'***

••••

***

Japan
Japan

***
***

***
***

***
***

•••

•••

***

Cushion

LPG

***

***
***

Japan
Japan

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

(14.J)

u.s.

•••

***

***

***

4.5

•••
•••

Price.

;...
I

"'
0

Table 29--Continued
Pr1ces of U.S. producers' imported standard-lift ICs (from countries other than Japan) purchased in 1987, price quotes received for competing Japanese and
U.S.-produced forklifts, margins (per unit) by which producer imports undersold or (oversold) the Japanese and U.S. products, and reasons for rejecting
Japanese and U.S.-produced forklifts, as reported by end-user purchasers

Purchaser

***

·Basic
Lift
Capacity Tire
-pounds--type

***

Cushion

Producer import
Engine brand and model
type
purchased
LPG

•••
***

Rejected price quotes
Rejected Producer
Brand and
price
import Price
model number
Country_ quote ___ price
basis

•••
•••

u.s.
u.s.

Margins of underselling or (overselling)
Absolute
~ercent

***

•••

•••

•••

O.J

***

•••

•••

•••

2.9

***

***

Pneuma t.1 c · LPG

***

•••

u.s.

***

***

***

•••

•••

***

Cushion

***

•••
•••

Japan
Japan

***
***

••••

•••

•••
••••

***

(4.9)

***

Japan

***

'***

***

o.a

•••

u.s·.

***

***

....

***

•••

( J.5)

***

u.s.

***

***

***

***

6.8

***

Source:

Compiled from•.data s11bmii:ted in-response-.to questionnaires

o!,

the

µ.~s-;

'lnteniational Trade Commission.

•••

Plant preference for

***·

.

Plant .preterence for

***·
J.2

LPG

Reason rejected

Plant preference tor

••*

.

:r

0-

(6.0)

tngineering preference.
~ality considerations;
service concerns•
Price.
''.
~ality--purchased

from
this supplier in 1985
and ha·d brea.lo.down.
problems & .h.igh
maintenance costs·.
Price ...
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of these price comparisons show prices· of the purchased Japanese IC forklift
trucks below those of tJ.S.-produced forklifts, with margins of underselling by
Japanese suppliers ranging. ft·om 0. 3 to 21. 8 ·percent of U.S. models' prices.
Although some of the highest margins of underselling, 18.5 and 21.8 percent,
were observed in purchases in which large-engine U.S. models were rejected in
favor of medium-engine Japanese tt'Ucks, 9 of 10 price comparisons involving
comparable engine-size ranges also showed underselling. Margins of
underselling by Japanese models in these instances ranged ft·om 5. 9 to 19. 8
percent. The median.margin of underselling for the price comparisons
involving completely compat:able engine sizes ( 11 percent) was s~milar to that
fot· all 18 price comparisons in which pu1·chased Japanese trucks were priced
lower than the rejected U.S. model (8 percent).
Two price comparisons reported by * * * concerned a purchase of a
large-engine Japanese truck ft·om * * * in lieu of two medium-engine U.S.produced tt'Ucks. These price comparisons also showed underselling by
suppliers of the Japanese trucks, although the margins in these instances were
small (0.3 to 4.1 percent of U.S. models' pt·ices). These price comparisons,
together with the similar median mat·gins discussed above, suggest that engine
size is not tl1e ·sole determinant of price behavior of domestic and foreign
suppliers, and that, · in instances in which Japanese trucks are· purc11ased,
Japanese tt'Ucks are generally lower priced than domestically produced IC
forklifts regardless of engine sh:e.
Reasons cited by purchasers for rejecting U.S.-produced models in these
purchases were roughly spl.it between considerations of price alone, price
'together with another quality (delivery or performance), and plant
preference. In one inst~nce, * * * reported paying almost 13 percent more for
Japanese forklift trucks to satisfy a plant preference for Toyota:forklifts. !/
U.S. -produced IC forklifts purchased. --·In five instancef:?, purchasers
rejected Japanese IC forklifts in favor of U.S.-pt·oduced trucks (table 28). '!:_/
.These 5 price comparisons, i'nvo 1ving a total of 17 tt-ucks, show· prices of
rejected Japanese IC forkiifts lower than prices of domestic tt-ucks in 3 of 5
purchases. Margins of un<;terselling by Japanese suppliers on these three
purchases ranged from 0.9 to 23.6 percent of U.S. model prices.
The * * *
and * * * pui·chases of 8, 000-pound IC forklifts involve large-engine
U.S.-produced forklifts purchased in lieu of comparable large-engine Japanese
forklifts. In the * * * price comparison, the price of the rejected Japanese
***IC forklifts was0.9 percent lower than the price of the 2· U.S.-produced
* * ~ units purchased. The * * * price comparison involves 9 Japanese * * *
IC forklifts rejected * * ..* that were 11.1 percent higher priced than the
comparable U; S. -pr:oduced. * * * uni ts purchased.

·!/

As mentioned in the section on purchasing factors, plant preference may
develop due to the quality or proximity of a particular forklift dealer.
~/These instances·are so few primarily because U.S. producers have ceased
U.S. production (by the ft·ame definition) of several models and now import
these models ft·om countt·ies other than Japan.
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The 3 remaining price. comparisons on purchases of U.S. -produced trucks
concern U.S. models with larger engines than tho~e of the rejected Japanese
models, either large--engine U.S. models compared to medium-engine Japanese
models or medium-· engine u. S. models compared to small-engine Japanese models.
These price comparisons exhibit a variety of results ranging from small
overselling by a Japanese model (0.7 percent above the U.S. model price) to
substantial underselling by a Japanese model (23.6 percent below the U.S.
model's price).
There are too few reported instances in which U.S.-produced models were
purchased in lieu of Japanese tc·ucks to generalize about the reasons for
purchasing U.S.-produced forklifts. * * * reported rejecting a Japanese
forklift truck priced 24 percent below the purchased d9mestic forklift truck
because the Japanese tt~ck could not satisfy * * * specifications.
Producers' non-Japanese imports purchased. ---The largest number of price
comparisons were provid~d for 10 reported purchases of U.S. producers' IC
foc·klifts imported from countries other than Japan, in which purchasers
rejected price quotes for Japanese or U.S. models. * * *· ll These price data
resulted in 17 such comparisons involving a total of 21 units purchased for
Japanese IC forklifts and 9 for U.S.-frame forklifts. These data suggest that
whereas U.S. producers' imports are generally priced lower than U.S.-produced
models, producer imPorts are not generally priced below competing Japanese IC
forklifts.
In 11 of. 17 price comparisons with Japanese IC forklifts, the U.S.
producers' iniports were purchased even .though, they were higher priced than
(oversold) Japanese forklifts by margins ranging from 3.5 to 21.5 percent. £1
In six of nine price comparisons with domestic forklifts, however, U.S.
producers' 1,1on-Japane::;e iniports undersold competing U.S.-frame models by 0.3
to 18.0 percent. Five price comparisons between producer imports and domestic
IC forklifts involving .completely comparable engine sb~es resulted in three.
instances of u. s. pc·oducers' iuiports underselling U.S. frame models by 0. 3 to
18.0 percent. The two instances of U.S. producers' imports overselling
U.S.-frame models with comparable engines yielded margins of 3.5 and 4.0
percent.
A wide range of reasons were cited by purchasers for· rejecting Japanese
or U.S. -fc·ame models in favor of. producers' imports. JI Japanese trucks were
rejected for such reasons as price, the unavailability of local service,
operator preference for a particular forklift brand, and particular
specification considerations. * * * reported purchasing comparable U.S.brand iniported trucks that were roughly ·10 to 18 percent higher priced than
Japanese trucks because the Japanese suppliers could not offer local
service. The fact that purchasers generally bought the producer imports even
though they were.higher priced than Japanese models suggests that these

.V * * *
?./ In only one of these instances was engine comparability an issue. In this
instance, * * * reported purchasing a medium-engine imported * * * brand * * *
truck that. was 4. 9 percent higher priced than the rejected large-engine
Japanese * * * model.
"J/ Many purchasers were unaware that the trucks they purchased were not
manufactured in the United States.

.f.

.,

.1.,'

''>
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nonprice factors may have played a role in these purchasers• decisions to
purchase U.S. producers' imports. U.S.-frame trucks were rejected for such
reasons as price, plant preference, and the desire to standardize a fleet.
Producer and importer price trends. -·-The Conunission requested producers
and importers to provide quarterly price and value data for sales of the
forklift trucks listed below:
PRODUCT 1: Internal combustion engine forklift truck, cushion
tires, 3,000 pound basic lift capacity, LPG system.
PRODUCT 2: Internal combustion engine forklift lt"Uck, cushion
tires, 5,000 pound basic lift capacity, LPG system.
PRODUCT 3: Internal combustion engine forklift lt"Uck, pneumatic
tires, 5,000 pound basic lift capacity, gasoline engine.
PRODUCT 4: Internal combustion engine forklift truck, pneumatic
tires, 8,000 pound basic lift capacity, diesel engine.
PRODUCT 5: Internal combustion engine forklift tt·uck, pneumatic
tires, 11,000 pound basic lift capacity, diesel engine.
PRODUCT 6: Class 1 electdc forklift truck, sit-down rider with
four (4) wheels, cushion tires, 5,000 pound basic lift ~apacity,
power and control system designed for either 36- or 48-volt
batteries.
PRODUCT 7: Class 2 electric~ narrow-aisle forklift truck, reach
type outrigger (within lift code f/3 of ITA class 2 trucks),
stand-up rider, 3,000 pound basic lift capacity, power and control
syste.m designed for 24-volt battery.
For sales during January 1985-December 1987, the Commission requested (1) the
net value and quantity of total shipments to dealers in each quarter and (2)
f.o.b. point of shipment price data for the reporting finn's largest sale (by
quantity) to dealers in each quarter. !/ ~I
For the purposes of analy:dng price tt·ends of U.S. -produced and imported
Japanese forklifts, quarterly net unit values, calculated from values and
quantities for total quarterly shipments to dealers, were used instead of

11

To collect some price information on producers' and importers' direct sales
to end users, the Commission also requested quarterly total shipment and
largest sale information fot· producers' and importers' sales to national
account customers of the highest volume, 5,000-pound cushion-tire IC forklift
truck (product 2).
~I Batteries for electt·ic forklift tt"Ucks are generally added at the dealer
level. Thus, prices requested for the P.lectric forklift pt·oducts 6 and 7 were
"less battery'' prices.
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reported prices of the largest quarterly· sale. )/ Unit, values presented for
U.S.-produced forklift's include only those forklifts that have a U.S.-produced
frame; forklifts asseiubled in the United States with a foreign frame were
considered imports for the purposes of ·this i.nvestigation.
·

* * * U.S. producers, accounting for over 95 percent of total: 1987
domestic shipments, and * * * importers· of Japanese foi·klifts, accounting for
over * * * percent of. total 1987 Japanese imports, provided usable unit value·
data for standard-lift IC forklifts '(2,000-15,000'pounds), although.not
necessarily for all products or periods requested. ·~1 . In. par.tieuiar, .
* * * discontinued U.S. production of several .of the IC ·forklift products
chosen for pt icing analysis in favor of overseas production qr U.S ..assembly of
forklifts with a foreign-produced'fC'ame, i.e. -imports .. ~/·!/ As a.C'esult,
* * * In addition, full...:.period price trends areunavl;lilabl~ for the.
11, 000-pound IC forklift because this truck was not manufacturecL in. the United
States with a U.S.-produced f1·ame during 1987. !/ Reported quarterly· shipments
used to calculate unit values·of the five. specified IC forklifts.covered
· approximately * * * percent of both total domestic shipments ·and Japanese
import shipments of standard lift IC forklifts in 1?8·7.
, ...

]J Commission staff chose this approach for several reasons.

Most important,
even the largest quarterly sales to dealers of a particular product generally
involved small quantities·. Thus i 'price-trend analysis. b;:ised on the lar:gest :.
quarterly sales would cover a small quantity of the total. quarterly. shipments.
of each product. · Second, producers and importers repor'ted several quarterly
prices involving sales of a single t1·uck. In these instances, the reporting
fit"Ill would be able to choose the single t1-uck t1·ansacti.on to report from many
possible single--t1-uck sales. Quarterly f. o. b. prices reported for multiple
t1·uck sales to dealers generally represented· an average f. o. b. price of
largely similar trucks with certain differences in options sold. Accordi~gly,
the largest sale prices were also unit values but represented only a small
portion of total quarter'iy shipments of each product. Finally, indust1·y
representatives have stated their belief that·using'unit values for price:
tt·ends would minimb:e apparent price fluctuations due to option variation. A
representative from Hyster explained that shipii1ents with cost~y options would
have less effect on the unit value for total shipments than on the price for
that shipment.

'?:/
'J._I

* * *
* * *

!I In the upper standard-lift capacity ranges included in this,investigation,
fot·klift tt-ucks generally have pneumatic tires. In an attempt to collect
pt· ice data representative of different capacity ranges, three of the IC
fot•klift product categories involved pneumatic-tire ttucks. * * *
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* * * U.S. pt·oducers provided some unit-value price data for Class 1
electric fot·klifts, and * * * U.S. producers provided price data for Class 2
narrow-aisle electt·ic foi:klifts. These producers accounted for over 50
percent of total 1987 domestic i:>hipments of these forklift tt"Uck classes.
* * * importeri:> provided unit-value data for Japanese Clai:>s 1 elect1·ic
forklifts.
* * impot·t~rs provided unit-value data for Japanese Class 2
electric forklifts, and * * * pt·ovided only partial-period data. These
imporleri:> accounted fot· 100 percent of reported 1987 Japanese imports of the
Class 1 and Class 2 narrow-aii:>le electric forklifts. 'I=/ Quarterly shipments
of the specified Class 1 elect1·ic fot•klift product covered over 10 percent of
total domestic shipments, and over 20 percent of total Japanei:>e import
shipments of Class 1 electdc forklifts in 1987. Quarterly i:>hipments of the
specified Class 2 riat"t"ow-aisle product in 1987 covered over * * * percent of
total domei:>tic i:>hipments, and * * * of Japanese import i:>hipments of Class 2
electt'ic fot•klifts. ·

*

Producers' and imp9'.rters' unit values of standard-lift IC' s sold to
de.alers are shown in t~bJ~i:> 30-·34. 'J_/ Because prices of forklifts often
varied considerably by supplier and were not reported continuously for the
period January-March 1985 to Octobe1·-Decembe1· 1987 for each product and firm,
individual producer anq impor;ter net unit-value series are used for pt·ice
· t1·ends. !I . The best coverage of U.S. producers' and importers' sales was
provided by the 5, 000-p«?utl,d cushion-·tire IC forklift product category
(table 31), follc.>wed by the 3 ,000-pound cui:>hion-tire IC forklift pt•oduct
category (table JO).
·;

30
IC fot•klift trucks: Unit values of U;S.- and Japan-produced 3,000-pound basic
lift capacity, eushion-ti!='e IC forklifts with gasoline engines (LPG system)
sold to dealers, by comp~nies and by quarters, January 1985-December 1987

Tabl~

*
!I

* * *·

*

*

*

*

All fit11lS that report~d imports of these pt•oducts to the Commission
price data.
3/ Producei·s' and importers' unit values of IC forklifts sold to national
;ccount~ and unit values of Class. 1 and Class 2 nat·row..:aisle electric
fodclifts are presented in tables D-1-D-3 in app. D.
!_/ For example, * * *· Thui:;, including * * * unit values in a
weighted-average .price series would distort domestic price trends for the
period under ·investigation. A 'similar difficulty occurs with import price
·data because * * *

· i_1

pro~ided
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Table 31
IC forklift tt'Ucks: Unit values of U. s. - atid Japari-,produced 5, 000-pound basic
lift capacity, cushion-tire IC forklifts with gasoline engines (LPG system) 'h·'
sold to dealex;s, by companies and by quarters, January 1985-December 1987

·*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 32
IC forklift trucks: Unit v·alues of U.S.:..:.. and Japan-produced 5, 000-pound basic
lift capacity, pneumatic:::tire IC forklifts w·ith gasoline engines sold to
dealers, by contpanie::; atid by quarteri:;, January 1985-December 1987

·; *

*

. *

*

*

*

Table 33
IC foi·klift trucks: Unit values of U.S.- and Japan..c.produced· 8,000-:-pound basic
lift cap_acity, pneumatic-tire IC forklifts with diesel engines sold to
dealers, by companies and by quarters, January 1985-December 1987

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 34
1c··forklift tt'Ucks: Unit values of U.S.- and Japan-produced 11,000-pound
ba::;ic lift capacity, pneumatic-tire IC forklifts with die::;el engines sold to
dealer::;, by companies and by quarters, January l985~December 1987

*
,

,

*

*

*

*

.

u.s.-produced forklifts.--With. the importar1t' exception of the 5,000-;-pound
cu::;hion-tire IC forklift truck·; net unit vaiu'es of U.S. -produced ic forklifts
ge~erally declined. by 1 to ·15 percent ft·om Janu11ry-March l985 to ·october- :
December 19B7". Untt values of ·u.S.-'produced electric ·forklift trucks in
Classe::; l and 2 ·also genera.Hy fell during the period under investigation,
with decreases ranging from 5 to 20 percent. Individual producer pt·ice tt·ends
for two high volume producti:; are dii:;cussed in more detail below. !I
The .5,000-pound cushion-tire IC forklift product category (table 31)
accounted for the largest quantity of U.S. producers' and importers' total
quarterly shipment::; to dealers (in units) in"l987. r'n addition,· it was the
only.IC forkl~ft pricing ca'tegory in which** ..*.
· ·

!I A more detailed discu::;sion of U.S. pt·oducers' price trends for each product
was prei:>ented in the prehearing staff report.
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un:tt values * * * for the 5,000-pound cushion-tire truck were relatively
steady throughout the period of investigation and ended the period at 2
~ercent above unit values reported * * * in January--March ~985. !I
The 3, 000-pound cushion-tir'e IC forklift was the next most impot•tant
price product for U.S. producers and importers by sales volume (table 30).
* * * reported unit values that fell by * * * percent fr:om January-March 1985
to October-December 1987, as a result of an apparent price decline starting in
the second half of 1986. ll
Imported Japanese forklifts.--Importers' individual unit values for
shipments of Japanese IC forklifts generally increased during the period under
investigation, with most of the apparent price increases occurring in
1987. 11 ~I For example, each of the*** importers reporting full period
data for the largest volume import pt· ice product, the 5, 000-pound cushion-tire
IC fot·klifts (table 31), showed increasing unit values during January 1985December 1987. Unit value increases for this product ranged ft·om 4 to 21
percent. Similarly, for the 3,000-pound cushion-tire IC forklift truck
(table 30), unit values for each of*** importers increased from
January-March 1985 to Oct~ber-December 1987. Unit value increases for this
product ranged from 1 to }.2 percent.
Exchange rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
during the period January 1985 through March 1988 the valu.~ of the Japanet:Je
yen advanced sharply, by 100.7 percent, against the U.S. dollar (table 35). 21
Adjusted for relative movements in producer p1·ice indices in the United States
and Japan, the real value of the Japanese currency register.ed an overall
appreciation equivalent to 68. 7 percent as of the first qua1·ter of
1988 relative to January-March 1985 levels.
Lost sales
During the final investigation, the Commission received 143 separate
allegations from three U.S. producers * * *, of sales of U.S.-produced IC
forklifts lost to lower priced suppliers of Japanese IC forklift trucks. Lost
sale allegations pt·ovided in thit:J investigation are unusual in that * * *. !/
* * * reported their dealers' lost sales because, outside of direct sales to
large national account customers, U.S. pt·oducers sell the majority o~ their

*
*
11 *
4/ *

!I
~/

*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

2_/ Inten1ational Financial Statii:;tics, Apdl 1988.
f!_I These producers identified the purchasers involved in dealer's lost sales.

Thus, staff was able to contact the purchasers directly.
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Table 35
U.S.-Japanese exchange rates: .!/ Nominal exchange-rate equivalents of the
Japanese yen in U.S. dollars, real exchange-rate equivalents, and producer
price indicators in the United. S_tates and Japan,' ~I indexed by quarters,
January 1985-Karch 1988

Period
1985:
January-Karch.· .. ; .
April-June ........
July-September ....
October-December ..
1986:
January-March .. '. ..
April-June ........
July-September ....
October-December ..
1987:
January-March.· ....
April-June ........
July-September ....
Oc tuber-December ..
1988:
January-March !l_/ ..

U.S ..
Producer
Price Index

Japanese
Producer
Price Index

100.0
100.1
99.4
100.0

100.0
98.8
9T.5
94.7

98.5
%.6·
96.2
96.5

NominalRealexchange·exchangerate index
rate index °J/
---.:..us·doltarslyen---100.0
102.8
108;0
124.4

100.0
101·.5
106.0
117 .8

89.4
87.0
86.1

i37.2
151.5
165.4
160.8

129.2
140.l
.149 ,.7
143.5

97.7
99.2
100.3
100.8

85.6
84.9
86.0
89.2

168.2
· 180.6
175 .4·
189.7

147.4
154.5
150.2.
16? ._9 .

101.l

85.0

200. 7

168. 7 .

92.~-

!I Exchange rates expresse(j in U.S. dollars per unit of yen.
?/ Producer price indicators-:---intertded to measut;e final ifroduct prices-- are
based on average quarterly indices pre~ented in line· ~3 6-f. the. International
Financial Statistics.
.
JI The indexed real exchange rate represents the nominal exchange rate_
adjusted for relative movement_s in Producer Price Indices ~n tne United
States and Japan. Producer _prices in the United States increased 1.1
percent between January 1985 and March 1988 compar~d to· a 15.';0-percent decrease in Japan dur.ing the same period.
·
·
!!,I Data are derived from exchange rate and producer price indices t;eported
for January-February only.
Note.--January-March 1985=100.
Source: Inten1ational Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
April 1988.

..
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fot·klifts through dealers who pUrchase exclusively ft·om them. !I Thus, u. s.
pt·oducers may not have inforn\i:ltion about price competition between
U.S.-produced and Japanese IC forklift trucks. * * *· ~I
Producers• allegations of sales lost to Japanese IC fot·klift trucks
totalled 765 tt-ucks. '}/ All but a few of these allegations involved sales
allegedly lost during 1986-87. * * *
The responses of 6 purchasers
contacted regarding lost sales of a total of * * * trucks appear below. !!I
Purchaser 1.--~ * * alleged that one of its dealers lost a leasing
. agreement for * * * forklift tt-ucks to * * *. According to * * *, the deal
was lost because a lower priced leasing option W"dS offered for a competing
Japanese tt-uck by a·*** dealer. Specifically, ***alleged that its
monthly payment offer was
* * per truck under a * * * leasing program,
compared with the Japanese truck offer of * * * per month. 2_/ * * *• a
spokesman for * * *• described his firm as * * *· * * * confirmed that in
* * * he signed a * * * lea;:;ing agreement for * * * Japanese trucks produced
by * * * because the lease price of the Japanese pt·oduct was about * * * per
month lower than that of.the competing U.S. truck. Prior to this instance,
* * *
* * * stated that ~~ was too early for him to evaluate the service of
the * * * trucks.

*

· 1

Purchaser 2.--* * * ~lleged that it lost a leasing agre~ment for * * *
fot·kiift trucks in * * *
* * * alleged that * * * entered into a leasing
· agt•eetuent with a dealer of * * * forklift tt-ucks because this dealer could
offer * * * a lower month.ly charge per tt-uck than the * * * dealer. The
leasing agreement for the Japanese truck was * * * per month compat·ed with the
monthly payment per truck of * * * offered by the U.S. dealer. * * *
indicated that * * *
A spokesman for**·*~ indicated that his firm is***
In reference to
allegation, * * * stated that * * * had entered into a leasing agreement
for * * * tt-ucks with a dealer of Japanese trucks produced by * * *· He said
that price was the most imi)ortant consideration in this instance. The monthly
lease payment for the Jap;;inese.product was*** per month.lower than that for
the· U.S. tt-uck.

*

~

*

He further explained that dut·ing the * * *, his firm had exclusively
leased Jl:lpanese foi·klift trucks * * *
However, in * * * it switched to a
* * * supplier of Japanese tt-ucks.
!I

* * *·

'J._I

* * *·

~I

One dealer contacted in connection with these lost sale allegations
confirmed the lost saie of 100 forklifts to suppliers of Japanese forklifts,
but the cited purchaser could not be reached'to confirm or deny this instance.

~_/

For . additional information on the reasons that purchasers have rejected
price quotes of U.S. prod"°'cers in favor of Japanese standard-lift IC
fot•klifts, see the purcha::;ers' ·price comparisons section of this report.
~.I * * *·
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In general, * * * ranked determinants in choosing a forklift supplier
in the following order of importance: price, service, and durability.
However~ :tie qualified this somewhat by stating that price and .service weigh
almost equally in purchasing decisions.

·.·.·
J

Put;chaser 3. ---* * * named * * *, in a lost sale allegation i·nvolving
* * * forklift true.ks totalling * * *' ·1n * * *. *. * * alleged that * * *
purchased lower priced, Japanese forklift trucks produced by * * *· In
reference 'to * * * allegation' * * *' stated that * * * purchased * * *
imported Japanese forklift trucks from * * * dealer at that time. He
recalled that. there were * * * bidders foi· the safe and that the prices
quoted per truck were very close. * * * stated that a dealer of
domestically produced trucks offered the highest price and that this was
about 8 to·9 percent higher than the price of the winning quote. However,
he further stated that the Japanese-p'roduced .trucks that he ultimately
purchased were not the lowest priced bid offered, and that other factors
were considered . .!I The reliability of the product, not price, is the most
important factor in determining a supplier, he said. * * .* explained that
his goal is to get the best buy for the long term, which in addition to
reliability, requires the consideration of price, past experience with the
product! and service.
.
.
.
Within the past * * * years, * * * said that his firm has purchased
domestic foi'klifts from * · * *·dealer and has also purchased imported
trucks. He described the domestic * * * tr-ucks as being of such poor
quality that they were "unusable." In the past*** years, ***has
purchased Japanese trucks from * * *, * * *, * * *, and . * * * dealers. He
commented that his finu has been purchasing Japanese forklift trucks since

* * *
Purchaser 4.--*'* *,was cited by** *·in a lost sale. allegation for
* * *
* * * alleged· that * *.* purchased ari imported Japanese truck from
* * * dealer for approximately * * *· * * *• stated that his firm purchased
* * * dealer. He believes that * * *. The * * · * he put;chased was
approximately $2;000 to $3,000 less than the quote he received for the
competing, domestically-produced * * *
He said that both perfonuance ai:id
price were considered in determining his firm's * * * supplier.
* * *
The purchase of * * * described above was his firm's only * * *
acquisition in the last*** years.· Prior to that, he believes that his
firm possibly used a d9mestically produced truck manuf~ctured by * * *
Purchaser 5.--* **,provided a fost·sales allegation involving***
The * * * dealer alleged that * * * rejected its * * * price quote of * * *
per truck for * * * in favor .of lower-priced Japan.ese tr-ucks · (* * *). * * *
believed that the in~orted Japanese trucks were * * * per truck .

.!I Staff asked this purchaser to name the producer or

it1~orter of the lowest
priced.trucks.- The purchaser refused to name the firm specifically but said
that it was a "U.S. firm quoting prices for tt-ucks that.are assembled in the
United States.with some foreign parts."

.
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* * * has purchased both U.S. and Japanese IC forklifts in recent
periods. A spokesman for the firm further explained that * * *· In the past
* * * years, * * * has been purchasing approximately * * * IC forklift tt"Ucks
per year to replace the old trucks in its fleet. The spokesman denied the
lost sale allegation, stating that it ordered * * * U.S.-produced IC forklifts
in * * *· These trucks were * * *· !I The* * * trucks were purchased
because the specifications and service were superior to those of other
suppliers. * * * received price quotes from* * * different suppliers for
this purchase. Of these firms, the U.S. producer, * * *, quoted the lowest
price, and the * * * trucks it purchased were the thit•d lowest priced.
This firm's major purchasing determinant is se1·vice capability, but price
is also a consideration. * * * uses * * * planned maintenance contracts that
cost approximately * * * per lift t1·uck per month. The firm prefers
maintenance contracts to keeping a spare parts inventory and employing a full
time mechanic. In addition, obtaining regularly scheduled maintenance through
maintenance contracts has resulted in less downtime for his forklift trucks.
Fleet standardization is anotner purchasing consideration because it
eliminates the need for multiple maintenance contracts (and service
relationships). Even i f a <_iealer will provide maintenance fo1· another brand
of lift truck, getting parts for the other brand can be difficult.
Purchaser 6.--* * *named * * * in a lost sales allegation involving
* IC forklifts allegedly purchased from lower priced suppliers of Japanese
trucks * * *

* *

A spokesman for * * * stated that his firm purchases U.S.-produced and
U.S.-brand imported forklifts and also purchases Japanese IC forklifts. * * *
has pur~hased Japanese IC forklifts * * *
The spokesman could not recall
details of his purchasing decisions in the * * *, but conu11ented that it is
difficult to generalh:e about price competition between domestic and imported
Japanese IC forklifts due to important product differences and a nun•lcet
~harac teri:t:ed by general p1·ice variation. ZI
Nevertheless, in his eJ<Perience,
prices of U.S.-p1·oduced and Japanese IC forklifts appear to be in the same,
albeit wide, range.
The spokesman was not concerned about the outcome of this investigation
because the primary factor in the firm's purchasing decisions is, and will
continue to be, specifications. Models are chosen by the * * * based on their
suitability to a particular task and their life-cycle costs (includes
acquisition price and maintenance and fuel costs). 11 Life-cycle cost
comparisons between bt·ands vary ba~ed on the particular models, sizes, and
applications considered. Asked about a hypothetical purchasing dechdon
involving Japanese IC forklifts priced at exactly the same level as U.S.
* * *, or * * * models, the spokesman stated that considerations of life--cycle
costs would typically favor purchase of the non-Japanese brands.

!I * * *·
?J In the spokesman's experience, IC forklift pt· ices have vat·ied considerably
even between different dealers of the same brand quoting prices of identical
models.
II The fit~• keeps detailed historical cost records of each t1-uck calculated on
a yearly basis.
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Lost revenues
From * * *, the Conuuission received * * * allegations of revenues lost
making price reductions to avoid losing sales of U.S.-produced IC
fot·klifts. !I '?,./ Similar to lost sales allegations, these lost revenue
allegations are unusual because they involve price competition between dealers
of U.S.-produced and Japanese forklift trucks. * * * alleged that it gave
dealers special discounts in addition to the standard dealer discounts from
list price to avoid losing sales of * * *· Staff cautions that dealers
generally purchase a single brand for resale. Accordingly, dealers may be
somewhat more biased towards their supplier's position in.this investigation
than would be the case in other Commission investigations. In addition,
dealers have an incentive to ask for price reductions ·to increase their own
profit margin on sales to end users.
* * * reported that it lost * * * µ1aking price reductions to dealers on
sales of * * * IC cushion-tire forklifts: Staff were able to contact 4
dealers named in 11 allegations. Their responses appear below.
pealer 1.--* **was cited by*** in.*** lost revenue allegations
totalling*** involving*** forklift trucks. ***.stated that this
revenue was lost in competition with lower-priced Japanese forklift tt"Ucks
* * *
* * *• said that * * * is the * * * supplier of forklift trucks to his
dealership. He could not confirm the * * * specific allegations of· lost
revenue made * * *, but stated that price ·competition between the U.S. and
Japanese forklift tt"Ucks has been severe for the past seven to eight years.
Specifically, he said that he has been competing with dealers of * * *• * * *
* * *, * * *, * * *, a,nd * * * forklift trucks: During this period_, dealers
selling the Japanese products have been extremely successful: in getting
significant price discounts from their suppliers, he said. In general, the
price per Japanese tt"Uck has been 25-30 percent lower than comparable U.S.
trucks, for the period examined. * * * said that his dealership needs to
quote a price per tt·uck within approximately 2 percent of the pi::i.ce of the
competing Japanese truck in order to secure a sale. He claims that there have
been numerous instances in which * * * would not· offer him the necessary price
discount, and as a result he lost sales to lower-priced, competing Japan~se
products. * * * said that U.S. and Japanese forklift trucks are comparable in
quality, although service is dependent on the dealer. * * * .•also stated that . ·
his firm is experiencing price competition from Korean-produced forklift
trucks.

*

Dealer 2. --·* * * cited * * · in a lost revenue _allegation for * * *
involving * * * forklift tt·ucks. * * * j.dentified * * * instances in ·the
period of * * * in which it had to reduce its forklift tt"Uck pri¢e to * * *,
so this dealer could compete with dealers of lower priced Jap~nese trucks.
***described his firm as·***· Although he· could not confirm*~*
specific allegation, he said it seemed reasonable because his firm requested
discounts ft·om * * * for * * * occurring in * *. *. He named * *. *, as the
downward price leaders during this time.
* * * sai_d that during 1985--87 ·he lost a number of major_ forklift truck
customers to Japanese competition, including·*** which switched to a***
,.

11 * * *
?J

* * *
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In addition to. * * * and * * *, * * * identified the following dealers of
Japanese forklift trucks as particularly competitive with his firm: * * *•
* * *, and * * *. In this period, "prier~ got the deal" for the Japanese
dealers, he said. He identified early 1987 as the period in which his firm
requested the most discounts from * * * in order to compete with the Japanese
products. His dealership asked * * *.to reduce forklift truck prices to them
by approximately 15 to 20 percent, for about 80 percent of his firm's
transactions. * * * also said that the competing U.S. and Japanese trucks
were comparable, but that the Japanese trucks were selling for about
$3,000-4,000 less than the U.S. trucks. Korea was the other foreign
competitor during this period and * * * did not compete with other dealers of
U.S.-produced tt-ucks at that time.
Dealer 3. --* * * alleged lost revenue of * * * ft·om * * *, involving the
sale of * * * forklift tt-ucks. According to * * *• * * * supplies * * * with
all of its forklift trucks. * * * could not confirm * * * allegation; he said
that his dealership does not sell many * * * models, but that the allegation
is "probably tt-ue." * * * i:;aid that his firm's major Japanese competitors are
dealers of * * *• * * *• * * *• * * *• and * * * forklift tt-ucks.
Duririg the 1985-87 period, * * * said that * * * has had to reduce the
price of its fot•klift trucks by about 15 to 18 percent on all but a few of its
transactions in order to compete with the Japanese products. "We have lost a
lot of business because of pricing," he said. When asked to compare the U.S.
and Japanese trucks, * * * said that they are 80 percent comparable; he said
that they have comparaple engine performance but that the Japanese have light
packages and other supplemental features that are attractive to customers.
Although pt·ice is an important factor to customers in determining their
forklift truck supplie,:-, customers weigh availability more heavily than price,
* * * said. He explained that the Japanese dealers have immediate availability
because each of their dealerships is like a warehouse, with a large supply of
trucks ready for sale, whereas the U.S. dealers have to wait 12-16 weeks for a
delivery of trucks. During this period, * * * has also experienced foreign
competition ft·om dealers of tt-ucks produced in * * *• he said.
Dealer 4:.---* * * named * * * in a lost revenue allegation of * * *
inv"olving the sale of * * *. * * * stated that his dealership receives about
* * * percent of its forklift tt-ucks from * * *; the remaining * * * percent
are supplied by other U.S. producers. He said that although he does not
remember the specific incident cited by * * *, the alleged price reductions
C* * :*) seemed small compared with price reductions he has received from
* * *· He stated that throughout the 1985-87 period, his firm has experienced
"severe competition from the Japanese," requiring significant reductions in
the price of its trucks in order to compete. * * * identified * * * and * * *
dealers as his firm's stt·ongest Japanese competitors, as well as dealers of
* * *, * *·*, and * * * trucks. For the 1985-87 period, * * * has reduced its
prices on fot·klift tt-ucks by * * * or by 8 to 12 percent, depending on the
model, on approximately 95 percent of its tt"ansactions, in order to meet the
price of the competing Japanese product, he said. * * * identified price as
the most important determinant in a customer's choice of a forklift tt-uck
supplier. Dealer service is the second most important factor, he said. When
asked about the comparability of the U.S. and Japanese trucks, * * * stated
that the products are roughly equal, but that U.S. manufacturers have had to
redesign their tt-ucks in order to compete with the Japanese.
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and Part 201. Subparts A through E (19
CFR Part 201).
'·~·
EFFECTIVE DATE: November 24; 198i.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

[Investigation No. 731-TA-3n (Flnal)J

Internal Combustion Engine Industrial
Fork-Utt Trucks From Japan
AGENCY: International Trade
Commission·.
ACTION: Institution of a final
antidumping investigation and
scheduling of a hearing to be held in
connection with the investigation.

The Commission hereby gives
n·otice of the institution of final
antidumping investigation No. 731-TA377 (Final) under section 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of i930 (19 u.~c. 1673d(b)) to
determine whether an industry in the
United States is materially injured, or is
threatened with materi&l injury, or the
establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded. by
reason of imports from Japan of internal
combustion engine industrial fork-lift
trucks provided for in itein 692:40 of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States
(TSUS), 1 that have been found by the
. Department qf Commerce, in a
·.preliminary determination, to be sold in
the United States at less thanfair value
(LTFV). Commerce will make its final
LTFV determination not later than April
7, 1988 1 and the Commission will make
its final injury determination by May 23,
1988 (see section& 735(a) and 735(b) of
the act (19 U.S.C. 1673d(a) and·
1673d(b))).
' For further information concerning theconduct of this investigation. hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application. consult the Commiasiorl'll
Rules of Practice and Procedure, Part
207, Subparts A and C (19 CFR Part'201),
SUMMARY:

I

1 The products covered by thia lnv1111tigatioll an
certain internal comb111tion engille induatrial fork·
lift trucb. with liftins capacity of 2.000 to 15.000
pounda. For purpoHS of thi1 investigation. "intemal
combution ensine induairial fort-lift truckl"
indade both aaembled. not -bled. and la•
than complete. fiaiabad and not fiaiahed. operator·
ridins fork-lift truckL powered by gaaoline.
propane. or diesel fuel intemal comlnution enstnea.
of off-the-highway typll9 UMd ba factorin.
warehCll&lel. or tramportation terminab for lhoft.
distance traaaport. to,n!J8, or baadlina of artic:les.
Lesa than complete fort-lift trucb are defined as
imports which include a lnnmr by llllelf or a frame
assembled with one 01 more colllJIOnent parts. ·
• Collllllerce extended the dale ... m final
determination inreapome to a requeet by
respondent1. pursuant lo section 735(a)(21{AI of the
Act. Commerce'• formal notice concerning the date
for its final determination will be published in the
Fedara1Rll8ietm.

Lawrence Rausch (202-523--0300), Office
of Investigations. U.S. International
Trade Commission, 701 E Street NW ..
Washington. DC 20436. Hearingimpaired individuals are advised that
information on this matter can be
obtained by contacting the
Commission's IDD terminal on 202-7240002. Persons with mobility impairments
who will need special assistance in
gaining access to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
Secretary at 202-523--0161.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
This investigation is being instituted
as a result of an affirmative preliminary
determination by the Department of
Commerce that imports of certain
internal combustion engine fork-lift
.trucks from Japan are being sold in the
United States at less than fair value
within the meaning of section 731 of the
act (19 U.S.C. 1673). The investigation
was requested in a petition filed on
April 22, 1987, by Hyster Company of
Portland, OR, a U.S. producer of internal
combustion engine fork-lift trucks. the
Independent Lift Truck Builders Union,
the International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace Workers. the
International Union, Allied Industrial
Workers of America (AFL-CIO), and the
United Shop and Service Employees. In
response to tha& petition the ·
Commisaion conducted a preliminary
antidumping investigation and, on the
basis of information develop'ea during
the course of that investigation.
determined that there was a reawnable
indication that ari industry in the United
States was materially injured by reason
of imports of the subject merchandise
.' (52 FR 23725, June 24. 1987).
Participation in the Investigation
Persons wishing to participate in thiB
investigation as parties must file an
··entry of appearance with the Searetary
to the Commission, as provided in
§ 201.11 of the Commission's rules (19
CFR 201.11), not la~r than twenty-one
(21) days after the publication of this
notic~ in the Federal Rezister. Any entry
of appearance filed after this date will
be referred to the Chairman. who will
determine whetlrer to accept the late
entry for good cause shown by the
person desiring to file the entry.
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Service List
Pursuant to§ 201.ll(d) of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.1 l(d)),
the Secretary will prepare a service list
containing the names and addresses of
all persons. or their representatives.
who are parties to the investigation
upon the expira lion of the period for
filing entries of appearance. In
accordance with§§ 201.16(c) and 207.3
of the rules (19 CFR 201.16(c) and 207.3),
each document filed by a party to the
investigation must be served on all other
parties to the investigation (as identified
by the service list). and a certificate of
service must accompany the document.
The Secretary will not accept a
document for filing without a certificate
of service.
Staff Report
A public version of the prehearing
staff report in this investigation will be
placed in the public record on March 29,
1988. pursuant to § 207.21 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.21).
Hearing
The Commission will hold a hearfog in
connection with this investigation
beginning at 9:30 a.m. on April 13, 1988.
at the U.S. International Trade
&>mmission Building, 500 E Street SW.,
Washington. DC. Requests to appear at
the hearing should be filed in writing
with the Secretary to the Commission
not later than the close of business (5:15
p.m.) on April 5. 1988. All persons
desiring to appear aJ the hearing and
make oral presentations should file
prehearing briefs and attend a
prehearing conference to be held at 9:30
a.m. on April 8, 1988, at the U.S.
International Trade Commission
Building. The deadline for filing
prehearing briefs is April O. 1988.
Testimony at the public hearing is
governed by § 207.23 of the
. Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.23). This
rule requires that testimony be limited to
a nonconfidential summary and anaylsis
of material contained in prehearing
briefs and to information not available
at the time the prehearing brief was
submitted. Any written materials
submitted at the hearing must be filed in
accordance with the procedure
described below and any confidential
materials must be submitted at least
three (3) working days prior to the
hearing (see § 201.6(b)(2) of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.6(b)(2))).
Written Submissions ·
All legal arguments. economic
analyses. and factual materials relevant
to the public hearing should be included
in prehearing briefs in accordance w~th

I Wednesday. December

§ 207.22 of the Commission's rules (19
CFR 207.22). Posthearing briefs must
conform with the provisions of section
207.24 (19 CFR 207.24) and must be
submitted not later than the close of
business on April 20, 1988. In addition.
any person who has not entered on
appearance as a party to the
investigation may submit a· written
statement of information pertinent to the
subject of the investigation on or before
April 20. 1988.
A signed original and fourteen (14)
copies of each submission must be filed
with the Secretary to the Commission in
accordance with § 201.8 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.8). All
written submissions except for
confidential business data will be
available for public inspection during
regular business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15
p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary to the
Commission.
Any business information for which
confidential treatment is desired must
be submitted separately. The envelope
and all pages of such submissions must
be clearly labeled "Confidential
Business Information." Confidential
submissions and requests for
confidential treatment must conform
with the requirements of I 201.6 of the
Commission·s rules (19 CFR 201.6).
Authority
This investigation is being conducted
under authority of the Tariff Act of 1930.
title VII. This notice is published
pursuant to §207.20 of the Commission·a
rules (19 CFR 207.20).
By order of the Commission.
Issued: December 15. 1987.
Kenneth R. MalOn.
Secretary.·
(FR Doc. 87-29'15 Filed lZ-zz...87: 8:45 aml
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et seq.); (2)
llations of the Council on
L • .vironmental Quality for Implementing
the Procedural Provisions of NEPA (Title
40, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
Parts 1500-1508); (3) USDA regulations
implementing NEPA (7 CFR Part lb);
and (4) APHIS guidelines implementing
NEPA (44 FR 50381-50384 and 44 FR
51272-51274).

in the United States at less than fair
genuinely "used" forklifts should nofbe
value, as provided in section 735(a) of
included within the scope of this
the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19
investigation and have submitted
U.S.C. 1673d(a)) (the Act). The weighted- suggestions on how the Department can
avernge dumping margins are shown in
distinguish new and used forklifts. In
the "Suspension of Liquidation" section
our preliminary determination, we
of this notice. We also determine that
stated that we considered any forklift to
critical circumstances exist with respect
be used if, at the time of entry into the
to certain imports of forklifts from
United States, the importer could
Japan, as outlined in the "Critical
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
Circumstances" section of this notice.
U.S. Customs Service that the forklift
Done at Washington, DC, this 12th day of
was manufactured at least three years
April, 1988.
Case History
prior to the date of entry. We will now'
James W. Glosser,
Since our notice of preliminary
consider as used forklifts exported from
Acting Administrator, Animal and Plant
determination (52 FR 45003, November
Japan to the United States if, at the time
Health Inspection Service.
24, 1987), the following events have
of
entry into the United States, the
[FR Doc. 81H3348 Filed 4-14-88; 8:45 am]
occurred.
importer can demonstrate to the
BILLING CODE 3410-34-M
On November 24, 27, and 30, and
satisfaction of the U.S. Customs Service
December 1, 1987, Komatsu Forklift Co.,
that the forklift was manufactured in a
Ltd. (Komatsu), Toyota Motor Corp.
calendar year at least three years prior
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(Toyota), Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.
to the year of entry into the United
(Nissan), and Sumitomo-Yale Co., Ltd.
States. If the U.S. Customs Service
International Trade Administration
(Sumitomo), respectively, requested a
accepts the importer's contention that
[A-588-703]
postponement of the final determination
the forklift is used, it will not be subject
until not later than 135 days after the
- to the suspension of liquidation (See
Final Determination of Sales at Less
date of publication of the preliminary
DOC Position to Comment 31).
Than Fair Value; Certain Internal·
determination. pursuant to section
Combustion, Industrial Forklift Trucks
Period of Investigation
735(a)(2)(A) of the Act. On De~ember 4.
'lm Japan 1987. we issued a notice postponing the
Sales of forklifts often involve
final determination until April 7, 19138.
.. GENCY: Import Administration.
significant
after-sale price adjustments.
and rescheduhng the public hearing until
International Trade Administration.
In order to capture all after-sale price
March
2.
1988
(52
FR
46805.
December
Commerce.
adiustmenrs on sales of forklifts from
10. 1987).
ACTION: Notice
Japan to the United Stares. we chose as
Scope of Investigation
the period of inves11gat1on the six
SUMMARY: We determine that certain
months from August 1. 1986. through
The
products
covered
by
this
internal-combustion. industrial forklift
January 31. 1987, as permitted by 19 CFR
trucks (forklifts) from Japan are being, or investigation are certain internal353.38(a).
combustion.
industrial
forklift
trucks,
are likely to be. sold in the United States
with lifting capacity of 2.000 to 15.000
Such or Similar Comparisons
at less than fair value. We also
lbs .. currently provided for under items
determine that critical circumstances
For all respondent companies.
692.4025, 692.4030, and 692.4070 of the
exist with respect to certain imports of
pursuant to section 771(16)(C) of the Act,
Tariff
Schedules
of
the
United
States
forklifts from Japan. We have notified
we established four categories of "such
Annotated (TSUSA). The corresponding
the U.S. International Trade
or similar" merchandise on the basis of
Commission (ITC) of our determinations Harmonized System (HS) numbers are
load (lifting) capacity of the forklift (i.e.,
8427.20.00-0,
8427.90.00-0,
and
and have directed the U.S. Customs
2,000-3,000 lbs; 3,001-5,999 lbs.; 6,0008431.20.00-0.
The
products
covered
by
Service to continue to suspend
9,999 lbs.; 10,000-15,000 lbs.). Within
this investigation are further described
liquidation of all entries of forklifts from
these categories, we based our product
as follows: assembled, not assembled,
Japan as described in the "Suspension
and less than complete, finished and not comparisons on 12 primary
of Liquidation" section of this notice.
characteristics. These are load capacity,
finished, operator-riding forklift trucks
The ITC will determine, within 45 days
tire type, upright style, engine type,
powered
by
gasoline,
propane,
or
diesel
of the date of publication of this notice,
transmission type, maximum fork height,
fuel internal-combustion engines of offwhether these imports are materially
engine size, carriage type, fork arm type,
the-highway
types
used
in
factories,
injuring, or threaten material injury to, a
hose reel. hydraulic control valve, and
warehouses, or transportation terminals
U.S. industry.
fork arm length. Where there was no
for
short-distance
transport,
to\Ying,
or
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 15, 1988.
identical product in the home market
handling of articles. Less than complete
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
with which to compare a product
forklift trucks are defined as imports
Rick Herring or Gary Taverman, Office
imported into the United States, we
which include a frame by itself or a
of Investigations, Import Administration, frame assembled with one or more
selected the most similar product on the
International Trade Administration, U.S. component parts. We understand that
basis of the 12 characteristics listed
'Jepartment of Commerce, 14th Street
above.
the frame by itself is the identifying
[ nd Constitution Avenue N.W.,
In order to determine whether there
feature and principal component part of
Washington, DC 20230; telephone: (202)
were sufficient sales of forklifts in the
the product, and is solely dedicated for
377-0187 or 377-0161.
home market to serve as the basis for
the manufacture of a complete internalSUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
calculating foreign market value, we
combustion, industrial forklift truck.
compared the volume of home market
Final Determination
Used Forklift Issue
sales· within each such or similar
We determine that forklifts from
category to the volume of third country
Petitioners and several other
Japan are being, or are likely to be, sold
interested parties have stated that
sales within each respective such or

1""9 (NEPA) (42 U.S.C. 4331

l
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similar category, in accordance with
section 773(a)(l) of the Act. We
determined that, for Toyota and
Komatsu, there were sufficient home
market sales to unrelated customers or
arm's-length sales to related customers
for each such or similar category to form
an adequate basis for comparison to the
forklifts imported into the United States.
For Nissan, we determined that there
were insufficient home market sales for
one such or similar category. Therefore,
we used constructed value as the basis
for foreign market value for that such or
similar category. For Sanki, there were
no home market sales of new forklifts.
Therefore, we used constructed value as
the basis for foreign market value for ·
comparison to all U.S. sales.
·

determination which was on November
18, 1987. This information could not be
analyzed, verified. or used in this
determination.
Had we accepted this information for
use in this determination, we would
have been required to analyze. among
other things, TCM's new product
'
concordances, costs relating to
difference in merchandise claims, and
new U.S. value-added data. In addition,
we would have had to review computer
printouts containing data on a
substantial number of sales
transactions. Further, given the
extensive deficiencies found in TCM's
earlier submissions (four deficiency
.questionnaries were issued with regard
to TCM's original questionnaire
response), follow-up questionnaires for
Fair Value Comparisons
additional information would have been
To determine whether sales of
likely.
forklifts from Japan to the United States
A new response submitted so late in
were made at less than fair value, we ·
this
investigation would have precluded
compared the United States price to the
foreign market value as specified below. petitioners and other interested parties
from commenting on the new responses.
For the reasons cited below, we have
Moreover, verification of TCM would
determined, in accordance with section
have been delayed by at least one
776(b) of the Act, that use of best
month, allowing the Department
information available is appropriate for
insufficient time to conduct verification,
Kasagi, TCM, and Sumitomo. This
prepare verification reports, hold the
statutory provision requires the
public hearing. provide an adequate
Department to use best information
opportunity for the parties to submit
available "whenever a party or any
briefs, and to prepare the final notice.
other person refuses or is unable to
For these reasons, we have not accepted
produce information requested in a
TCM's January 8, 1988 response for use
timely manner or in the form required,
in this determination. Accordingly, we
or otherwise significantly impedes an
have assigned TCM the highest
investigation."
company rate calculated in this
Prior to the scheduled date of
investigation as best information
verification, TCM informed the
available. (See also DOC Positions to
Department of extensive errors in the
Comments 5 and 6.)
data which it had submitted and which
With respect to Sumitomo, the
the Department had used for the
Department found numerous
preliminary determinatio'n. The
discrepancies and errors in methodology
Department determined that the
and mathematical calculations at
necessary revisions to TCM·s
verification. In addition, Sumitomo was
information were so substantial that
unable to support substantial portions of
such revisions would constitute a new
its sales and cost responses at
response. While the Department allows
verification. The deficiencies found
minor revisions to questionnaire
during verification are outlined in detail
responses after the preliminary
determination and during verification, it . in the public versions of our verification
reports. During and after verification,
is well-established Department policy
Sumitomo presented new and revised
not to allow new responses to be filed
after the preliminary determination. This information which we have determined
constitutes a new response which was
is because at that point there is
submitted too late in the investigatory
insufficient time for proper analysis and
verification by the Department.
process for proper analysis and
Consequently, the Department informed
verification. For these reasons, we have
assigned Sumitomo the highest company
TCM that ii would not accept any new
submissions correcting the deficiencies
rate calculated in this investigation as
and errors and would not verify TCM's
best information available. (See also
sales and cost of production responses.
DOC Position to Comment 8 below.)
Nevertheless, TCM submitted a new
Kasagi failed to respond to our
response on January 8; 1988, more than
questionnaire prior to the preliminary
four months after the original
determination. It is Department policy
questionnaire response was due and
not to accept initial questionnaire
almost two months after our preliminary responses after the preliminary
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determination is issued. It is
inappropriate for a respondent to base
its decision to respond to our
questionnaire on the rate it is assigned
in the preliminary determination.
Therefore, we have assigned Kasagi, as
best information available, the highest
margin supplied in the petition for any
company. This is the same rate it was
assigned in the preliminary
determina lion.
United States Price
For sales made directly to unrelated
parties prior to importation into the
United States, we based the United
States price on purchase price, in
accordance with section 772(b) of the
Act.
For sales made through a related sales
agent in the United States to an
unrelated purchaser prior to the date of
importation, we also used purchase
price as the basis for determining United
States price. For these sales, the
Department determined that purchase
price was the most appropriate indicatp•
of United States price based on the
following elements:
1. The merchandise in question was
shipped directly from the manufacturer
to the unrelated buyer, without being
introduced into the inventory of the
related selling agent;
2. This was a customary c0mmercial
channel for sales of this merchandise
between the parties involved; and
3. The related selling agent located in
the United States acted only as a processor of sales-related
documentation and a communication
link with the unrelated U.S. buyer.
Where all of the above elements are
met, we regard the routine selling
functions of the exporter as merely
having been relocated geographically
from the country of exportation to the
United States, where the sales agent
performs them. Whether these functions
are performed in the United States or
abroad does not change the substance of
the transactions or the functions
themselves.
Where the sale to the first unrelated
purchaser took place after importation
into the United States, we based United
States price on exporter's sales price
(ESP), in accordance with section 772(c)
of the Act.
The calculation of United States pric
for each respondent is detailed below.
A. Toyota: We calculated purchase
price and ESP based on the packed, c&f.
c.i.f.. and delivered prices to unrelated
customers in the United States. To
arrive at the actual gross ESP. we
deducted the value ofunattached
options invoiced with the forklift, where
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I api:ropriate; We made de.ductions from
purchase price and ESP, where
appropriate. for foreign inland freight.
foreign inland insurance. export
brokerage, ocean freight. marine
insurance, import brokerage. U.S. duty.
and U.S. inland freight, in accordance
'with section 772(d) of the Act. We also
made deductions. where appropriate, for
. discounts and rebates. We made further
deductions from ESP, where
appropriate. for credit expenses,
warranties, advertising, service
payments to dealers, and indirect selling
expenses, pursuant to sections 772(e}(2)
·of the Act. For ESP transactions
involving further manufacture priar to
sale in the United.States. we deducted
all value added in the United States
p'ursuan.t to section 772(e)(3) of the Act.
'Toyota calculated its credit expense
on ESP transactions not financed by
Toyota :based on the actual number of
days between invoice and payment. We
. recalculated this credit expense to
include an additional period of fime
., from shipment to invoice. To_yota
calculated its credit expense on ESP
transactions financed by Toyota 'from
the date·the sale is posted in its books to
· the date that Toyota no longer absorbs
credit costs on behalf of its dealers. We
recalculated this credit expense·to
include an additional period of .time
from shipment to invoice based <On the
actual number of days from shipment .to
invoice, plus four days to accountJor the
average number of days from invoice to
the date the sale is posted in Toy.ota's
books.
For inventory carrying costs, Toy.ota's
parent company reported a greater
number of days than its subsidiary for
the period for which merchandise is held
in inv.entory in Jap'!-n. Based on.ver.ified
i~formatioil. we recalculated inventory
carrying costs to include an additional
three days representing the greatest
difference between the two reported
time periods.
Toyota reported U.S. import duties on
..fork arins based on the. cost of
manufacture.rather than the sales value.
We increased the amount of reported
duties .based on the difference between
the invoice value of the fork arm and its
·ccist of manufacture.
·
Toyota claimed a deduction from ESP
for a rebate to dealers for the
instaliation of options at dealer
.
·• locations. We treated these expenses as
value added since this constitutes
further manufacture or processing ·
subcontracted to dealers.
.
.
Toyota did ·not claim, but did incu'r,
expenses related to demonstration
forklifts on ESP transactions. Based on
documents gathered at verification. we
calculated an expense for demonstration

each sale, we recalculated credit·
vehicles which was applied fo sales of
expense and.credit revenue based on.
the same models as· the de.monstratiori
. the longest verified payment term. For
vehicles. This was then deducted from
the United States price as ·a direct ·
sales to end-users, we recalculated the
advertising expense.
·
credit expense based on the verified
payment terms. · · ·
·
Toyota claiine·d a deduction for U.S.
inland insurance. During verifica.iion, we
Nissan included in its claimed .
discovered that this claim was for
·
tech~ical service expenses certain
property.insuratlce rather thari inland
indirect"selling expenses and certain ..
insurance. ~s such, we are" treating this
value-added expenses. Jn addition, · .
as an indirect selling expens~.
.
.Nissan underreported jts direct travel
B. Nissan: We calculated ESP based
· .expenses. We .allowed the corrected ·
on the packed, c.i.f. and delivered prices
travel expense figure as. a ·technical
to unrelated customers iit the United
· service expense directly related to
States. To arrive at the actual gross ESP, specific.sales and tre!lted the remainder.
we added credit revenue earned on each less the value-added expense, as an
transaction, and deducted the va!Ue of
indirect. selling expense.
unattached options invoiced with the
Nissan underreported ·itS advertising
forklift, where appropriate. We made
expenses on U.S. sales. ·we allowed the
· deductions from ESP. where
· ,
correct amount based on information
·appropriate; for foreign inland freight:
re~iew.ed at verification as a direct
foreign inland insurance, shipping·
, ad~ertising expel}Se.
charges. invoice preparation fees, ocean
Nissan claimed certaiirincentive
freight, marine insurance, U.S. duty,
payments to dealers' salesmen as 'an
import brokerage, and u.s:drayage, in
inqirect selli_ng expense. !Afe trea led
accordance with section 772(d)(2) of tbe
.thei:e. payments as a direct-selling
.
Act. We·also made· deductfons, where
expense ·since they
directly -related
appropriate, for discounts 'and rebates.
to particular sates.
..
We made further deductions fr.om ESP,
We were unable to verify Nissan's
where appropriate, for credit expenses.
total reported U.S. indireet -selling
technical services, warranties.
expenses foc:urred ~n the home market.
advertising. service payments ;to dealen.
.Since po 'information was-proyided ·by
incentive payments to dealers; and·
·petitioners, we have deducted the full
indirect selling expenses. pursuant to
amount reported by Nissan from ESP. .as
sections 77.2(e)(2f of the Act For ESP
best information available, for purpose·s
•tran~actions involving further · ··
of
this determination,
manufacture prior to sale in the 'Oni~ed
Nissan reported inv1mtory carrying
States, we deducted all valne added in
costs from the date of export.to the date
the Un{ted Slate.s. pursuant to section
of shipment to .the U.S. customer. We
772(e)(3) of the Act
...
·
added
15 days to account.for the period
N_issan did not repo~t certain aft~rfrom.production to export.base.d on
. sale adjustments to prices an_i;l ··
petitioners' experience. We then
discounts. We amended the prices and
recaku.lated inventory carryii:ig costs
discounts Teported for· after-sale '
based on the cost of manufacture of the
adjustments discovered at verification.
product as imported .and .the home
..NisSa.n reported foreign inland fre:ight
market and U.S. shortcterm bo;rowing
on U.S. sales based on rates 'charged by
rates.
a related trucking company_ At
We were unable to verify Nissan's
'Nerification, we were unable to validate
reported product liability expense on
th.e freight rates claimed on export sales
U.S. sales; Therefore, we based the
and found that these rates were ..
amount used for purposes of this
generally lower than· the-rates cha~ged
determination on the U.S. industry's
by the same trucking compaay on·sales
· prodtiet liability·experience.
destined for the home mar.k~J .w.;er a
C. Ko!T'.iJlsu: We calculated purchase
comparable distance. T~i:ir.e.. based
price and ESP based on the packed.
on.information obtained at verification.
f.o.b., c.i.f.;'and delivered prices to ·
w'e used the rates charged'by.t}iis
unrelated customers in the United
trucking company on home market sales
States. To arrive .at the acwal.purchase
for th,e foreign inland.freight ded~ction
price or ESP. we added cre4.,itrevenue
on U.S. sales.
·.
.
earned on each transaction.·where
·
Nissa_n claimed an average brokerage
. appropriate. arid we de"ducted the value
expense ·on U.S .. sales: We recalculated
of u·nattached options invoiced with· the
the averag·e to correct errors discovered
. at verification.
:forklift frcim Llie gross .invoice price. We
At verification, we found that Nissan
·made deductions from purchase price .
and' ESP. where appropriate, for foreign
based iis credit eXpense and credit
inland freight. foreign inland insurance,
revenue calculations on incorrect ·
payment terins~'Because 'we were uriable' _export brokerage. ocean· freight. marine
to verify specific payment terms for.
insurance. import brokerage. U.S. duty,

were
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ii; the home market. We included sales
· to related dealers. pursuant to 19 CFR
3_S;J.22(b), since we were able to verify
that prices paid by those dealers were
comparable to prices paid by unrelated
dealers for such or similar merchandise.
We made deductions from the home
market price, where appropriate, for
iriland freight and rebates. We added
·.U.S. packing to the home market price,
i11 accordance with section 773(a)(l) of
tt1e Act. No packing costs were claimed
· on home market sales.
for comparisons involving purchase
price sales. we made adjustments to the
home market price, where appropriate, ·
for differences in credit expenses.
warranties. and advertising, pursuant to
19 CFR 353.15. For comparisons
involving ESP transactions, we made
further deductions from the home
market price. where appropriate, for
home market credit expenses,
· warranties. and advertising, and we
.made an adjustment to the home market
price for indirect selling expenses, in
accordance with 19 CFR 353.15(c). We
made further adjustments to the home
·market price to account for differences
in the physical characteristics of the
merchandise, in accordance with section
773(a)(4)(C) of the Act.
Toyota calculated its ho~e market
credit expense based on the actual
number of days from invoice to
payment. We recalculated this expense
based on the actual number of days
from shipment to payment.
Toyota claimed an adjustment for
temporary exchange rate fluctuations.
We disallowed this adjustment pursuant
to 19 CFR 353.56(b). since the movement
in the exchange rate is part of a
sustained change in the rate and not a
temporary fluctuation, and because .
Toyota did not provide evidence that its
U.S. prices have been revised to account
for the movement in the exchange rate.
Toyota claimed a deduction from the
home market price for an advertising
campaign for the 500,000th Production30th Anniversary and for the 1985
International Materials Handling
Exhibition. We disallowed these
deductions since these expenses were
incurred before the period of
investigation. .
At verification, we found that
advertising expenses incurred on
Foreign Market Value
purchase price transactions had not
In accordance with section 773(a) of
been reported. Therefore. based on
the Act, we calculated foreign market
information obtained at verification, we
value based on home market sales and,
calculated ari amount for advertising
where appropriate, constructed values.
and made the adjustment to the home
The calculation of foreign market value
marlcP.t prir.e.
for each respondent is detailed below.
Toyota claimed a deduction from the
A. Toyota: We calculated foreign
home market price for expenses
market value based on the c&f and f.o.b.
incurred in introducing a new model
prices to unrelated and related dealers
series to its dealers. We allowed only

. and U.S. inland freight, in accordance
with section 77Z(d)(2) of the Act. We
also made deductions, where
appropriate, for discounts and ·re~ates.
We rriade further deductions from ESP.
where appropriate. for credit expenses.
warrapties, advertising, service
paymen~s io dealers, and indirect selling
experises. pursuant to sections 772(e) (1)
and (2) of the Act.
. .
.· Komatsu reported certain advertising
expenses incurred in the United States
as indjrect selling expenses. We have·
treated these expenses as direct selling
expenses and reduced indirect selling
expenses accordingly.
Komatsu reported inventory carrying
costs on ESP sales based on average
days in inventory and average inventory
values. For this determination. we have
recalculated inventory carrying costs for
. ESP sales from the date of entry into the
United States to the date of shipment to
the U.S. customer in order to more
accurately determine these costs. We
also added 45 days for the period from
production to entry into the United
States based on petitioners' U.S.
·experience. We then recalculated
inventory carrying costs on ESP sales
based on the cost of manufacture of the
product as imported and the home
market and U.S. short-term borrowing
rates.
.. ·
Komatsu reported the total credit
expense from the date of shipment to the
date ·of payment, net the amount of
interest which Komatsu charged its
customers. At verification, Komatsu was
unable to substantiate its claim that
interest charges levied on U.S.
customers were in fact paid. Therefore,
we have disallowed this claim and have
· recalculated credit expenses based on
the foll amount outstanding from
shipment date to payment date. We
have used the home market and U.S.
short-term borrowing rates as
appropriate.
D. Sanki: We calculated purchase
price based on the c.i.f. prices to
unrelated customers in the United
States. We made deductions from
purchase price. where appropriate, for
foreign inland freight, export brokerage,
ocean freight, and marine insurance, in
accordance with section 772(d)(2) of the
Act.
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the portion of the expenses claimed that
was incurred during the period of
investigation as an indirect selling
expense.
Toyota claimed a deduction from the
home market price for discounts on the
sale of demonstration forklifts of a new
model series. We trated these discounts
as a direct advertising expense.
Toyota also claimed, as a direct ·
selling expense, and adjustment to the
home market price for a computerized
customer management system. We
disallowed this adjustment since we
found that this program was not used for.
the promotion of sales of the
merchandise under investigation.
B. Nissan: We calculated foreign
market value based on delivered prices
to unrelated and related dealers in the
home market. We included sales to
related dealers, pursuant to 19 CFR
353.22(b), because we were able to
verify that prices paid by those dealers
were comparable to prices paid by .
unrelated dealers for such or similar
merchandise.
Petitioners alleged that Nissan's home
market sales were made at less than the.
cost of production and that constructed
value should be used to compute foreign
market value. We compared the home
market prices. net inland freight,
discounts, and rebates, to the cost of
productjon which included materials.
fabrica~ion costs, and general expense.
Cost of production was based on the
respond.ent's information with the
following adjustments. To determine
actual costs from standard costs. we
used the variance of the plant where
forklifts are produced instead of the
reported company-wide variance.
Interest expense was included. based on
the consolidated Ministry of Finance
Report and supplemented with
information from the non-consolidated
financia'l statements when required,
after adjusting for credit and inventory
carryjng costs. The adjusted interest
expense was allocated over the actual
cost of sales. Material costs from related
suppli~rs were increased based on
information gathered at verification for·
a selected sample ·or related suppliers
with respect to sales of the same
.materials to unrelated parties. Actual
research and development expenses
were reallocated based on the actual
cost of sales. For selling expenses, we
used the data from the sales response
(see adjustments discussed below).
Although we were unable to verify
certain items in Nissan's reported _
indirect selling expenses on home
market sales, as best information
available, we included the total amount
1
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~ported in determining general
Jxpenses.
.
· Where there were no. or insufficient,
sales of such or similar merchandise at
prices above the cost of. production, as
defined in section 773(b) of the Act, we
used constructed value as the basis for
calculating foreign market value.
Constructed value was.based on the
respondent's information. except for
those changes made to the cost of
production data described above. We
calculated a weighted~average ·home
market selling expense based on sales in
the home market of all products .in the
appropriate such or similar product
category.-Since Nissan's general
expenses €:X:Ceeded the statutory
minimum of ten percent of the cost of
materials and fabrication, we used
actual general expenses in calculating
the constructed value, in· accordance
with section773(e)(l)(B)(i) of the Act.
Since Nissan:s reported home inarket
profit was l_ess than eight percent of
materials, fabrication, and general
expenses, we used the statutory
k minimum of eight percenfiil calculating
'eonstucted value. in accordance with
section 773(e)(l)(B)(ii) of the Act.
·We added U.S. packing costs to
constructed value and made deductions
from constructed value for credit ·
expenses, warranties, advertising.
technical services, and .certain
.incidental warranty-type expenses .. We
also made an adjustment to constructed
value for indirect selling expenses. in
accordance with 19 CFR 353:15(c).· Since
we were unable to fully verify Nissan's
reported indirect selling expenses (e.g.,
other expenses which accounted for
approximately 25 percent of the total
claim could not be documented) on
home market sales, we allowed those
items which were verified.
Where we found sufficient above-cost
sales in the home market to form a basis
for comparison, we calculated foreign
market value based on delivered prices
to unrelated and related dealers in the
home market. We created a new, .
concordance based on the above-cost
home market sales and the products as
imported, according to the procedure
outlined in the original questionnaire. To
determine the actual gross home·market
price. where appropriale. we added
credit revenue. W.e-made deductions
from the home market -price. where
appropriate, for inland freight,
discounts..and rebates. We added U.S.
packing to the home .market price. in
accordance-with section 773(a)(l).of the
Act. No packing costs were claimed on .
home market sales.
Because all of Nissan's U.S. sales
were ESP, we made further deductions
from the home market price. where
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approp~iate. for eredit expenses:
calculated its im·entory carrying 1::osts.
. warranties, advertising. technical
Therefor·e. we used an average number
service_s, certain inciden.tal warrantyof days based on shipment ledge~{
type expenses, and d_emopstration
. reviewec;l at verification. We thep ::
vehicle expenses, and we made· an
·recalculated inventory carrying e:·osts
adjustment to the home market pri.ce·for
based on the cost of manufacture of the
·indire.C:t selling expenses, iii accordance
product sold 1 an'd the home market shortwith 19 CFR 353.15(c]: We ma.de
term borrowing rate.
·
adjust~ents to the_ home market price to ., Nissan reported a commission· paid to
account for differences in ·the physical
its employees on home market sales. We
characteristics of the merchanaise, in
treated this as an indirect selling
accordance with section 773(a)(4)(C) of
expense since, in its response, Nissan
the Act.·
··
did not tie these commissions to specific
Nissan reduced .its home market
·
.
sales.
prices for certain account-adjustments
Nissan·claimed warranty expenses
offered to its customers based on
incurred outside the warranty period.
previous sales. We amended these.:
but within the period of investigation. as
prices to reflect ~ctual st!lling prices;
a direct selling expense. We treateCl
based on informa tlo_n ·reviewed at
these expenses as indirect selling;:
verification.
,
.expenses since they were not
:Nissan overreported se:veral r,ebates
anticipated at the time of the sale. and
paid. We allowed the corrected reb.~tes.
are not true warranty expenses but
Nissan reported a certain rebate on two. rather goodwill expenses.
forklifts which did not qualify. for the . ·"
C. Komatsu: Petitioners alleged that
rebate according to the reba'te. . .
.
Komatsu's home market sales were
agreement. W_e did not allow this r~pate
made at less than $e .cost of production
on these two sales. In addition, Nissan
and that constructed value should be
claime.d a different type; of re hate .on
used to compute foreign market value.
home market sales which was nev.er
· We compared the home market prices,
· pai_d.'We did not allo,w this rebate on
netinland freight arid inland insurance,
any sales. . . ... ·
:·
. .· .
to the cast of production which included
Nissan claimed a deduction from the
materials, fabrication costs, and general
home market price for certain pa~·ments
experises. We made adjustments to G&A
. made to dealers with respect to'
demonstration vehicles. We allowed this to represent an allocation based on the
cost of manufacturing rather than the
payment as a direct advertising ex·pense
selling price as reported in the response.
on sales of the same models as the
We also adjusted G&A to include parts
demonstration vehides'.:Nissan also
center
expenses not reported-in the
claimed deductions from the home.
response. Interest expense was
market price for"certain ;payments made
recalculated· to reflect only the interest .
to dealers with respe~t ·to seririce ·v!lnS.
expense incurred in the cost of
facility irnproyermmts, ·arid assistance
· for profi!/loss rati!Js. We'allocated-these manufactUring.
Following the methodology explained
payments uver. average dealer :revenue .
above in the ..Foreign Market Vaiue" ·
for sales of ne.w forklifts, sales of parts.
· section B for Nissan, we -determirted that
arid servicing and 'treated these a~
there \-vere sufficient numbers of;·s;ales in
indirect selnng. experises: ·
.
each such or similar category above the
Nissan Ti!ported credit expense on
cost 'cif production to base foreign
installment sales bas'ed on ·an average
m'arket value on home market sales. ·
·monthly-payment and an average.
·we calculated foreign market value
payment date. We recalculated credit
based on delivered prices to unrelated
expense based on the declirtfog balance
customers ·in the home market. We
of both prlricipal and 'interest.· · '
created' a new concordance based on
Nissan claiined ·the -cost of an
the above-cost home market sales and
exhibition fo~ld outside tbe period of
the products as imported, according t.o
· investigation as a-direct advertising
the procedure outlined iri the original
expense. We did not allow this expense.
questior.naire: To determine the actual
Nissan claimed expenses for, certain·
gross home market price, we added
service schools, ser'\<ice·manuals, an~
0th.er training as a·airect technical
credit revenue, where appropriate. We·
made deductions from the home market
. service expense. We treated ·these as an
pi-ice, where appropriate. for inla.11d
indireet s~Iling·e.xpense.
We were unable to verify certa'in
freighf and. insur::ance. We added·u.s.
. items in· Nissan·s reported indireCt
.. . pacldng .to the home market pric.e~ 'in
selling expenses on home market sales~
. ac.cord_ance. with section'773(a)(l,).of the
"· l'he"refore, we allowed only those items :. Act..
packing costs. were claiIDed on
which were verified. . . . . , . '
home market sales. We made '·
We were unable ID verify the average
ad]ustments to". the home tnarl<et price to
number of days over which.Nissa·n
account for differences in the physical
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characteristics of the merchandise. in
accordance with section 773(a)(4)(C) of
the Act.
For comparisons involving purchase
price sales, we made adjustments lo the.
home market price, where appropriate,
for differences· in credit expenses.
technical services, warranties,
advertising, service payments to dealers,
and commissions, pursuant to 19 CFR
353.15. For comparisons involving ESP
transactions, we made further
deductions from the home market price.
where appropriate, for credit expenses.
warranties, and technical services; and
we made an adjustment to the home.
market price for indirect selling
expenses, in accordance with 19 CFR
353.15(c}.
.
For installment sales in the home
market, the selling price was based on·
the total payments received, which .
included both principal and interest ·
revenue. Credit expense was calculated
based on the declining balance of bo~h' ·
principal and interest. For installment
sales with a payment period of 12 ·
months or more, we used a compoun~
interest rate in the credit expense
calculation. For purchase pric~ sale·s·to
a trading company on which Komatsµ ·
charged interest for late payment, we
calculated credit expense from the date
the forklift left the factory to the date
payment was received. For purchase
price sales on which no interest was.
charged, we calculated credit expense
from the date of export at the f.o.b. point
to the date payment was received.
Komatsu claimed home market
expenses incurred in preparing forklifts
·.
prior to delivery as a direct selling
expense. At verification, we learned that
this expense ineluded charges which ·
relate to options and attachments costs.
We requested that Komatl!u report these
expense3 separately as options, rather
than including them as pr~-delivery ·
. expenses .. In its revised response,
Komatsu reported additional costs
under .options and attachments but did
not provide an explanation of these. ··
. adjustments, as requested at
verification. Furthermore, we were
· unable to reconcile the reallocations in
the revised response to the response · ·
which was used at verification ..
Therefore, we have disallowed this
adjustment for purposes of this
determination.
We added inventory carrying costs to
the total indirect selling expenses Ofi ·
purchase price sales as an ·offset to
home market commissions, pursuant ~o
§ 353.lS(c). Komatsu reported inventory
carrying costs on purchase price sales
based on average days in inventory and
average inventory values. For this .
determination, we recalculated these
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The purpose of a critical
··
costs based on the cor.t of manufacture
of the product as imported and the home circumstances finding is to deter
manufacturers from increasing !eve.
market short-term borrowing rate. We
imports sold al less than fair value prio
used 15 days for the period from
to the suspension of liquidation.
production to export, based on
·. petitioners' experience.
Pursuant lo section 737(a)(3J(B) of the
Act, we generally consider the followin:
· In.addition, Komatsu claimed a level
factors in determining whether imports
of trade adjustment to compensate for
have been massive over a relatively
alleged differences in levels of trade
short period of time: {1) The volume am
. existing between the U.S. and home
value of the imports; (2) seasonal trendi
markets in sales of forklifts.
and (3) the share of domestic
Pursuant lo 19 CFR353.19. we
consumption accounted for by imports.
disallowed this adjustment because
We have in.the past determined.
Komatsu did not establish that it
experienced actual differences in selling whether imports have been massive by
examining the Department's import
costs associated with sales at different
data. However, because the
levels of trade in the home market. (See
'Department's import data on forklifts
Comment 86 below.)
. .
includes within the ssme TSUSA
D. Sanki: We used constructed value
categories products not covered by the
as the basis for calculating foreign
scope of this investigation, we
. market value because we determined.
that there were no sales by Sanki of new determined in this case that companyspecific data on shipments of the
. forklifts in the home market.
.
products under investigation were the
Constructed value ·was calculated in ·
. most appropriate on which lo base our
accor~ance with section 773(e} of the
determinations of critical circumstance:
Act. Given that Sanki is a reseller of
.
Furthermore, we believe that companyforklifts, we considered the cost of
specific critical circumstances
· mai;n,ifacturing to be equal to Sanki's
determinations better fulfill the
acquisition cos_t of the forklift. Because
objective of the critical circumstanceP
·sanki did not report SG&A or profit; we
provisions of deterring specific
used the statutory minima of ten and
companies that may try to massively
·eight percent, respectively; in
incr~ase imports prior to the suspensim
accordance with section 773(e)(1)(B)(i)
of
liquidation. Based on our analysis of
of the Act.
·
the verified shipment data of the
Currency Conversio~
·individual respondent manufacturers,
including Sumitomo and TCM. we have
For compariso.ns involving purchase
found that there is a reasonable basis ti
price transactions, we made currency
believe or suspect that imports of
conversions in accordance with 10 CFR
forklifts from Nissan and TCM have
353.56(a)(1). For comparisons involving
been massive over a relatively short
ESl> transactions, we used the official
period. Therefore, we find that the
exchange rates in effect on the dates of
requirements of section 735(a)(3)(B) are
sale, in accordance with.section
met with respect lo imports of forklifts
773(a)(1) of the Act, as amended by
by these two companies.
section 615 of the Trade and Tariff Act
Pursuant to section 735(a)(3J(A)(i) of
of 1984'. All currency conversions were
·the Act, we have examined recent
made at the rates certified by the
antidumping duty cases and found that
Federal Reserve Bank.
as of the date of filing of the petition in
· Cri~cal ·Circumstantes.
this investigation. there were no findini
in the United States or elsewhere
Under section 635(a)(3) of the Act.
involving the dumping of forklifts by
critical circumstances exist if we
Japanese
manufacturers, producers. or
de.tennine that there is ii reasonable·
exporters. In accordance with section
.. basis to be!ieV\? or SUSpe~t that: .
733(e)(l)(A)(ii) of the Act. it is our
(A) (i) there isa history of dumping in tlie
standard practice to impute knowledge
United States or elsewhere of the class or
of dumping when the estimated margin
kind of the merchandise which ·is the subject
in our determination are of such a
of the investigation. or
magnitude that the importer should
. (ii) the _person by whom, or for whose
realize that dumping exists with regai;i
a.ccount. the merchandise was imported knew
to the subject merchandise. Normallil
or should have known that the exporter was
we consider estimated margins of 25
selling the merchandise which is the subject
percent or greater to be sufficient (See,
of the investigation at less than its fair value.
e.g.. Final Determination of Sales at
and
Less Than Fair Value; Tapered Roller
(BJ there have been massive. imports of the
Bearings and Parts Thereof. Finished c
· class or kind of merchandise which is the
Unfinished, From Italy (52 FR 24198.
subject of the investigation over a relatively
·
short period. ·
June 29. 1987)). However, in cases whe
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.; the foreign manfuacturer sells in the
United.States through a related
company, we consider that lower
margins may be sufficient. Since Nissan
and TCM sell in the United States
through related companies, we find that
the requirements of section 733(e)(1)(A)
are met for these companies. Therefore,
we determine that critical circumstances
exist with respect to imports of forklifts
by Nissan and TCM.
We have based the determination of
critical circumstances with respect to
imports of forklifts by Sanki, Kasagi,
and "all others" on the total verified
shipment data of the respondent
manufacturers. Because these
manufacturers account for over 80
percent of all shipments of forklifts to
the United States in 1987, we believe
these to be the most accurate data
available to the Department. Based on
our analysis of total shipments of these
five manufacturers, we have determined
that imports have not been massive over
a relatively short period of time; and,
r
therefore, critical circumstances do not
l , exist with respect to imports of forklifts
by Sanki, Kasagi, and "all others".
Verification
Except where noted, we verified the
information used in making our final
determination in accordance with
section 776(a) of the Act. Department
officials spent approximately seven
weeks both in Japan and the United
States verifying the responses
submitted. We used standard
verification procedures including
examination of relevant accounting
records and original source documents
of the respondents. Our verification
results are outlined in detail in the
·public versions of the verification
reports which are on file in the Central
Records Unit (Room B-099) of the Main
Commerce Building.
. Interested Party Comments
Comment 1: Petitioners contend that
the respondents in this investigation
submitted revised information after
verification which changes significantly
the information previously submitted,
and that it is inappropriate for the
Department to accept such information
because it was not verified. Petitioners
state that the purpose of verification is
for the Department to confirm the
accuracy of the questionnaire response;
it is not an opportunity for respondents
to correct significant mistakes and
revise methodologies used in their
responses. Petitioners argue, therefore,
that in the absence of verified
information, the Department should use
best information available.

Petitioners also contend that the
reported difference in merchandise
adjustments and cost of production
information submitted by respondents
does not reconcile with their sales
information. Therefore, the Department
should reject respondents' information
or, at a minimum, use the information
that is least beneficial to respondents in
analyzing the difference in merchandise
adjustments, cost of production data,
and the selling expenses claimed. ·
DOC Position: Except where noted,
the information used in this
determination has been verified. Where
there were minor errors found during
verification on certain charges or
adjustments, we verified the corrected
information and instructed respondents
to submit revised responses containing
the verified information. For charges or
adjustments which we were unable to
verify, and where information in the cost
response and in the sale~ response
could not be reconciled, we used best
information available. Where we were
unable to verify substantial portions of
the response, as in the case of
Sumitomo, or where we made a
determination not to verify a response
due to its untimely submission, which
prevented us from analyzing and
verifying it in a mannner consistent with
our statutory obligations, as in the cases
of TCM and Kasagi, we disregarded the
entire response and used best
information available.
Comment 2: Petitioners contend that
Toyota's responses have been untimely
and have contained substantial
revisions and discrepancies, and
unexplained price variations on home
market related-party sales. Toyota also
failed to submit accurate information
until after verification on the
characteristics of the products as
imported. and that the changes in this
data resulted in changes in Toyota's
difference in merchandise claims and in
its U.S. value-added data. Because the
changed data were not submitted until
after verification, they could not have
been verified by the Department.
Petitioners further argue that, just as
TCM's failure to submit proper
information on a timely basis resulted in
the Department's rejection of its data,
the Department should also reject
Toyota's response and rely on best
information available for the final
determination.
Toyota contends that all oflhc
variable cost figures for its difference in
merchandise adjustments have been
properly reported and verified.
Therefore. Toyota maintains that the
Department should make its final
dP.IPrmination h:i<•Prl 11nnn th .. uPrifiorl

data submitted and reject petitioners'
request that best information be used.
DOC Position: We verified the
information submitted by Toyota which
was used in this determination,
including the changes to the
characteristics of the product as
in;iported a~d the difference in
merchandise and value-added
information. Unlike TCM and Sumitomo,
these changes affected only a small
, percentage of Toyota's U.S. sales, whil~
the changes that would have been
required of TCM and Sumitomo would
have affected over 50 percent of their
U.S. sales. As such, Toyota's changes
were not so extensive as to constitute a
new response submitted after the
· preliminary determination.
Comment 3: Petitioners contend that
the. Department should reject Nissans's
response and use best information
available for purposes of the final
determination because (1) Nissan's
responses have been untimely, replete
with errors. and are unreliable; and (2)
Nissan failed to provide home market
matches for certain of its U.S. sales.
Nissan contends that errors are
inevitable in a case of this magnitude
and complexity, that it has corrected its
data when necessary, and that there is
no basis for rejecting its response.
Nissan argues that it did not provide
model comparisons for two categories of
' U.S. sales based upon approval from the
Department.
DOCPosition: Except in the instances
noted above, all information submitted
by Nissan and used in our final
determination has been verified. For
charges and adjustments which we were
unable' to verify, we used best
·
information available, as explained in
the"'Foreign Market Value" and "United
States Price" sections of this notice. In
addition. in accordance with our
instructions, Nissan was not required to
,provide home market product
· comparisons for certain U.S. sales
because the number of such sales was
insigniflcant.'We did not include these
sales in our price-to price calculations.
For other U.S. sales for which Nissan
did not provide cost of manufacture
data, we used the cost of manufacture
data provided by Nissan for similar
models.
Comment 4: Petitioners contend that
Komatsu's cost of manufacture data and
its direct and indirect selling expenses
as reported in the cost of production and
constructed value responses are
inconsistent with the data and expenses
reported in Us home market sales
response. Petitioners also contend that
the cost data in Komatsu's cost of
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with the cost data in its product
concordance. Therefore, the Department
should reject all ofKomatsu's data for
purpose~ of the final determination and
use as qest information available the
highest margin alleged in the petition or
the highest margin found for another
respondent, whichever is greater.
Ifomatsu contends that, as the
verifica'tion reports show, its data have
been verified in all material respects
anq cqnstitute a reliable basis for the
Dep9rtment's final determination.
l)OC Position: We used verified cost
of man\ifacture data as reported in the
cost of production response and verified
selling expenses as reported in the sales
response for purposes of this
defermination.
Comment 5: Petitioners contend that,
because TCM failed to supply adequate·
information, for the final determination
the Department should use as best
information available the highest margin
alleged in the petition of 56.81 percent or
the highest margin found for another
respondent, whichever is greater.
TCM contends that the revisions
incorporated in its submission of
January 8, 1988 are not so extensive as
to constitute a "new response" or.to
justify the Department's refusal to verify
its data. TCM argues that all other
·
. companies subject to this investigation·
apparently discovered, just prior to or
during the course of verification, errors
in their data that seem to be at least as
substantial as the revisions contained in
TCM's submission. TCM contends that
the Department erred in refusing to
verify the data submitted in response to
the Department's questionnaires. TCM
also argues that the only difference
between the positions of the other
companies arid TCM is one of timing.
TCM further contends that the
Department should not determine a
dumping margin for TCM based on best
information available but should apply
the "all others" rate to TCM in the final
determination because (1) the
Department should have verified TCM's
data and (2) TCM has cooperated with
the.Department in a complex .
investigation in which mistakes are
inevitable. Citing recent antidumping
determinations, TCM contends that, if
the Department determines that it must
apply a rate adverse to TCM, it should
apply the average of the TCM rates
alleged in the· petition.
DOC Position: In accordance with
section 776(b) of the Act,we have used
the highest company rate calculated in.
this investigation as best information
available for TCM.
We disagree with TCM's contention
that the correction of the errors
.
discovered in its response would not
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have required the submission of a "new"
response. As stated in TCM's letter of
December 8, 1987, the errors in the ·
company's response affected over 50
percent of its reported U.S. sales. In a
meeting with Department officials on
December 17, 1987, TCM stated that to
correct the errors in its submission
would require the filing of "new"
responses. Further. in that meeting and
in a letter dated December 22, 1987,
TCM informed the Department that
these errors affected not only the
characteristics of the imported products, .
but also: (1) The product matches in the
home market; (Z) the difference in
merchandise claims; and (3) the
~mounts reported for U.S. value-added.
Ori December 31, 1987, the Department
issued a letter to TCM stating that a
response correcting errors of this
magnitude would constitute a new
repsonse. Therefore, such a response
would not be accepted.because it would
be received after the preliminary
determination and would not allow the
Department sufficient time to analyze
the information. Con.sequently,
verification was not conducted.
We also disagree with TCM's
contention that it has been treated
diffei:ently than other respondents in
this investigation. Kasagi's response
was submitted after the preliminary
determination and was not verified or
used for purposes of this determination.
We found at verification that
.Sumitomo's response was also replete
with errors of a magnitude similar to the
errors in TCM's response. Accordingly,
we disregarded Sumitorrio's reponse. In
both cases, we have used best
information available for this
determination.
In accordance with section 776(b) of
the Act. the Department may determine
on a case-by-case basis what is best
information available. In this case, we
believe it is inappropriate to· assign a
rate to TCM that is lower than the rate
calculated for another company on the
basis of a complete and verified
·
response. Accordingly, we do not agree
with TCM that the most appropriate rate
is the average TCM rate alleged in the
petition. For reasons already discussed,
we have determind that the highest
company rate calculated in this
investigation, and not the highest rate
alleged in the petition, is most
appropriate for TCM. We note that the
rate used as best information available
in this determination is not significantly
higher than TCM's preliminary margin
which was based on TCM's own
information.
Comment 8: TCM argues that the
Department refused to verify its data
because of revisions necessitated by the
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Depar.tment's position that, when thcr~
is further manufacture or assembly in
the United States. the physical
characteristics of the forklifts as
imported should be reported. TCM
contends that this methodology is
contrary to law and that TCM's
methodology of starting with the sale to
the fitst unrelated party and then
deducting, among other things, U.S.
value-added is the methodology
..
required by the statute. TCM argues tha't
the. Department cannot justify its
decision not to verify TCM's data on the
grounds that TCM failed to comply with
a methodology that contravenes the
antidumping law.
DOC Position: The Department used
the characteristics of the merchandise
as imported into the United States for
comparison with home market
transactions based on section 772(e)(3) .
of the Act, 19 CFR 353.30(e), and past
case precedent (see Color Picture Tubes
from japan: Final Determination of
Sales at Less Than Fair Value, (52 FR
44171, November 18, 1987), Erasable
· Programmable Read Only Memories '
(EPROM's) from japan; Final .
.
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value, (50 FR 39680, October 30.
1986), and Cellular Mobile Telephones
and Subasseniblies from japan; Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than · ·
Fair Value, (50 FR 45477, October 31.
1985)).

:Ou.r initial questionnaire stated that
the product characteristics reported
should be those of the merchandise as
exported to the United States. Further.
sectioQ 773(a)(1) of the Act concerns the
foreign market value of the imported
merchandise. The requirement to report
the characteristics of the imported
product was reiterated in several
subsequent discussions with TCM until
the date of our preliminary
determination. Further, in a letter dated
October 26~ 1987, we notified TCM of
our specific instructions as to how it
should report value-added data in order
to report the product as imported .. TCM
repeatedly assured the Department that
is data had been reported in the manner
requested. At no time prior to discovery
of the reporting error did TCM express
disagreement with the Department's
stated methodology. TCM formally
raised its objection for the first time in a
letter of December 22, 1987, more than __
one month after the preliminary
determination and less than three weeks
·prior to the scheduled beginning of
verification. We consider TCM's
objection to the basic premise of our
methodology six months after issuance
of our questionnaire to be untimely and
without merit.
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~omment 7: TCM contends that,
i.icss the methodofogy it employed is
contrary to l_aw, the Department err!'!d in
its refusal to verify TCM'.s data. TCM
argues that its methodology is
reasonable, yields an accurate
calculation ofTCM's dumping margin,
and should have been accepted by the
Department.
DOC Position: We disagree. See DOC
Positions to Comment 5 and Comment 6.
Comment 8: Petitioners contend that
the information supplied by Sumitomo
on home market sales, U.S. sales, cost of
production,, and U.S. value-added was
erroneous and unsupported at ..
verification. Specifically. petitioners
argue that the Department should reject
all of the information submitted by
Sumitomo because: (1) Sumitomo's home
market sales information contained
numerous significant errors and,
therefore, was not verified-by the ·
Department; (2) Sumitomo completely
revised its response on purchase price
sales due to the number of errors and
isc.repancies found on verification; (3) .·
umitomo's ESP response was replete
with significant errors and unsupported
calculations and allocations of charges
and adjustments; (4) the selling ·
·
expenses claimed by Sumitomo· in· its
constructed value response did not
correlate with selling expenses reported
in its home market sales response; (5}
the total cost of manufacture provided in
Sumitomo's cost of production repoilse
did not reconcile with the total cost of
manufacture on which the difference in
merchandise adjustment is based; (6)
Sumitomo understated its manufacturing·
costs by applying fiscal year variances
to adjust standard costs rather than ·
applying the variances that occurred
during the period of investigation; (7)
·Sumitomo omitted a number of costs
from its constructed value data,' such as
the cost of services provided by parent
companies; (8) Sumitomo failed to ·
,document that ifs purchases from
·related suppliers were at arm's-length
prices or that these purchases were
reported at a fully absorbed cost of
··
production; and (9).Sumitomo
understated its material costs and
general expenses in· its cost of
production information. Fu~thermore~
petitioners believe that the information
submitted by Sumitomo after
verification has not bee11 verified by the
Department. For these reasons,
petitioners contend that the Department
should use as best information available
for Sumitomo the greater of the highest
margin found for another respondent ~r
the highest margin alleged in. the
pet,ition.

l

Sumitomo contends that the , .
was so extensive as to require
'.
Departmeni should use the-revised data
completely new responses which at that
submitted for the final determination
stage of this complex proceeding could
because: (1) Sumitomo d.emonstraied ·
not be· subjected to·satisfactory analysis
good faith by voluntarily and thoroughly or verification. In addition, we
di.sclosing ~II changes to.the
discovered that for a substantial
Department: (2) many of the changes
percentage of its U.S. sales. Sumitomo
were insignificant, affected only a.
reported the characteristics of the
minority of data columns, or were.
.
product as ultimately sold in the United
driven by other chl!nges; (3) the errors
States ins.tead of as imported.
and o_missions in the•responses were
Faced with responses containing
·both favorable and unfavoraqle to
numerous fundamental flaws, the ·
Sumitomo; (4).many of the revisions
Departmel)t could not properly base its
were the result of the extraordinary;
determination on the information·
compfexity of the investigation: (5) the
submitted by Sumitomo.Nor is it
Department will not be burdened.by
acceptable, in such situations, that the
accepting.the.revised data; and (6) even
.Department bear the responsibility of
·if the Department chose to characterize
attempting to identify and perform
the revised data as unverified, the ·.
numerous and substantial recalculations
revised data is the best information
necessary for.the development of
·
available. · , •
accurate sales .and cost of production
. With respect to petitioners' specific
data. Such a role would place too great
arguments that Sumitomo's cost of. · ·
a burden on the resom:ces of the
production response does not reconcile
Department under the time constraints
with its sales response, Sumitomo
and procedur.al fra~ework of this
conte11ds that: (1) it cannot determine
investigation. As stated in Photo Albums
how petitioners derived the figures cited and Filler Pages from Korea; Final
in their examples of c~aimed.
Determination of Sales.at Less Than
discrepancies or how the comparisons
. Fair Value (50 FR 43754, October 29, ,
. were selected; (2) the variation between · i985): "[l]t is the obligati9n of
the c'ost and sales data is attributable to
respondents to provide an accurate and
the permissi\>le apportiol).ing of direct
· complete response prior to verification
and indirect selling expenses to the ;
' so that the D~partment may have the
chassis ai:id the ·completed forklift; (3)
opportunity to fully analyze the
petitioners mu.st apply the cost variance
information and ·other parties 11re able to
to the figures fa their examples and take
review and coinment on it." A
into account the fact that direct labor
respondent cannot shift this.burden to
and factory overhead were noi allocated the Departrn~nt by submitti.r;ig ·
.
back to each component part in the ·
incomplete and inaccurate information
costs; and (4) where changes in the post- ·and expect the Departinent to correct its
verificatfon sales response ·affected the · response during the course of .
cost data, those changes must be.taken · verification. Verification is intended.to
into account in petitioners' -calculations. · establish the accuracy qf a response .
Furthermore, Sumitomo disagrees with
..
rather than' to reconstruct the
petitioners' contention that the cost ..
. information to fit the requiremen.ts of the
variance during the period of
Department or to perform the
investigation should be applied to
recalculatio'ns necessary to develop
standard costs to determine actual
. accurate inform·ation.
costs. Sumitomo maintains that the:
Similarly, toe °J:Jepartment ·rejected
actual cost variance for the year should
TCM's responses and did not conduct
be used.
.
verification of that company because.
· DOc'Positio~: In acc~rdance with
TCM informed the Department after the
section 776(b) of the Act, we have used
preliminary determination that, for a
the.highest company rate calculated in
substantial percentage of its U.S. sales,
this investigation as .best information·
the characteristics reported were those
available for Sumitomo.
· of the product sold in the United States,
It is not uncommon to find minor ·
rather than those of the product
·
imported i~to:the United States (see .
methodologiCal problems and
Comment 5 above). After careful . ·
mathematical errors during verification.
consideration. the Department
·
However, during our attempted ·
determined that the extent of the ·
verification of Sumitomo's sales and
revisions .required to correct TCM'.s
. cost of production responses, we· found
responses were of such a magnitude as
that the scope of .the discrepancies,
to constitute a completely new response
inconsistencies, unreported expenses"
submitted too late in the investigatory
and costs, methodological and
process~ In addition to the fundamental
mathematical errors, and information
that could not be supported by the
errors in·Sumitomo'li sales and cost of ·
. company's sales and accounting records production responses mentioned above,
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we also found at verification that a
substantial percentage of its U.S. sale·s .
reported the characteristics of the
product ultimately sold in the United
States .. as opposed to the product
imported.
Further, with respect to the cost data,
the Department requested the actual ·
cost of production of the forklifts sold
during the period of investigation.
However, during verification, we found
that Sumitomo did not report actual ·
costs. For the chassis, Sumitomo
reported a "construct" based _on 1987
costs. For the value added in the United
States. Sumitomo reported standard
costs and included the transfer prices of
masts produced by a related supplier, Jn
addition, the costs for certain sei:vice11 ·
·
· provided by Sumitomo Heavy
Industries, a parent company of
Sumitomo, and certain research and
development costs were not included ii}
the cost of the chassis. For the further
manufacturing in the United States,
Sumitomo failed to report shrinkage.
scrap, obsolescence, losses on
revaluation, and costs of counterweights
(a significant forklift component) in t~e
cost of production. Furthermore,
Sumitomo used a favorable annual co:it
va"riance which resulted in lower costs'
instead of the appropriate six-month
variance pertaining to the period of.
investigation which would have
reflected higher costs.
For all of the reasons described
.
above, we have determined that
rejection of Sumitomo's responses and ·
use of best information available is
appropriate for this determination.
Furthermore, because we have used best·
information available with respect to
Sumitomo, petitioners' and respondent'!!
comments pertaining to specific charges.
adjustments, and other issues are moot. ·
For reasons already discussed. we have
determined.that the highest company
rate calculated in this investigation, and
not the highest rate alleged in the
petition. is most approp_riate for
Sumitomo.
.
Comment 9: Petitioners contend that
demonstration forklifts sold in the home
market are not similar to the
merchandise under investigation. nor
are th·ay sold in the ordinary· course of
trade. Therefore, they should not be ·
compared with new forklifts sold in the
United States. Petitioners further
·
contend that" discounts or other
expenses claimed on demonstration
forklifts apply only to s·ales of ·
demonstration forklifts and are not
expenses incurred by respondents in
selling new forklifts. Therefore. such
home market expenses and discounts
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claimed by Toyota, Nissan, and
Komatsu should be disallowed.
DOC Position: We agree that
demonstration forklifts are not
appropriate comparisons for sales of
new forklifts. However, we believe that
expenses incurred tiy respondents on
the demonstration vehicles are a direct
advertising expense and have treated
them as such for Toyota and Nissan. We
have disallowed such expenses for
Komatsu since we have determined that
Komatsu and its dealers are related and,
as such, the expenses claimed by
Komatsu are intracompany transfers. of
funds.
Comment 10: Petitioners contend that
the demonstration or damaged forklift11
· imported into the United States by
Toyota and Nissasn and sold to
unrelated parties during the period of
investigation should be induded in the
Department's calculation of dumping
margins. Petitioners further argue that
all sales that involved a transfer of title
during the review period are subject to
·analysis and cite Television Receiving
Sets, Monochrome and.Color, from
Japan: Final Results of Administrative
Review of Antidumping Finding (46 FR
30163, June 5, 1981) and Television
· Receivers, Monochrome and Color. from
japan: Final Results of Antidumping
Duty Administrative Review (53 FR
4050, February 11, 1988). They assert
that the requirement that the
·Department determine the price of such
or similar merchandise sold in the
"ordinary course of trade pertains only lo
sales used to establish foreign market
value. There is no such requirement for
determining U.S. sales subject to
investigation.
' .
With respect to Toyota, petitioners
argue tflat it is unclear whether the
forklifts Hsted by Toyota are actually
damaged or demonstration units.
·Therefore, these U.S. sales should be
used to calculate the extent to which .
Toyota is selling at less than fair value.
With respect to Nissan,· petitioners ·
contend that all of its sales of
demonstration vehicles in the United
States should be included in the
Department's calculation of dumping
margins, and that the amount of the·
discount for each of these forklifts
should be changed from the amount
originally reported to the actual verified
amount.. Toyota contends that sales of
demonstration forklifts are not similar to
the products under.investigation and
· should not be included in the U.S. sales
·transactions examined.
· Nissan contends that the
Department's determinations cited by
petitioners with respect to the inclusion
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of.demonstration models are not
dispositive because they involve
administrative reviews, not original
antidumping duty investigations. Nissa~
argues that, while a margin must be
calculated for every entry covered by a1
administrative review, the Department'!
regulations do not require calculation of
a margin for every sale taking place
during the period of investigation.
DOC Position: Since the damaged anc
demonstration vehicles sold in the
United States are sold as used forklifts
which are not subject to this
investigation, we ha:ve not included
these sales in our calculations.
Comment 11: Petitioners contend that.
to the extent that any respondent has
not provided specific rebate or discount
information on a sale-by-sale basis and
have not demonstrated that these
rebates or discounts were actually
provided during the period of
investigation, discounts or rebates
should not be allowed.
DOC Position: Discounts and rebates
are by definition tied to specific sale.s'Where respondents have not been ar:m
to tie them to specific sales, we have
disallowed them. Some rebate or
inventive programs offered by .
respondents, such as a rebate provided
to dealers that meet a monthly sales
target, have been allowed since they
have been tied to sales made within a
particular month. Rebates do not have
to be paid during the period of
investigation, but they must be tied to
sales made during that period.
Comment 12: Petitioners contend that
the credit calculation on installment
sales in the home market must take into
account the gradual reduction of the
outstanding balance and the amount of
interest earned by the respondent. If
responderits have not provided, and the
Department has not verified, the amoun
and date of each payment by the
purchaser and the interest rate charged
on each installment sale, no deduction
for credit expenses on any installment
sale should be allowed. In addition. if a
respondent failed to identify its
installment sales during the period of
.investigation. no credit expense
adjustment should be allowed.
DOC Position: The required
information was verified and used to
calculate credit expenses for installme.ii
sales in the home market for purposes
this determintion. Credit expenses wen
calculated based on the outstanding
balance plus interest revenue for each
month. For installment sales of 12
months or more, we used a compound
interest rate.
Comment 13: Petitioners contend thal
any home market warranty expense
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claimed must be based on variable.
rather than fixed, expenses. Petitioners
also argue that any claim for expenses
associated with warranty repair parts
should be stated as the cost of such
parts. rather than the sales or list price.
DOC Position: For Nissan and Toyota,
warranty expense payments are made
between unrelated parties. As such, we
have deducted the full payment amount
since this is a variable expense to the
manufacturer. For Komatsu, since
related dealers performed the warranty
work. we have allowed only the
variable warranty expenses as an
appropriate deduction from the home
market price.
Comment 14: Petitioners contend that
the Departm·ent considers commissions
.
paid to related parties to be
intracompany transfers of funds which
are not expenses to the corporate entity.
Therefore, such payments should be
disallowed as adjustments to foreign
market value. In support of this
argument, petitioners cite Anhydrous
Sodium Metasilicatefrom France; Final
Results of Administrative Review of
i Antidumping Duty Order (49 FR 43733,
.October 31, 1984).
With respect to Nissan, petitioners
contend that certain commissions
claimed by Nissan on home market
sales were paid to related parties and,
therefore, constitute intracompany
transfers of funds. Petitioners also argue
that other commissions claimed by
Nissan were earned on sales made prior
to the review period of investigation
.. aµd, therefore, should be disallowed by
the Department..
Nissan contends that home market
sales commissions paid to employees
were .shown at verification to be directly
related to specific sales and should be
allowed as circumstance of sale
.
adjust~ents. Nissan also argues that
commissions on sales made prior to the
period of investigation were not
included in the database and were not
claimed as a deduction from the home
market price.
DOC Position: Nissan Claimed
payments to employees as commissions
on the home market sales. Since these
expenditures were made to individual
employees, we do not consider them to
be intracompany transfers of fonds:
However, Nissan did not tie these
payments to individual sales. Th.erefore,
. we treated these payments as an -'
"indirect selling expense;
·
' Comment 15: Petitioners contend that
in the preliminary determination the
Department failed to follow the two-step
ESP cap procedure used in the
Preliminary Determination of Sales at
less Than Fair Value: Bross Sheet and
Strip from the Netherlands (Bross·.

!·-· ····'t··'"

,,. ....

-!.. ··"':.C•"')

:···

Sheet) (53 FR 3612, February 8, 1988).
of c'apping home market indire.ct selling
They argue that the aggregate home
expenses on a sale-by-sale p_asis, as
market indirect selling expenses should
described in the Departmenfs.1985
Adfustmerits Shirly.
..
first be ·capped at the level of aggregate
U.S. indirect selling expenses and then.
Accordingly. we have subtracted from
the home market price the amount of
on an individual sale basis, home · .
market indirect selling expenses should
any ilidirect·selling expenses allocated
to the home market sale up to the
be capped at the· level of the indirect
·ainouni of indirect selling expenses
selling expenses claimed on an
individual U.S. sale. This two-step
allocated to the U.S. sale.
Comment 16'. Petitioners contend that,
approach ensures that home market
indirect' selling expenses are.equivalent
because specific home market sales are
to those claimed in the United States·,
being compared to specific U.S. sales. no
sale that is below cost of production
regardless of whether there are
significant differences in·th·e number of
should be compared with a U.S. sale.
even if the totafnumber of sales below
sales in the U.S. and home markets. ·
Petitioners maintain that the Federal
cost is less than ten percent.
Circuit's decision in Consumer Products . DOC Position: This issue.is moot. For
Division, SCM Corp. v. .Silver Reed·
both Nissan and Komatsu. below-cost
America. Inc., 753 F.2d 1033 (Fed. Cir.
sales were more than ten percent in ·
1985) upholds the Department's .
each such o.r similar category. As such.
no below-cost sales were used in.·our ·
regulations requiring that"home market
indirect selling expenses be capped at
comparisons.
the amount of indirect selling expenses
Comment 17: Petitioners contend that,
in the United States. ·
absent proper.explanation by Komatsu.
Petitioners further argue that the :
Nissan, or'Toyota: the Department
·
Department shoul9 disallow home
should deduct the foll am·ount of the
market G&A expenses as part of the ESP cash or· prompt payment di_scount on
any U.S. sale where the payment period
offset and only allow indirect selling
would.entitle the purchaser to such a
expenses claimed in the horrie market
for sales made in the home market.
discount.
.
Nissan contends that it is difficult to
. Toyota ~ontends that all ofT9yota's
comment on petitioners' proposed twodisc;:o·unts .and net selling expen!leS are
step cap. on indirect selling expenses in
verified and that there is no basis for
the home market since the only
imputi~g any additional disc~unt on U.S.
discussion of this approach seems to
sales.
have been in a private disclosure
DOC Position: We have-verified that
conference, but argues that the approach
appears inconsistent with the statute
all prompt payment discounts have been
and prior Department parai:tice.
·.. repoi:ted by respondents or have already ·
Toyota contends that petitioners'
been deducted from the sales prices
. reported in the responsei;. !
.
request that the Department a·pply a
two-step procedure in calcµlating the
Comment 18: Petitioners contend that
ESP cap is incorrect, unnecessary, and
respondents should have proyided all
not require.cl by the statute, nor is it
information relating to freigh_t-:
· consistent with prior Department
· , allowances or freight equalization ·
· practice.
payments. This is a practice in the .
DOC Position: Pursuant to 19 CFR
·industry whereby. if a unit is not
ayai~abl7 for purchase at a particul?r
353.15(c), in making ESP comparisons,
the Department is required· to make
. d~st:1b~h~~ center, a respondent will
"reasonable allowance ... for all actual - b11l 1ts customer for the normal cost of
selling expenses incurred in the home· ·· · fr~ight despite ~dditiona~ frei?ht .costs
th~t -ha~e been mcur:ed 1~ sh.1pp1!1g th.e
market up to the amount of the selling
expenses incurred in the United States
umt from an alternative d1stnb~t1on site.
market." As petitioners recognized at
The Department should take this cost
the hearing in this investigation, the
into account-if-it has not been reflected
in respondents' freight claim. In·the
two-step ESP cap procedure used"in the
absence of information concerning the
preliminary determination fnBrass
Sheet.is riot the method we have
freight absorption or equalization, the
employed in the'past..Furthermore .. we
Department should take the,freight
do not regard it·as the appropriate·
expense·reported in the fimincial
method to use since adjustments are
· statements of the U.S. subsi"~jary.
made on a sale-by-sale basis. :
deduct the.total U.S. freight'expense
incurred by the U.S. subsidiary as
·Capping on an aggregate basis would
not reflect the individual circumstances . claimed in the response. deduct a
of ea.ch sale, and may lead to · ·
portion ·of the freighf expense allocable
to sales of produ'cts other than those
adjustments distorted by the . '
comparative size of each market. Thus,
subject to investigation. aT\d allocate the
we continue to use our sta?~ard policy .. r!lmaini~g portion "of the freight expense
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to indivi~µal sales as a proxy for these·
ctmtra.ry to the purpose of the dumping
excess freight costs.
·
. law to achieve a fair price comparison."
DOC Position: We have verified all
Accordingly. where expen.ses were
freight expenses applicable to the
ihcurred outside the United States on
subject merchandise and have deducted
ESP sales. we have taken them into
those expenses from the sales price. . .
account in this determination.
Conirifept 19: Petitioners contend that
Comment 22: Petitioners contend that,
any CO!lts assumed by a parent company for those companies that did not
.
on behalf of its U.S. subsidiary for U.S.
s~gregate technical service expenses on
sales (e.g., advertising bro.chures printed U.S. sales. but claimed them as an
in Japari for promoting U.S. sales or
if:idirect selling expense, the Department
produc;t liability insurance premiums to
should treat all technical service
cover claims in the United States)
expenses as directly related to the sales
shoujg be considered a direct selling
uhder investigation and make the
expense and deducted from U.S. price in appropriate deduction from U.S. price.
With respect to Toyota, petitioners
·
the finai determination.
argue that the Department should use
DOC Position: We disagree in part.
the amount of Toyota's technical service
Using our standard criteria, we consider
expenses in the home market as a proxy
product liability insurance premiums
for those expenses in the United States
paid by a parent company to be indirect
and treat them as a direct selling
selling expenses. We agree that
expense.
·
advertising expenses for. brochures
Toyota contends that its U.S.
printed in Japan for promotion of U.S.
techni~al service expenses are not
sales are direct selling expenses.
.
Comment 20: Petitioners contend that ·: variable expenses separately traceable
the expenses incurred by parent
to individual transactions and, therefore,
companies on behalf of their U.S.
are properly included among indirect
subsidiaries for certain types of services selling expenses.
DOC Position: For Toyota, we found
(e.g., setting up accounting systems,
· that the technical services provided to
conducting internal audits, providing
··
U.S. dealers are of a routine nature and
computer services, assisting in
would have been incurred whether
marketing programs. conducting time
not a particular sale had been made.
studies by industrial engineers. and
Therefore, we have treated these
incurring research and development
expenses as indirect selling expenses.
cost) should be included as U.S. indirect
sellfng expenses. In addition, any selling. For Komatsu, we have determined that
the only direct technic:al service
expenses incurred by the parent
expenses are travel expenses incurred
company on behalf of the U.S.
in servicing specific sales. The other
subsidiary which are part of the parent
claimed technical service expenses have
company's G&A expenses should be
been treated as indirect selling
part of the ESP cap. The Department's
allocation of these expenses should be
expenses. For Nissan, we found that the
company had underreported its
based on the cost of goods sold.
DOC Position: We disagree. The
expenses .. We used the correct verified
expenses identified above by petitioners . amounts in this final determination. We
are general expenses of the parent
treated Nissan's travel expense as direct
company incurred in Japan; they d~ not
and all other expenses incurred in
constitute U.S. indirect selling expenses. providing technical services as indirect
Comment 21: Citing Silver Reed
since they are expenses of a routine
America, Inc. et al. v. U.S. (Slip Op. 88nature that would have been incurred
5. January 12, 1988), Nissan. Toyota, and whether or not a particular sale had
Komatsu contend that we should not
been made.
deduct expenses incurred outside the
Comment 23: Petitioners contend that
United States with respect to ESP.sales.
it is the Department's practice to allow
DOC Position: We disagree. The Court technical service adjustments to home
has reconsidered and reversed its
market price only for expenses that are
position on this issue, holding that:
incurred during the period of
"[A Jn analysis of the entire ;1:it11torv
investigation and that are directly
scheme for ESP adjustments in 1677a
related to the sales made during the
demonstrates that many preimportation
period of investigation. In support of
expenses related to United States sales
their position, petitioners cite the Final
must be deducted from ESP." Sib.·er
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Reed America, Inc. et aJ..v, U.S. (Slip
Fair Value: Tapered Roller Bearings
Op. 88-37, March 18. 1988). The Court
and Parts Thereof. Finished and
went on to note that. if the Department
Unfinished, from Japan (52 FR 30700,
did not deduct preimportation t:xpenses
August 17, 1987) and the Final
,
from ESP, "the essential price
Det1m11imition of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value: Certain Forged Steel
comparison to determine the margin of
Crankshafts f rofn the Federal Republic
dumoing. if any, becomes distorted and

or
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of Gerri1any (52 FR 28J70. July 28. '1987).
Petiti6nets further argue t~at valid
technical service expenses do not
include salaries for technical engineers
or other personnel which would ha\·e
been paid regardless of the amount of
work performed. In support of this
contention. petitioners cite Dry Cleaning
Machinery from West Germany: Final
Resulls of Administrative Review of
Antiduinping Finding (50 FR 32154,
August 8, 1985) and Certai11 Welded
Carbon Steel Standard Pipe and Tube
froh1 india: Final Determination of Sales·
at Less Than Fair Value (51 FR 9089,
March 17, 1986). Petitioners contend
that, for the most part, the technical
service expenses claimed by
respondents in this investigation are
incurred on routine visits to customers
in an effort to maintain general
corporate goodwill and, therefore.
should not be allowed by the
Department as a direct selling expense.
At most, they should be treated as an
indirect selling expense.
With respect to Nissan, petitioners
contend that its technical service
expenses include salaries~ wages. and
bonuses and. therefore, should be
treated as indirect selling expenses for
purposes of the final determination •..
With respect to Komatsu. petitioners
contend that its technicalservice
expenses are comprised of fixed salary and transportation expenses incurred
for routine inspection visits which do
not constitute direct selling expenses
and, therefore. should not be deducted
from home market price.
Komatsu contends that its claimed
adjustment for home market technical
sel'Vice visits are out-of-pocket expenses
directly tied to the specific sales in
question. Komatsu argues that while
. these calls are routine, petitioners have
cited no support for their statement that
technical service adjustments can be
made only where it is shown that an
engineer has visited a customer that is ·
having a specific technical problem.
DOC Position: We have treated all of
Toyota;s claimed technical service
expenses as indirect selling expenses
because these are expenses of a routine
nature that would have been incurred
rega~dless of whether any particular
sale had been made. For Nissan and
Komatsu, we have also treated all uf
their technical expenses as indirect
selling expenses. except for travel. for
the same reason. We have determined
that travel expenses borne by the two
companies are appropriate technical
service claims since the travel expenses
are variable and are tied to specific
sales made during the period of
investigation.
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Comment 24: Petitioners contend that
~he .advertising expenses incurred. on
~ehalf of a particular model are direct ·
expenses and should be deducted from
home market price with respect to sales
of that model. Expenses incurred for
advertisements which feature products
not subject to the investigation should
not be considered as either a direct or
ari indirect selling expense. Separate
expenses should have been submitted
for the products under investigation and
for the expenses incurred during the
period of investigation.
. DOC Position: Where advertising
·expenses could be segregated to
particular models. this was done.
Otherwise. they were allocated to the
subject merchandise. During
verification, we reviewed the allocation
of advertising expenses to the subject
merchandise. In those instances where
advertising expenses could be .
segregated, we found they were properly
allocated. We have disallowed · ·
advertising expenses related to nonforklift products and advertising .
expenses which were incurred outside
·
the period of investigation.
tcomineht 25: Petitioners content that
U.S. advertising expenses incurred by .
respondents under co-op advertising
programs should be allocated .on a
customer-by-custoqier and model-bymodel basis. Furthermore. petitioners
argue that to the extent that other U.S.
advertising expenses for products
subject to this investigation have not
been reported separately by the
respondents on a model-by-model or
series-by-series basis, the Department
should treat all U.S. advertising
expenses as direi::t selling expenses. ·
. With respectto Toyota, petitioners
contend that, in addition to the co-op
advertising program, other adve'rtising
expenses were incurred which qualify
as direct selling expenses on U.S. sales.
In support of their contention,
petitioners submitted sample
advertisements published duririg the ·
period of investigation which promote
. Toyota forklifts, are directed at endusers. and featui:e no particular Toyota
dealer. Since Toyota failed to report ·
fully its direct U.S. advertising expenses,
the Department should treat the entire
amont of these expenses as a· direct
selling expense on both ESP and
purchase price sales.
·
In addition, petitioners contend that
\he Departinent should rectify the
inconsistency in the preliminary
determination of treating Toyota's
advertisements directed at end-users in
the home market as direct expenses
while treating advertisements directed
at end-users in the United States· as
indirec.t selling expenses.

..... J •

•

With respect to Nissan, petitioners
'company's exp'ense increases with e\'ery
contend that the Department should use . forklift sold and claim made.
·
Nissan's actual advertising .expenses
With respect to Nissan, petitioners
incurred' during the period of
contend that. since the Departm'eht was
investigation. The Department should
unable to verify Nissan's claimed · ·
disregard Nissan's assertion that the
product liability expense. the
advertising expenses associated with
Department should use the information
the introduction of new models were
in.the petition as best information
.unusually high and that these expenses
otherwise available. ,
should be allocated over a five-year
.Toyota contends that all of its U.S.
period. In addition, to.the extent that.
produet liability expenses have been
such advertisements are directed at
. reported and verified, and that product .
specific models, such advertising
liability insurance premiums are not · .
expenses should.be allocated only to
variable expens~s as petitioners claim .
, those specific m.odels, not over all.
Toyota also argues. that, because
·
forklifts.
premiums paid during the period of
Nissan contends that, becaue its U.S. ... investigation are paid to insure all
advertising expens!'!S wer~ unusually
Toyota forkl\fts presently in operation
high during the period of inyestigation
.. and not just those sold in the perfod of
due to the recent introduction of two
investigation, Toyota properly allocated
new models, the Department should use
ten years. of premi\lms over sales for the
a fiye-year ave.rage for U.S. advertising
. same period.
.
· ..
·. .
expenses.
DOC Pos_ition: We have treated
DOC Position: We.found Toyota's
product liability insurance premiums as
·allocation of co-op advertjsing to be
indire.c,t selling expenses since these .
. reasonal:Jle. During verification, we
expenses are fixed expenses and are not
foµnd that certain advertising expenses . incurred with each sale made. We saw
were included in Toyota's claimed
'
no evidence of reserves· for settiements
indirect selling e.xpenses. A portion of
or litigation fees duri~g the perio<;l of
t}).ose advertising expenses was directed
investig!ltion for Toyota or Komatsu,
to ~oyota's dealers' customers.
an.d hav.e verified all product liability
Therefore, we treated those expenses as
insurance premiums for Toyota and
direct selling expenses. At verif)cation.
Komatsu. We beiieve that Toyota
we found that Komatsu also
·
properly allocated this expense over all
inappropriately reporfed certain ,
North American sales since we verified
advertising expenses as indirect. We
that its prqduct.!iability insurance
have treated these expense:s ·as· djrect
covers
all forklifts sold and in opera lion
selling expenses in thi.s determination.
in.the North American market.
With respect to Nissan, we have
For Nissan, we were unable ..to.verify
examined the, advertising e_xpenses
these expenses. Therefore, we based the
incurred during the period pf
amount used fo.r purposes of this
investigation and in e·ach of the four
.determination on the U.S. industry's
prior years. We saw no evidence that
·
.product liability experience.
the period of investigation's expenses
Comment27:
Petitioners
contend
that
wer~ unusually high when compared
the Department.shoulq deduct from U.S.
with fluctuations in previous years'·
price all costs jnc;:urred in adding value .
expenses'. As such, we have made an
. to the forklift~. inciuding labor and
.adjustmenHor actual advertising
overhead, G&A expenses, and profit.
expenses incurred during the period of
Only by deducting all of the value added
·inve.s.tiga ti on. ·'.
in. the United States, including profit,
Comment 26: Petitioners contend that
will th.e Department be able to compare
none of the respondents have fully
accurately the price of the "as imported"
·reported product liability expenses.
product with the price of the product
Each company should haye submitted
not only the·cost of insurance premiums· · with the same characteristics in the
._
but the amounts reserved for settlement · home market. ·
For options not attached, the
· costs and litigation fees. Alfliability
Department should use the greater o~ the
expenses should be·allocated only over
net selling price of the ,options or the
forklift sales in the United States since
·acquisition cost plus profit to determine
liability claims arise primarily in the
the value-added expense. With respect
· United States. To the extent that these
costs have 'not been reported or verified, . to installed options, the Department
should use the greater of the net selling
· · the Department should use the·~
price or the acquisition cost plus labor,
information in the petition as best
overhead. and profit to determine the
information available for each
respondent. The Department ·should also .value-added expense. With respect to
treat product.liability expenses as a ·
· options that have been added or ·
direct selling expense rather than an . ·
removed, the I)epartment should
··
indirect. seHrng. expense because a '
calculate. U.S. ,va.lue-added as the sum of
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labor, overhead. and profit. With respect
the acquisition cost of the parts added.
to options that have been switched. we
pius labor. overhead, and profit on the
have used the difference between the
parts added. The Department shou.ld
calculate profit on sales in which items
cost of m'lriufacture of the parts
were removed or added _based on lhe
switched, plus labor, overhead. and
profit earned on the parts added. not on
profit. For-Nissan. we calculated profit
for ·options installed and for parts
·
the difference between the· cost of parts
·
removed and added.
switched based on the ratio of the cost
of these operations to the total cost of
Nissan contends that the pre-sale
then applied this ratio
the product.·
activities performed by Nissan
to the difference between the net selling
Industrial Equipment Corpor;ition
price and the total cost of the forklift.
(NIEC) in the United Sates ai'e not "a .
For Toyota, we calculated a net profit
process of manufacture or assembly"
within the meaning of section 772(e)(3)
factor. on forklift sales for Toyota Motor
Sales (Th1S), the U.S. subsidiary of
of the Act because they do not
"significantly transform" the impo.rted
Toyota, during the period of
investigation. We then applied this
forklifts. Therefore, the Department
factor to the transfer price between
should not deduct the profit associated
Toyota and TMS as best information
with these activities from ESP. Nissan
available.
argues thatthe costs incurred in the
We do not consider unattached·
United States for pre-sale activities
· options to be value added. We deducted
should be treated as indirect selling
the sales price of the unattached options
expenses. Alternatively. Nissan
. from U.S. price.
contends that, .if the Department
determines that the ·operations
Comment 28: Petitioners contend that
performed by NIEC in the United State11
the cost of carrying inventories of parts
do constitute "manufacture or
·
and attachments should be included by
assembly" within the meaning of the
the Department in each company's U.S.
statute, profit should be calculated
value-added expense11. The Department
based on the ratio of the cost of these
should calculate this expense based on
operations to the total cost of the
the cost or price of the options or.
product. This ratio should then be
attachments that are added in the
applied to the difference between
United States and the length of time the
NIEC's selling price and the total cost or forklifts are held in inventory.
·
the forklift. In addition, Nissan argues
Petitioners also contend that all
that the Department s.hould treat all
freight expenses associated with
options similarly, whether installed ~r
transporting the atta.chments and ·
not installed.
options to U.S. processing c_enters
Toyota contends that the activities
should b.e included by the Department
performed on imported forklifts at U.S..
as part of the U_.S. value-added expense.
processing centers do not constitute
DOC Position: All expenses incurred
manufacture or assembly within the
by the U.S. subsidiary have been
meaning of section 772(e)(3) of the Act
reporti:d. Expenses such as the cost of ·
and 19 CFR 353.10(e)(3) and are
carrying inventory and freight expenses
incidental to the sellfng operations .. ·
related ·to transporting attachments and
Therefore, the Department should ryot ·
options ha.ve been reported either under
deduct the value~added in. the United
. inventory carrying costs or under
States to arrive at ESP: Toyota argues
~ndircct selling expenses. A portion or
that the manufacture and assembly .
these expenses has been allocated to the
process is.concluded in Japan and that · value-added operations. Most of the
the following operations performed in
items held in inventory. such as fork
the United States ·do not constitute··
arms and masts. were fmpor_ted attached
manufacture or assembly:.{1) Securii:tg of to one forklift and then removed to be
certain options such as LPG tanks. ·
switched with items from another
sideshifters. and fork arms to the units
. forklift. As such, the associated freight
for shipment to custom~rs. (2)
· expenses were already included in t~e
attachment of lights. alarms, and
.freight expense of the forkl!ft as a direct
·.·hydraulic valves. anq (3) swapping of
selling expense.
masts and forks.
·
Comment 29: Regarding·critical
DOC Position: We consider the pre- .
circumstances. C. ltoh Industrial
sale activities of Nissan and Toyota in·
Machinery Inc. (CIM) and TCM America
the United States to constitute further· · (MBK) Inc. (TAM). U.S. distributors .
m·anufacture or assembly within the:
related to TCM, contend that they would
meaning of section 772(e)(3) of the Act.
not have access to knowledge of less
We have calculated the value-added
than fair value sales because their
adjustment to the U.S. price as.follows.
corporate relationship with the .
For installed options, we have deducted· · manufacturer. TCM. is insufficiently
the acquisition cost of the options. ·plus.
_close. Cl~ and TAM argue that there is

We
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no evidence that they had access to
information on TCM's pricing in t h .
home market or to each other's pric 0 •
CIM and TAM also argue that
knowledge of less than fair value sales
cannot be imputed to them because of
the complexity and technical nature of
the calculations necessary to make such
a determination. They further argue that
application of a 25 percent "rule" to
impute knowledge of less than fair value
sales constitutes informal rulemaking
requiring notice and comment, and in
support of their contention cite the Court
of International Trade decision in
Carlisle Tire and Rubber Co. v. U.S., 7
ITRD 1512, 1515 (C.l.T., 1985) regarding
an allegedly analogous Departmental
guideline.
Machinery Distribution Inc. (MDI), an
interested party, contends that overall
imports have not been massive and that
import levels in the months immediately
preceding the filing of the petition are
nonhe appropriate benchmark to use to
evaluate post-filing import levels
because (1) import levels are
traditionally greater during the time.~
the year represented by the post-fil
time period and (2) pre-filing time pe , Cl
import levels were unusually low.
DOC Position: While CIM and TAM
contend that they had no knowledge of
TCM's pricing policies, it is our
longstanding practice to consider foreign
manufacturers and their related U.S.
importers to be a single entity. Given
TCM's ownership interest in both CIM
and TAM, we believe it is appropriate. to
apply our imputed knowledge
·
methodology.
The Department is not required to
follow formal rulemaking procedures in
adopting every methodology it employs.
·Congress has afforded the Department
wide latitude in its administration of the
antidumping law. Furthermore, the
courts have accorded deference to the
Department in fulfilling its statutory
duties and have recognized that the
Department requires "methodological
flexibility." Ceramica Regiomontana v.
United States, (Slip Op. 86-58, May 29,
1986) at 12-13.
The position advocated by CIM and
TAM would require the Department to
promulgate every methodology that it
proposed to follow in an administrative
proceeding as a rule under the
Administrative Procedure Act. 5 U S .
551 et seq. Such an approach would
require the Department to announci,? methodology that it intends to apply in
the Federal Register. request and
evaluate comments, publish the final
rule, and then wait 30 days for it to
become effective. This approach could
not be accomplished in the short time ·
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Congress has mandated for the
completion of an· investigation and
would permit no flexibility in
subsequent administrative proceedings.
If the rulemaking process were followed.
the Department·would be obligated to
apply a "rule" once made. The agency ·
could not consider other methodologies
that might be more appropriate for the
facts in that particular case unless it
went t~rough the rulemaking process
again. Such a requirement woul.d unduly
restrict the ability of the Department to
carry out the intent of Congress.
Having.had the opportunity to
· co.mment on the Department's
methodology, the parties have not
'provided any basis for the Department
to alter its current practice.
The rationale behind a critical
circumstances allegation is tp prevent
foreign manufacturers from increasing
levels of imports of products sold at less
than fair value prior to the suspension of
liquidation. As such, contrary to MDI's .•
contention, the most appropriate periods
to measure import levels are those
immediately·prece~ing and following
' the filing of the petition, up to the time of
the preliminary determination.
Finally, based.on our analysis of
import data, we have found ilo evidence
of seasonality with respect to imports of
forklifts from Japan.
·
Comment 30: Petitioners contend that.
because Kasagi and Sanki failed to
submit monthly import data. the
Department should make a finding of
critical circumstances with respect to
these companies for purposes of the
·final determination.
DOC Position: We sought shipment
data ·only from the manufacturers of
forklifts, not from resellers. Because
. Sanki and Kasagi do not produce the
subject merchandise, we believe it is
appropriate that these companies
receive the "all others" determination
regarding critical circumstances (see
"Critical Circumstances" section of this
notice).
Comment 31: Petitioners contend that
the Department should consider a
.
forklift to be used if, at the time of entry
i.nto the United States, the importer can
prove that the forklift was manufactured
· at least three years prior to the date of
entry.
.
Mifran-Boman. an interested party,
contends that any forklift older than one
. year should-be considered to be used for
purposes of this investigation and
suggests using the serial numbers
published by '{ie manufacturers to make
this determination.
.
Equipment Company of Los Angeles
(ECOLA). an interested party, contends
·that the Department's presumption in
the preliminary determination that only

forklifts over three years old can be
serial number was manufactu:red. As
considered used is without support in
such, the U.S-. Customs Service would
not be able to determine the date a
the record. is illogical. and is not based
on any industry standard. custom. or
forklift was manufactured. but only the
year it was manufactured.
practice. ECOLA contends that there is
To ensure that imp.arts ·of new forklifts
no support in the record other than
are covered by this .determination, we
petitioners' assertions that new vehicles
may remain in inventory for over a year
have established the following cut-off
or that new vehicles will be
. for used forklifts. Given that the u:s.
misclassified as used to avoid any
. Customs Service. can only determine the
potential dumping duties. ECOLA also
manufacture year of a forklift. we will ·
argues that the Department has an
instruct the U.S. Customs Service to
obligation to investigate before making
·consider as used any forklift:prciduced
such a determination and may not rely
in a calendar year at least thr·ee years
prior to the year of entry into the United
on unsupported assertions in its
determination of the· age at which a
States. We have discussed this issue
forklift becomes used. As support,'it
with the U:S. Customs Service and have
concluded that our,,treatmeilt of used
cites Cellular Mobile Telephones and
Subassemblies from Japan; Final
forklifts is administratively feasible.
Determination of Sales at Less Than
·
,
" J (.50 FR 45447 o b 31
Comment 32: Petitio.ners contend that
Fair "a ue
• cto er '
manufacturers arid exporters of forklifts
1985).
ECOLA also contends that the .
are planning to circumvent the
Department;s three~year rule'is harsh
imposition 'of_an~idumping duties on
and unreasonable because it does not
'forklifts They state that the Department
give importers the opportunity to ·.
should clarify the scop'e of the
demonstrate to U.S. Customs that
.
investigation to include ·separately
individual entries under three years of ', . imported major cQmponent parts being
age are used. ECOLA argues that the . . · .shipped,to ~he .United ,States by
· lapanese :forklift producers ,and .
.Department should establish a · ·
exporters to bl! installed on J?paneserebuttable presumption.that any forklift
manufactured at least one year prior to
made frames or frames made principally
the date of entry should be considered .. from Japanese components. .
.
used and, therefore, not subject to any · · Mitsubishi HeavyJndustries (MHI). an
· · int'e_rest~d party;,contends that the
duties imposed in this investigation.,
DOC Position: Our investigation
petitioners have provided no basis for
exe,anding .~he scope of the .'
.
uncovered no evidence that Japanese
investigation. MHialso argues th.at the
producers and exporters of the subject
petitioners should· not be.permitted to
merchandise have been involved in the
practices alleged by petitioners of
·
. amend t~e petiti_on and expand-the
exporting essentially new forklifts to
scope of this investigation- because the
request.was not made until after
, unauthorized dealers as used forklifts:
In addition, verification of one reseller
v~rification. This request is unjustifiably
indicated that forklifts are being '
late..and deprive·s the Departi;:ient of the
purchased through third parties without
opportunity to investigate whether such
the direct knowledge oi the
imported components are beillg or are
. manufacturers. We have found, ·
·likely to be sold at less than J.air value.
however, that certain manufacturers'
Finally, citing Ro}'Oi Busines4 Machines.
forklifts were imported as new-more
Inc. v. U.nited States. 507 F. Supp. 1007
than one year after the forklifts' date of
CG.J.T,, 1980) and section 735(a)(1)·of the'
manufacture; While we recognize that
Act, MHI argues that the Department
high inventory carrying costs may be a . lacks the statutory authority and
disincentive to holding a forklift in
. evidentiary basis-to grant the
inventory between one and three years - . petitioners' request for expansion of the
. scope of investigation.
in order to avoid the imposition of
.Nissan contends that it would be
antidumping duties, we must be able to
ensure that this determination can be
enforced and that any potentiat·order
improper to extend the scope.of
will not be circumvented..
·
· investigation beyond the limited ·
As Mifran-Boman has ·suggested, in
clarification sought by petitioners.
order to identify the age of a forklift, we
DOC Position: We have d~nied
will instruct the U.S. Customs Service to · petitioners'. request to expand the scope
require documentation from·industry
of'this'investiga'tiori for the following
publications containing information
reasons. First. prior to the initiation of
reconciling a forklift's serial number and ·this investigation, petitioners clearly
·excluded ·component parts from the
date of manufacture. These industry
publications. however, do not specify ··
scope of..th.eir petition. In a letter to the
the exact date of manufacture. but only · Department dated may 7, 1987,
the year a forklift with a particular
petitioners stated:
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(T]he investigation· would cover imporis of
a fabricated frame by itself or assembled
witli one or more component parts such as
the transmission, drive axle or engine. The
fabricated frame, by itself. would be included
within the scope of the petition because once
a frame is fabricated. it can only be used to
produte ;m internal-combustion, industrial
forkljft truck and cannot be used to
manufacture any qther product. In contrast,
other individual component parts, such as an
engi.nl'! or transmission, when sold as
·
separate units prior to assembly, could be
used to produce a product other than an
internal-combustion, industrial forklift truck.
Thu~. lhese individual parts, separately
imported. would not be in the scope of the
petitiC>!1·

On !\'fay 11, 1987, petitioners
submitted another letter to the
Department reiterating their intent to
exclude component parts. They stated:
"As indicated in our letter on May 7,
1987, we do not intend for this
investigation to cover all forklift parts
seg~rately imported."
Second, petitioners only speculate as
to .th~ apparent intention of the J~panese
producers and exporters of forklifts to
circurpvent antidumping duties:
Petitioners do not allege that duties
ha:ve been or currently are being ·
avoided. In a Department memorandum
reg;;irding an administrative review of
Color Television Receivers from Korea,
cited by petitioners in support of their
request, the Department had statistical
evidence of.a decrease.in the volume of
imported TVs subject to duty and an
increase in the volume of separately
imported components which were not
dutiable. At this time, neither petitioners
nor any other party has presente~ any
evidence that major component parts of
the forklifts under investigation are
being separately imported in order to .·.
avoid the impositiOn of antidumping
··
duties.
Third, petitioners' request to include
component parts would encompass
components for end-products other than
the internal-combustion forklifts under
investigation. As petitioners
. acknowledged in their May 7, 1987
letter, certain individual component·
parts, when sold separately. can be used
in the manufacture of products other
than internal-combustion forklifts. For
example, some components might be
destined for large forklifts outside the·
. scope of this investigation. electric
forklifts, or other non-forklift products
not subject to investigation. We have
insufficient evidence on the record to
instruct properly U.S. C~stoms how to
identify the components to which this
determination and any eventual ·
anlidumping duty order would apply.
Finally, petitioners' February 22. 1988
request to expand the scope of the

I
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invctigation was made too late in the
followed these guidelines. Therefore. •
investigatory process to obtain
each of our product comparisons. we
evidence, to receive comments from
used the most similar home market sa
parties which may be affected by a
as our match t.o the U.S. sale.
revision of the scope of this
During verification, we examined
investigation, and to allow the
various home market sales which had
Department sufficient time to consider
large difference in merchandise claims.
the issue.
We found that the reason for many of
Comment 33: Petitioners contend that
the large difference in merchandise
a large number of Toyota's product
adjustments was that the product sold
comparisons are inap.propriate because
and special attachments which were not
they involve substantial· difference in
included in the product characteristics·
merchandise adjustments. For such
which we developed in defining our
sales, the Department should select
product comparisons. The ·costs of these
other home market sales for comparison
attachments are included in the sales
for find some other basis for calculating
prices charged. These attachments are
foreign market value.
individually specified on the invoice.
Petitioners further argue that. because
and the prices are uniformly set based
Toyota provided difference in
on the list price. The difference in
merchandise information only on those
merchandise adjustment for these ··
sales it deemed relevant and failed to
attachaments to the home market price
provide sufficient cost data for the
does not distort the calculation of sales
Department to calculate foreign market
.at less than fair value, because the cost
value on the basis of constructed value,
of the attachment is reflected in the
the Department should use best
sales price of the forklift. By adjusting
information available to calculate
for this cost in the home market price.
dumping margins on Toyota's U.S. sales
we have made the price comparable to a
. that have no suitable home market
forklift sold without such an attachme~
· ·comparisons. As best information
Comment 34: Petitioners contend Iha
available. the Department should use
the Department should reject Toyota's
· the highest ad valorem margin found on
inland freight expenses on home market
any of Toyota's sales that have
. sales because: (1) Toyota claimed this
appropriate home market comparisons. · deduc~ion on sales of specific models to
With respect to Komatsu, petitioners
all dealers even though it only absorbs
contend that, for those instances where
Komatsu's product comparisons result in freight charges on sales to exclusive
dealers; (2) Toyota used an
large difference in merchandise
in.appropriate method of allocation
adjustments, the Department should
which it did not correct until after
either find new home market product
verification; and (3) Toyota failed to
comparisons or use constructed value.
segregate freight expenses on
DOC Position: It is the Department's
demonstration and defective vehicles.
practice to disregard home market sales
repair parts, and shipments to inventory
·as the basis for foreign market value
holding areas from the freight expenses
when the differencein merchandise
incurred on the subject merchandise.
adjustments claimed are of such a
Toy.ota contends that it properly
magnitude as to lead us to question
whether the home market sales reported allocated home market movement
charges since records of such expenses
can serve as an appropriate measure of
are ..not maintained on a transaction-byforeign market value. There are t\vo
tra.nsaction basis and that the expenses
basic reasons for this practice: (1) In
do not include extraneous freight
determining whether U.S. sales are
c;'1arg~s.
being made at less than fair value, we
DOC Position: In this determination,
do not want the difference in
merchandise adjustment either to falsely we have used the actual, verified
charges incurred by Toyota in delivering
create dumping.margins or to mask
forklifts to its dealers .
. them: and (2) large difference in
Comment 35: Petitioners contend that
merchandise adjustments may indicate
Toyota's home market current model
that the home market sale is not similar
incentives were granted on models
to the U.S. sale. thus. warranting a new
which were sold prior to the period of
comparison.
investigation on sales of forklifts that
Because of the wide array of products
are not considered such or similar
which we investigate, it would be
merchandise. and therefore, should be
inappropriate to set any one particular
disallowed. In addition, Toyota's home
cut-off point. beyond which we would
market forklift replacement incentives
either select another home market
were rebates not contingent on, or
.comparison ·or use constructed value. In
this investigation. we have followed a
related to, sales of the subject
. strict set of criteria in selecting our
merchandise. and did not affect the
product comparisons. Respondents have netback price of new forklifts.
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· credit expense with respect to
Therefore. petitioners argue. these
"prepayments".
rebates should also be disallowed.·
Comment 37: Petitioners contend that
Toyota contends that the Department
Toyota's home market technical service
improperly disallowed its "current
expenses relate .only to the repair of
model" incentive as a· home market
industrial vehicles. not to the sale of
indirect selling expense at the
those vehicles. Therefore, the
preliminary determination because the
·Department should reject this claim for
incentive related to sale·s outside the
purposes of the final determination
period of investigation.·Toyota argues
because it does not constitute either a
that this incentive was intended to
direct or an indirect selling expense.
recover market share and to assure the
DOC Position: The technical service
successful introduction of a new model
which was properly allocated over a full ,expenses claim_ed by Toyota relate to
periodic visits by field service
year's sales. Toyota contends that the
representativ!1s to their respective
incentiv.e served to clear dealer ·
!fealerships to train and test.mechanics
inventories cN the superseded model in
on the use .and service.of forklifts. These
order to sell the maximum· number of
expenses.are. indirect selling expenses
new models beginning in August 1986,
_because they are tied to Toyota's sales
the first moitth of the period.of
operations. At verification, we found
investigation, and, therefore, part of this
these expenses to be properly allocated
expense is related to sales in the review
to the subject m.erchandise.
period.
Comment 38: Petitioners· contend that,
.
Toyota 4ilso argues that the forklift
because Toyota has failed to clarify the
replacement iru:entive is directly related
expenses induded in its home market .
to and.contingent upon the sale of a
direct and ind,irect a'dvertisfng expense
Toyota forklift-by Toyota's dealers and
claims, the Department should reject all ·
should be deducted from the home
such
claims for pur):ioses of Jhe final
market price.
determination. However, if the
DOC Position: We have disallowed
Department allows these adjustments,
the current model incentive which .
Toyota's home market direct advertising
Toyota claimed as an. indirect selling
expenses should be reduced by the
expense incurred on sales of the X300
amount of any disallowed advertising
series. The company claimed that this
expenses and by the amount of any
incentive. was to promote sales of the
·reimbursements received by.Toyota
old X200 series to make way for the
· from its dealers:
·
·
introduction of the X300 series. We have
Petitioners also contend that ·Toyota's
disallowed this incentive because the .
home market Indirect selling expenses
purpose of the program was to
include indirect advertising expenses
encourage dealers to place orders of the
incurred outside the period of
old X200 series. As such. it was not
investigation on products· and services
related to sales of the new X300 series.
unrelated to sales of·the subject
We have allowed the forklift
. merchandise. Therefore; the Department
replacement incentive because the
should segregate Toyota's actual .
provision of this rebate was contingent
.indirect advertising expenses incurred
on a sale of a forklift under investigation .during the period of investigation and
and we were abie to ln1ce these rebates
aiiow· deductions only for those
·
to individual sales. made during the
expenses that promote sales of internalperiod of investigation.
combustion forklifts.
Comment 36: Petitioners contend that"
Toyota contends that it properly used
the Department should reduce Toyota's . different bases for the allocation of ·
home market credit expense for ·
domestic·sales promotion expenses
purposes of the final determination to
depending on whether the expenses
take into account certain "prepayments" were routine and aimed at current sales ·
made by dealers.
or were part of a promotional effortToyota contends that, contrary to
aimed directly at sales ofa new model.
petitioners' assertion, certain
. Toyota argues that
of its claimed
"prepayments': made by dealers to
home market advertising· expenses are
Toyota are not related to sales and,
net of any reimbursements and.
therefore. no adjustment to home market ·therefore. are not overstated as
credit expense is required.
petitioners asserL
DOC Position: At verification, we
Toyota also contenqs that the
found that no "prepayments" were
Department improperly disallowed,i\s.
provided to Toyota by it~ dealers on
institutional advertising as hoine market.
sales of forklifts. While certain
indirect selling expenses at the
.
"prepayments" are requi.red. we verified preliminary determination because the
that they are not used as a form of
expenses were incurred outside the ..
payment on the forklifts. Therefore, we
p~riod of investigation. Toyota argues
have made .no adjustment io Toyota's
that it submitted the l,lctual expenses

all
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incurred during the period of
investigation. that it properly allocated
all expenses over the period fonvhich
they were incurred. and that these
·expenses should be treated as· indirect
selling expenses for the final
determination.
DOC Position: Toyota's advertising
expenses have been segregated between
direi::t advertising expenses (i.e ..
advertising directed to Toyo.la's
customer's customer) and indirect
expenses. We have treated advertising
directed to Toyota's customers, in this
case to its dealers, as indirect selling
·expenses. These expenses have been
verified. Toyota has also deducted from
these claimed expenses the .
reimbursements from its dealers that
· cover the dealers' share of advertising
expenses.
Toyota claimed advertising expenses
incurred before the period of
investigation which we·have disallowed.
These included advertising for the
company's 500,000th Production~30th
Anniversary and for the 1985
·International Materials Handling
Exhibition. A portion of the advertising
expenses for the X300 In-House
Introduction expenses were also
disallowed because they were incurred
before the period of investigation.
Toyota Claimed that the expenses for
the 500,000th-30th Anniversary should
be allowed because they are tied to the
new X300 series of forklifts which were
introduced during the period of
investigation. During verification, we
examined each of the claimed expenses
for the 500,o00th-30th Anniversary
advertising campaign. We found no
evidence that these expenses were for
the X300 series. Our policy is ,to allow
only advertising expenses wh:ich were
incurred during the period of~ .
investigation. We do not beiieve that a
deviation from.that policy is warranted
in this case. · ·
Toyota a.Iso made a claim for
·institutional advertising which promotes
Toyota's name in general without
stressing any particular product. At the
preliminary determination, we
. disallowed this claim.because it
· appeared from the company's respo·nse
that' these expenses were incurred
before the.period ofinvestigation.'At ·. ·
verification, we reviewed.these
expenses and determined that they were
fncurred during the perfod of.··
' investigation. Therefore, we have
. allowe.d these expe'nses as an indirect
selling expense.. . ·
Comment 39: Petitioners contend that
. expenses related to Toyota's F-80
management information system are
G&A expenses. are not incurred to
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promote sales '>f forklifts. nor do they
directly affect <he netback price of sales
of new forklifts. Therefore, the
Department should disallow this claim
as an indirect home market selling
expense.
Toyota contends that the Department
improperly disallowed its F-80
Management Program expenses as a
home market indirect selling expense at
the preliminary determination because
the program was not used for the
promotion of sales on the merchandise
under investigation. Toyota argues that
because the objectives of this program
are to increase the efficiency of snles
and servicing, it directly promotes
Toyota"s sales to its dealers.
DOC Position: Because the basic
purpose of the F-80 Management
Program is to track the service history of
forklifts sold. we do not consider the
expenses related to this program to be
selling expenses. Therefore, we have
disallowed these expenses for purpos.es
of this determination.
Comment 40: Petitioners contend that
labor costs incurred by the Quality
Assurance Department of Toyoda
Automatic Loom Works, Ltd. (TAL) are
manufacturing expenses. not indirect
selling expenses and, therefore. should
be included as part of the cost of
production. Accordingly. the
Department should not allow these
expenses as an indirect selling expense.
Toyota contends that costs incurred
through TAL's Quality Assurance
Department in advising dealers'
customers on the use and maintenance
of forklifts are properly classified as
home market indirect selling expenses.
DOC Position: These expenses are not
related to the manufacturing of forklifts.
They are incurred post-sale in providing
technical assistance to Toyota's dealers.
As such. we have treated them as
indirect selling expenses.
Comment 41: Petitioners contend that
an additional 45 days should be added
to Toyota's U.S. inventory cf;lrrying cost
to account for the inventory period after
production and before importation into
the United States.
Citing Sifrer Reed America, Inc. et al.
v. U.S. (Slip Op. 88-5. 1988), supra,
Toyota contends that the Department
should not impute inventory carrying
costs for the time prior to entry of the
forklifts into the United States.
DOC Position: Toyota has included in
its calculation of inventory carrying
costs the length of time from the date of
production to the date the forklift is
shipped to the firsi unrelated customer
in the United States. We made a minor
adjustment to this calculation by
including three additional days in
Toyota's inventory carrying ci;>sts as
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explained under the "United States
. Comment 45: Petitioners conten~
Price" section A of this notice. (See also
Toyota's value-added information is
DOC Position to Comment 21.)
inaccurate and unreliable, the labor anc
Comment 42: Petitioners contend that.
overhead costs were based on estimate
that were not supported by any records
with the exception of its co-op
mainta'ined by Toyota. and the methods
advertising expense. deductions for
used to allocate costs were
interest expense. warranty claims. and
inappropriate. If the Department does
inland insurance expense, Toyota
not reject Toyota's data, it should
claimed all of its U.S. operating
expenses as indirect selling expenses. In recalculat~ Toyota's U.S. value-added
costs by including the general expenses
making its final determination, the
incurred by Toyota in operating its
Department should review the types of
processing centers. costs incurred in
expenses included by Toyota as part of
carrying an inventory of attachments
its indirect selling expense claim. To the
and options. and the interest expenses
extent that direct selling expenses and
associated with carrying such inventory
value-added costs associated with
coordinating and operating the U.S.
DOC Position: Some of Toyota's
processing centers are included in
allocation of labor and overhead to the
Toyota's indirect selling expense claim.
value-added operations was based on
estimates of the processing center's
they should be deducted from the total
ESP cap.
manager. The amount of labor time
incurred in performing certain
/JOG Position: All direct expenses
operations, such as attaching options or
have been properly reported by Toyota
with the exception of certain advertising switching items. were estimates
recorded in a report prepared by Toyot<
expenses incurred on U.S. sales. We
have segregated those advertising
We Rre using these estimates as best
information available. We note that tlexpenses from the claimed indirect
amount of time reported by Toyota t
selling expenses and have treated them
switch masts. fork arms. and
as direct expenses .. Labor and overhead
counterweights was stated in the
associated with the value-added
verification report. Petitioners have
operations at the company's processing
provided no information indicating that
centers are not included in the ESP cap.
the amount of time reported by Toyota
Comment 43: Petitioners contend that
was inaccurate. All actual expenses for
Toyota's expenses related to the leasing
labor and overhead were tied to
and rental of forklifts should be
Toyota's accounting records and
disallowed as home market indirect
financial reports. Toyota has also
selling expenses because such expenses
do not riilate to sales of the merchandise included all expenses associated with
its processing centers and value-added
under investigation.
operations in the labor and overhead
DOC Position: Toyota does not lease
expenses reported in the response.
or rent forklifts in the home market and.
Comment 46: Petitioners contend that
thus, did not incur or claim such
rebates paid by Toyota to U.S. dealers
expenses. However, Toypta offers an
for actual expenses incurred in the
incentive program to its dealers that
lease or rent forklifts to end-users. Since installation of optional equipment
should be treated as U.S. value-added
these forldifts have been purchased by
the dealer from Toyota, we consider this and deducted with an appropriate
amount of profit in calculating net U.S.
incentive program to be tied to sales
price.
made by Toyota during the period of
Toyota contends that rebates paid to
investigation. As such. we allowed the
expenses of the incentive program as
dealers for operations and services
indirect expenses.
performed on forklifts after original
invoicing are not U.S. value-added.
Comment 44: Petitioners contend that
Toyota's allocation of U.S. warranty
Toyota argues that. since these
expenses is inappropriate since actual
payments reduce the net return to
warranty expense records for each
Toyota for particular sales and are
treated by Toyota as rebates. they
model series are available. Therefore,
should be considered price reductions
the Department should reject Toyota's
by the Department. Toyota argues that
U.S. warranty expense claim and.
if _the Department does treat tl:ese
instead. deduct the warranty expense
rebates as value-added. no additional
claimed by Toyota on home market
profit should be included in the
sales from U.S. price.
deduction since the profit on such
Toyota contends that its allocation of
services is already included in the
U.S. warranty expenses is necessary
rebates.
and proper.
DOC Position: We have deducted the
DOC Position: We consider Toyota's
payments by Toyota to dealers that
allocation of warranty expenses to be
installed options on a forklift before
reasonable.
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~elivery to aNational Account cu:;tomer
since this constitutes value-added. A
National Account customer is an enduser that purchases forklifts directly
from Toyota. However, we calculated no
additional profit on these operations
since payme11t for this service is
between two Lnrelated parties, Toyota
and its dealers. and any profit on these
operations is induded in that price and
would be earned by the dealer.
Comment 47: Petitioners contend that
Toyota has understated t!ie credit period
on a substantial number of U.S. sales by
basing the reported date of sale on the
date 1'.oyota"s dealer sells the forklift to
its customer rather than the date Toyota
ships the forklift to the dealer.
Fu'rthermore, the Department learned of
the existence of Toyota Motor C,redit
Corporation (TMCC) only at verification
and dis~_overed the payment dates
reported by Toyota were incorrect.
Petitioners argue that the U.S. credit
expense· data were not verified and that,
therefore, the Departmeht should use as
'.best information available the longest
(credit period found on any U.s: sale by
another respondent.
.
Toyota contends that it has calculated
the U.S. credit expense based on the
actual interest-free period allowed its
customers and that the expense is ·not
understated as claimed by petitioners.
DOC Position: We verified' Toyota's
credit expenses and found them to be
accurately reported except for minor
adjustments which we incorporated in
our calculations as detailed under the
."United States Price" section A of this
notice.
Comment 48: Citing The Timken
Company v. United Stat~s. No. 82~
00890, Slip Op. 87-118 (C.I.T., October
29, 1987), Toyota contends that the
· Department should adjust for a!! U.S.
selling expenses by increasing the
foreign market value instead of
decreasing the U.S. price as was done at
the preHminary determination.
· · DOC Position: There is no basis for
the Department to change the
. .
methodology used in the preliminary
determination because the methodology
that we employ is consistent with
section 772(e) of the Act which requires
the D,epartment fo reduce ESP for ..
"expenses gerierally incurred by and for
. the account of the exporter in selling
identical or substantially identical
merchandise • • ·• .'' Furthermore, the
i' Tiinken. opinion has been remanded to
the Department and, therefore, is not
final.
·
·Comment 49: Petitioners contend that
the Department should not use Nissan's
difference in merchandise adjustment
data because the information originally
submitted was ·erroneous and could not

calculated based on the vai-iance of-the
be reconciled with Nissan's cost of
plant that produces forklifts rathet.;than
production information. Petitioners
on a· company-wide variance.
;;~·further contend that, if the Department·
accepts Nissan's new information on ·
Nissan contends that use of the cost
difference in merchandise adjustments.
variance for the Murayama plant as
the cost of options rather than the
calculated in the cost verification report
options price should be used. In
is inappropriate because (1) the monthly
addition, petitioners argue that it is.
data used.in the calculation are not as
unclear whether the cost·of options
accurate as data for 6-month periods.
added in Japan on U.S. forklifts has·
and (2) calculation of the cost variance
been accounted for in the difference in
for the Murayama plant in isolation does
merchandise data. If.the Department is
not take into account expenses incurred·
unaLle lo.determine whether Nissan has elsewhere which benefit production at
provided this information; the
Muray~ma. Nissan argues that the cost
Department.should reject Nissan's data. · variance for the compariy as a whole
Nissan contends that' although·there
should be used instead.
·
·
were differences in the application of
DOC Position: The company-wide .
variances to the reported difference in
variance is an aggregation of the
·
merchandise and cost data, these
variances froni all operations of the
differences were reconciled at
company, most of which are neither
verification and the data is·accurate. In
directly nor indirectly related to the
addition, Nissan states that the cost of
manufacture of forklifts. To apply the
options added in Japan has been
company-wide variance to the spedfic
included in the total amounts . shown in
standard costs fodorklifts for the.six
the response for.materials and direct.
months ·from Augui;t 1986 through
labor.
.
January i987 would distort actual costs.
DOC Position:.The Department
Therefore. the Department has applied
verified the difference in merchandise
. the Murayan:ia pla.nt variance to the ·
information. However, neither the·
standard costs of the forklifts'to obtain
component-specific variance nor the·
actual costs.· ·
company-wide variance was used. The
Comment 52: Petitioners contend that
Department adjusted standard costs
'the bepartm'ent wa~·unable to verify . "
submitted by applying the variance of
Nissan's interest expense and, therefore.
the plant where forklifts are produced..
as best information available, it should ·
As stated in the verification report,
attrihute to Nissan's cost of produ<;tion ·
we requested that Nissan- separately .
the largest int~rest expense that it finds
report the options price for purposes :
for
one of the either respondents:
other than the difference in merchandise
·
Nissan
contends that, if the
.adjustment. We have. used the cost of
Department bases its calculation of
options in calculating the difference in
interest income and expenses on the
merchandise adjustment. .With respect .
to the cost of options added in Japan, we consolidated financial statements, ·
Nissan's short~term interest expense
verified that this was included in
must
b~ 'reduced by the portion :. '.:- .·
Nissan's reported cost of production. .
Comment 50: Nissan contends that the attributable to account receivable and
finished goods inventory based (Jri the .
Department failed to take into account
the cost of options on home .~arket sales iatio cf accounts.receivable and finished
goods inventory to n~t current ass'ets
as difference in merchandise .
after deduction of non-interest bearing
adjustinents in the preliminary.
current liabilities. In any event, the ·
determination. The Department shoµld.
Dep~rt~ent.has !!liffident information .
adjust for.the cost of these options in its
·
related to Nissan's consolidated and
final determination.
unconsolidated accounts to calculate ii
DOC Position: The Department was
net home .nlarket intere!?t expense for
unable to adjust for the cost of these.
the cornpany.
·
·
options in the pre!iminary ·. ·
·DOC.Position: The.I'Jepar~ment
determination. Nissan.did notrep.ort the
obfained the major items included in
cost of options on home ~arket.sales on
.Nissan's consolidated Ministry of
the computer tape submitted for use in'
Finance F,eport. From this, the
the preliminary determination and
Department calculated the adjusted
admitted to this error after ·the
amount of)nterest applicable to .
preliminary disclosµre conference was.
forklifts.
held. For purposes of this determination.
Comment 53: Petitioners contend t.hat
we have based our difference in
..
merchandise adjustment on the co'st o'r
the Department should disallow.several.
m·anufacture data v~rified"in, Japan: This
rebates claimed by Nissa11 on )lo·me · .
market sales for the following re'asons: ;
cost includes the cost of options on .
home market sales. · · .
(1) Tli.ere were discrepancies b'etween ·.
the information provided in the.response
Comment 51: Petitioners contend that
Nissan's actual costs should.. be
and. that found at verification; (2) somr.
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of the rebates were improperly
..,,.
ulloc;itcd: (3) some ofthe rebuie··
programs were not in effect during the
period of investigation .or were not gi\'en
on s<1les during the period of
in\'estigaton: (4) Nissan has grouped
cert.a in rebates together without a clear
explanation of what was included: (5)
certain rebates are directly related to
sales which are not subject to this
investigation; (6) certain rebates claimed
by Nissan are G&A or goodwill
..
expenses rather than selling expenses.
In addition. petitioners maintain that
Nissan itself claimed that sales on
whi!'=h a certain rebate was paid were
not made in the ordinary course of
trade. The Department. therefore, should
not use the sales on which this rebate .
was paid as home market comparisons
for U.S. sales.
Nissan contends that the
Department's preliminary determination
improperly disallowed certain
deductions from the home market price
for payments made to dealers. Nissan
argues that these payments are indirect
selling expenses because they are
designed to assist dealers in thefr selling
activities and to provide incentives to
dealers to improve the efficiency of ~eir
oper~tions. In addition, Nissan contends
that petitioners' comments regarding
home market rebates are based on
incorrect information and
misunderstandings. arid that the
Department has the necessary corrected
data to account for these rebates in any
manner it chooses.
.
DOC Position: Where· minor errors
were found during verification on
certain rebates. we verified the
corrected information and instructed
Nissan to submit a revised response.
Where we w·ere unable to verify the
corrected information, we have
disallowed these rebates in our final
determination. With respect to the
rebates claimed by Nissan fo.r assisting
dealers in their selling activities.
because they were provi.ded to dealers
to improve the efficiency of dealers'
operations. we have all.owed these
payments as indirect selling expenses
and allocated them over average dealer
re\'enue for sales of new forklifts, sales
of parts, and servicing.
Comment 54: Petitioners contend that
Nissan did not provide a breakdown of
its credit expense and interest re\'enue
on its sales in the United States.
Therefore, the Department should base
Nissan's credit costs on N_issan's gross
credit expense.
Nis:;an contends that the calculation
of credit in the U.S. and home markets
must take into account the amount of
interest earned on each sale. The
adjustment should be equal to the total

ar:no~!lt of,<_:r.edit,expense up to the time.
of payment. less the interest recei\'ed
from customers. The D~partment has
\·erificd that MEC charges. and collects
interest.
DOC Position: We ha\·e taken into
account .the interest revenue from the
customer. but not in the wav Nissan
suggests. Nissan's customers know at
the lime of sale that, if.payment is made
after a certain date. interest will be
charged. As such. we consider the '
interest revenue to be an increc.se in·
price agreed lo by the customer at the
iime of sale. We have added the credit
revenue earned by.Nissan on U.S. and
home market sales to the U.S. and home
market price. respectively, and have
recalculated the credit expense based
on that amount between shipment and
pyament. Because Nissan misreported
the terms of payment on its U.S. sales to
dealers, we used the longest payment
term as the basis· for the interest
revenue and credit expense calculations
for all sales to dealers. We recalculated
credit expense on home market
instaJlment sales based on the declining
balance of principal and interest.
Comment 55: Petitioners contend that.
because Nissan failed to provide home
market warranty expenses separately
for the F01/F02 and H01/H02 models.
the Department should disallow the·
warranty expense claimed on these
models.
Nissan contends that the home market
warranty expenses for F01/F02 and
H01/H02 series forklifts combined are a
more accurate reflection of warranty
expenses on the sales under
investigation than the brief history of
warranty claims for the latter series
alone. ·
DOC Posilidil: Given that we do not
consider the F01/F02 series to be
obsolete. we consider it appropriate to
include all warranty expenses incurred
during the period of investigation on
both series.
Comment 56: Petitioners contend that
the Department should disallow
Nis·san's claim for a deduction from
home ma~ket price for expense~
incurred for incidential warranty-type
services (e.g .. loaner forklifts during
repairs. services outside the warranty
period. and reimbursement to dealers
for installation of options) because
Nissan did not report this information
on a sale-by-sale basis. In addition.
Nissan's claims sh!)Uld be rejected
because Nissan has ncit shown that
·these expenses were incurred on sales
made during the period of investigation.
or th3! !hP.V were made in the normal
course of business. In support of their
·argument. petitioners cite Dry Cleaning
Machinery from, West Germany: Final
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R.es11/ts o.f Antidumping Duty
Administrati\'e Review (52 FR 11299.
April 8. 198i) in which the Department~
disallowed warranty expenses paid
outside the warranty period.
Nissan contends that home market
expenses for loaner forklifts. incidental
warranty-type expenses. !l~d ·
reimbursements to dealers for options
installation arc very small and
appropriately allocated as expenses
incurred during the period of
investigation e\·en if they are related to
sales made prior to the period.
DOC Position: It is unlikelv that the
warranty expenses claimed during the
period of investigation would be
applicable to sales made during that
period due to the terms of the warranty.
We allowed Nissan's loaner forklifts
and options installation expenses as
direct selling expenses. Howe\'er, both
Nissan and Toyota claimed expenses
incurred on servicing and repairing
forklifts outside of the warranty period.
We disallowed these expenses as
warranty claims but have accepted them
as indirect selling expenses. This
decision is consistent with the above·
cited case since we are not treating
these claims as a circwnstance of sale
adjustment, but rather as an indirect
selling expense.
Comment 5i: Petitioners contend that
expenses for a May 1987 exhibition
should hot be included in Nissan's home
market advertising expenses because
they were incurred outside the period of
inves.tigation. If these expenses are to be
included at all. they must be reallocated
because Nissan attributed the entire
1986 allocated portion to forklifts, even .
though the exhibition was for all
products within the Industrial
Machinery Division.
In addition. petitioners contend th;it
Nissan's response pertaining to home
market advertising expenses is
incomplete and that the expenses should
have been provided on a mo<lel-bymodel basis for the period of
·
investigation to ensure that the
expenses reported relate directly to the
sales under investigation. Therefore. the
Department should disallow these
expenses or. if they are allowed. they
should be treated as _indirect selling
expenses.
Nissan contends that the points raised
by petitioners are primarily issues which
were examined in detail at verification
and. since petitioners har.I ample
opportunity to raise their concerns prior
to verification. their concerns are
untimely.
DOC Position: Because Nissan did not
report advertising expenses on a modei·
by-model basis. we allocated total
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.
advertising expenses over total home
report an amount for G&A for the U.S.
the "Foreign Market Value" sectio_iH3 of
market sales. We disallowed Nissan's ·. - operations, nor were these expenses
this notice.
·.
··
advertising expenses related to· the May
reflected. on the financial statements of
. Comment 63: Petitioners conteda:1hat
1987 exhibition because the exhibition
the U.S. subsidiary, \he Department
the total amount of service payments
took place three months after the end of
used. as best information available. the . reported in Nissan's response does· not
G.&A ·expenses reported in Nissan's
match the total amount reported on the
the period of investigation and, as such.
. • sales listing. Therefore, the Department
bears no relationship to the forklifts sold response for the Japanese operations.
duri_ng the period of investigation.
- Comment 61: Petitioners conterid that.
should reallocate the higher amount ·
Comment 58: Petitioners contend that . because Nissan was able"to calculate a
. over sales of the subject merchandise
Ni_ssan's home. market remodeling
. sale-b.y-sale .inyentory carrying cost in
based on the cost of goods sold.
expenses, which were reported both
its cost of production response, that cost
Nissan contends that the amount of
separately as a direct selling expense
should be.used for the home market
total U.S. service payments verified by
and included in indirect sellfng ·
· inventory carrying cost in the ·sales
. , .the ·Department differs from an earlier
. expenses, are fabrication costs which
.response. In additi\m! b,eciu,1se Nissan
, response because the.earlier response
. included payments on sales outside the
should be included as part of Nissan's
did not repoffspecific iriformation on
cost of production. In addition,
. U.S. inventory carrying costs on a;saleby-s· ale bas1·s, the.1'nformat1"9n on the
perio.d
pe t1.t.10ners argue th a·t • 1'f ti1e changes to
d ofhinvestigation.and on products
this data which were submitted 'after
cost of production for U:S. forklifts
outsi e t e scope of the investigation.
· b ene f'ti N'1ssan, th e preshould be·· use· d 1·n· ·co''n·1·unct1'on w1'th
Nissan argues that the verified amount,
ven·r·1cation
verification data should be' used.
NIEC's short~term borrowing rate and
and-not the earlier amount, is the correct
,
.information to be used in the final.
Nissan contends that while a postthe average number of days in inventol'f., determination. .
· ·
verification submission revised a
· torecalculate a- sale-specific inventory
carrying cost: Petitioners further''
··
DOC Positio,1: In making the
number of figures on the home market
deduction for service payments, we used
remodeling expenses, the overall effect
contend that: because Nissan did not '·
provide infornia ti on 'on· the amount of .'. the verified amounts, as reported iri
is miniscule and· the revisions were .
verified.
.
time between production and shipment,
Nissan's revised submission.
DOC Position: We have included
the Departm'ent slfo'uld add an " . Comment 64: Petitioners contend that,
Nis.san's verified reill.odeli11g expenses
additional'30 days to Nissan's inventory· because Nissan did not provide
in the calculation of the cost of
: ' period.:
'.. · ·
· ·. · · .-. "
· . . verifiable information pertaining-to its
maoufact~re rather,than allowing them
DOCPosition:We have recalculated
U.S. indirect selling expenses incurred in
as a. direct selling expen!le. and have not the inventory carrying cost on U;S. and
the United States, the Department
·home·market sales on a sale-by•sale
should use the percentage derived from
included them in indirect selling
expenses.
.
basis, using.the cost-of production and,. : NIEC's finaricial"staterilentS'to·
Comment 59; Petitioners·contend that
Nissan's-home market and U.S. shortdetermine those expenses:.
term borrowing rates. For the home
· Nissan·contends·that the verification
the Departmeht sh.ould disallow··
Nissan's.claim for "other" expenses as · market expense, 'we have used as besL
report incorrectly states that Nissan was
unable to.provide an adequate
'part of the home market indirect selling ·information available an average:period
expenses because they could n·ot be
between production and.shipment to
explanation of the allocation
home, market dealers. based .on · · ·
··methodologies for NIEC'.s indirect selling
verified.
DOC Position: For the calculation of
documentation· gathered at verification.·. ·,expenses and labor and overhead
For the U.S ..ex·pense, we have ad~ed 15
expenses .0 f the forklift shop. They state
cost of production, we used the total·
amount of home market indirect selling
days for the period between production'· that they had no indication that the
expenses reported. For the calculation of and export to the United Sta~es to the, · verifiers did not understand the figHres submi\ted by. Niss!ln. based on .·
allocation: methodologies used. >··
foreign market value, we allowed only
those items which were verified. For
- p~titi<,mers' U.S. experience. . .
:
DOC Position: At verification;;Nissan
example, Nissan stated at verification
Comment 62: Petitioners contend that ·tould·not'j>rovide a clear explanation of
that the documents supporting other ,
, Nissan's methodcifogy'to'detennine
the.aiiocation methodology used in the
·
. response·,, we requested that Nissan
expenses had been lost. These expenses whether it is selling below cost is.
· , . , revise its allocation of indirect selling
comprised a large percentage of the total i_napproprjate .. therefore, t~e : ;
claim. . ·
_
, .
, D~partment s~ould take N1s~an s base
expenses which we verified and have
Comment 60: Nissan contends that the. · J:!rlCe plus options, l~ss all ~hscounts ~nd . , ed . th" ·d
. lion
Department should not allocate a
rebates and less freight costs and
us m is e1erm~~a
·
portion of the general expenses of the.
compare that to.the t(>_tal cost cif.
.
.comn:ent 65: Petitioners co~tend that
manufacture, G&Aexpenses. remodeling N~ssan incorrectly calcualted its U.S.
Japanese parent (i.e .• Nissan' Motor
Corppany (NMC)) to the U.S. sales of the cos'ts,'i:redit cos.ts. plus all sellfrig
_warranty'expe11se .. Therefore, the.
related U.S. importer, NIEC. because.(1)
expenses.reporteain the sales.response
Departmen~ ~hould r~calculate_ this
to'determine sales below cost of
expense using thi: ratio of the sales
. the operations performed in the U.S. are
prod~clion: '_ ·
· '
.. .
~alue ?f t~e products under
not subject to any material amount of
Nissan contends that it did not
mvestlg!!-hon to the sales value of all
supervision by NMC. and (2) the
supervision that does occur is performed attempt to compare gross·priCe with the
~orklif~s d~ring the peri~d of .
..
by the h.tdustrial Machinery Division ·
cost of production; and that it is more
mvest1gahon and applying this_ ratio to
··and is already being allocated to ESP
appropriate to deduct rebates ahd
the highest totalw~rr~nty expe_~se
sales in the.form of indirect selling
· discounts from gross pric;e thari to
amount reported by N1ss~m. T~e result
expense incurred in'Japan.
ihclude them.in the cost of production.
should then be allocated to th~· products
DOC Position: The Department did
Therefore. Nissan's ccist of production
under investigation based on ~he cost of
was correctly· calculated.
· "
goods sold for each product.·
not attribute G&A expenses or-the
·<DOC Positidn: We have calculated the
Nissan contends that the exact
·'operations in Japan to the value-added
cost of production based on our'
amount of U;S~ warranty expense
operations·in the Unitt:d Sta·tes for
Nissan. However,"since Nissan did not
standard methodology;·as described in
related to each sei:ies of forklift has
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DOC Position: We have determin;d
been verified and no allocation of these
that Nissan's Toki.iso sales were made
expenses is necessary.
in the ordinary'.course of trade and that
DOC Position: We made a deduction
any physical differences in the Tokuso
from U.S. price for the verified warranty
prqducts co.uld ~e. accounted for by a
expenses.
Comment 66: Petitioners contend that . difference in m.erchandise adjustment.
Therefore. we have included these sales
Nissan's home market indirect' selling
· in our analysis.
·
.
expenses and credit expenses· reported
· Comment 69: Petitioners contend that
in the sales response do not correlate
· Nissan's sales of "obsolete" models are ·
with the informatiqn provided in the
not, in fact. obsolete as defined in the
cost of production response. Therefore,
Department's policy paper.on which
for purposes of the final determination,
Nissan bases its claim. The Department
the Department sho.uld rely on the .
should include these sales in the
information least favorable to Nissap.
calculatio.n qf ESP. particularly since
Nissan contends that the differences
Nissan has.no.targued that they be
in the credit expenses reported in the·
removed from the calculation of foreign
home market sales response and· the
market value.
cost of production response are .
Nissan contends that the Department
attributable to the fact that the latter is
based on the Depl;lrtment's methodology should ·either not consider sales of
used at the preliminary determination. · · obsolete models in its calculation of ESP
or should make a circumstance of sale .
Nissan also argues that the differen•
adjustment to foreign market value to
indirect selling expenses reported ar~
take obsolescence into account.
.
. attributable to the fact that a portion or
DOC Position: We do not consider the
them was broken out separately on the
latest computer tape.
·models referred to by Nissan to be
DOC Position: As stated above. we · . obsolete. The physical characteristics
and functions of these models do not
have recalculated home market indirect
differ significantly from the models now
selling expenses and credit expenses in
being produced and .sold under a new
our final determination based on
model number. As such, we have
information obtained at verification.
included these.sales iri the calculation of
· Comment 67: Petitioners contend that
FSP and have not made an adjustment
the net home market prices reported
to foreign market value for
·
Nissan are incorrect and t)'lat the
·
"negative options" should be added to
obsolescence.
·Comment 70: Petitioners contend that,
the price to determine the actual se.lling
since Nissan underreported the amount
price for the products under
investigation.
·.
of time. required to perform an LP
conversion· (i.e:; adapting a gasoline ·
Nissan.contends that home market
''.negative options", which reflect post~
engine to use liquid propane fuel). the
sale adju1?tments to prices of earlier
. Department should increase the time for
·sales. have a minimal impact on foreign
each valu~-added operation performed .
by NIEC;
. market value since similar adjustments
were made with respect to sales·during ·
DOC·Position: The Department
the period.of investigation which were..
reviewed each function performed by
recorded as ''.negative options'" after th~
NIEC and the time associated with each
period.
·
·
function: At verification. we fciund that
DOC Position: We have added the
the LP conversion time had been
understated: Accordingly. we.adjusted
amount of these adjustments back irito
. the labor cost on LP conversions based
the reported sales prices since these
account adjustments were .not related to ··on verified jnformation. We found that
the.sales under investigation. . · .
the time associated with other functions
was accurately report~d. '.fherefore. no· ·
Comment 68: Petitioners contend thilt
· additional time has been added to other
Nissan's "Tokuso" sales in the home ..
value-added operations. .
market are made in the ordinary course
of trade and should be used as
~
Comment 71: Petitioners contend that
comparisons with U.S. sales.·
the information provided by Nissan on
Nissan contends that so-called
foreign inland insurance. foreign inland
Tokuso forklifts sold in the home market freight, foreign shipping charges. and the
foreign invoice preparation fee. on U.S:
have non-standard features and require
custom designing and. ~herefore. are riot . sales is inadequate because.it is based
as similar _to the products sold in the · ·
on expenses in the six-month fiscal
period April through September 1986, ·
United States as base machines sold
. with regular options. They state th11t the · rather than expenses incurred during the
period of investigation. Therefore. the
Department has all the necessary · .
Department should use the largest
information if it were to determine that
freight costs per model in its final
particular Tokuso sales are the most
·
deter:mination.
comparable to U.S. sales.
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· Nissan arg11es that the freight
expenses for April through Septemb
1986 correspond most closely to.the
sales made by NIEC during the period al
investigation.
DOC Position: At verification. we saw
that ESP transactions during the period
of investigation generally incurred
charges in the home market between
April and September. We reviewed
these expenses at verification and have
used them in this determination.
Comment 72: Petitioners contend that
Nissan's prep fees should be deducted
from U.S. price.
Nissan coniends that its inadvertent
omission of the U.S. prep fee in its
original respqnse should not be
construed agaisnt ii since the error was
unfavora,ble to Nissan.
DOC Position: Given that Nissan
reported prices net this prep fee. it has
already been accounted for in our
analysis.
Comment 73: Nissan contends that the
Department's product comparison
procedures followed in the preliminarv...,.
determination produced "highly
anomalous results", specifically. the
comparison of a large number of U.S.
models with a single sale in Japan.
Nissan argues that we should look only
to "major" product characteristics in
selecting the home market forklifts to be
used for comparison and that minor
characteristics such as hose reels and
fork arms should be treated as options.
Komatsu also argues that the
Department's product comparison
criteria give undue weight to mast type
(upright style) over 0th.er characteristics
which Komatsu considers to be more
indicative .of the basic forklift such as
·engine type. engine size. and
transmission type.
DOC Position: Prior to the issuance of
our origin11l questionnaire. we consulted
_with petitioners to develop a hierarchy
of product characteristics so as to
'compare products for each respondent
on a consistent basis. While individual
manufacturers.may place more or less
emphasis on a particular characteristic.
all respondents agreed that the
characteristics we selected were. for the
most part: the most important ones. All
physical characteristics other than the
primary c~aracteristics also have been
accounted for in the difference in
merchandise adjustment.
Comment 74: Petitioners contend that~
Nissan failed to lower its U.S. prices for
certain price adjustments discovered at
verification. Therefore. "the Department
should either reject Nissan's response
or. at a minimum. make these
adjustments to Nissan's U.S. prices.

1
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DOC Position: We agr.ee with
petitioners· and have made the
appropriate·adjustments to the U.S.
prices· reported.
. Comment 75: Petitioners contend that,
since Komatsu's cost of production
information does not reconcile with the
cost information in its product concordance, the Department should
only make difference in merchandise
adjustments that increase foreign
market value.
DOC Position: We have used verified
cost da.ta .to calculate home market cos.ts
· of production and differences in .
rrierchandise adjustments.
. ..
Comment 76: Petitioners.contend that •
Komatsu used an inappropriate method
of calculating interest .expense in its cost
of production and constructed value
info.rmation. Therefore. the Department
should recalculate Komatsu's interest
adjustment.
Komatsu contends that, if the
.
Department intends to deduct interest
income from investments not related to
' operations from the reported net interest
income, then the Department should
deduct interest costs incurred with·
· respect to such investments from _the
cost of production,
-- . DOC Posiiion: Interest. which
included income and expenses from
installment sales, was recalculated to
reflect only the interest expense
incurred in producing the forklifts, offset
· for a proportional amount related to
credit and inventory.
··
Comment 77: Petitioners contend that
. Komatsu failed to report all of its Parts
Department's G&A expenses and.
therefore, understated the cost of
prc;iduction it reported for the home
market forklifts under investigation.
Komatsu contends that its Parts
Department's G&A expenses should not
be included in the cost of production ·
because tt:at department handles spare
. repair parts only and does not supply
attachments to dealers.
DOC Position: We have included the
Parts Department's expenses in G&A
expenses as they were recorded in
KFC's financial records. we· consider
the costs incurred to maintain an
inventory of parts for future repairs to
be a normal G&A expense of a forklift
manufacturer.and, therefore, we have
allocated them as a G&A expense to the
cost of manufacture of Komatsu's
forklifts.
Comment 78: Petitioners contend that
.the actual selling prices reported by
Komatsu on certain home market sales
do not reconcile with the actual selling
p~ices reported in its cost of production
response. Therefore. the Departm~nt
should adjust upward the actual selling
prices in the sales database to
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'app~opriate ded~ctions from t~e.home
correspond with.the selling prices
reported in· the c;ost of production
market price.
. . ~;; :
response.
Comment 81: Petitioners con.tend that
DOC Position: The Department has
an adjustment to ho,me market'price for
used the verified actual selling' prices
charges incurred by respondent
.
reported in the _sales response for .
manufacturers for services performed by
purposes of this determination. . ·
related deaiers must be based solely on
Comment 79: Petitioners contend that
t~e actilal cost of providing the servi,ce.
the Department should not allow home .· · The adjustment should not include any
market freight charges inc1.1rred iii
'profit earned by related dealers in the
moving goods to warehouses for storage
adjustment claimed. If profit for these
prior to sale. Petitioners also argue that
expenses is np~ provided on an-. .
·
freight expenses incurred by Komatsu in individual basis, the iJepart.ment should
transporting forklifts from :the· factory to
use as'best information available an
related dealers constitute pre-sale
average profit ·percentage earned by a
related party payments and, therefore,
related c·ompariy to calculate 11 profit
should not be deducted fr.om foreign
proxy.
.
market value. In support of these
· . D.OC Position: Komatsu is the only
contentions, petitioners cite Color .
respondent with related-dealer ,
Television Receivers: Except for Video
transactions which we are not treating
Monitors, from Taiwan: Final Results of ·as arm's-length for purposes of this
Antidumping Duty A"dininistrative
determination. In calculating charge11
Review (Receivers from Taiwan} (51 FR , and adjustments in the hqme _marke~! we
46895. December 29; 1986} and
aid not take into account trarisfer .
Television Receivers. Monochrome and
payments between Komatsu and i.ts
Go/or. from japan: Final Results of
related dealers. All charges and
. Antidumping Duty Administrative
adjustments were based on actUal
Review (Receiversfrom Japan} (53 FR
expenses incurred by either Komatsu or
4050, February 11, 1988).
·
,
its dealers. .
Komatsu contends that failure to
· Comment.82: Petitioners contend .that
·-adjust for factory-to-dealer inland
the Depar~ent should reject Kcimatsu's
freightexpenses in.the home market
pre-ve.rification-and post-verification '
would prevent a fair "ex-factory· price"
home market credit, expense claims
comparison as required by the law.
because.neither has been verified
Furthermore, these are no more "presale" expenses than are Japanese inland adequately. Even if the new data were
verified, ,the Department should not use
freight.·ocean freight. and U.S, inland·
it because it would overstate the credit
freight on ESP sales.
· · ·
expense. Petitioners furt~er argue that
.. DOC Position: In Receivers from
Taiwan, we treated a respondent's-home the Department should not deduct credit
exp_enses for Kornatsu'.s sales for which·
.market freight cl~im as a general ,
ship~ent.or payment dates-were no_t
expense because the transportation
reported:
·
. charge was incurred in shipping the
. Komatsu argues that, contrary- to
goods to a facility used for general ·
petitioners' assertion, home market
storage as well as distribution. In· ·,
credit expenses have been verified ..
Receivers from Japan, we denied a
DOC Position: During verification, we
respondent's claim for certain home
found that there were.actually.. rimltiple
market inland freight expenses because
. payment dates.for many home market
they were incurred prior to the sale of
sales.,The payment date reported was
the merchandise..ln the case of
the. date of-the first payment received
Komatsu, home market ·dealers do not
store inventory prior to sale .. Shipments . and was not reflective of the actual
·are made from the factory· subsequent to . -nuiitber of days outstanding for the
entire:balance ofpayment. At
the consummation of the sale between
verification. we requested that Komatsu
'the dealer and the end-user customer.
recalculate credit expense based on the
Therefore, ·we have allowed Komatsu"s
claim for purposes of this determination. actual number of.days in which a ·
portion of the balance was· outstanding.
· Comment
Petitioners conterid that
These recalculations were verified for
Komatsu's hcime.m~rket inland freight
three·of the company's dealers (two of
expenses inctirred in.transporting
which were Komatsu's largest dealers).
forklifts from the dealer to the customer
The recalculation of credit for'the other
appear unreasonably high in :
' . dealers is comparable to the cfedit
relationship to the ocean freight
-recalculations of the three verified . ·
expenses claimed on its ESP sales and,
·dealers. As such, ·we are usiilg'the ·
therefore. should be disallowed.
expenses reported for each dealer·as
DOC Position: We verified that the
best information available.
inland freight charges reported in the
Comment 83: Petitioners contend that
response are the actual charges incurred
by the dealer. As such, they are
the Department should disallow cer'ain
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sales.commissions claimed by Komatsu
on home inarket sales because Komatsu
did not provide the Department with
sufficient information on the
comnii.ssions and because Komatsu was
unable to substantiate at verification the
amounts Claimed.
·
Koina~su contends that adjustments
shoulg be made to home market sales
for certain payments to third parties and
employees which are contingent upon
cons4m111ation of a sale because they
are specific to a particular sale and
repr.esent actual out-of-pocket
expehdHures. Komatsu argues that
certain of these payments to salesmen
are properly allowable because the
payments benefit the individual
recipient and, therefore. are not mere
internal transfers of corporate funds.
DOC Position: We verified that
. Komatsu paid bonuses to individuals
and to its dealer's employees who.
introduced new customers. Since the
payments are actual expenditures made ·
by the company tied to specific sales
and are not intracompany transfers. we
are treating the expenditures as home
market sales commissions.
Comment 84: Petitioners contend that,
because Komatsu was unable to
demonstrate that certain sales
promotional items were actually
provided to customers and because
Komatsu made unsolicited changes in its
data in its post-verification submission
regarding these expenses. the.
Department·should disallow this claim
as either a direct or indirect selling
expense on home market sales..
DOC Position: We verified the
expenses claimed under this form of
sales promotion and determined that
these items are used to promote the
s1iles of forklifts. We are treating these
expenses as indirect selling expenses
since Komatsu and its dealers are
related and, thus, these expenses are
directed as Komatsu's customers.
Comment 85: Petitioners contend that
Komatsu's claim for certain home
. market advertising expenses directed at
end-user customers should be rejected
as an indirect selling expense because
Komatsu used an inappropriate method
of allocation to calculate these expenses
and because Komatsu failed to show ·
that these expenses were.actually .
incurred during the period of
im·estigation.
Komatsu contends that certain modelspecific home market advertising
expenses are designed to induce enduser custom&s to purchase forklifts for
and are reasonably allocated expenses
for which an adjustment should be
made..
DOC Position: We verified that
Komatsu's advertising claims were
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incurred during the period of
·
Investigation and.that the company had
properly allocated them to sales of
forklifts. We ·are treating these expenses
·as indirect selling expenses since
l<o'matsu and its dealers are related and.
thus, these expenses are directed at
Komatsu's customers.
.
. ·Comment 86: Petitioners contend that
Komatsu has not attempted·to show that
differing levels of traqe affect price
comparability. Rather, it has tried to
prove that this adjustment is warranted
based on' quantification of the cost
~iffereritials of selling at differing levels
· of tr~de. Komats_u has siinply aggregated
its dealers' indirect selling expenses but
has provided no other ·substantiation
that these costs were· incurred because
the sales were made al a different level
·or trade.
.
Petitioners also argue that Komatsu
has claimed a deduction from home
market price for indirect selling
expenses incurred by itself and related
dealers. Therefore, to claim a level of
trade adjustment .equal to the indirect
selling expenses incurred by related
dealers would result in a double
adjustment..:...ane as 'part of the ESP
offset provision and the other as part of
the level of trade adjustment. For these
rea!,mns, the Department shoµld reject
Komatsu's level of trade adjustment.
Komatsu contends that the
Department. in its preliminary
detenriination, improperly compared
home market retail transactions with
U.S. wholesale transactions without
ad~sfiog 'ror the difference fo levels of
trad,e being compared as required by 19
CFR 353.19. Komatsu argues that it has
established that it experiences actual
differences in ·selling costs associa led
with sales at the different levels of trade
in the two markets, that the difference in
costs is equal to the additional dealer
overhead incurred in Japan but not-in
the United States, and that this
difference has been fully quantified,
documented, and verified. Since the
dealers in each market perform exactly
the same functions, the costs incurred
by Komatsu's home market dealers in
. providing .those services is an accurate
measure of the additional cost
associated with· selling at the retail level
·in Japan as compared with selling at the
wholtsale level in ·the. United States.
. Komatsu further argues that the
Department's circumstances of sale
adjustments recognize that differences
in costs incurred·in selling in one market
versus another market have a direct
effect on price. and that the difference in
merchandise adjustments recognize that
a cost difference reflected in a physical
difference likewise affects the price of.
products compared. Accordingly. the
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evidence of costs incurred by dealers i~
·one market but not in the other market~
establishes the actual differences in
s_elling costs due to selling at different
levels of trade and fulfills the
requirements for this adjustment as
stateq in.Fundicao Tupy v. United
States, Slip Op. 88-3 (C.l.T.. January 12.
1988). Furthermore, to avoid a double
adjustment of the indirect selling .
expenses. the level of trade adjustment.
should.be made before adjusting for the
ESP offset.
Komatsu also contends that. when
presented with prima facie evidence
that prices. at different levels of trade
are being compared, the Department has
an affirmative duty to seek all data
necessary to make the level of trade
adjustment and that it has no discretion
. to refuse to do so. If the Department
denies a level of trade adjustment,
Sifrer Reed America, Inc. et al. v. U.S.
(Slip Op. 88-5. 1988) requires that a
detailed explanation must be given
disclosing why a party has failed in its
proof of the matter. Finally. Komatsu
argues that if a level of trade adjust~e(~
is not granted in this case, the
'
Department will have effectively read 19'
CFR. 353.19 out of the regulations which
is· impermissible without following the
rulemaking procedures of the
Administrative Procedure Act.
DOC Position: Section 353.19 of our
regulations allows for an adjustment
when comparing the prices of U.S. and
home market sales made at different
levels of trade. This section. like other
provisions dealing with differences in
circumstances of sale (either based upon
differences in wholesale quantities or
"other" circumstances of sale), is
.
governed by 19 CFR 353.13 which
provides that: "The person who alleges
entitlement to any adjustment pursuant
to§§ 353.14 through 353.19 must
·establish entitlement thereto to the
satisfaction of the Secretary.'' In order
to be entitled to an adjustment for ·
differences in the levels of trade. the
party claiming the adjustment must
establish to the Department's
satisfaction that the differences in the
levels of trade affect price
comparability. The Departµient has
interpreted the regulation as requiring
affirmative evidence that the differences
in the prices are the result of selling at
one level of trade as compared to the
other in the home market. See Final
Determination of Sales at less Than
Fair Value: Industrial Nitrocellulose
from France (48 FR 21615. May 9. 1983)
and International Trade Administration
Countertop Mir.rowave 01•ens from
Japan: Final Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value. and Exc/usio11s
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from Final Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value (45 FR 80157,
December 3, 1980).
Komatsu has claimed a level of trade
adjustment on the basis that virtually all
of its U.S. sales are made lo unrelated
dealers, while in the home market
Komatsu was required to report sales to
its dealers' customers (i.e., end-users)
since nearly all of its home market
dealers are related.
The Department requires that a
company establish its claim for a level
of trade adjustment by showing that
within the home market, where all other
facts are equal, there is consistent
pricing between the different levels o'f
trade. This establishes that the
difference in price between the U$. sale
and the home market sale is attributable
to a difference in the levels of trade
rather than differences resulting from
disparate market conditio.ns in two
distinct markets. An adjustment cannot
be made for differences in level of trade
just because costs are different when
comP,aring
sales to the United States
9
and sales in the home market.
The Department cannot make the
assumptiori that, because there are
differences in costs between home
market and U.S. sales, it should make a
level of trade adjustment, because it
"cannot [be) assume[d) that the market
conditions and distribution network in
the United States would be the same as
iri [the home market)." Final
·
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value; Certain Carton Closing
Staples and Staple Machines f ram
Sweden (48 FR 49323, October 25, 1983).
See also Low-Fuming Brazing Copper
Rod and Wire from New Zealand;
Preliminary Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value (50 FR 31405,
August 2, 1985).
Komatsu made its claim for a level of
trade adjustment based on an
examination of the selling expenses
incurred on sales to dealers in the·
. United States and sales to end-users in
the home market. In order to qualify for
a level of trade adjustment, as staled
above, Komatsu would have to
demonstrate that it incurs different
selling expenses in selling to different
levels of trade in the home market (i.e.,
to both unrelated dealers and endusers). However, the number of sales to
Komatsu's unrelated dealers in the home
market were so insignificant that the
Department could not make an
appropriate comparison of different
selling prices at the different levels.
Since there are many factors which
affect the selling expenses in the two
different markets. regardless .of the level
of trade, it is impossible for us to
quantify the differences incurred in
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selling to different levels of trade by.
examining the expenses incurred in
selling to two different markets. Our
circumstance of sale adjustments do not
measure the differences in selling
expenses incurred in selling to different
.levels of trade, bu·t measure· the
differences in selling expenses incurred
in selling to two different markets.
Komatsu's contention that evidence of
differences in selling expenses to
dealers in the United States and endusers in Japan warrants making an
adjustment for level of trade is without
merit and is illogical. If cme were to
accept Komatsu's argument, there ·
·should be no differences in selling
expenses ih selling to dealers in the
United States and in selling·to dealers in
Japan.
Contrary to Komatsu's assertion, the
Department has allowed a level of trade
adjustment where the respondent has
adequately supported the claim. See
Final Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value; Tapered Rolling
Bearings andParts Thereof. Finished'
and Unfinished, from Japan (52 FR ·
30700, August 17, 1987). However, in this
case, Komatsu has not demonstrated its
entitlement to the level of trade
adjustment. At no point in this
·investigation did we refuse to consider
relevant information from Komatsu ·
necessary to make a level of trade
adjustment..
.
Comment 87: Petitioners contend that
· the sale of a new forklift by a Komatsu
dealer in return for money and a tradein should not be viewed as two distinct
transactions. Rather, because the
. amount of money tendered by the
purchaser and accepted by the dealer
reflects the existence of the trade-in, the
Department should make an adjus.tment
for tr&de-ins in the final determinaiion.
According to petitioners, the. trade-in
adjustment should be added to foreign
market valuf! to reflect the actual ,
amount the dealer obtained on the sale.
This adjustment.should be calculated by
taking the resale price less any trade-in
allowance and rec9nditioning expense.
Pe ti ti one rs further. argue that.- for those
sales in which· Komatsu did not resell a
forklift accepted as a trade,-in, the
Department should disallow any
reconditioning expenses claimed.
Petitioners also contend that
~omatsu's claimed adjustment for the
loss it incurs on. scrapped trade-in
forklifts should be rejected because
Komatsu allocated this expense over all
·dealer sales although. the claim cannot
be tied directly tc;i those s·aies, and
because the residual value of scrap is an:
economic gain that should be added to,
not subtracted frorp, foreign ma'rket
. value. Petitioriers further argue that

double-counting would result if the
trade-in allowance is subtracted from
foreign market value and the
Department also grants the claim for.
trade-in scrap.
Komatsu argues that petitioners have
presented no persuasive rationale or
evidence to support its proposed
methodology of valuing trade-ins and
that t.he proposed methodology ignores a
variety of other costs and imputed
.expenses absorbed by the dealer.
Therefore, the Department has
insufficient data: to make such an ·
adjustment should it decide to do so.
DOC Position: First. we are confused
by petitioners' assertion that the sale of
a new. forklift and the receipt of a tradein on that sale should noi be viewed as
two distinct transactions, while under
Comment 35 petit.ioners argue thµt the
. acceptance of a trade-in is not related to
the sale of a new forklift. Nevertheless,
we agree that the acceptance of a tradein is part of the same transaction as the
sale of the forklift. That is the reason we
allowed Toyota's truck replacement
incentive rebate. Therefore, in
_
calculating credit expenses, we
deducted the trade-in allowance from
the sales price to reflect the actual
·
amount of credit assumed by
· respondents on the sale. The trade-in
allo-..yance is already inCluded In the .
sales pric~.of the new forklift, so no
. further adjustment to the home market
price is warr.anted.
We dis~gree ~ith .both petitioners and
Komatsu that a. further adjustment to the
home market price is needed to .reflect
the resale value of the trade-in and the
reconditioning 'expense of the trade-in.
Resale value and reconditioning . ,..
expenses are related.to the sale ofthe
trade-in. This is a transaction disilnct
from Komatsu's sale of a new fork'!irt.
Comment 88: Petitioners contend that
the Department should disallow
Komatsu's claim for home market
indirect selling expenses because
Komatsu included G&A expenses and
used inappropriate methodologies to
allocate these expenses.
DOC Position: We have not included
G&A expenses in the indirect selling
expenses for Komatsu.
·Comment 89: Petitioners contend that
ihe Department should use Komatsu's
actual date of production for each sale
to calculate home market inventory ·
· carrying costs.
·
DOC Position: We agree and have
done so ii) this determination.
. Coniment 90: Petitioners contend that
the Department should base Komats'u"s
U.S. inyent'ory carrying cost calculation
on the length of time from shipment in
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Jllpan to.shipment to the unrelated U.S.
customer.
.
· Citing Silver Reed America. Inc. el al.
t'. U.S. (Slip Op. 88-5. 1988). supra. and
section 772(e)(2) of the Act. Komatsu
contends that the cost of carrying
inventory prior to entry into the United
States is not an expense incurred in the
United States and should not be
deducted from ESP.
DOC Position: We have calculated
inventory carrying cost from the date of
production to. the date of shipment to the
first unrelated buyer. See also DOC
Position to Comment 21 above.
Comment 91: Petitioners contend that
Komatsu allocated its U.S. indirect
selling expenses over total sales rather
than ESP sales, thus understating the
amount of the adjustment. Petitioners
further argue that the Department
should recalculate the allocation of
·· these expenses over ESP sales based on
the cost of goods sold for purposes of ·
the final determination.
DOC Position:We consider the
allocation' to be reasonable given that
both purchase price and ESP sales are
handled by Komatsu's U.S. subsidiary.
Furtherm·ore, our normal allocation
methodology is based on sales value
rather than cost of goods sold.
Comment 92: Petitioners contend that.
for Komatsu. the sales price of
attachments and accessories added in
the United States, as well as the portion
of inland freight expense attributable' IQ
such attachments and. accessories,
should be'deducted from the U.S. pric~
for both ESP and purchase price
transactions.
DOC Position: We agree with
petitioners with respect to the sales ·
prices of attachments and accessories
on both.ESP and purchase price sales.
(See also DOC Position to Comment 27
above.)
With respect to inland freight,
because the unrelated U.S. dealer is
responsible for these charges, we did
not deduct the expenses incurred for
shipment of attachments and
accessories.
Comment 93: Petitioners contend that,
when lease transactions are sales-type
leiises, as in the case of Komatsu, they
constitute sales subject to this
investigation which should be used in
the calculation of foreign market value.
Where transactions are bona fide lease
transactions, as in the case of Toyota,
they should not be used as a basis for
comparison to U.S. sales or for·
calculating foreign marltet value. Iil
addition. where complete information on
lease transactions was not provided, as
in the case of Komatsu. the Department
should use best information available in
the final determination.

· Toyota contends that, contrary to
petitioners' assertion. home market
transactions with certain payment terms
are sales to dealers who buy forklifts in
order to lease or·rent to end-users.
These transactions by Toyota are not
leases and. therefore', are properly
included as sales in the home market.
Komatsu contends that its home
market leas.cs dci not constitute sales
since there are no terms contemplating
transfer of ownership. no bargain
purchase options. and none of the
transactions has a term of even 75
percent of the estimated useful life of a
forklift using the estimated actual useful
life of nine years. Komatsu also argues
that there is no. need to look to the .
relatively small number of home market
leases since the number of home market
sales reported provides an ample basis
for determining fair market value.
DOC Position: Shortly before the
preliminary determination, we
discovered that certain respondents had
lease transactions in the U.S. and home
markets. Additional information on
these transactions was requested and
provided. While we have verified this
·information; we have not used lease
transactions in· making fair value
comparisons.
This is the first instance in which the
Department has had the opportunity to
examine lease transactions to determine
whether they should be treated as sales,
pursuant to section 731 of.the Act, as
amended. Although interested parties
have suggested several different
methods to use iii determining whether a
lease transaction should be considered
equivalent to a sale, we do not believe .
that the relevant factors have been
sufficiently addressed in this case to
warrant the selection of a standard that
would apply in future cases. Moreover,
the number of lease transactions that
might be considered equivalent to sales
is very small. Evert without the lease
transactions, we have been able· to
make fair value comparisons for every
U.S. sale.
Comment .94: Petitioners contend that
the Department should use the interest
rate associated with the Komatsu's
short-term U.S. borrowings during the
period of investigation to calculate
credit expenses on ESP sales. Petitioners
further maintain that, even if there were
no u:s. borrowing during the period of
investigation. the Department has the
authority to use the U.S. prime rate
rather than an overseas rate. In support
of this position. petitioners cite the Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value: 64K Dynamics Random
Access Memory Components from Japan
(51 FR 15943, April 29. 1986). Petitioners
further argue that Komatsu's U.S. credit
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expenses should not be offset by
O\'erdue payment charges because
Kom'atsu was unable to prove that such
charges were paid.
Komatsu contends that. because
Komatsu Forklift Inc. (KFI) ordinarily
receives payment from its dealers well
before it (KFI) is obligated to pay
Komatsu Forklift Co., Ltd. (KFC). the
Japanese parent company, credit .
expenses associated with U.S. sales are.
incurred by KFC in Japan. Therefore, the
Department should use KFC's verified
short-term borrowing rate in calculating ·
the credit expense on U.S. sales.
Komatsu cites Certain Welded Carbon
Steel Pipe and Tube from Turkey: Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value (51 FR 13044, April 17.1986)
in arguing that the use of U.S. interest
rates on U.S. sales is appropriate only
when the Department has verified that
·u.s. sales have been financed with
borrowings in the United States.
Komatsu also argues that KFI's
borrowings 1n the United States were for
short-term needs (e.g .. overnight loans)4
and cannot be construed as borrowings
to finance sales.
. ·
DOC Posit/on: For the period in which
Komatsu h.ad U.S. borrowings. we have
used a U.S. interest rate to reflect the
cost of borrowing in the United States.
However, for the period in which
Komatsu had no borrowings in the
· United States, we determined that the
most appropriate interest rate was the
rate incurred on KFC's short-term
borrowings in Japan because the parent
company in Japan, in effect. bore the
expense of financing the sale.
·comment 95: Petitioners contend that
the Department should reject Komatsu's
claim for certain expenses on home
market sales because they are
comprised primarily of normal pre-sale
services and are not requested by a
customer in the ordinary course of
business and because expenses related
to U.S. sales were included in the
amount reported. Petitioners further
argue that these expenses should be
included as part of the cost of
production and should not be deducted
from foreign market value as either a
direct or an indirect selling expense. In
addition. petitioners contend that
Komatsu's revised data for these
expenses should be disallowed because
these expenses have not been verified:
were not submitted properly. and have
been increased without explanation
from the pre-verification submission to
the post-verification submission.
Komatsu contends that certain home
market expenses for final preparation of
a forklift prior to delivery to a customer,
which Komatsu characterizes as
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these sales from the ma'nufacture~:s
necessary to place the merchandise in a - it did not incur any bad debt expense on
condition ready for delivery, should be
home market database.
· ·
sales of forklifts during the period of
treated as direct selling expenses.
investigation.
Conti1wation
of
Su.spension
of
.
Komatsu arg'ues that, at a minimum,
Comment 99: Petitioners contend that
Liquidation
··
amounts paid to outside contractors for
the Department should indude all of the .
.
.
' We•are directing the U.S. Customs
repossessed forklifts reported in "
these services should be deducted from
Service to continue to suspend-·
the home market price.
Komatsu's U.S. sales database because:
DOC Position: These home market
liquidation of all entries of forklifts from
(1) The forklifts repossessed from
pre-sale expenses do not include
dealers had not reached an end-user
Japan that are entered or withdra~n .
expenses related to U.S. sales .. as a
and, therefore, cannot be.coqsidered.
from warehouse, for consuinption, on or
miss.tatement in the verification report
used; and (2) Komatsu failed to '
.
after the date C?fpublication of this.
may have led petitioners to believe.
demonstrate that the forklifts · ·
notice in the Federal Register. The U.S. ·
Because of discrepancies in the
repossessed from end-users were truly
Customs Service shall continue fo
u~~·
.
.
reporting of these charges subsequent to
require on all .entries a cash deposit or
verification, we have disallowed them
Komatsu contends that a small
the posting'of a bond equal to the
number.of used forklifts which it resold
. as an adjustment in the home market.
estimated average amounts by which ·'
We have included the amounts paid to
in the United States should be· excluded
the foreign market value of forklifts freim
from the investigation because they
outside contractors for certain services
Japan exceeds the United States price as
cannot be sold as, or compete with, new
in the calculation of the cost of
shown below. This suspensiori of ·
forklifts.
production.. .
.
liquidation will remain in.effect until
·Comment 96: Petitioners contend that,
DOC Position.· We verified· that the'
further notice; The weighted-average ..
because soine of Komatsu's home .
forklifts referred to by petitioners were
margins are as follows:
market; sales' were made by a related
reconditfoned and resold as used ·
dealer to a related sub-dealer, Komatsu
forklifts .. Furthermore, we have not
Weightedaverage
should have'reported the sales by the
included used, demonstration, or
Manufacturer t prciducer t expo rte~
margin ·.
sub-dealer to the end-user.
reconditioned forklifts in our calculation
(percent)
t 2 DOC Position:.We agree and h·ave not
of sales at less than·fair value.
Comment 100: Mifran-Boman, an :
used these sales as .home market
.
17.29
Toyota Motor Corp .................. :.....;........ ..
comparisons.
.
interested party, contends that it is not
51.33
Nissan Motor. Co., ltd.............................. ·
.'47.73
Comment 97: Petitioners contend that
reasonable to give Sanki ·a separate duty Komatsu Forklift Co., ltd............... :....... ..
51-33
Sumitomo-Yale Co., ltd ......................... ..
Komatsu has provided no substaniive
rate since it is not a manufacturer of the
51.33
Toyo l.impanki Co., Ltd .. :.:......... :...:.: ....:..
evidence to support its assertion that
subject merchandise.
'13.65
Sanki ·Industrial Co:, Ltd.: ........................
"direct shipment" sales are purchase
DOC Position: We examined the sales
'56.81
Kasagi Forklift; Inc....:...... :...................... ..
price transactions. Therefore, the
of Sanki because of petitioners'
39.50
All others ......'.: ....................: ................. :.:.:
Departinentshould treatsuch sales as
·allegation that manufacturers in Japan
ESP transactions in the final
might be selling new forklifts to. resellers
As a resu1t'hr our ~ffinnative critical. determination and impute all additional
which, in .turn, sell the forklifts as used
circum'siances· determination with
ESP selling and movement expenses to
to unauthorized U.S. dealers. In an ''
·
. resp~ct tq:Nissan ~ild TCM. the
these sales.
··
antidumping duty investigation, the
retroactive suspension of liquidation ..
DOC Position: We disagree. At
D~partment may s~lect as respondents
ordered o·n Nissan arid TCM will remain
verification, Komatsu was able to
those companies that manufacture·or ,·
in effect. However, because our final
substantiate its claim that these sales
export the subject merchandise to the ..
critical cfrcu'ms.tances deiermination is .
were properly classified as purchase
United States. As an exporter, unrelated
negative for the other respondents and
price·transactions and we have treated
to any of the manufacturers under
all other companies, the retroactive .
them as such fer p1Jrpcses of this·
investigation, ~anki qualified as a
suspension of liquidation ordered at the
determination.
respondent in this case. Therefore, we ·
time of the preliminary determination· ·
. Comment 98: Petitioners contend that
have assigned Sanki a separate duty
· with respect to all companies other than
KFI Qas incurrea a bad debt expense
rate in this determination. ·
during the period of investigation.
Comment 101: Petitioners contend that Nissan and TCM is terminated. All' cash
Therefore. the Department should
deposits or bonds placed on entri!:s
certain export sales reported by Sanki determine the rate at ~hich KFI is
made by all companies other than
also appear in' the home market
accruing balances in its allowances for
Nissan and TCM prior to November 24,
database of another respondent in this
doubtful accounts and apply this rate to
investigation. Therefore, the Department 1987,.shall be.refunded.·
sales during the period of investigation
This s:Usr.ension o{,liquidation covers
should eliminate these sales from that
as an indfrect selling expense on U.S.
respondent's database· a'nd use new .
imports of forklift~ meeting the
sales. Petitioners further argue that the
definition outlined in the "Scope of
comparison sc:iles or constructed value .
· Departmen't should disallow Komatsu's
Investigation" -section of this noticed. If,
as the basis for foreign market value. home market' claim for indirect selling
DOC Position:·we have verified that
at the lime of entry into the Unitep
. the sales reported by, the 'respondent .
,,!!xpenses because Komatsu failed to
State's; the importer can· demonstrate to
~explain the discrep·ancies between its
manufacturer·qualify as legitimate home
the satisfactfon of the U.S. Customs
.1'.i'a·d debt claim and certain other .
market sales. The respondent ·
Service that the forklift was used,·as
manufacturer had no kriowle'dge that th-e defined in the section of this notke
accounts.
DOC Position: The Department
forklifts would eventually be exported
entitled·"Usiid Forklift Issue," th(lt
considers bad debts -related to sales of
to the United States: Even though the ·
. forklift will be exempt from the ; :
the ·subject merchandise to be a selling
same forklifts were subsequently
suspension ofliquidation and· any cash
expense. However. in the case of
exported by Sanki, there is no evidence
deposit or bonding requirements.
Komatsu, we found at verification 'that
linking the respondent manufacturer's
In our preliminary determination, we
even though the company set aside
home market sales and Sanki's export
required a cash deposit or bond on all
t' .... -L1:tl- _____ r __ ... ___
1 -- .1.L-- •L- .......
RHIP~- Ac:. Q11rh UIO J,Qiuo nnt l'ln1ot.o."1
funds in a reserve for doubtful accounts.

~

~ ~
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'years prior to the date of entry. Given
that we have clarified the definition of a
used forklift, all cash deposits or bonds ·
placed pn used forklifts manufactured in
a calendar year at least three years prior
to the year of entry into the United
St~tes shall be refunded if the importer
establishes to the satisfaction of the U.S.
Customs Service that the forklift is ·used
as defined in the "Used Forklift Issue"
section of this noticed.

transportation and related equipment or
East Orange VA Medical Center, et al ·
technology.
·.. Cons.olidated Decision on Applicati~
for Duty-Free Entry of Electron
..
Agenda·

General Session
1. Opening Remarks by the Chairman.
2. Introduction of Members and
Visitors.
3. Presentation of Papers or Comments
by the Public.
·4. Committee Charter Objectives. and
Relationships with Other Go'vernment
Working Groups.
·
5. 1987 Committee Accomplishments.
and the 1988 Plan.
6. Discussion of Briefing Presented to
Aerospace Industries Association.
7. Briefing on Relationships Between
the Militarily Critical Technologies List
(MCTL) and COCOM.
8. New Business.

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 735(d) of
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
determination. In addition. we are
making available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
inforll}alion relating to this
investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged· and business
proprietary information in our files,
Executive Session .
provided the ITC confirms that it will
9. Discussion of.matters properly
not disclose such information, either
classified
under Executive Order 12356.
publicly cir under administrative
dealing with the U.S. and COCOM
protective order. without the written
control program and strategic criteria
consent of the Acting Assistant
related thereto.
·
Secretary for Import Administration.
The general session of the meeting
If the ITC determines that material
will be open to the public and a limited
injury, or threat of material injury. does
number of seats will be available. To the
not exist. this proceeding will be
terminated and all securities posted as~ extent time permits, members of the
public may present oral statements to
result of the suspension of liquidation
the Committee; Written statements may
will be refunded or cancelled. However,
be
submitted at any time before or after
if the ITC determines that such injury.
the meeting.
does exist, the Department will.issue an
The Assistant Secretary for
antidumping duty order directing
Administration. with the concurrence of
Customs officers to assess an
antidumping duty on forklifts from Japan the delegate of the General Counsel,
formally determined on December 17,
entered or withdrawn from warehouse.
1986, pursuant to S~ction lO(d)of the
for consumption, after the effective date
of the suspension of liquidation, equal to Federal Advisory Committee Act .. as
amended that the series of meetings or
the amount by which the foreign market
. portions of meetings of the Committee
value exceeds the U.S. price.
.
and of any Subcommittees thereof,
This determination is published
.
dealing with tile classHied materials
pursuant to section 735(d) Of the Act (19
listed in 5 U.S.C. 552b(c](l) s~all be
u.s.c. 1673d(d)).
exempt from the provisions relating to
April 7, 1988.
public meetings found in section 10[a)(1)
Joseph A. Spetrini,
and (a)(3). ofthe Federal Advisory
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import.
Committee Act. The remaining series of
Administration. .
meetings or portions thereof ._,,;ill be
[FR Do·c. 88--8215 Filed 4-14-88; 8:45 am)
open to the public.
'BILLING CODE 3510-DS-M
A copy of the Notice of Determination
to close meetings or portions of meetings
Transportation and Related Equipment of the Committee. is available for public
Technical Advisory Committee; -..
inspection and copying in the Central
Partially Closed Meeting ·
·
Reference and Records Inspection
Facility._Room 6628, U.S. Department of
A meeting of the Transportation and
Comri1erce,
Washington, DC.
Related Equipment Technical Advisory
Committee will be held May 3, 1988 at
9:30 a.m .. Room 12138. the Federal
Building. 450 Colden Gate Avenue, San
. Francisco. California. The Committee
advises the Office of Technology and
Policy Analysis with respect to technical
questions which affect the level of
export controls applic•il.1le to
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For further information or copies of the·
minutes call Ruth D. Fitts.-202-377-4959.
Date: April 8. 1988.
Betty Anne Ferrell,
Acting Director. Technical Support Stoff
Office of Technology and Policy Analysis.
(FR Doc'. 88-8311 Filed 4-1~8: 8:45 am]
BILLING COOE 3510-DT-M

Microscopes

This is a decision consolidated
pursuant to section 6(c) of the
Educational. Scientific, and Cultural
Materials Importation Act of 1966 (Pub.
L. 89-651, 80 Stat. 897: 15 CFR 301).
Related records can be viewed between
8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in room 1523. U.$.
Department of Commerce. 14th and
Constitution Avenue NW., Washington.
DC.
Docket No.: 87--057. Applicant: East
Orange VA Medical Center, East
Orange, NJ 07019. Instrument: Electron ·
Microscope with Accessory. Model H6010. Manufacturer: Nissei Sangyo
America, Ltd., Japan. Intended Use: See
notice at 53 FR 4866. February 18. 1988.
Instrument Ordered: March 18, 1986.
Docket No.: 87--093. Applicant: VA
Medical Center, Denver, CO 80220.
Instrument:. Electron Microscope.
.
Manufacturer: N.W. Philips. The
Netherlands. Intended Use: See notice a"
53 FR 4866, February 18, 1988.
·
Instrument Ordered: July 24, 1986.
Docket No.: 87-283R. Applicant: Naval
Hospital San Diego, San Diego. CA
92134-5000. Instrument: Electron
Microscope, Model EM 109T.
Manufacturer: Carl Zeiss, West
Germnay. Intended Use: See notice at 52
FR 1812. January 22, 1988. Instrument
Ordered: August 15, 1985.
·
Comments: None received.
Decision: Approved. No instrument of
equivalent scientific value to the foreign
instrument, for such purposes as these
instruments are intended to be used.
was being manufactured in the United
States at the time instruments were
ordered.
.

.

Reasons: Each foreign instrument is a
conventional transmission electron
microscope (CTEM) and is intended for
research or scientific educational uses:
requiring a CTEM. We know of no
CTEM. or any other instrument suited to
these purposes. which was being
manufactured in the United States either
at the time of order of each instrument
or at the time of receipt of application
by the U.S. Customs Service .
Frank W. Creel,

Director. Statutory Import Programs Staff
(FR Doc. 88-8341 Filed 4-14-88: 8:45 am)
BILL;NG CODE 3510-DS-M
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF WITNESSES APPEARING AT THE HEARING
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those.listed below appeared as witnesses at the United
States International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

Internal Combustion Engine
Industrial Fork-Lift Trucks
from Japan

Inv. ,No.

731-TA-377 (Final)

Date and time:

April 13, 1988 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main Hearing Room 101 of the United States
International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., in
Washington.
In support of the imposition of
antidumping duties:
Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Hyster Company, the Independent Lift Truck
Builders Union, the International Association
of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, ·the
International Union - Allied Industrial Workers
of America (AFL-CIO), the United Shop and Service
Employees, and an Ad-Hoc Group of Workers from
Hyster's Berea, Kentucky and Sulligent, Alabama
faciiity.
William H. Kilkenny, Chief Executive Officer,
Hyster Company
Daniel A. Neuhauser, Dir~ctor of Business
Planning and Market Resear¢h, Hyster
Company

- :more -
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In support of the imposition of
antidwnping duties: ·
Gerald L. Greer, Business Representative,
International Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers, District Lodge
24 of Portland, Oregon
Patrick J. Magrath, Director, Georgetown
Economic Services
Bergen I. Bull, Vice President-Corporate
Administration, General Counsel and
Secretary, for Hyster Company
Paul c. Rosenthal)_-OF COUNSEL
Mary T. Staley
)

~\

In opposition to the imposition of
antidwnping dl,lties:
PRESENTATION OF ECONOMISTS
Robert E. Litan,
Institution

~conomist,

The Brookings

Daniel Klett, Economist, Coopers & Lybrand
Dorsey & Whitney--Counsel
'Washington, D.c.
on behalf of
Toyota Motor Corpor·a tion .&
Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc •.
Kenji Sagawa, Assistant Manager,
American Operations, Overseas
·Industrial Vehicle Department,
Toyota Motor Corporation
William A. Plourde, Jr., Esq.,
General Counsel -- Business Law,
Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
Will E. Leonard l
Edward R. Easton ) ... -op COUNSEL
Philippe M. Brunof
- more -
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In opposition to the imposition of
antidumping duties:
Arnold & Porter--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. &
Nissan Industrial Equipment Co.
.

Ted Jackson, Vice President, Sales,
Nissan Industrial Equipment Corp.

.

George D. Rose, President, Mar;yl~nd. Indu:strial
Trucks, Inc.
Eddie Weinstein, President, Capital For.klift
Pa ti:' ick; F. J.. Macrory--OF COUNSEL
Graham & James--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Komatsu Forklift Co., Ltd. &
Komatsu Forklift (U.S.A.) Inc.
Lawrence R. Walders--OF COUNSEL
Morgan, Lewis, & Bockius--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Machinery Distribution Inc.
Robert Skulzacek, Vice President,
Herc-u-Lift, Inc •
. Richard Wagner, Vice President &
General Manager, Machinery Distribution, Inc.
Mark R. Joelson l
Kenneth G. Weigel).--OP COUNSEL
John Lindsey
l

- more -
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In opposition to the imposition of
antidumping duti¢s (continued)
Barnes, Richardson & Colburn--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
TCM Americ~ (MBK) &
Mitsui & Co, (U.S.A.) Inc.
~atthew

T. McGrath-'.""OF COUNSEL

Simpson, Thacher ..§r Bartlett--Counsel
New York;· New·\rork
on behalf of
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries·; Ltd.
Donald K•. Stockdale--OF COUNSEL
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APPENDIX C
ADDITIONAL INCOME-AND-LOSS TABLES, VALUE ADDED BY FIRM,
AND· CAPITAL AND INVESTMENT
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Table C:-1
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
IC forklift trucks with lifting capacity of over 15,000 pounds that contain a
domestic frame, accounting years 1985:....87
Item

1985

1986

1987

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit or (loss) ......
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating (loss) ............
Startup or shutdown
expense ...................
Interest expense ............
Other income, net ...........
Net (loss) before income
taxes .....................
Depreciation and amortization included above .....
Cash flow !I .................
~

46,541
44 445
2,096
6 469
(4,373)

***
***
***
(5,276)

***
***

32,248
30 860
1,388

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***
***

***
***

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit or (loss) ......
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating (loss) ............
Net (loss) before incoine
taxes .....................

95.5
4.5

95.7
4.3

***
***

13.9
(9.4)

***
***

***
***

3)

***

***

(11.

· Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ........... .
Net losses ................. .
Data ....................... .

3
3
3

3
3
3

'!:./

2
2
3

!/ Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.

£1 * * *·
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table C-2
Income-and-loss ~X-perience. of U.S. producers on their operations producing
class 1 electric forklift trucks that contain a domestic ·frame, accounting
years 1985-87
1985

Item

1987

1986
Value (1,000 dollars)

Net sales .................. .
Cost of goods sold .......... .
Gross profit ............... .
General, selling, and
administrative expenses .. .
Operating (loss) ........... .
Startup. or shutdown
expense .................. .
Interest expense ........... .
Other income or (expens~),
net ...................... .
Net (loss) before income
taxes .................... .
Depreciation and amorti'-'
zation included above .... .
Cash flow!/ ............... .

138,087
118, 16"4
19,923
24,886
(4,963)

163,257
140,002
23,255
28,750
(5,495)

158,827
133,123
25, 704
31,536
(5,832)

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

(14,961)

(7,641)

(8,439)

11594
(13,367)

l,780
(5,861)

2,091
(6,348)

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating (loss) ............
Net Closs) before income
taxes .....................

85.6
14.4

85.8
14.2

83.8
16.2

18.0
(3.6)

17.6
(3.4)

19.9
(3. 7)

(10.8)

(4. 7)

(5.3)

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ........... .
Net losses ................. .
Data~ ...................... .

3
3
6

1
1
6

2
2
~/ 6

!I Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.
l,_I

* * *·

Source: Compiled fro~ data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conunission.

''

:i
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Table C-3
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
class 2 electric forklift trucks that contain a domestic ·frame, accounting
years 1985-87
Item

1985

1987

1986
Value (1,000 dollars)

Net sales .................. .
Cost of goods sold ......... .
Gross profit ............... .
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income o~ (loss) ..
Startup or shutdown
expense .................. .
Interest expense ........... .
Other income or (expense),
net ...................... .
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ............. .
Depreciation and amorti~ · ~at ion included above .....
Cash flow!'······~·········

99,022
77, 106
21,916

102,196
81, 171
21,025

113,272
84,144
29,128

22,699
(783)

22,598

25,948
3,180

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

,917)

(3,564)

250

1,345
(6,572)

l,127
(2,437)

1,362
1,612

(7

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ......... .
Gross profit ............... .
·General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Opet·ating income or (loss) ..
Net income or (loss) before
income taxes ............. .

79.4
20.6

74.3
25.7

22.9
(0.8)

22.1
(1.5)

22.9
2.8

(8.0)

(3.5)

0.2

77.9

22.1

Number of firms reportinR
Operating losses ........... .
Net 1,osses ................. .
Data ....................... .

3
3
5

3
3
5

3
3
5

!I Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.
Source: Con~iled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table C-4
Standard-lift ICs that contain a U.S. produced frame:
producers; by·' firm, accounting years 1985-87

*

*

*

·*

*

*

Table C-5
St;.andard-lift !Cs that contain an· imported frame:
p~oducers, by firm, accounting years 1985-87

*

Value added by U.S.

Value added by U.S.

·* ,·,

*

*

T~ble C-6·
Total standard-lift ICs (includes both U.S.-made and imported frames):
added by U.S. producers, by firm, accounting years 1985-87

*

Value

*

Capital and investtrient.--The Conunission requested U.S. producers to
describe the actual and potential negative effects of imports from Japan of IC
forklifts with lifting capacity of 2,000 to' 15,000 pounds on· their firm's
growth, investl}tent, and a}>ility to rai!~e capital. Their responses are
presented below.

*

*

*
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APPENDIX D
ADDITIONAL UNIT VALUE DATA
FOR U.S. AND JAPANESE FORKLIFTS
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Table D-1
Classl electric forklift trucks: Unit values of U.S.- ·and Japan-produced
5,000-pound basic lift capacity, sit-down cushion-tire counterbalanced
electric forklifts with power and control systems designed for 36- or 48volt batteries, by companies and by 9ua1·tet·s, January 1985-December 1987

*

*

*

*

*

Table D-2
Class 2 electric, narrow-aisle fot•klift tt-ucks: ·Unit values of U.S- and
Japan-produced 3,000-pgund basic lift capacity, reach-type outrigger narrowaisle (non-countet·bala~ced) fot•klifts sold to dealers, by companies and by
quarte1·s, January 1985.-December 1987

*

*

*

*

Table D-3
IC forklift trucks: Unit values. of U.S.- and Japan-produced 5,000-pound
basic lift capacity, .c1=1i:;hion-ti1·e IC fot·klifts with gasoline engines (LPG
system) sold to nat~onal accounts (end users), by companies and by quarters,
January 1985-Decembe~ 1987

*

*

*

'*

*

